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Preface

What was said in the preface of the last
edition remains true in this newest incar-

nation. To the understandable chagrin of
all but a few radio executives, the industry
now includes other forms of the medium
besides terrestrial or broadcast outlets.
Added under the rubric “radio” for radio
media} are satellite and web stations ~ thus
the subtitle of this book. Says Larry Rosin,
President, Edison Media Research, “Regard-
less of the platlorm, consumerssee all these
[audio] options as merely being newforms
of ‘radio.” This author agrees. In point of
fact, there are now many different types of
radio stations, not just AM and FM.

The industry has literally metamorpho-
sized since the start of the new millen-

nium, and to be sure it barely resembles the
- description in the book’s first edition in the

1980s, Why? Succinctly stated, the rollout
of new audio technologies and the elimina-
tion of station ownership caps. For good or
bad, these have altered the very nature of
the industry. For example, in the case of the
near obliteration of ownership caps, today
one radio company can own hundreds, even
thousands, ofstations, whereas it could own
only a handful (a few dozen) Httle more
than a decade ago.

_ Indeed, since the lirst publication of
this book, the radio industry has wit-
nessed seismic change. In addition to the
significant regulatory revamping ofthe last
‘decade, radio has undergone unprecedented
technical overhauling. The advent ofhigh-
definition radio HD Radio ~ promises to
revolutionize broadcast signal transmission
‘and reception, or at least, that is the hope
‘of station owners and operators. Meanwhile,

critics argue that HD is already a bust. Of
course, with such transformations come
challenges and concerns, and these will
doubtlessly occupy the thoughts of broad-
casters well into the foresceable future.

When this book was initially published in
the mid-]980s, radio was enjoying unprece-
dented prosperity. The prices being paid for
radio properties were soaring, and station
revenues were at exceptional levels. Life was
good for almost everyone in the industry,
or so it seemed. Many AMstation owners
were not in on the opulent banquet, and
a growing number were pulling the plug
on, their operations. Yet on the whole, the
1980s were auspicious years for the magic
medium.

The tide shifted as the final decade ofthe

twentieth century began. The nation had
slipped into a nasty recession, taking radio
with it on its downwardslide, but scon the
medium’s fortunes were on the upswing
and broadcast properties were again attract-
ing gargantuan sums. The catalyst of this
unparalleled resurgence was the Federal
Communications Commission, which elim-
inated station ownership caps through the
groundbreakinglegislation of its Telecom-
munications Act of 1996.

The industry has certainly experienced
many ups and downssince its modest incep-
tion over 80 years ago, however, and it will
doubtlessly know the thrill of ascent and
the angst of decline again. (As this edition
was being prepared, the economic crisis
on Wall Street and in the banking and
housing markets was causing the mdustry
to brace itself for another likely downturn
in its fortunes.) Radio was, is, and hopefully

rereeinimenni,
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will continue to be a wonderfully alive and
dynamic mediumwith a seemingly incalcn-
lable life span.It is impossible to imagine a
world without David Sarnoff’s radio music

box, but that is not necessary — it is safe to
assume that radio in some form (broadcast,
satellite, Internet} will continue to be an
mtegral part of our lives for a very long
time ta come.

The mission ofthis book has not changed.
This edition, like the previous seven, is the
result of a desire and effort to provide the
student of radio with the most complete
account of the medium possible, from the
insider’s view, if you will. Tt is presented
from the perspective of the radio profes-
sional, drawing on the insights and observa-
tions of those who make their daily living
by working in the industry.

What continues to set this particular
text apart from others is that hundreds
of radio people have contributed to this
effort to disseminate factual and relevant
information abont the medium in a way
that captures its reality. These profession-
als represent the top echelons of network
and corporate radio, as well as the rural
daytime-only outlets spread across the
country.

| have sought to create a truly practi-
cal, timely, illustrative (a picture can be
worth a thousand words ~stations explain
and reveal themselves throughvisuals), and
accessible book on commercial radio station

operations; a book that reflects through its
structure and organization the radio station’s
own organization. ‘Therefore, the depart-
ments and personnel that comprise a radio
station are out principal focus. 1 begin by
examining the role of station managernent
and then move into programming, sales,
news, engineering, production, and traflic,
as well as other key areas that serve as the
yital ingredients of any radio outlet.

Because mystrategy was to draw on the
experience of countless broadcast and allied
professionals, my debt of gratitudeis signifi-
cant. It is to these individuals who contrib-
uted most directly to its making that I also
dedicate this book.

Therefore, | would like to express my
sincere appreciation to the manyindividn-
als and organizations that assisted me in.
so many important ways. Foremost among
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them are Jay Williams, Jr, and Lee Abrams.
It also goes without saying (but 1] say it
again) that the help of the following indi-
viduals was invaluable: Valerie Geller, Ed
Shane, Ralph Guild, David Reese, Jeson
Insalaco, Bil Siemering, Lynn Christian,
Erwin Krasnow, Dick Oppenheimer, Chris
Sterling, Donna Halper, Ed Cohen, Jeff
Smulyan, Ty Ford, Dave Neugesser, Tom
Taylor, Luke Russert, John Gehron, George
Capalbo, Mark Ramsey, Darryl Pomicter,
Larry Shannon, John David, Michael A.
Krasner, Gregg Cassidy, Matt Grasso, Tripp
Eldridge, Andrew Curran, Tom Severino,
Brian Buckley, Robin Martin, Larry Miller,
Juan Carlos Hidalgo, Robert Dunlop,
Bruce DuMont, Paul Fiddick, Doug
Ferber, Norm Feuer, Ward Quaal, Frank
Bell, Allen Myers, Gary Berkowitz, Jim.
Robertson, Robin Martin, Tom Severino,
Andrew Curren, Rob Dunlop, Dave
Scott, Ken Mills, Ted Bolton, Gary Begin,
DougErickson, Rebecca Schnall, Thomas
Gibson, Rob Vining, Stephen Winzenburg,
et al.the list is endless. My hat is off to
every individual and organization cited in
this book, as well as my first-class editors at
Focal Press, foremost among them Michele
Cronin.

Countless companies and organizations
contributed to the body of this work.
They include the ABC Radio Networks,
Air America, Apple Corporation, Arbitron
Ratings Company, Auditronies Inc, Back-
bone, The Benchmark Company, Bolton
Research, BMI, Boston Acoustics, BPME,
Broadcast Electronics, Broadcasting and
Cable, Broadcast Programming, Burkhart
Douglas and Associates, C-SPAN Radio,
CRS, CIPB, Clear Channel Cormunica-
tions, Clear Channel Sucks.com, Coleman
Research, Communication Graphics, CFM,
CRN, Cumulus, David Sarnoff Library,
Denon, Deer River Group, Direct Marketing
Research, Edison Media Research, Exmis,
Erickson Media Consultants, ESPN Radio,
the FCC, FMQB, FMR Associates, Geller
Media International, Global Radio News,
Goldwave Inc., Greater Media, Halper and
Associates, HID Radio, Hear2.0, Holland
Cooke Media, iBiquity Digital, IGM Inc.,
Infinity Broadcasting, Inside Radio, Interep
Radic Store, International Demographics,
iTunes, Jacobs Media, Jefferson Pilot Data
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Systems, Jones Radio News, Katz Media
Group, KD Kanopy, Kelton Agency, Library
of American Broadcasting, Lund Consul-
tants, The Mancow Show, Marketron Inc.,
Medisbase, Metro Traffic Network, MMR,
Ken Mills Agency, Moose Lake Products
Company, Museum of Broadcast Commu-
nications, National Association of Broad-
casters, Orban, Oxysys, Pandora Radio,
Premicre Radio Networks, Prophet Systems,
Public Radio International, QuikStats,
Radeo, Radio Advertising Bureau, Radio
and Internet News, Radio Business Report,
Radio Daily News, Radio Ink, Radiolandia,
Radio and Records, RTNDA, Radio Com-
puter Systems, Radio SAWA, RCA,Satellite
Music Network, Shane Media, 360 Systems,
SirlusXM Radio, Skyline Satellite Services,
Society of Broadcast Engineers, Jim Steele,
Annette Steiner, Superaudio, Sysndication.
net, Talkers Magazine, Talk Radio Network,
Tapscan, 360 Svsytems, 'TM Century, West-
inghouse Broadcasting,Westwood One, and
WOR-AM.,

 

Since the publication of earlier editions,
it is certain-in an industry noted for its
nomadic nature ~ that a significant number
of contributors have moved on to positions
at other stations (or in some cases left the
industry}. Moreover, it is equally certain
that many stations have changedcall letters,
because that is the name of the game, too.
Because of the sheer volume of contributors,
it would be difficult to establish the current
whereabouts or status of each without

employing the services of the FBI, CIA,
NSA, Secret Service, and CNN, Therefore,
[have usually let stand the original addresses
and call letters of contributors except when
new information has become available; mn
those cases, changes have been made.

As this newedition goes to press, radio's
greatest writer, Norman Corwin, nears his
100th birthday. Therefore, it seems fitting
that his homage to radio be carried over
in this new edition as an homage to him
for all he contributed to the glory of the
medium.

In aay case, good evening or good afternoan, good morning ar good night,
Whichever best becomes the sector of the sky
Arched over your antenna.
We wish some wards with you
Concerning magic that would make a
Merlin ensious

The miracle, worn ordinary now, ofjust such business as this
Between vour ears and us, and oceantides of ether
We mean the genti of radio
Kowtowing to Aladdins everywhere,
As flashy on the run as light, and full ofservices to ships at sea and planes in the air and people in their
living rooms, resembling you.

 

Norman Corwin, Seems Radio Is Here to Stay
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Windowsare rolled downas you blaze down
the open road ... a hot radio station screams
out of the speakers. A cold wintry night at
2? AM, a distantAM station speaks to the
American vista, or a controversial beacon of
the mainstream keeps you company with
arguable dialogue. These are just a few of

- the reasons that radio is the soundtrack of
the nation, An indescribable experience that
when executed with passion and purpose is

: timeless, intoxicating, and magical.

 
Oddly enough, the obituary for radio has

been written time and time again. In the
50s, it was TV. After all, who wouldlisten
to the Lene Ranger when you could now
watch it? In the 70s, it was home taping.
Whybother waiting for your favorite song
when you could tape it on your cassette
player and listen at your convenience? Now-
adays, it is the Internet that is the “culprit.”

Foreword to the Eighth Edition
by Lee Abrams

But time and time again, radio reinvents
itself and continues to prevail as the Teflon
medium. Radio doesn’t “kill” other media,
it just exists ... and prospers, as reliably as
a sunrise.

With that said, there are red flags of
concern, I don’t think radio has anything
to fear but itself. As radio ownership has
evolved from individuals and relatively
small broadcast-centric companies into
giant corporations, there’s a fear that radio
is losing its soul. That its passion, its desire
to create fans instead of users, and its vision-
impaired broadcasters are to blame. The
FCC has liberal guidelines for inventive
radio, yet too many stations are innovation-
adverse as if there was this mysterious FCC
law that guided the sound, preferring to
maintain a dated playbook as the standard,
at a time when the competitive landscape
has never been denser. Fortunately, there are
answers but it’s going to be the new genera-
tion of thinkers that create and. execute a
new Vision.

Radio needs to go into creative hyper
drive and aggressively challenge traditional
thinking — not only in pregramming, but in
literally every area of radio station opera-
tion. While at XM Radio, | was amazed at
the denial among so many broadcasters who
wrote off satellite radio for all the wrong
reasons. Forty years ago, the same denial
existed among many AM broadcasters who
trurapeted that FM was a fad for hippies
and classical music fans. The twenty-first
century is a bad time for denial. A better
approach is accepting that there are new
forms of audio entertainment emerging and
that radio, from a position of strength, needs
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to refocus its energy and flight back...
with passion, character, and muscle. Satel-
lite radio, Internet radio, iPods, and what-
ever new technologies are created in the
next few years, are all competition for the
world’s ears, The economic viability is still
a question mark, but there’s no shortage of
compelling sound being created by nontra-
ditional audio providers.

Radio needs to mobilize its benefits:
theater of the mind production, immedi-
ate and credible information; the bible of
music, old, new, and of all genres; voices
that you become addicted to; and thelist
goes on, But if you listen to many stations
today, that cdge is being lost. Production
using tired old-school voices with Star Wars
sound effects, stale news presentations,

Foreword to the Eighth Edition

limited playlists that are behind the curve
and generic voices with little character.
Radio needs to accept these facts ... and
aggressively attack them... and write the
new playbookfor the twenty-first century.

Although the scenario is daunting, never
has there been an opportunity to rethink
and reinvent. To look at radio as a living
and breathing entity that needs to be
fed and nurtured with extreme invention
and confidence. With all of the challenges
that face radio in this century, that’s all the
more reason to be excited about the pos-
sibilities. It’s up to those inside the stations
to manufacture magic... and turn listeners
into fans. With that said, there’s no reason
radio cannot and will not enter another
golden age. It’s in your control.
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What's New te This Edition of
The Radio Station

The 8th edition strives to be more universal

and timely in its approach to its subject
by incorporating material about ALLradio
stations — broadcast, satellite, and Inter-
net. The entire text has been updated and
revised to include dozens of new figures.
Some of the highlights include:

Chapter 1 ~~ Digital redio is discussed more
extensively in terms of its prospects for com-
petingwith satellite radio and helping revive
a saggingterrestrial radio market. Likewise,
the sections on satellite and Internet radio

are embellished in terms of programming,
marketing, and policy and their relationship
with broadcast radio and other forms of

audio, namely, mobile mullimedia devices.

Chapter 2-— The impact ofstation cluster-
ing on management is expanded andseveral
new contributors weigh in on a host of
topics related to running broadcast, satellite,
and Internet operations andthe overseeing
of the integration of newtechnologies in a
difficult economy.

Chapter 3—New and evolving formats
are discussed as well as programming in the
chister environment. Sections on satellite and

Internet programming are expanded and the
uses and applications of podcasts and blogs
are considered. Station Web site content is

examined in this context as well.

Chapter 4— New contributions by key
industrysales executives refresh this chapter.
Selling in the cluster setup and in a vola-
tile economy is assessed more extensively.
Updated figures include new rate cards and
sales software programs.

Chapters 5, 7, 8, and 11 -~ The content in
these chapters has been updated to reflect
the expanding presence of cornpulers and
use of the Internet and station websites.

How station consolidation has impacted
these areas is further considered.

Chapter 6 — The section on Arbitron’s Por-
table People Meter is expanded and updated
and how the Internet is used to enhance

station research is examined.

Chapter 9— Stronger emphasis on the
digital studio highlights this significantly
revised chapter. Information on the expand-
ing array of new audio tools — equipment
andInternet applications ~ is presented in
the context of studio production.

Chapter 10—New and expanded data
on station classifications and governmen-
tal regulations and the influence of tech-
nology give this chapter a timeliness as
does updated information on satellite and
internet radio.
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inthe Air -Everywhere_ 

The competitive landscape of broadcast
radio has changed dramatically in the last
few years. New audio technologies, such
as satellite and Web radio, as well as music
downloading media (MP3s and iPods) and
mobile rousic services or mobile multimedia

devices (cell phones and PDAs), have trans-
formed the listening environment.Yet, in the
first decade of the new millennium, broad-
cast radio continues to hold its own in the
face of the many new competing audio tech-
nologies and the seismic shifts in its man-
agement and operational structure due to
the elimination of long-standing ownership
caps and the subsequent consolidation and
clustering of thousands of stations. Station
owner and communications entrepreneur Jay
Williams,Jz.states: “Buoyed by deregulation,
consolidation and Wall Street money, then
buffeted by increased competition and new
technology, terrestrial radio executives are
bracing for a challenging future by expior-
ing programming and format options, more
sophisticated advertiser relationships, and
new digital distribution platforms to more
robustly compete and grow.”

Although overall listening has declined
(aver 15% between 1990 and 2008 accord-
ing to recent estimates and mainly among
younger listeners}, as has the actual time
people spend tuned to broadcast radio
fone report in 2006 hadtime spent listen-
ing (TSL) downby nearly 4% since 2003)
due to increased competition from other
audio choices and legislative changes, radio
continues to be one of the most pervasive
media on earth, even more so than the

State of the Fifth Estate

Internet, which is virtually nonexistent in
many parts of the world, especially in Third
World countries,

Observes Tribune Company's COO,
Randy Michaels, “Listening may be down,
but radio use remains very high, with over
90% of everyone over the age of 6 hearing
the radio every week.” There is no patch of
land, ne piece of ocean surface untouched
by the electromagneticsignals beamedfrom
the more than 40,000radio stations world-
wide, Over a quarter of these broadcast
outlets transmit in America alone. Today,
more than 13,500 stations in this country
reach 69% of all households, and less than
1% have fewer than five receivers (rnost
have at least eight), There are nearly a billion
working radios in the United States,

Modern radio’s unique personal approach
resulted in a shift of the audience’s applica-
tion of the medium: radio went from family
or group entertainer before 1950 to indi-
vidual cornpanion after the debut of the
video medium. Although television usurped
radio’s position as the number one home
entertainment source over Eve decades ago,
radio's total reach handily exceeds that of
the video tube, More people rely onradio for
its multifaceted offerings than on any other
medium -print or electronic, although the
Internet is quickly gaining ground. Practi-
cally every automobile (96%) has a radio.
“There are twice as many car radios in use
(approximately 140 million) as the total
cireulation (50 million) of all daily news-
papers, and four of five adults are reached
by radio each week,” contends Kenneth
Costa, former vice president cf marketing
for the Radio Advertising Bureau (RAB).
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FHGURE 1.1

In 2008, satellite
radio merged.
Courtesy SirtusXM.
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Bight of 10 adults are reached weekly by.
car radio. A€cording to Arbitron’s annual
report “Radio Today,” the medium “reaches
more than 94%of the U.S. 12+ population
each week, fand] on average, Americans
spend around 18 hours per week listening
to their favorite stations.” As the new mil-

lennium proceeded, this computed to well
aver 230 million Americans, although some
recent audience studies have suggested
that listeningfigures for radio, in particular
TSL, are on a noteworthy decline due to
new competing audio media. A Radio’s All
[Mmensional Audience Research (RADAR)
report also found that working women
account for nearly 60%of radio listening
by women, 2 statistic that reflects the times.
Meanwhile, radio continued to be tremen-
dously popular among African Americans
and Hispanics, where the medium’s weekly
reach is about 95% of that population.
The number of radio receivers in use in

America has risen by more than 50% since
1970, when 325 million sets providedlis-
teners with a wide range of audio services.
In recent years, technological innovations
in receiver design alone have contributed
to the ever-increasing popularity of the
medium. According to the New York Times,
Americans bought nearly 60 million radios
annually in the last years of the 1990s, but
that trendslowed in the new century, due
to mobile music services. Radio's ability
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to move with its audience has never been

greater, Qut-of-home listeners account for
over 60% of the average audience Monday
through Friday. In addition, the RAB con-
cluded that 7 of 10 computer purchasers
and wine and beer drinkers tune into the

medium daily.
Radio appeals to everyone and is available

to all. Its mobility and variety of offerings
have made it the most popular medium in
history, while this popularity has been on. the
wane in recent years, it continues to be high.
To most adults, radio is as much a part oftheir
day as morning coffee and the ride to work.It
is a companion that keeps us informed about
world and local events; gives us sports scores;
provides us with the latest weather and school
closings and a host of other information, not
to mention our favorite music; and asks for
nothing in return. A Katz Radio Group study
concluded “only radio adapts to the lifestyle
of its audience.” The report dispelled the
belief that radio listening drops during the
summer, as does TV viewing, proving that
radio is indeed a friend for all seasons.

It is difficult to imagine a world without
such an accommodatingand amusing cohort,
one that not only has enriched our lives by
providing 1s witha nonstop sourceof enter-
tainment, but has also kept us abreast ofhap-
penings during times of national and global
crisis. To most Americans, radio continues to
be an integral part of daily life.
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A Household Utility

Although radio seems to have been around
for centuries, it is a relatively recent inven-
tion. Many people alive today once lived in
a world withoutradie ~ hard to imagine, yet
true. The world owes a debt of gratitude to
several “wireless” technologists who contrib-
uted to the development of the mediurn.
A friendly debate continues to be waged
today as to just who should righttully be
honored with the tite “fether of radio.”

‘There are numerous candidates, some who
date as far back as the nineteenth century.
For example, there is physicist James Clerk
Maxwell, who theorized the existence of
electromagnetic waves, which later in the
century were used to carry radio signals,Then
there is German scientist Heinrich Hertz,
who validated Maxwell's theory by proving
that electromagnetic waves do indeed exist.

The first choice of many to be anointed
grand patriarch of radio is Guglielmo
Marconi, who is credited with devising
a method of transmitting sound without
the help of wires — thus the name wireless
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telegraphy. A hest of other inventors and
innovators can, with some justification,
be considered for the title. Nikola Tesla

experimented with various forms of wire-
less transmission and although he has
been largely neglected by historians, today
there are Tesla Societies that maintain he

is responsible for the invention of wire-
less transmission and modern radio. Lee

De Forest, Ambrose Fleming, Reginald
Fessenden, and David Sarnoff are a few
others whose names have been associated

with the hallowed designation, (A further
discussion of radio's preeminent tech-
nologists can be found in Chapter 10.)
However, of the aforementioned, perhaps
the pioneer with the most substantial claim
is Sarnoff. A true visionary, Sarnoif report-
edky conceived of the ultimate application
of Marconi's device in a now-famous mem-

orandum. In what became known as the

“radio music box” memo, Sarnoff suppos-
edly suggested that radio receivers be mass-
producedfor pablic consumption and that
music, news, and inforrnation be broadcast
to the households that ownedthe appliance.

FIGURE 1.2

Courtesy Arbitron,
Source “Radio Today,”
2008 © Copyright
Arbitron.
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FIGURE 1.3

President Coolidge
tests car radio.

Courtesy Library of
Congress,

FIGURE 1.4

Courtesy Arbitron.

  

 
According to legend, at first his proposal
was all but snubbed. Sarnofi’s persistence
eventually paid off, and in 1919 sets were
available for general purchase. Within a very
few years, radio's popularity would exceed
even Sarnofi’s estimations. Recently, sore
scholars have argued that Sarnoff’s memo
may have been written several years later,
if at all, as e means of securing his status in
the history of the radio medium. However,
the latest consensus gives Sarnoff credit for
proposing radio as we knowit.

 

CHAPTER 1 STATE OF THE FIFTH ESTATE

A Toll on Radio

Though not yet a household word in 1922,
radio was surfacing as a medium to be
reckoned with. Hundreds of thousands of

Americans were purchasing crude, battery-
operated crystal sets of the day and tuning
the two frequencies (750 and 833kc} set
aside by the Departrnent of Commerce
for reception of radio broadcasts {a third
frequency was soon added}. The majority
of stations in the early 1920s were owned
by receiver manufacturers and department
stores that sold the apparatus. Newspapers
and colleges owned nearly as many. Radio
was not yet a commercial enterprise. Those
stations not owned by parent companies
often depended on public donations and
grants. These outlets found it no small task
to continue operating. Interestingly, it was
not one of these financially pinched sta-
tions that conceived of a way to generate
income, but rather AT&T-owned WEAFin
New York.

According to most broadcast historians,
the first paid announcement ever broad-
cast lasted 10 minutes and was bought by
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Hawthorne Court, a Queens based real
state company. (Radio scholar Donna
Halper contends that Boston's WG! actu-
ally aired a commercial before WEAF)
Within a matter of weeks other businesses
also paid modest “tolls” to air messages
over WEAF, Despite AT&T's attempts to

onopolize the pay-for-broadcast concept,
“year later in 1923 many stations were
tively seeking sponsors to underwrite

heir expenses as well as to generate profrts.
Phus, the age of commercial radio was

unched. It is impossible to imagine what
merican broadcasting would belike today
d it remained a purely noncommercial

wedium as it has in many countries,

 

fe same year that Pittsburgh station
KDKA began offering a schedule of daily

oadcasts, experimental network operations
ing telephone Hnes were inaugurated. As

early as 1922, stations were forming chains,
thereby enabling programs to be broadcast
thultaneously to several different areas,
jorts events were among the first pro-

grams to be broadcast in network fashion.
ations WIZ (later WABC) in New York

and WGY in Schenectady linked for the
ting of the 1922 World Series, and early
“1923 WEAF in New York and WNAC

in: Boston transmitted a football game ema-
ng from Chicago. Later the same year,

‘ésident Coolidge’s message to Congress
as. aired over six stations Chain broad-

Sting, a term used to describe the earliest
orking efforts, was off and running.

‘The first major broadcast network was
tablished in 1926 by the Radio Corpora-
on ofAmerica (RCA) and was named the
ational Broadcasting Company (NBC).
lé network consisted of two dozen

tions — several of which it had acquired
om AT&T, which was encouraged by the
Vvermment to divest itself of its broad-

holdings. Among the outlets RCA
urchased was WEAF, which became

ilagship station. Rather than forming
é exclusive radio combine, RCA chose
operate separate Red and Blue net-
ks, The former comprised the bulk of
C's stations, whereas the Blue network

 

  

 
remained relatively small, with fewer
than half a dozen outlets. Under the NBC

banner, both networks would grow, the
Blue network remaining the more modest
of the two.

Less than 2 years alterNBC beganoper-
ation, the Columbia Broadcasting System
(CBS, initially Columbia Phonograph Broad-
casting System) began its network servicc
with 16 stations, William 5. Paley, who had
served as advertising manager of his family’s
cigar company (Congress Cigar], formed
the network in 1928 and would remain its
chief executive into the 1080s.

A third network emerged in 1934. The
Mutual Broadcasting System went into
business with affiliates in only four cities —
NewYork, Chicago, Detroit, and Cincinnati.
Unlike NBC and CBS, Mutual did not own
any stations; its primary function was that
of program supplier. In 1941, Mutual led its
competitors with 160affiliates, The network
left the air in April 1999 following a long
series of financial difhcuities.

Although NBC initially benelited fromthe
government’s fear of a potential monopoly
of communication services by AT&T, it also
was forced todivest itselfof a part of its hold-
ings because of similar apprehensions.When
the Federal Communications Commission

(FCC) implemented more stringent chain
broadcasting rules in the carly 1940s, which
prohibited one organization from operating
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FIGURE 1.5

David Sarnoff, the
man who helped put
radio into the home.

Courtesy RCA.  
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FIGURE 1.6
The radia
becomes the

centerpiece of
the living room.
Courtesy David
Sarnoff Library.

two separate and distinct networks, RCA
sold its Blue network, retaining the more
lucrative Red network,

The FCC authorized the sale ofthe Blue
networkto Edward J. Noble in 1943. Noble,
who had amassed a fortune as ownerof the
Lifesaver Candy Company, established the
American Broadcasting Company (ABC) in
1943. in the years to come,ABC would
eventually become the largest and most suc-
cessful of all the radio networks,

By the end of World War TL the net-
works accounted for 90% of the radio
audience and were the greatest source of
individual station revenue. ‘Today, most of
the major networks are under the auspices
of megacorporations. In 1985, Disney
purchased Cap Cities/ABC and Westing-
house bought CBS. A few years earlier, GE
reclaimed NBC,

Conflict in the Air 
The 5 years that followed radio’s inception
saw phenomenal growth. Millions of receiv
ers adorned living rooms throughout the
country, and more than 70 stations were
transmitting signals, A lack of sufficient
regulations and an inadequate broadcast
band contributed toa situation that bordered
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on Catastrophic for the fledgling medium.
Radio reception suffered greatly as the result
of too many stations broadcasting, almost
at will, on the same frequencies, Interfer-
ence was widespread. Frustration increased
among both the listening public and the
broadcasters, who feared the strangulation
of their industry.

Concerned about the situation, partici-
pants of the National Radio Conferences
(1922-1925) appealed to the secretary of
commerce to impose limitations on station
operating hours and power. The bedlam
continued, however, because the head of the
Commerce Department lacked the neces-
sary power to implement cffective changes.
Fiowever, in 1926, President Coolidge
urged Congress to address the issue. This
resulted in the Radio Act of 1927 and the
formation of the Federal Radio Commis-
sion (FRC). The five-member commission
was given authorityto issue station Heenses,
allocate frequency bands to various ser
vices, assign frequencies to individual sta-
tions, and dictate station power and hours
of operation,

Within months ofits inception, the FRC
established the Standard Broadcast band
{500-1500 ke) and pulled the plug on 150
of the existing 732 radio outlets. In less
than a year, the medium that had been
on the threshold of ruin was thriving. The
listening public responded to the clearer
reception and the increasing schedule of
entertainment programming by purchasing
millions of receivers. More people were
tuned to their radio music boxes than ever
before,

Radio Prospers during
the Depression 
The most popular radio show in history,
Amos ‘n’ Andy, made its debut on NBC in
1929, the same year the stock market-took
its traumatic plunge. The show attempted
to lessen the despair brought on by the
ensuing Depression by addressing it with
lighthearted humor.Asthe Depression deep-
ened, the stars of Amos ‘1’ Andy, Freeman
Gosden and Charles Correll, soughtte assist
in the president's recovery plan by helping
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Radic during World Weer Hl

to restore confidencein the nation’s banking
system through a series of recurring refer-
ences and skits. When the Amos ‘n’ Andy
showaired, most of the country stepped
what it was doing and tuned in. Theater
owners complained that on the evening the
show was broadcast, ticket sales decreased
dramatically.

As businesses failed, radio flourished. The
abundance of escapist fare that the medium
offered, along with the important fact thatit
was provided free to the listener, enhanced
radio’s hald on the public. Not one to over-
look an opportunity to give his program
for economic recuperation a further boost,
President Franklin D. Roosevelt launche<
a series of broadcasts on March 12, 1933,
which became known as the “freside chats.”

Although the president had never received
formal broadcast training, he was com-
pletely at home in front of the microphone.
The audience perceived a man ofsincerity,
intelligence, and determination. His sensi-
tive and astute use of the medium went

a long way toward helping in the effort to
restore the economy.

In the same year that Roosevelt took to
the airwaves to reach the American people,
he set the wheels In motion to create an

independent government agency whose sole
function would be to regulate all electronic
forms of commumication, including both
broadcast and wire. To that end, the Com-
munications Act of 1934 resulted in the

establishment of the FCC.

As the Depression’s grip on the nation
weakened in the late 1930s, anothercrisis
of awesome proportions loomed ~ World
War fl. Once again radio would prove
an invaluable tool for the national good.
Just as the medium completed its second
decade of existence, it found itself enlist-
ing in the battle against global tyranny. By
1939, as the great firestorm was nearing
American shores, 1465 stations were
authorized to broadcast.

 

Before either frequency modulation (FM)
or television had a chance to get off the
ground, the FCC sawfit to impose a wartime
freeze on the construction of new broadcast

 

 

 

outlets, All materials and manpower were
directed at defeating the enemy. Mean-
while, existing amplitude modulation (AM)
stations prospered and enjoyed increased
stature. Americans turned to their receiy-

ers for the latest information on the war’s

progress. Radio took the concerned listener
to the battlefronts with dramatic and timely
reports from war correspondents, such as
Edward R. Murrow and Eric Sevareid, in
Europe and the South Pacific. The imme-
diacy of the news and the gripping reality
of the sounds of battle brought the war
into stateside homes. This was the war that

touched all Americans. Nearly everyone
had a relative or knew someone involyed

in the eflort to preserve the American way
of life, Broadcast news emerged as a major
programming factor during the war and
would play a central role in every subse-
quent conflict.

Programs that centered on concerns
related to the war were plentiful. Under the
auspices of the Defense Communications
Board, radio set out to do its part to quash
aggression and tyranny. No program of the
day failed to address issues confronting
the country. In fact, many programs were
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FIGURE 1.7

Sponsors of kids’
shows during
radio’s golden age
offered prizes,
known as premiums,
to develop and
strengthen listener
loyalty.
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FIGURE 1.8

In the 1930s, radio
offered an impressive
schedule of programs
for children.  

expressly propagandistic in their attempts
to shape and influence listeners’ attitudes
in favor ofthe Allied position,

Programs with war themes were popular
with sponsors who wanted to project a patri-
otic image, and most did. Popular commen-
vator Walter Winchell, who was sponsored
by Jergen’s Lotion, closed his programs with
a statement that illustrates the prevailing
sertiment of the period: “With lotions of
love, I remain your New York correspon-
dent Walter Winchell, who thinks every
Americanhas at least one thing to be thank-
ful for on Tuesday next. Thankful that we
still salute a flag and not a shirt.”

Although no new radio stations were
constructed between 194] and 1945, the
industry saw profits double and the listening
audience swell, By war's end, 95% of homes
had at least one radio.

Television Appears

‘The freeze that prevented the full develop-
ment and marketing oftelevision was lifted
within months of the war's end. Few radio

broadcasters anticipated the dilemma that
awaited them. In 1946 it was business as

usual for the medium, which enjoyed new-
found prestige as the consequence ofits valu-
able service during the war. Two yearslater,
however, television was the new celebrity
on the block, and radio was about to experi-
ence a significant decline in popularity.

Although still an infant in 1950, televi-
sion succeeded in gaining the distinction
of being the number one entertainment
medium. Not only did radio’s audience
begin to migrate to the TV sereen, but
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many of the medium’s entertainers and
sponsors jumped ship as well. Profits began
te decline, and the radio networks lost their
prominence.

In 1942, as television’s popularity con-
tinued to eclipse radios, 3000 stations of
the faltering medium were authorized to
operate. Several media observers of the day
predicted that television's effect would be
too devastating for the older medium to
overcome. Many raclio station owners arounc!
the country sold their facilities. Some rein-
vested their money in television, and others
left the Held of broadcasting entirely.

Recalling this bleak period in radio's
history ina 1958 magazine article in Wisdom,
David Sarnoffwrote: “In the Spring of 1949,
the ery went up that ‘radio is doomed.”
Some of the prophets of doom predicted
that within 3 years sound broadcasting over
national networks would be wiped out, with
television taking its place. °

“did not join that gloomy forecast in
‘49,’ nor do I now. Years have passed, and
radio broadcasting is still with us and ren-
dering nationwide service. [t plays too vital
a role in the life of this nation to be canceled

out by another medium. I have witnessed
too many cycles of advance and adapta-
tion to beHeve that a service so intimately
integrated with Arnerican life can become
extinct.”

“We wouldbe closing our eyes to reality,
however, if we failed to recognize that radio
has been undergoing fundamental changes.
To make the most of its great potentials, it
must now be operated and used in ways
which take cognizance of the fact that it
is uc longer the only broadcast medium.
A. process of adjustment is necessary, and it
is taking place.”

A.technological breakthrough by Bell Labo-
ratorics scientists in 1948 resulted in the

creation of the transistor. [his innovation

provided radio manufacturers the chance
to produce miniature portable receivers.
The newtransistors, as they were popularly
called, enhanced radio’s mobility, Yer the
medium continued to flounder throughout
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FM’s Ascent 

the early 1950s as it attempted to formulate
a strategy that would offset the effects of
television. Many radio programmersfelt that
the only way to hold onto their dwindling
audience was to offer the same material,
almost program for prograrn, aired by televi-
sion. ironically, television had appropriated
its programming approach from radio, which
no longer lound the system viable.

By 1955, radio revenues reached an unim-
pressive $90 million, andit was apparent to
all that the medium had to devise another

way to attract a more formidable follow-
ing. Prerecorded music became a main-
stay for many stations that had dropped
their network affliations in the face of

decreased program schedules. Gradually,
music became the primary product of radio
stations, and the disc jockey (deejay, jock)
their newstar.

Radio Rocks and Roars 

The mid-1950s saw the birth ofthe unique
cultural phenomenon known as rock ‘rn’ roll,
a term invented by deejay Alan Freed to
describe a new formof music derived from

rhythm and blues. The new sound teok hold
of the nation’s youth and helped return
radio to a position of prominence.

in 1955, Bill Haley’s recording of Rock
Around the Clock struck pay dirt and sold
over a million copies, thus ushering in a

new era in contemporary music. The fol-
_ lowing year Elvis Presley tunes dominated
the hit charts. Dozcns of stations around
the country began to focus their playlists
"on the newest music innovation. The Top
_ 40 radio format, which was conceived by
Todd Storz (while at his favorite watering
hole in Omaha) and developed by a slew
: Of programming innovators about the time
. rock made its debut, began to top theratings
. Charts, In its original form, Top 40 appealed
- toa much larger cross section of the listening
> public because ofthe diversity ofits offerings.
- At frst artists such as Perry Como, Les Paul
» and Mary Ford, and Doris Day were more
- common than the rockers. Then the growing
: penchant of young listeners for the doo-wop
‘sound hgured greatly in the narrowing of
the Top 46 playlist te mostly rock ‘n’ roll

 

  

 

records. Before long the Top 40station was
synonymous with rock and teens,

A few years passed before stations
employing the format generated the kind
of profits their ratings seemed to warrant.
Many advertisers initially resisted spending
money on stations that attracted primarily
kids, By 1960, however rock stations could
no longer he denied because they led their
competitors in most cities, Rock and radio
formed the perfect union.

FM's Ascent 

Rock eventually triggered the wider accep-
tance of FM, whose creator, Edwin H.
Armstrong, set out to produce a static-free
alternative to the AM band. In 1938 he

accornplished his objective, and 2 years
later the FCC authorized FM broadcasting.
However, World War [I] and RCA (which
had 4 greater interest in the development
of television) thwarted the implementation
of Armstrone’s innovation. Construction on
FM stations did not begin until 1946. Yet
FM's launch was less than dazzling. Televi-
sion was on the minds of most Americans,
and the prevailing attitude was thet a new
radio band was hardly necessary.

More than 600 FM outlets were on the

air in 1950, but by the end of the decade
the number had shrunk by 100. Through-
out the 1950s and early 1960s, FMstations

 

FIGURE 1.9
Pioneer radio

operator Mary
Loormis ran a radio
school at the dawn
of the medium.

Courtesy Library of
Congress,
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directed their programming to special-
interest groups, Classical and soft music were
offered by many stations. This conservative,
if somewhat highbrow, prograrnming helped
foster an elitist image. FM becameassociated
with the intellectual or, as it was sometimes
referred (0, the “egghead” community. Some
FM stations purposely expanded on their
snob appeal image inan attempt to set them-
selves apart from popular, mass appealradio.
This, however, did little to fill their coffers.

FM remained the poor second cousin to
AM throughout the 1960s, a decade that
did, however, prove transitional for FM.
ManyFM licenses were held by AM station
operators who sensed that someday the new
medium might take off An equal number of
FMlicensees used the unprofitable medium.
for tax. write-off purposes.Although many
AM broadcasters possessed FM frequen-
cies, they often didlittle when it came to
programming them, Most chose to simul-
cast their AM broadcasts. 1t was more cost-

effective during a period when FM drew
Jess than 10% of the listening audience.

In (1961, the FCC authorized stereo
broadcasting on FM. This would prove ta
be a benchmark in the evolution of the
medium. Gradually, more and more record-
ing companies were pressing stereo disks,
The classical music buff was initially consid-
eredthe best prospect for the new product.
Since fidelity was of prime concern to the
classical music devotee, FM stations that
could afford ta go stereo did so, The “easy
Listening” stations soonfollowed suit.

Another benchmarkin the developmentof
FM occurred in 1965 whenthe ['CC passed
legislation requiring that FMbroadcasters in
Cities whose populations exceeded 100,000
break simulcast with their AM counterparts
for at least 50%of their broadcast day. The
commission felt that simply duplicating an
AM signal did not constitute efficient use
of an EM frequency. The FCCalso thought
that the move would help foster growth in
the medium, which eventually proved to
be the case.

The first format to attract sizable audi-
ences to FM was Beautiful Music, a creation
of program innovator Gordon McLendon.
The execution of the format made it par-
ticularly adaptable to automation systems,
to which many AM/FM combo operations

  

resorted when the word came down from
Washington that simulcast days were over.
Automation kept staff size and production
expenses to a minimum. Many stations
assigned FM operation to their engincers,
whokept the system fed with reels of music
tapes and cartridges containing commercial
material. Initially, the idea was to keep the
FMas a form of garnishment for the more
lucrative AM operation. In other words, at
combo stations the FM was thrown in as

a perk to attract advertisers -- two stations
for the price of one. To the surprise of miore
than a few station managers, the FM side
began to attract impressive numbers. The
more-music, less-talk (meaning fewer com-
mercials} stereo operations made money. By
the late 1960s, FM claimed a quarter of the
radio listening audience, a |} 20% increase in
less than 5 years.

Contributing to this unprecedented rise
in popularity was the experimental progres-
sive format, which sought to providelisten-
ers with an alternative to the frenetic, highly
commercialAM sound. Rather than focus-
ing on the best-selling songs of the moment,
as was the tendency on AM,these stations
were more interested in giving airtime to
album cuts that normally never touched the
felt of studio turntables. The progressive or
albumrock format(also called underground
and freeform), conceived by Larry Miller
and ‘Torn (“Big Daddy”] Donahue, slowly
chipped away at Top 40's ratings numbers
and eventually earned itself part of the radio
audience.

The first major market station to choose
a daring path away from thetried and true
chart hit format was WOR-FMin New

York. On July 30, 1966, the station broke
from its AMside and embarked on a new

age in contemporary music programming.
Orthcerstations around the country, foremost
among them KMPX in San Francisco, did
not take long in followingits lead.

The FM transformation was to break
into full stride in the early and mic 1970s.
Stereo component systems were a hot con-
sumer item and the preferred way to listen
to music, including rock. However, the
notion of Top 40 on FM was still alien to
most. FM listeners had long regarded their
mediumas the alternative to the pulp and
punch presentation typical of the Standard
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Broadcast band. The idea of contemporary
hit stations on FMoffended the sensibilities
of a portion of the listening public. None-
theless, Top 40 began to make its debut on
£M,and for manylicense holders it marked
the first time they enjoyedsizable profits. By
the end of the decade, FM’s profits would
triple, as would its share of the audience.
After three decades of living inthe shadow
of AM, FM achieved parity in 1979 when
it equaled AM's listenership. The follow-
ing year it moved ahead.In the late 1980s,
studies demonstrated] that FM attracted as
much as 85% of the radio audience.

With nearly as many AM stations (4784)
as FM stations (5720} and only a quarter
of the audience, the older medium was
faced with a unique challenge that could
determine its very survival. In an attempt
to retain a share of the audience, many AM
stations dropped music in favor of news and
talk. WABC-AM’s shift from music radio

to talk radio in 1982 clearly illustrated the
metamorphosis that AM was undergoing.
WABC had long been the nation’s foremost
leader in the pop/rock music format.

In a further effort to avert the FM sweeg,
hundreds of AM stations went stereo in the

latter part of the last century. AM broad-
casters hoped this would give them the
competitive edge they urgently needed.
it was hoped that music would return to
the AM side, bringing along with it some
unigue format approaches. A number of
radio consultants believed that the real pro-
gramming innovations in the years ahead
would occur at AM stations. “Necessity is
the mother of invention,” said Dick Ellis,
programming consultant and former radio
format specialist for Peters Productions im
san [Hego, California. “Expect some very
exciting and intcresting things to happenon
AM," predicted Ellis over a decade ago. In
some respects, his vision was on target, but
the full realization of his prediction did not
come to pass,

AM Stereo

Hoping to help AM radio out of its dol-
drimms, in the early 1980s the FCC autho-
rized stereocasting on the senior band.
Lowever, the commission failed to declare

 

a technical standard, leaving that task to the
marketplace. This resulted in a very shug-
gish conversion to the two-channel system,
and by the 1990s only a few hundred AM
outlets offered stereo broadcasting. Those
that did were typically the more prosper-
ous metro market stations that ultimately
featured talk and informationformats.

Eventually, the FCC declared Motorola
the industry standard-bearer, but by the
mid-19905 the hope that stereo would
provide a cure for AM’s deepening malaise
had dimmed considerably. By this time,
many AM outlets, which may have ben-
efited by having a stereo signal, were in a
weaker financial state and unable to convert

or were less than enthusiastic about any
potential payback, Many were just holding
on in the hope that the impending conver
sion, of radio to digital would help level the
playing field for AM.

More than 1500 stations operate without
Girect advertiser support. Noncommercial
stations, as they are called, date back to
the medium’s heyday and were primarily

NPR, WERES&S
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FIGURE 1.10
NER News reaches
millions of Hsteners

and is regarded
by manyas the
mediums foremost
news service.
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FIGURE 1.91
A Public
Radio
International

promotional
piece.
Courtesy PRI.

 

 

run by colleges and universities. The first
“noncoms” broadcast on the AM band but
moved to the FMside in 1938. After World

War IL, the FCC reconstituted the FM band
and reserved the first 20 channels (88-02
MHz) for noncommercial facilitics. Ini-
tially, this gave rise to low-power (10-W)
stations known as Class D's. The lower cost

of such operations was a prime motivator
for schools that wanted to become involved

with broadcasting.
In 1967, the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting (CPB) was established as
the result of the Public Broadcasting Act.
Within 3 years National Public Radio
(NPR} was formed. Today, more than 400
stations are members of NPR, which pro-
vides programming. Many NPR alldiates are
licensed to colleges and universities, and a
substantial number are owned by nonprofit
organizations.

Meraber stations are the primary source
of funding for NPR. They contribute 60%
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of its operating budget. Affiliates in turn
are supported by listeners, community busi-
nesses, andgrants from the CPB. Program
underwriting (the equivalent of sponsor-
ships) is a primary way that public sta-
Hons meet their operating budgets. These
Ofalr announcements run approximately
15 seconds and inchide sponsor name ancl
information but no direct selling or hype.
Theyare purchased by sponsors in much the
sare way that spots are sold on commercial
stations — from a rate card based on ratings,
(Public radio station Web sites usually
provide more detail on this subject.)

The CPR claims that 22.2 million listeners

tune into public radio stations on a weekly
basis, NPR claims that over 13 million

Americans tune into their member stations.

"Their literature states that "NPR’s news and

performance programming attracts an audi-
ence distinguished byits level of education,
professionalism, and community involyve-
ment.” (Programs such as All Things Con-
sidered and Morning Edition have become
the industry’s premier news and informa-
tion features, achieving both popular and
critical acclaim.) Public radio consultant
Ken Mills declares, “The growth of public
radio news listening is one of the biggest
success stories in terrestrial radio of the

past two decades. Since the early 1990s, lis-
tening te NPR News stations has more than
doubled. As of 2005, more than 26 million
listeners hear NPR News cach week. NPR

News stations are often among the most-
listened-to stations in most markets. The

growing demand for public radio news has
created an opportunity for public radio
consultants such as myself, News/talk pro-
gramming and documentaries ~ the types
of programming I specialize in — will likely
continue to be in demand.”

Research shows that NPR Hsteners are

consumers of information from many
sources and are more likely than average
Americans to buy books. They are moti-
vated citizens involved in public: actiyi-
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” Noncommercial/Publi Radio  

“options, airing popular programs like
’ Garrison Keillor’s A Prairie Home Compan-
‘Gan and many others.

Noncommercial stations can be divided
nto at least three categories: public,

- college (noncommercial educational), and
- community. A fourth category, noncommer
' cial religious stations, has emerged during
the last couple of decades and continues to
grow in the second half of the 2000s.

Many public radio stations, especially
those affiliated with NPR, choose to air
classical music around the clock; others

opt to set aside only a portion of their
broadcast day for classical programming.
According to the preeminent association
of college broadcasters, the Intercollegiate
Broadcasting System (IBS), more than 800
schools and colleges hold noncommercial
licenses. The majority of these stations

 filliam Siemering
 
‘OnPublicRadio

operate at lower power, some with as little
as 10 W. Since the late 1970s, a large per
centage of college stations have upgraded
from Class D and nowradiate hundreds of

Watts or more. Most college stations serve
as training grounds for future broadcasters
while providing alternative programming
for their listeners.

Community noncomsare usually licensed
ta civic groups, foundations, school boards,
and religious associations. Although the
majority of these stations broadcast at low
power, they manage to satisty the program-
ming desires of thousands of listeners.

In some instances, noncoms pose a ratings
threat to commercial stations. However
this threat is usually in the area ofclassical
music and news programming. Consequently,
commercial and noncommercial radio sta-

tions manage a fairly peaceful and congenial
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~ broédedstingIsupporied bya tax'o
~receivers, notVoluntary’ contributions.) -
“Commercial stations;- though ‘often - a
“involvedin-communityservice,haves
ORG.‘goal: make a profit.Piibli¢ Hations’-“¢
‘have'a missin 6 Serve urimetcultoral,

. information; and community’‘needs:
Themost listened4oprogrdrhs‘on

~publicfadioare news-and information
> pragrdmis:. MorningEdition, Allfi Things

“. Considered,and ‘Fresh Air. Theseare:

a charéctorized by. botthe:thoroughness 5
of their coverage and thebreadth of-
subjects. Theyregard newsofthe: aris/
popularculture’ fo be’ as important fon
under fanctingtheworldas news:of

town mestings:On. important," poblc
{fairs issues:or sponsor concertsin:

SatiJialions are directed to specific’.
‘audiences such as8 Hispanicor indian. vole
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FIGURE 1.13

Some popular radio
program formats
from, 1960 to the

present. Newformats
are constantly
evolving.

 

 
 

Acid Rock Jazz

Adult Contemporary Lite
Aibum-Oriented Rock MAC
Arena Rock Metlow Rock
Beautiful Music Middie-of-the-Road

Big Band Mix
Black Modern Rack
Bluegrass Motown
Bubble Gum News
Children’s News/Talk
Classical New Wave

Classic Hits Nostaigia
Classic Rock Oldies
Contemporary Country Poo
Contemporary Hits Progressive
Country and Wester Punk Reck
Chicken Rock Religious
Dance Rhythm and Blues
Disco Soft Rock

Easy Listening Southem Rock
Eclectic Stancards

English Rock Talk
Elhnic Top 46
Folk Rock Urban Contemporary
Free Form Urban Courtiry

coexistence. (See “Suggested Further Reading’
for additional information on noncommercial

radio.}

Specialization — narrowcasting or nichecast-
ing as it came to be called — salvaged the
mediurn in the carly 1950s. Before that time,
radio bore little resemblance to its sound

during the age. oftelevision. It was the video
medium that copied radio’s approach to pro-
gramming during its golden age. “Sightradio,”
as television was sometimes ironically called,
drew from the older electronic medium its

programming schematic and left radio hover-
ing on the edge of the abyss. Gradually, radio
station managers realized they could not
combat the dire effects of television by pro-
gramming ina like manner To survive they
had to change. Tb attract listeners they had to
offer a different type of service. The majority
ofstations went to spinning records and pre-
senting short newscasts. Sports and weather
forecasts became an industry staple. .

Initially, most outlets aired broad-appeal
music. Specialized forms, such as jazz,
rhythm andblues, and country, were left off
most playlists, except in certain regions of
the country. Eventually, these all-things-to-
all-people stations were challenged by what
is considered to be the first popular attempt

 
at format specialization. As legend nowhas
it, radio programmer Todd Storz and his
assistant Bill Steward of KOWH-AM in

Omaha, Nebraska, decided to limit their
station's playlist to only those records that
currently enjoyed high sales. The idea for
the scheme struck them at a local tavern

as they observed people spending moncy
to play mostly the same few songs on
the jukebox. Their programming concept
became known as “Top 40.” Within months
of executing their new format, KOWH
topped the ratings. Word of their success
spread, inspiring other stations around the
nation to take the pop-record approach.
They too found success.

By the early 1960s other formats had
evolved, including Beautiful Music, which
was introduced over San Francisco station

KABL, and All-News, which first aired
over XETRA located in Tijuana, Mexico.
Both formats were the progeny of Gordon
McLendon and were successfully copied
across the country.

The diversity of musical styles that
evolved in the mid-[960s, with the help of
such disparate performers as the Beatles and
Glen Campbell, gave rise te myriad format
variations. Although some stations focused
on 1950s tock‘n’ roll (“blasts from the past,”
“aldies but goodies’), others stuck to current
hits, and still others chose to play more
obscure rock album cuts, The 1960s saw

the advent ofthe radio formats of soft rock

and acid and psychedelic hard rock. Mean-
while, country, whose popularity had been
confined mostly to areas of the South and
Midwest, experienced a sudden growth in
its acceptance through the crossover appeal
of artists such as Johnny Hartford, Bobbie
Gentry, Bobby Goldsboro, Johnny Cash,
and, in particular, Glen Campbell, whose
sophisticated country-flavor songs topped
both the Top 40 and couatry charts.

As types of music continued to become
more diftused in the 1970s, a host of new
formats came inte use, The listening audi-
ence became more and more fragrnented.
Prag-out, a term coined by radio consultant
Kent Burkhart, posed an ever-increasing
challenge to program directors {PDs} whose
job it was to attract a large enough piece
of the radio audience to keep their stations
profitable.
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Profits in the Air

The late 1970s and early 1980s saw the
rise and decline of the disco format, which
eventually evolved into urban contempo-

U.S. Ownership of Radio Receivers: 1925-1975

Year Fercent of Average Percent of Percent of Total

rary, and a wave of interest in synthesizer Households=Receiver—Househoids Cars with Produced
based electropop. Formats such as soft rock Owing Radio Cost With Fit Sets Radia (Thousands)
faded fromthe scene only to be replaced
by a narrower form of ‘Fop 40 called con- 1925 19 ES mm ™ 2,000
temporary hit. New formats continue to 1935 67 56 a g 6,026
surface with almost predictable regularity.; 1945 88 40 NA 23 500
Among the most recent batch are Adult ‘e
Standards, New AC/Smooth Jazz, Eclectic- 1988 a6 20 Nia 60 44,190

ic : “Weather © Al]
Oriented Rock, All Weather, Churban, All- 4. 99 Nia 49% (1966) 79 an7i26
Motivation, and All-Business.

Although specialization saved the indus- 1975 a8 Nia a3 9 34,515
try from an untimely end a half century
ago, the proliferation in the numberofradio
stations (which more than quadrupled since
1950} competing for the same audience has
brought about the age of hyperspecialize-
tion. Today, there are more than 100 format
variations in the radio marketplace, com-
pared to a handful when radio stations first
acknowledged the necessity ofprogramming
to a preselected segment of the audience as
the only means to remain in business. (For
amore detailed discussion on radio formats,
see Chapter 3.)

Profits in the Air

Although radio has been unable to regain
the share of the national advertising dollar
it attracted before the arrival of television,it
does earn far more today than it did during
its so-called heyday, About 7%of all money
spent on advertising goes to radio, This corm-
putes to billions ofdollars.

Despite the enormous gains since WEAF
introduced the concept of broadcast adver-
ising, radio carmot be regarded as a get-
ch-quick scheme. Many stations walk a
hin line between profit and loss. Although
ome major market radio stations demand
ad receive more than $1600for a 1-minute

ommercial, an equal number sell time for
he proverbial “dollar a holler.”

Though the medium’s earnings have
maintained a progressive growth pattern, it
also has experienced periods of recession.
These financial slumps or dry periods have
almost all occurred since 1950. Initially,
television's effect on radio’s revenues was

devastating. The medium began to recoup

chooct

 
 

iSaurce: Sterling and Kitrass (2002), pp. 862-003, citing various industry sources, chieily
Electronic industies Asseciation. Final colugnn from Sterling (i984), pp. 212-2434.

its losses when it shifted its reliance from

the networks and national advertisers to

local businesses. Today, 70%of radio’s rev-
enucs come from local spot sales as com-
pared to half that figure in 1948.

By targeting specific audience demograph-
ics, the industry remained solvent. In the
198Gs, a typical radio station earned $50,000
annually in profts. As the medium regained
its footing after the staggering blow adminis-
tered to it by television, it experienced both
peaks and valleys financially, In 1961, for
example, the FCC reported that more radio
stations recorded losses than in any previ-
ous period because it began keeping records
of such things. Two years later, however,
the industry happily recorded its greatest
proBts ever. In 1963, the medium’s reve-
nues exceeded $636 million. in the next few

years earnings would be up 60%, surpass-
ing the 1.5 billion mark, and would leap
another 150% between 1970 and 1980. FM

profits have tripled since 1970 and havesig-
nificantly contributed to the overall industry
heures.

The AM daytimer segrnent of the indus-
try has found it the most difficult to stay
in the black. The FCC requires these radio
stations to cease broadcasting around sunset
$¢ as net to interfere with other AM sta-

tions. Of the 2000 daytimers in operation,
nearly a third reported losses at one time or
ancther in the 1980s.

Concerning the challenges of program-
ming an AM daytimer, station manager
Dan Collier observes, “You don’t have the
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FIGURE 1.14
Radic receiver

ownership expands
and spreads.
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FIGURE 1.15

In the early
1990s stories

like this revealed
the downside of
one of radio's
most turbulent

years. Courtesy
Broadcasting.

 
    
  

 
 
 
   
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
  

 

money for staff. You don't have the budget
for talented people. You don’t have the
resources for new equipment or to even
maintain the equipment you have, which
is typically in disrepair. ‘hese stations are a
very tough sell to advertisers, so they lapse
into decline and manyeventually go silent.
lt doesn't have to be that way, but good
management of this type of stationis almost
as scarce as advertising dollars.”

The unique problem facing daytime-only
broadcasters has been further aggravated by
PM's dramatic surge in popularity. The nature
of their license gives daytimers subordinate
status to fullume AMoperations, whichhave
found competing no easy trick, especially in
the light ofFM's success. Because ofthe lowly
status of the daytimer in a marketplace that
has become increasingly thick with rivals, it
is extremely difficult for these stations to
prosper, although some de very well. Many
daytimers have opted for specialized forms
of programming to attract advertisers. Por
example, religious and ethnic formats have
proven, successful.

Overthe years, the FOC has considered a
number of proposals to enhance the status
ofAMstations. One such proposal suggested
that the interference problem could be
reduced if certain stations shift frequencies
to the extended portion (1605-1705 kH2} of
the AM batid. FCC Docket 87-267, issted in
the latter part of 199], cited the preceding
as 4. primary step in improving the AM situa-
tion. lt inspired many skeptics who regarded
it as nothing more than a bandage. Other

+“ mall [radio] stations—the buik of the industry—are
in profound financial distress.”
That's the first iine and bottom line of an internal

FCC report on the state of the radio business distribut-
ed to Chairman Alfred Sikes and other commissioners
last week,

“Radio today is a world of large haves and litte
have-nots,” the report says. “Industry revenue and
profits are overwhelmingly concentrated. in the smak
number of large radio stations, while most email sta-
tions struggia to remain solvent.”

One indicator of the “distress”: by the FCC's count,
287 radic stations have gone dark, 53% in just the last
12 months.

Not surprisingly, the findings undergird pending pro-
posais fo relax tha radio ownership rules, whichpro-
hit’ a company for owning more than one AM or FM
in @ marke! and from owning more than 12 AM's and

 

 

FCC SAYS RADIO IS IN ‘PROFOUND FINANCIAL DISTRESS’

 

CHAPTER 1 STATE OF THE FIFTH ESTATE

elements of the olan included tax incentives
for AMbroadcasters whe pull the plug on
their ailing operations and multiple AM
station ownership in the same market.

As a consequence of the formidable
obstacles facing the AM daytime operation,
many have been put up for sale, and asking
prices have been alarminglylow.

However, many full-time metro market
AMs have sold for multimuillions, for the
simple reason that they continue to appear
in the top of their respective ratings surveys.
Meanwhile, the price for FM stations bas
skyrocketed since 1970.

in general, iadividual station profits have
not kept pace with industrywide profits
due te the rapid growth in the number of
outlets over the past two decades. To say
the least, competition is keen and in marty
markets downright fierce. It is commonfor
30 ar more radio stations to vie for the
same advertising dollars in large cities, and
the introduction of other media in recent

years, such us cable, satellite, and web radio,
intensifies the skirmish over sponsors.

 

Following the general financial euphoria
and binge-buying of the 1980s, the early
1990s experienced a considerable economic
downturn, which had a jarring impact on
the radio industry. Had the medium become
a “top-down”industry, to use the vernacular
of the day? (See Figure 1.15.)

 

12 FM's, (A minority-controlled company may own up
to 14 statlons of sach type.) The FCC may vote on the
ownership proposal in March of April.

“The potential economies from consolidation would
materially improve industry profitability,” the report
says. “# a conservative 10% of general and adminis-
trative costs could be eliminated, for example, the
savings would reise industry profitability by 30%,” the
report continues. “Aternatively, these savings could
immediately boost fal per-statian programing outlays
by 5% and stlil raise industry profits by 15%," the
report says.

The top-50 large-market stations, just one-half of
1% of the some 10,600 stations now on the air, ac-
count for 11% of industry revenue and 50%of industry
profit In 1990, the report says. Yet stations with less
than $1 milion in annual revenues-75% of ail sta-
tions—-or average, lost money in 7800, itsays. a
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onomics and Survival

Many people consider 1991 toohave been
e of the worst years ever for radio, “As a

sesult of the proliferation of stations, the
excessively high prices paid for them curing
the deregulatory buying and selling binge
of the late 1980s, and the recession, more
than half of the stations in the country ran

the red,” observed Rick Skler of Sklar
Tormmunications. (Mr. Sklar passed away

shortly after this interview.)
Producer Ty Ford agrecd with Sklar,
ding, “The price fallout of the late 1980s

and early 1990s was due in great part to the
collapse of the property-value spiral that
was started by deregulation and the nega-
tive effect that investors had on the broad-
casting business. ‘This resulted in depressed
or reduced salaries and an inability to make
equipment updates due to the need to pay
off highly leveraged station loans.”

According to leading radio consultant
Kent Burkhart, “lhe recession in the first
third of the 1990s crippled financing of
radio properties, The banks were under
highly leveraged transaction (HLT) rules
regarding radio loans; thus the value of
stations dropped by one-third to one-half.
The recession created advertising havoc
toc. Instead of five-deep buys, we werc

looking for one through three deep. Emo-
tional sales pitches were rejected. Stations

streamlined costs due to the economic

shump. Airshifts were expanded and pro-
motion budgets slashed. The top ten to
fifteen markets did reasonably well in the
revenue colurmn, but those markets outside

“of the top majors went searching for new
ad dollars, which were difficult 1o find.” The

total value of radio station sales declined

-65% in a 6-month period between 1990
sand 1991, and radio revenues dropped 4%

during the same period, according to statis-
.. tics in Broadcasting magazine (September
- 9, 1991}. All of this took place during a
' time when operating expenses rose. These
- were troubling figures when compared to
» the salad days of 1988 when $5.8 billion
“ was paid for 955 radio stations.

Cashflow problems were the order of the
day, and this resulted fas Ty Ford pointed
out} in significant budgetary cuts. This
was made very evident by a report in the
December 1991 issue of Broadcast Engineer
ing magazine that stated, “All radio budgets

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

showa Gecrease.” The survey showed that
budgets for equipment purchases were being
delayed and that “planned spending for most
areas is somewhat below last year’s.”

To counter the sharp reversal offortunes,
many broadcasters formed local market-
ing {also called management) agreements
(LMAs)}, whereby one radio station leases
time and/or facilities from another area

station, The buzzword im the early 1990s
became LMAs.

LMAs allowed radio stations to enter into

economically advantageous, joint operating
ventures, stated the editors of Radio World.
They believed that LMAs should remain
the province of the local marketplace and
not be regulated by the federal government.
‘The publication asserted that LMAs provide
broadcasters a means of functioning during
tough economic times and in a ferociously
competitive marketplace.

Those who opposed LMAs feared that
diversity would be lost as stations com-
bined resources (signals, staffs, and facili-
ties}. A few years later, the relaxation of the
duopoly rules would raise similar concerns.
Proponents argued that this was highly
improbable given the vast number offre-
quencies that light up the dial. In other
words, there is safety in numbers, and the
public will continue to be served. However,
radio station general manager Pat McNally
presciently observed, “In the long run LMAs
and corsolidation may cause a loss of avail-
able iobs in our business and help to con-
tinue the erosion of creative salesmanship
and conceptual selling, Radio station sales
stalls will become like small rep firms.”

in the 1990s, Century 21 Program-
ming’s Dave Scett observed that LMAs
had inspired some interesting arrangements.
“Some of the novel partnerships include
a suburban. station north of Atlanta that

bought a suburban station south of Atlanta
and created one studio to feed them both.

Asirnilar situation occurred in San Francisco/

San Jose, and I believe they're on the same
frequency (or maybe a notch apart). Around
Los Angeles, someone got twoor three sta-
tions on the same frequency, Necessity is the
mother of invention, they say.”

Although many industry people were
guardedly hepeful ebout the future of
radio, manysaw changeas inevitable. “Major
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adjustments are being made as the conse-
quence of the recent mini-crash. In the
future, we will depend on fewer nonrevenue
producers at stations, We'll sce less people
per facility. The belt will be tightened for
good,” notes Bil Campbell, former vice
president and general manager ofWSNE-FM
in Providence, Rhode Island,

Rick Sklar accurately predicted that
satellite-supplied stations would have a role
in this. “To save money and stay in busi-
ness, large numbers of stations are going
satellite and others are turning to suppliers
of twenty-four-hour formats for their pro-
gramming because of the economic envi-
ronment.” (See Chapter 11 for more on
syndicated programming.

Fred Jacobs, president of Jacob’s Media,
assessed the state of the Fifth Estate: “In

the first third of the 1990s, everything
seemed to be converging, and radio’s future
was up in the air. Many operators were
in debt and were feeling the pressures of
a long economic recession. Similarly, the
FCC was not providing regulatory focus.
There was no consensus about the legal-
ity of LMAs, multiple station ownership in
the same market, and so on. Format frag-
mentation had made for a more competi-
tive environment in most cities, including
medium markets. The available revenue pie
was now being split among more players.
Like cable television, radio has become
very niche-oriented, To make matters even
more uncertain, Digital Audio Broadcast-
ing (DAB) was and remains a murky issue,
It’s coming, but we don’t really have a fix
on when and in what form, Will it create

even more outlets? If so, where will exist-
ing broadcasters end up and what will be
the value oftheir properties? Will there be
enough advertising revenue to go around?”

Despite the medium’s shaky start in the
1990s, publisher Eric Rhoads possessed a
positive outlook. “I believe that radio is
poised for a strong future over the next ten
years. Cable is foundering in its local sales
efforts, and TV is having huge problems.
Nationally the networksare still high-priced
and have reduced viewing. In the end, radio
is the only stable medium.It is targeted and
cost-effective. This fact will keep the indus-
try alive for a long time. Radio will survive
and thrive.”
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CHAPTER 1 STATE OF THE FIFTH ESTATE

Then came the financial crash of 2008.
The dramatic downturn in the economy

impacted radio station values and brought
a decline in advertisers, who were adjusting
their budgets in light ofthe recession. Among
the casualties was the Tribune Company,
Observed its COO, Randy Michaels, at the
time this text was being revised, "We aren’t
quite on the ropes yet. We're restructuring
our debt, so well he around for a while
yet." In che end, observes Entercom’s Oper-
ations Manager, Dave Neugesser, “While the
economy may be wreaking havoc, just as
important are the newaudio platforms that
have grown over the past 5 years. Radio has
the unfortunate and unfair image of being
viewed as ‘old’ media. There are newer,

shinier objects that have become even sexier
than radio, so the tide has turned away from
the medium on multiple fronts. Hard work
and ingenuity are key to its future success
and survival.”

As 2008 came to an end, Nielsen’s
“Media Week” reported, “For the second
consecutive year, tadio revenue is expected
to drop 7% this year to $16.7 billion, the
lowest total in more than five years. And
that’s not even the bottom. Next year radio
revenue could plummet 10%, going as low
as $15 billion.”

Consolidations, Downsizings,
andClusters_ 

As the medium entered the middle of the

1990s, it was doing more than just fine. The
headlines in the industry trade publications
revealed exactly how well the medinum had
recovered: “Radio Draws Advertisers as

Economy Strengthens” (Broadcasting, May
1994}, “Recovery” (Radio Ink, December
1993), “Radio Revenues Hit One Billion
in May” (Radio World, August 1994),
“National Spot Revenue up 38%” (Bread-
casting, May 1995).

The primary cause of this dramatic
upsurge was the relaxation of FCC rules,
foremost among them station ownership
caps and duopoly, With the advent of the
Telecommunications Act of 1996, individ-
ual companies could own several stations
in the same market {up to eight in large
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Consolidations, Downsizings, and Clusters

markets and no limits on national totals-~at prompted by LMAs would pick up steam
this writing, radio station ownership limits with the elimination of the duopoly rule,
were being reviewed by the FCC}, and which prevented dual station ownership in
this spurred active trading and mergers of the same market. Greater Media’s David
broadcast properties. (See Figure 1.16.) The Pearlman says, “The ‘Telecommunications
idea was to reduce competition and thus Act of 1996 is the biggest pieceoflegislation
overhead. The consolidation and downsizing in radio history. It has changedeverything.”

  

  FOG blame i Ranch i iodates i E-Fitires htHitheives i For (angimers j Finn Feone

   
.fco > 1996 Telecom Act site mart  
 
  
 Telecommunications Act of 1996
 
 The Telecommunications Act af 199% is the first major overhaui of telecammuunications tw in almost

Act “text G2 years, The goal of this new law is ta let anyone enter any communications busingss - to let any
camimaitications business corapete in any rearket against any other,

 
  

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ECCMaterials
The Teiecornmunications Act of 1996 has the potential to change the way we work, lve anc learn, i:

mplermentation Procemdings will affect telephone service -- local and jong distance, cable programreing and other video services,
hroadeast services aad services previded to sehocds.

Qther Resources:
‘The Pederal Communications Conimission has = tremendous role to play in creating fair rules far this
new era of competition, At this nfernet site, we will provide infarmation about the FCC's rele in
iniplementing this new flaw, how you can get involved and how these changes might impgct you.

Tris page will include infarmetiofisting the protendings the FCC wil complate to open up loral
phone markets, increase competition in long distance and other steps. You wil find copias of news
releases summarizing action, ensouncements of meetings where these Items will be discussed, and
charts desorihing the work ahead of as and wher (within the FOC) and wher it wil be cormpletedd.
Please note: some of the inks on this page iead ta resources outside the FOC. The oresence of these
Snks should not Be telen as en endorsement by the POC cf thease sites ar their certent.

For more information about the referenced doguments, comtact the persen listed on the document.

Please let us know what topics most interest you or where vou have questions about this new law. We
will séorn begin to gost 4 sezies of Questions & Answers with Corsmission officigia designed te answer
your questions,

Text of the Act

The FOC maintains ASCETextand AdobeAcrahat versions (724 pages} of the Telecemmunications Act iof 1996, as wall as Wseeioce and Adobe Acrobat versians (355 pages) of the cornpietaly updated :Communications Act of 1934, a amended by the $296 Act, The official citation far ihe new Act is:
Telecommurications Act of 1996, Pub. LA, No. 104-104, 110 Stat. 66 (3996). The official printed
sin law is avellable from the Government Printing Office.

 
Materials fram the FCC

: ec ae rons i i. Tris implementation schedule is an outline
af suatory reuulrernents pursuant ta the@ Teleconmnunications Act of 1996 and isa guide to theactions taken by the FCC to implement the Act. The schedule is cividec! inta five sections. The
Arst section identities the specivic fssues and the bureay hardling those isaes. The second
Section centaite the statutory language and gage references ta $. Rept. 240, 104th Cong. and
Sess. (1996). The third section identifies the PLE proceeding to implement the statutery
requirement inciuckng the buread docket number and the FOC number of the documents released

related to the oreceading, The fourthand Firth sections contain information regarding the

 

 timetadie and status of the proceeding. ast : 73

» Fhe Soporte on CC implementation of Teleconmrunications Act of 1998 is a curnulative report of
all actions taken since February 8, 1994, by the FCC ta implememthe Act. This repert has two
sections: (1} Commission Actions and (2) Facilitating Pubic Information.

+ Transcript of Proceedings from the FCC Telemedical Advisory Cormmittes meeting on Seatamber
1%, 1996 [ Text Version fWordPariace Version 3.

+ Transerat of Proceedings from the FOC Teleredical Advisory Cammities maeating on July £1,
1996 7 Text Version | WordPerfect Version 7.

* Chairaan Hundt!'S Statement and cefated Renorton the FCC spplementation of the
Committes onTcammerce ofthe us §. House oF Ropresentatives, onn uly q a, 1988,

 « Tratscriot of Proceedings fram the POC Telemedical Advisery Commmitiee rieeting en June
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FIGURE 7.16
Telecommunications
Act of 1996 as
outlined on the
FCC's Web site and

a Website inspired
by the impact it
inspired,
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FIGURE 1.17

AM/FM share of

listening. Courtesy
National Database.

 

 

 

Observes Lynn Christian, “Consolidation~
market by market -- is the word best describ-
img what was happening in commercial radio
in the 1990s. The legal authority to own and
operate several radio stations in alrnost every
market hes rapidly changed radio’s landscape.
Radio station operators have become more
Eke local cable operators, offering a variety
of formats on the FMand AM dials.”

One alarming effect of consolidation and
subsequent downsizing for aspiring broad-
casters is the reduction of available jobs.
“Individual station staffs get small as com-
panies grow in station holdings. A direct
result of duopoly softening and the increase
in ownership limits is fewer jobs, more gen-
eralization, and less specialization.Jacks and
Jills of all wades will be valuable. Group
presidents will be taking jobs as station
managers, especially in clusters or multiple
station operations,” observes Ed Shane, pres-
ident of Shane Media.

Another concern inspired by consolida-
tion is the potential loss of programming
diversity. Christian adds, “While cost savings
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and profits are central to the concept behind
downsizing and multiple ownership, the
creative forces in radio are taking a hit.
In point of fact, in the past few years no
exciting new programming ideas have been
developed.”

On this topic, Jay Williams, Jr., observes,

Meny argue that consolidation is bad, charg-
ing that radio programming hes become less
innovative and diverse, that local radio news is
in decline, and the lack of competition within
each local market has driven up rates for adver-
tisers, Others counter that radio “research”
combined with the demandfor higher ratings
had already eliminated programming innova-
tion. Proponents for consolidation peint to
the stations previously competing in the same
format head-to-head that are now co-owned
allowing one of the stations to carve out a
new format. They suggest that television and
24-hour cable news competition, plus the
rising costs of radio news programming, had
alreadyprecipitated the decline of radio news
well before consolidation, and that new tech-
nologies, such as the continuous news updates
on the Internet, have only accelerated the
pace. And they point to the increasing variety
of other media and promotional options open
to advertisers as the reasons that radio rates

will always remain competitive I: might be
better if consolidation were viewed as being
neither good nor bad but as a reaction to the
changing realities of business.

Williams gives a brief overview of a major
West Coast cluster inspired by the conscli-
dation. approach:

Clear Channel's greater San Diego cluster
consists of 13 stations. They also oversee two
additional suburban stations in Temecula,

California about 50 miles away. The Temecula
stations simulcast two of the San Diego ste~
tions but add local content. The two subarban

stations have a Jocal sales manager and local
sales staff In addition to the stations, they also
operate Clear Channel Trathe (similar to, but
competitors of, Shadowand Metre traflic) anc
the Padres sports network as separale business
entities out of this facility.

Despite the many concerns, business
improved after the mid-1990s. The dollar
yolume of station transactions (number of
stations changing hands) approved by the
FCC soared, Entering the new millennium,
the radio business was robust, to say the least.
Annual revenues were heading toward the
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20billion mark. A handful of radio corpo-
ons, many owning hundreds of stations,orded yearly earningsin the billion-dollar

ange. However, by 2006, due to a variety
factors ~ namely increased competition,
dio Business Report and other industry
lications were charting the downward
ectory of the medium’s annual revenues.

Meanwhile, the large radio station hold-
& groups began downsizing the number
properties they owned. In fact, many
ga radio groups {like Clear Channel)
ured to private ownership forsaking
EE Street. The trend in what is called
-consolidation” was wyell underway as
s new edition was being prepared,

ying and Selling_

riy radio stations. “It’s dificult to over-
Kk the importance of Wall Street and the
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| Ratio Central LLC

Mariner Broadcasting LP |:Gopher Hill Communications:

financial community in the future of radio’
notes Ed Shane. Bill Carnpbell, co-owner of
Blue River Communications, says the future is
now. “Wall Street is where much ofthe buying
and selling of radio outlets occurs nowadays.
Things have changed to wherc stations are sold
through lawyers and brokerage houses more
thanthey are from broadcaster to broadcaster.
Those are pretty muchbygone days, and thatis
kind. of sad. lt became the‘three-piece-suiters’
game in the 1990s. ‘There is little direct nego-
tiating, no bargaining hetween owners over
a drink at the corner pub, Stations are com-
madities to be bought and sold by people who
sometimes have Httle appreciation or under-
standing of what radio is really all about, OF
course, the economic inertia of the first part
of this decade inspired more direct negotia-
tions (strategicalliances) between owners, and
I think that is good. I’m also detecting a move
to drive the MBAs out of our business. Broad-

casters who gain general experience beyond
just managementare the future.”

Money And Finance
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FIGURE 1.18

The price for stations
continued to climb

in the early 2000s.
Courtesy Radio Ink.
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For their services, brokers receive an
average commission of 7~8% on sales, and
in some cases they earn additional incen-
tives based on the size of the transaction.

In recent years, brokers have been very suc-
cessful in negotiating large profits for their
clients {see Figure 1.18).

Brokerage firms promote the sale of sta-
tions through ads in industry trade maga-
vines, direct mailings, and appearances at
broadcast conferences. Interested buyers are
provided with all the pertinent data con-
cerning a station’s geographical location,
physical holdings, operating parameters,
programming, and income history, as well
as economic, competitive, and demographic
information about the area within reach of
the station’s signal,

Another recent approach to the buying
and selling of radio propertics is the auction
method, although this means ofselling a
station is perceived by some as a kind of
last-resort effort at getting rid of profitless
stations, most of which are AM. Owing to
the upsurge in radio's fortunes, this approach
has declined.

The average price of an AM station in
the late 1980s was $450,000, with some
selling for as little as a few thousand dollars
and others for as nruch as several million.
In 1986 NewYork station WMCA-AM sold
for $11 million, and in 1992, WFAN-AM
received a bid of $70 million, proving that
AM stations can still command enormous

sums. In 2000, Clear Channel paid $24 billion
for AMFM’s group of radio stations,

Theaverage price for FM stationsis higher
than it is for AM. In the early 1990s the
average price for an FM station exceeded
several million, and in the mid-2000s was in
the tens, if not hundreds, of millions. Mean-
while, at this writing, many AMoutlets sell
in the hundreds of thousands. For example,
in the spring of 2006, Inside Radio reported
that KIRG in Newton, Kansas, sold for
$600,000 and WADA in western North
Carolina went for $350,000,

Many AMbroadcasters look for fulltime
status, improved reception, and stereo to
increase the value of their properties in the
coming years, althoughthe stereo conversion
of the bandis hardly seen as the panacea it
once was. Perhaps most important is the fact
that many await the conversion to digital
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audio broadcasting to level the playing Held
with FM,

Despite the bullishness of the past decade
in the station acquisition market, Rebin
Martin, CEO of the Deer River Group,
expresses concerns about the tactics used by
station owners to keep property values high,
“The radio industry is too defensive and is
not pursuing innovative strategies for creating
newstreams of revenue. Howthe industry
in general is responding to more competition
and new technologies does not inform the
average owner (not a major group owner}
about how to succeed in this changing envi-
ronment on alocal level. Each market, each
owner, and each station will have unique
sets of circumstances that would define

the optimal strategies for that situation. As
| visit different markets and talk with station

owners and managers, I find that there are
creative plans for success of many different
types in marketsofall size and characteristics.
Forget what the overall industry pundits and
reports say, Study the specific target market
to understand howto develop the strategies
that will begin or continue to generate adver
tiser loyalty and the willingness to commit
with more advertising and promotien money
on the station. Radio generates enough rev-
enucs in most markets to give individual
owners opportunities to make good returns
ontheir investments. Regardiess of the dire
news on the national level, chere are successes
to be earned in many markets.The difficult
truth is that, with some exceptions for turri-
arounds, gone are the days of easy double-
digit increases in sales from traditional ad
revenues, Cost control and the generation of
creative concepts to increase advertiser sticki-
ness and new types of revenues are necessary
ingredients for financial stability, growth, and
enhanced.station valucs.”

Media broker Doug Ferber offers some
closing thoughts on. the state of radio station
values in the mid-2000s as well as an inter

esting prediction, “Overall, things are down
because advertising revenue is flat with no sign
ofgrowth rates getting back to mid-to-upper
single digits any time soon. Listening levels of
young demos are about the same despite views
to the contrary (there’s recent research to
support this). Satellite is dead as it exists today.
lt's had a negligible effect on mainstream radio
revenue. Check the stock prices.”
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Digital and HD Radio Revolution

Digital and HD
Radio Revolution

DAB makes analog AM and FM outmoded
systems. With the great popularity of home
and portable digital music equipment (CD,
MP3s, iPods}, broadcasters are forced to
convert their signals to remain competitive.
Thus, DAB, or High Definition CHD) as it
is more popularly called, looms large in the
future of radio. The days of analog signal
propagation are numbered. (For an explana-
tion of both digital and analogsignaling, see
Chapters 9 and 10.)

In the mid-1980s, compact disc players
were introduced to the consumer market.

Today, CD players no longer rank as the
top consumer item for home music repro-
duction, because they have all but been
replaced by iPods and MP3s. Turntables
have long gone bythe board, andthe analog
tape cassette market is consigned to the
histery books. Digital is here to stay, at least
until something better comes along.

At first broadcasters viewed DAB as a

threat.The National Association of Broad-

casters (NAB) looked at the new sound
technology adversarislly. In an interview
in the July 23, 1990, issue of RadioWeek,
John Abel, NAB’s executive vice president
of operations, stated, “DAB is a threat and

> anyone who plans to stay in business for a
- while needs to pay careful attention.”
' As time went on, DAB was regarded as

a fait accompli, something that was simply
* going to happen. Soon broadcasters assumed

a more proactive posture regarding the
technology, and then the concern shiftedto
where to put the new medium and howto
protect existing broadcast operations.

Early on, NAB proposed locating DAB
in the L-band portion of the clectromag-
netic spectrum. It also argued for in-band
placement. Eventually the PCC saw fit to
recommend that DABbe allocated room in
the S-band, and it took its proposal to the
World Administrative Radio Conference

(WARC) held in Spain in February 1992.
This spectrum designation is expected
to help in-band terrestrial development.
In-band, on-channel (BOC) digital signal-
ing, developed by iBiquity Digital Corpora-

on's Glynn Walden, permits broadcasters

to remain on their existing frequencies.
This is something they favor, as satellite
DAB signal trarismission is regarded as a
significant threat to the local nature of US.
broadcasting. On the other hand, many
countries are fully supportive of a satel-
lite DAR systern because they do not have
the number of stations the United States

possesses and thus lack the coverage and
hnancial investment.

Of course, digitized terrestrial radio
(called HD Radio} renders existing analog
receivers obsolete, This is cause for some

anxiety among broadcasters who wonder
how quickly the buying public will convert.
However, considerable confidence exists
since consumers’ huge appetitite for new
and improved sound shows no sign of
abating. As of this writing, several manu-
facturers are offering HD receivers at prices
that are becomming more and more afford-
able and competitive and a number of car
manufacturers provide HD Radio m their
latest models, Digital converters are also
available at a modestprice.

Considered another plus of digitalradio is
its capacity to do other things. For example,
iRigquity has developed a technology that
allows those stations broaceasting digitally
to transmit data to portable digital services,
including cell phones. This is attractive
to the station operator’s bottom line. The
ability to multicast (provide side-channel
transmissions} is yet another major plus
for HID Radio. Known as 11D2, it allows
the medium to provide additional program
streams [two to eight channels} to the lis-
tening audience.

Americaisanationofauciophiles, demand-
ing high-quality sound. Analog broadcasting
cannot compete with the interference-frec

 
FIGURE 1.19
HD Radio
acivertiserment.

Courtesy iBiquity.
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reception and greater frequency dynamics
of digital signals. Digital signaling heralds
a newage in radio broadcasting. Jeff Tellis,
former president of the IBS, explains why.
“The reason for the great interest in digital
broadcasting is its considerable number of
advantages.” Among them are:

* Significantly improved coverage using sig-
nificantly less power

* Dramatic improvement in the quality of
the signal; compare CDto vinyl

® More precise coverage control using mul-
tiple transmitters similar to cellular phone
technology

* No adjacent channel reception problems
¢ On-channel booster capabilities eliminat-

ing the needto use separate frequencies
to extendthe samesignal

® Easy transmission of auxiliary services,
including format information, traffic,
weather, text, and selective messaging
services

* Sharingoftransmitting facilities—common
transmitter and antenna

Telecommunications professor Ernest
Hakanen expands on the cost advantages
ofdigital broadcasting. “(DAB also promises
to be economically efficient. Since there
is NO interstation interference between
digital signals and because of the appeal
of the spectrum efficiency provided by the
interleaved environment, all of the channel
operators in an area could utilize the same
transmitter, The transmissionfacilities could
be operated by a consortium for the con-
struction, operation, and maintenance of
the common transmission plant. Antenna
height for DAB systems is also lower than
current FMstandards. Electrical power con-
servation and savings are a huge advantage
of DAB.”

Picking up on Hakanen’s point about
consolidating broadcast operations, Lyan
Christian says, “The consortium {racic
station mails or clusters} approach to main-
taining and operating a station is common-
place because of economic reasons, andHD
Radio is very conducive to a collaborative
relationship among broadcasters.”

Prior to the WARC mecting in 1992,
NAB’s DAB Task Foree proposed a set of
standards to ensure that the technology
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would operate effectively. The specifications
included:

«¢ CD-quality sound
* Enhanced coverage area
* Accommodation ofexisting AM and FM

frequencies
* Immunity to multipath interference
® Immunity to stoplight fades
* No interference to existing AM and FM

broadcasters

DAB system interference immunity
Minimization of transmissioncosts
Receiver complexity
Additional data capacity
Reception area threshold

2

*@

After nearly a century of analog signal
transmission, radio is venturing into the
digital domain, which will keep it relevant
to the demands of a technologically sophis-
ticated Hstening marketplace as it embarks
on its next 100 years. As of this writing
hundreds of radio stations across the country
offer digital signals, and the majority are
also providing expanded Hstening options
with HD2 service. At several industry gath-
erings in the first half of the 2000s, former
NABpresident Eddie Fritts presciently pro-
claimed HD Radio as the wave of the medi-
um’s future, saying “Transitioning to digital
will give radio even better opportunities to
serve fits] listeners.”

‘Today, not all industry observers see HD/
HD2 as the solution to the drop in music
tadio listening. Observes Mark Ramsey of
Mercury Media Research, “Will digital help
reverse radio's declining audience? Abso-
lutely not.” Counters Dave Neugesser, “Te’s
not something that's going to happen over
night.D2 gives radio an infinite dial with
incalculable choices, but it won't impact the
market as fast as some would like. Before this
happens, it has to be standard equipment in
new cars, and people have to buy HD radios,
It’s a steep hill, but it can be surmounted.”

 

Radio broadcasters retain 4 wary eye on the
ever-evolving digital audio services being
made available by satellite companies (see
Figure 1.20). It is the threat of increased
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Satellie and Cable Radic

Ais apinign

competition, that inspires concern for the
new and evolving audio options. Although
broadcasters have long employed satel-
lite programming and networkservices to
enhance their over-the-air terrestrial signals,
the idea of a direct-to-consumer alterna-

tive has not been greeted with enthusiasm,
especially since these nonterrestrial signals
are available in digital sound, something
broadcasters are just beginning to offer. For
several years, the FCC debated the ques-
tion of satellite radio. In the waning years
of the 1990s, the feds gave licenses to com-
panies, such as CD Radio and XM Satellite
Radio, to launch their services. Meanwhile,
the NAB vociferously argued against is
introduction into the local marketplace.
Despite all the brouhaha, XM Satellite
launched its service in September 2001
and a year later claimed nearly a quarter of
a million subscribers. Less than a year after
XMSatellite rolled out its audio service,
Sirius Satellite Radio debuted. It quickly
became clear to terrestrial broadcasters

that there was a new kid in town, one
who would further accelerate the splinter-
ing of the radio Hstening eudience. In 2008,
bothsatellite radio services merged, with
Mel Karmazinat the helm ofthe renamed
SirtusM.

Over the air broadcasiers contend that
their local orientation betters the services

of the satellite audio companies, which
are nationally based programmers. Former

Infinity Broadcasting senior vice president,
David Pearlman, says, “Broadcast radio
is locally rooted and the satellite compa-
aies can’t fullill that need at the present
time. This will be its saving grace and
aid in its ability to withstand this frontal
attack. With its selling of local news, traffic,
weather, events, personalities, and services,
the product differentiation will work in the

‘industry's favor.”

 

 
Ao 23%

46.51%

4.37%

Satellite radio is fee driven and offers

a wide array of program options, which
include an array of famous personalities,
among them Howard Stern, Bob Dylan,
and Martha Stewart. In all, satellite radio
provides some 200 channels to subscrib-
ers. A monthly cost of $12.95 is charged
for the coast-to-coast signals (continuously
in receiver range}, but subscribers also
have to invest money for receiver equip-
ment. SiriusXM has signed contracts with
car manufacturers to install their digital
receivers and predicts the acquisition of an
impressive segment of the drivetime lsten-
ing audience in the not too distant future. At
this writing, satellite radio was approaching
14 million subscribers, which for a company
whose primary revenue is based on “sign-
ups” is encouraging.

In the mid-2000s, many longtime broad-
cast radio listeners were making the switch
to satellite for reasons similar to those

articulated by media scholar and author
Christopher Sterling: “Like many older
Americans, | usedto listen to radio, espe-
cially in the car... but in the past year
here in Washington, the medium has left
me in the lurch. I used to listen to three

stations (usually one at a time}, but all have
dumped friendly formats to slave after
programming already available on other
outlets in this market. The main public
radio station dropped a decades-longclas-
sical music and talk format te rely totally
on the latter ~ including British talk shows
that keep giving me numbers I can call
in London {T note with an ‘I told you so’
feeling that their sudiences and donations
are down as a result}. The remaining com-
mercial classical miusic station got caught
in a shift of Clear Channelstation frequen-
cies and now uses a fringe transmitter thai
can't put a decent signal into downtown.
And mest recently, the oldies station that
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Courtesy National
Association of
Broadcasters,
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had played music from the 605 and 70s
‘moved ahead’ and now focuses on the

late 70s and the 80s. Why do programmers
presume nobody of 55 matters? Thank
heaven for satellite radio where genuine
choice thrives. | almost never turn on a

radio anymore.”
Former XM programming chief Lee

Abrams discounted the potential impacton
his mediumof terrestrial HD Radio. “I'm

pretty sure these guys will screw up HD.
They'll add a Blues channel but it'll play 200
blues songs and be run by guys who don’t
know much about the blues beyond Stevie
Ray Vaughn.” And about the potential of
increased local programming on broadcast
radio stations influencing the fate of his
medium, Abrams said, “l doubt local radio
will ever get back to the so-called ‘commu-
nity.” In fact, theyre going the other way
by cutting costs and taking on more remote
voice track and syndicated programming.”

To compound the competition for
the listening andience, cable companics
provide in-home music services for most
of their subscribers, For exarnmple, Comcast
cable users receive more than 50 chan-

nels of music that are often quite niche
speciic. These commercial-free channels
of diverse nonstop music, replete with on-
screen information about what is being
played, are very attractive to subscribers
and frequently result in the loss of yet
another portion of traditional radio's lis-
tening audience.

That said, many media observers believe
satellite radio’s prospects for succeeding
in the face of myriad new audio com-
petitors and mounting debt is not good.
Jason Insalaco of The Kelton Agency says,
“Satellite radio’s subscription-based model
has not yet reach critical mass, and I’m not
sure it ever will,”

In the early 2000s, many listeners accessed
their favorite radio station via their com-

puters. However, with the specter of
costiy copyright royalty fees imposed on
stations streaming music, their numbers
dwindled and the frture of Internct radio

was cast in doubt. To mollifythe situation,
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a proposed royalty rate compromise bill,
known as the Srnall Webcastcr Settlement

Act (HLR. 5469), was passed by Congress.
It was designed to mitigate the burden, so
the future for the medium has brightened.
Rates established by the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act of 1998 had forced many
radio broadeasters - both commercial and

noncommercial ~ to reconsider their plans
to Web cast. At the time radio industry
publisher Eric Rhoads made this observa-
tion, “With the current fees, the econom-
ics do not make sense for anyone intent
on building a business from this, Unless
Congress steps in and makes a change, the
RIAA fees are unreasonable and will loll
the rousic side of online radio.”

Despite the upheaval resulting from the
“pay for play” issuc, most broadcasters felt
that it was important to retain a Web pres-
ence, even if it meant offering no music
programming. It was thought that stations
broadcasting news, sports, talk, and other
nonmusic forms of programming were the
likeliest te remain in the webcasting busi-
ness, Maintaining a Website for promotional
purposes, even without audio streaming,
was perceived as a worthwhile endeavor
Commented Jay Williams, Jr, “hi dthe initial
surge of the dot.com boom, radio stations
rushed to create web sites that included

station, music and local event information
as well as billboard ads. After the Inter

net bloom faded in 2001, many stations
stopped streaming audio and many radio
web sites languished. Station web sites are
again considered essential, and streaming
over the Internet is seen as a critical, addi-
tional distribution plattorm for terrestrial
radio stations, As more national and local

advertisers demand a web site presence as
part of their radio buys, stations have also
learned the benefts of using these sites to
relate programming and promotion infor-
mation. Station web sites can give listeners
direct and immediate access to personali-
ties and can be used for listener research,
both of which can improve a station's con-
nection with the audience and the on-air

product.”
In spite of the formidable issues con-

fronting webcasters, the RAB determined
that over 400G stations were streaming
their content as ofApril 2002, and Arbitron/
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Edison Media Research calculated thatonline

zadio listening actually grew from 14% in
1999 to 23% in 2001. Meanwhile, Measure-
Cast reported that Internet radio Hstening
was conlirtuing to grow a year later, so the
practice was far from moribund. Radio Ink
magazine cited Jazz PM and Virgin Radio
in London, L-Love Radio in Sacrarnento,
ESPN Radio in Connecticut, and WOXR/
I'M Radio in New York as the top five simul-
cast streamers during the summer of 2002.

Indeed, today stations continue to view
the Internet as a viable supplementto their
on-air signals, especially for promotion and
audience research purposes. Interactive
radio is a growing reality, as is the oppor-
tunity for everyone with the right com-
puter and software to be a broadcaster or
eybercaster. With an Internet encoder, the
home user can transmit to an international

audience, This prospect prompts a collective
sigh frorn station managers, who are losing
track of the new forms of competition,

Notes longtime broadcaster Lynn Chris-
tian, “The major concern regarding the
future of radio is centered on new competi-

  

tion from satellite, cable, and online sources.
Those companies that are planning to
partner with these new media choices, and
develop data services, will undoubtedly be
the big winners in the twenty-first century.
Broadcast radio, as | have knownit during
the past 50 years, will aot be the same inthe
next few years. But what Americanbusiness
is the same now? These are revolutionary
times in radio and in the world.”

Jason lngalaco, observes:

Radio executives programming in the rapidly
changing media landscape must embrace the
technological revolution that. is upon them.
Cell phones, the Internet, MP3 players, the
iPod, and videogames are vying for the audi-
ence’s attention. Programmers must heed these
encroachments on terrestrial radio or else

accept extinction. Rather than fear the new and
evolving audio media, traditional radio needs to
embrace it for its own benefit. Radio wehsites

are great places for listeners to find out about
the station’s personelities, music, contests, and
events, Websites are cyberextensions of the
over theair station brand. Station websites also

enhance audience interactivity and constitute
another revenue source for a station.
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FIGURE 1.21

Stations employ
websites to extend

they brand. Courtesy
O7 YEMTalk.
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FIGURE 1.22

The Apple iPad
represents yet
another competitive
threat to broadcast

radio. The youth
listening market
has enthusiastically
embraced the new

audio alternative,
causing farther
anxiety among
already besieged
radio station

programmers and
managers.

In 2009, the biggest challenge confront-
ing Internet presence relatedto fees charged
to provide music. States Paul Kemp of
Backbone Networks, an Internet radio soft-
ware provider:

The performance royalty rates is probably
the largest obstacle. Currently, in the US, there
are a number of different rates and laws that

apply te intemet performance rovalty rates.
This includes the Small Webcasters Settlement

that requires stations ofa certain size to paya
percentage of their revenue. There is also the
commercial Copyright Review Board (CRB)
rate that requires intemet radio stations to
track performances of a particular piece. This
rale escalates through next year [2009] when
it is up for renewal again. 'The reason this is a
big challenge for internet radio is that the rate
is higher than for other broadcast mediums,
like terrestrial and satellite broadcasts. If the

rate was equal across all broadcast media we
suspect there would be a rush to internet
broadcasting because of the more precise Hs-
tener statisties that can be generated and the
opportunity to more precisely advertise to a
particular target. The royalty rate discussion
masks a broader issue that needs to be con-

fronted. The strength of the internet is tliat it
is worldwide. As such an internet broadcaster

would have to pay performance royalties to
all of the Professional Rights Organizations
where a connection terminates (the country
from where the listener connects}.

Cognizant of the many obstacles and chal-
lenges that exist in the age of the Internet,
most radio broadcasters forecast a long-term
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relation between the two mediums, one that
will benefit both. As radio heads warp speed
into this “future world,” it is obvious that
aspiring broadcasters will have to knowtheir
way around a computer, because the audio
studio will exist beth in the ether and in

cyherspace. For thoseinterested in this aspect
of the medium, Radio and Internet Newslet-
ter (RAIN) provides a daily update on the
keyissues involving radio and the Internet.  
 
 
 
 

Cell phones, with music downloading capa-
bilities, and MP3s and iPods constitute the
biggest competitive challenge to radio, and
with the ever-expanding WiFi and WiMax
universe, this will only increase, Mark
Ramsey says, “We are fast-entering a time
when ‘radio’ will become a feature of other

things rather thansimply a destination unto
itself, as it has been up until now." Although
many media observers predict that down-
loading will continuc to draw huge numbers
of young Lsteners away from traditional
radio, Enymis Comrmunication’s VP of Pro-
gramming, JiramySteal, thinks otherwise:

I don't agree that there is a mass exodus of
young peoole away from radio to downloading
media. According to the Paragon Media Youth
Radio and New Media study conducted earlier
this year (Spring 2008), 14-24 year old males
and females whe “listen to music on FM over

the air more than they Hsten to rausic fom
other sources” surged from 274%) inn 2007 to 41%
in 2008, All MP3 players need to be fed new
music? Check out the letest generation Micro-
soft Zune model w/the budit in PM receiver. You
can bet Microsoft did a lot of research Before

making this radio upgrade. Can we be doing an
even better job of attracting young Heteners?
Absolutely, in the future radio needs to penue-
ate cell phones as well as all mobile media.

Steal's boss at Emmis, Jeff Smulyen,
agrees:

While there has been 4 migration to iPods,
recent research indicates thal most new music

is discovered by traditional radio (65%). That's
why Zane has added a tagging device Lo its new
Zunes, which lets people buy songs Lhey hear
on the radio included in the Zune. Our goal
as an industry is to have a radio embedded in
all portable devices (iPods, PDAs, and all cell
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hones} within the next five years We think
yadio is a perfect complement to portable music
ponsurmptionin thefuture. Nearly halfofall cell

hones sold outside the United States include
dios. There is a Paragon research study that
ag featured in ‘The New York Times recently

the showed that among youngerlisteners, radio
‘consumption has actually increased in the last
‘gear as iPod fatigue begins to occur.

Michael A. Krasness, head of Oxysys, a
obile music networking service, expands

n the virtues of his enterprise:

 

For the listener, traditional music radio ~-
‘bath over-the-air and faternet delivery ~ is

‘about listening to tracks the user already
knows, plus music discovery by the radio sta-
‘don’s playlist, driven by an ad-based revenue

odel, Mobile nvusic services add to that by
‘alowing interactive user selection of mrusic,
active participation in the music discovery
“process, and social networking. As similar ad-
‘based revenue model may be augmented by
‘e-commerce through integration of a store.
“Traditional radio certainly provides comple-
mentary services for our users. As a feature for
‘our users, Oxy phiing! includes siryple, inte-
grated access to a number of Internet radio
stations. For the radio station, they sow have
‘access to our community of mobile users.

With Pandora Radio, Slacker, and other
ternet-based mobilized audio services

kely venturing into nonmusic areas, such
talk and sports, the competitive threat
broadcast and satellite radio loomslarger
an ever, On the upside, Consultant Ed

hane says, “these services have new apps
r mobile phones that allow reception of
rrestrial radio,”

microredio movement surfaced in the
1990s and raised the ire of both broadcast

walators and the industry. The debate
‘positioned the NAB against whatit labeled
tadio “pirates.” After lengthy reflection,
FCC Chairman William Kennard proposed.
rule-making designed to legitimize these
unauthorized, tiny wattage outlets. The
argument usedto justify support of LPFMs
cited the erosion of programming diversity
in commercial radio as the consequence
of widespread consolidation and mergers.
According to Kennard this new species of

fenAATENN
 

broadcaster would give veice to those alien-
ated or disenfranchised by mainstream cor-
porate radio.The FCC's proposal sought to
create twotypes of newlicenses on the FM
band. Power would span 10 (LP10) to 100
(LP100) watts with service areas restricted
to three to nine miles. Among manystipu-
lations, the PCC requires that LPFM licens-
ees be nonprofit organizations. This rule
helped placate commercial broadcasters’
concerns that the newcategory ofstations
would represent yet another competitive
threat. The LPFM rules further require that
this “seb” or “secondary” category of radio
stations not interfere with the signals of
regular full power outlets. As the FCC
states, “LPFMstations are not protected
from interference that may be received
trom other classes of FM station.”

Perhaps the greatest threat to the existerice
of microstations is the looming conversion
of regular radio outlets to IBOC digital. This
will all but squeeze out any chance for the
continued survival oithe community-centric
medium. Meanwhile, many proponents of
LPFM have been alarmed by the microme-
dium’s takeover by conservative religious
broadcasters, which have been scooping up
as many noncormmercial frequencies (both
primary and secondary} and translators as
possible to spread their gospel.

Former executive director of new defunct

Allston-Brighton Free Radio, Stephen
Provizer, gives this view of the threatened
medium. “As an open platformfor all voices,
we had two goals: to disseminate program-
ming that would otherwise be unavailable
and to empower our participants which, to
the greatest extent possible, encompassed
the entire community. The first goal becomes
increasingly inaportant as the range of con-
sumer choice becomes narrower due to

ongoing corporizationand an obsession with
demography-driven advertising. The second
goal, participation,is driven by our belief that
direct participation is the key to ernpower-
ment, Ifan individual in our media-drenched

culture is going to be able to exercise critical
judgrnent toward mainstream media, he or
she must have the process demystified and
Clarified. Perhaps if media literacy educa-
tion was more available in lower school this

would not be necessary, but such is not now
and has never been the case.”
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Almost from the start it was recognized that
radio could be a unique instrument for the
public good. This point was never made
more apparent than in 1912, when, accord-
ing to legend (which was recently challenged
by scholars who contend that others were
involved), a young wireless operator named
David Sarnoff picked up the distress signal
from the sinking Titanic and relayed the
message to ships in the vicinity, which then
came to the rescue of thosestill alive, The
survivors were the beneficiaries of the first

attempt at regulating the new medium. The
Wireless Ship Act of 1916 required that
ships carrying 50 or more passengers have
wireless equipment on board. The effective
use of the medium from an experimental
station in New York City’s Wanamaker
Building helped save 700 lives.

Radio’s first practical application was as a
means of communicating from ship te ship
and from ship to shore. During the first
decade of the twentieth century, Marconi’s
wireless invention was seen primarily as a
way of linking the ships at sca with the rest
of the world. Until that time, when ships
left port they were beyond anyconventional
mode of communications. The wireless was

a boon to the maritime services, including
the Navy, which equipped each of its war-
ships with the new device.

Coming on the heels of the Titanic disas-
ter, the Radio Act of 1912 sought to expand
the general control of radio on the domestic
level. ‘The secretary of commerce and labor
was appointed to head the implementation
and monitoring of the new legislation. The.
primary function of the act was to license
wireless stations and operators. The new
regulations empowered the Department of
Commerce and Labor to impose fines and
revoke the licenses of those who operated
outside the parameters set down by the
communications law,

Growth of radio on the national level was

curtailed by Worle War I, when the gov-
ernment saw fit to take over the medium

for military purposes. However, as the war
raged on, the same youngwireless operator,
David Sarnoff, who supposedly had been

instrumental in saving the lives of passen-
gers on the ill-fated Titanic, was hard at
work on a scheme to drastically modify
the scope of the medium, thus convert-
ing it from an experimental and maritime
communications apparatus to an appliance
designed for use by the general public. Less
than 5 years after the war's end, receiv-
ers were being bought by the millions, and
radio as we knowit today was born.

As explained earlier, the lack of regu-
lations dealing with interference nearly
resulted in the premature end of radio.
By 1926 hundreds of stations clogged the
airways, bringing pandemonium to the dial,
The Radio Act of 1912 simply did not
anticipate radio's new application. It was
the Radio Act of 1927 that first approached
radio as a mass medium. The Federal Regu-
latory Commission’s five commissioners
quickly implemented a series ofactions that
restored the fledgling medium’s health.

The Communications Act of 1934

charged a seven-member commission with
the responsibility of ensuring the efficient
use of the airways, which the government
views as a limited resource that belongs
to the public and is leased to broadcasters.
Over the years the PCC has concentrated
its efforts on maximizing the usefulness of
radio for the public's benefit. Consequently,
broadcasters have been required to devote
a portion of their airtime to programs that
acidress irnportant community and national
issues, In addition, broadcasters have had
to promise to serve as a constant and rcli-
able source of information, while retaining
certain limits on the amount of commercial
material scheduled.

The FCC hassteadfastly sought to keep
the medium free of political bias and
special-interest groups. In 1949, the com-
mission implemented regulations making it
necessary for stations that present a views
point to provide an equal amount of airtime
to contrasting or opposing viewpoints. The
Fairness Doctrine obliged broadcasters “to
afford reasonable oppertunity for the dis-
cussion of conflicting views of public impor
tance.” Later, it also stipulated that stations
notify persons when attacks were made on
themover the air.

Although broadcasters generally acknowl-
edge the unique nature oftheir business, many
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as exceeded reasonable limits in a society
ased on a free-enterprise system. Because
tis their money, time, and energy they are
nvesting, broadcasters feel they should be
forded greater opportunity to determine

their own programming.
_In the late 1970s, a strong movement
eaded by CongressmanLionel Van Deerlin

ought to reduce the FCC's role in broad-
asting, to allow the marketplace to dictate
ow the industry conducted itsell Van

Deerlin actually proposed that the Broad-
ast Branch of the commission be abolished
nd a new organization with much less

authority be created. His bill was defeated,
but out of his and others’ efforts came a
new attitude concerning the government's
hold on the electronic media. President
Reagan's antibureaucracy, free-enterprise
philosophy gave impetus to the deregu-
ation move already under way when he

assumed office. The FCC, headed by Chair
man Mark Fowler, expanded onthe deregu-
ation proposal that had been imitiated by

his predecessor, Charles Ferris. The deregu-
“ation decision eliminated the requirement
- that radio stations devote a portion oftheir
> airtime (8% for AM and 6% for FM) to

nonentertainment programming ofa public
"affairs nature. In addition, stations no longer

“ had to undergo the lengthy process of ascer-
- taining community needs as a condition of

license renewal, and guidelines pertaining
. to the amount of time devoted to commer-
“cal announcernents were eliminated. The

“rule requiring stations to maintain detailed
program logs was also abolished. A sim-

- plified postcard license renewal form was
. adopted, and license terms were extended
' from3 to 7 years. In a further step the com-
’ mission raised the ceiling on the numberof

broadcast outlets a company or individual
could own from 7 AM, 7 FM, and 7 televi-
sion stations to 12 each, As of March 1992,
the FCC saw fit to raise the caps on owner
ship again, this tme to 30 AM and 30 FM.
Later in the year, these were reduced to 18
AM and 18 FM. Three years later, with a
Republican Congress in place, a newtele-
communications bill proposed to eliminate
ownership caps completely, The bill also
sought to relax the cross-ownership rule,
which kept a single entity from possessing

 

a radio, TV, and newspaper company in
the same market. Meanwhile, radio license
terms were to be raised to 10 years.

On. August 4, 1987, the FCC voted to
eliminate the 38-year-old Fairness Doctrine,
declaring it unconstitutional and. ne longer
applicable to broadcasters. A month before,
President Reagan had vetoedlegislation that
would have made the policy law.

The extensive updating of FCC rules
and policy was hased on the belief that the
marketplace should serve as the primary
regulator. Opponents of the reform feared
that with their newfound freedom, radio
stations would quickly turn their backs
on community concerns and concen-
trate their full efforts on fattening their
pocketbooks,

Those who support the position that
broadcasters should first serve the needs

of society are concerned that deregula-
tion (unregulation}) has further reduced
the medium’s “good citizen” role. “Radio,
especially the commercial sector, has long
since fallen down on its ‘interest, conve-
nience, and necessity’ obligation born of
the Radio Act of 1927. While a sraall

segment of the industry does exert an
effort to address the considerable prob-
lems facing society today, the overwhelm-
ing majority continue to be fixated on
the financial bottom line. There needs to

be more of a balance,” observes Robert
Hilliard, former FCC chief of public and
educational broadcasting. Proponents of
deregulation applauded the FCC’s actions,
contending that the listening audience
would indeed play a vital role in deter-
mining the programming of radio stations,
because the medium has to meet the needs

of the public to prosper.
Although the government continues to

closcly scrutinize the actions of the radio
industryto ensure that it operates in an efh-
cient and effective manner, it is no longer
perceived as the fearsome, omnipresent
Big Brother it once was. Today, broadcast-
ers more fully enjoy the fruits of a laissez-
faire system of economy, although they are
not immune to commission actions (see
Figure 1.24).

In the spring of 1996, the Telecom-
munications bill (made a Telecommuni-
cations Act} mentioned earlier becarne a
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FIGURE 1.23
A newkind ofradio
via the Internet,

Courtesy Pandora.

 e

SPyied poved gee

reality, and ownership caps were ail but
eliminated. The act opened the Hoodgates
for those radio groups wanting to vastly
expand their portfolios. For example, by
2002, Clear Channel Radio had acquired
nearly 1400stations. Consequently, by the
mid-?000s, localism had taken a substan-
tial hit, as many of the major radio groups
had replaced the indigenous broadcasts of
their stations with voice-tracking and “out-
of-town” programuning.

In terms of what interests the FCC most

regarding station acquisition, radio group
CEQ Robin Martin offers the following
view: “Over the last decade and more, the
Commission has relaxed the bureaucratic

requirements for approval of the transter
of licenses to new owners. Most of the

questions on the forms can be answered
by checking boxes. However, simple as
this process might seem, the check marks
a new owner places in the boxes repre-
sent legal certifications by the proposed
licensee and should not be taken lightly.
The FCC has great interest im a certain
few areas that qualify as threshold ques-
tions ofeligibility to be a license holder.
The percentage of foreign ownership is
but one example. If the answers to these
questions do not comply with FCC rules
and regulations, the transfer will not be
approved. However, all the non-threshold
questions, while not necessarily individu-
ally disqualifying, may in the aggregate
lead the FCC staff to inquire further
about the response to clarify the details
or to understand if the application is
fatally defective or can be corrected or
amended with supplemental information.
The most important issue for the FCC is
honesty. If an applicant answers a ques-
tion dishonostly, the Commission will take
swift action against the applicant should
it discover falsehoods. The consequences
ofnot being truthful with che Commis-
sion are more dire than if the answer was

truthful and required more explanation -
or even a waiver of the rules. it’s there-

fore important to understand the meaning
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 or implications of the questions to avoid
unwittingly answering incorrectly, Attor-
neys need to be consulted before applica-
tions are submitted.”

Prominent broadcast attorney Erwin
Krasnowprovides the following summary
pertaining to the downsizing trend of the
past two decades in FCC regulations for
radio broadcasters. “The world of FCC regu-
lation hes changed dramatically. No more
ascertainment. No more Fairness Doctrine

(William Paley once quipped that the Fair
ness Doctrine was like the Holy Roman
Empire, which was neither Holy, Roman,
nor an Empire}, No regulation ofcall signs
of submission of Annual Financial Reports,
Virtually all applications and forms are now
filed electronically, many without the assis-
tance of a communication lawyer, Rather
than terms of three years, licenses are now
renewed for eight years (that’s a long time;
a common law marriage results after only
seven years}.”

Mr Kresnow waxes poetically about
the situation in “Deregulation: A Lawyer's
Lament”

Martin, Tate, and McDowell are proceeding
with deregulation en masse,

But nobody's thought of the lawyers who
subsist on the present morass.

When Arcane comparative hearings
Have been paying the partnership's bills
It will not be an easy conversion to torts and

divorces and wills.

Plain language rules will be all that are left
No “wherefores” and “hereins” and such
Treasured old forms will be thrown on.

the fire

And fer lunch
Dutch.

So pity your struggling lawyer
Who has served at your side for so long
And write to your Congressman promptly

to tell him that “deregulation” is wrong,

we'll be forced to go

‘Today, the radio industry continues to
employ tens of thousands, but with all
the downsizing and consolidation and the
increase in new and competitive auctio
media, this figure has eroded and likely
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Sand Equality in Radio

‘ll continue te do so in the coming years.
pz/WODSgeneral manager, Ted Jordan,
Vs, “Consolidation is causing a lackof a
eer path because so many middle and
pper management positions have been

iminated.” Jim Robertson, vice presi-
dent of Dix Communication, concurs and
adds, “Consolidation has affected employ-
gent for on air positions and promotion
abs due to staffing cutbacks. However,
_graduates are willing to hit the streets

selling, things are better.” Since 1972,
75,000 individuals have found full-time
employment in radio. Today, opportuni-
ties for women and niunorities are greater
than ever. Until fairly recently, radio has
been ¢ male-dominated profession fand in
gome respectsstill is}. In L975, men in the
industry outnumbered women nearly four
to one. But that has changed. Now women
are being hired more than ever before, and
not just for office positions. Women have
made significant inroads into program-

“ming, sales, and management positions,
“and there is no reason to think that this
>trend wil not continue. Ed Shane says,

“Females have made exceptional inroads,
especially in sales.” It will take a while,
however, before an appropriate propor-
tion of women and minorities are working
in the medium. The FCC’s insistence on

equal opportunity employment withinthe
broadcast industry makes prospects good
for all who are interested in broadcasting
careers.

Still there is room for improvement in
the participation levels of different ethnic
groups inthe radio industry.NAB’s former
vice president for human resources, Dwight
Ellis, says, “Current employment trends
reported by the FCCreveal verylittle growth
between 1980 and 1999 in Native American

broadcast employment, for example. Other
groups have experienced slow growth too.
The NAB is committed to assisting the
growth of employment and station owner
ship for minorities in the industry. The NAB
has been a vanguard for minority progress
in broadcasting. Nevertheless, more must
be done.”

A commen misconception is that a radio
station. consists primarily of deejays with
few other ioh options available. Wrong!
Nothing could be farther from the truth.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 

 

 

Construetion/operation without authorization
Failure fo comply wath prescribed lighting/marking
Violation of pubke fle nufes
Viofation of polttical rules {reasonable access, lowest unit charge.

equal apportuniy, discrimination}
Unauthorized substantial transfer of contral
Violation of childrer’s ialevision commerciaiizaiion

Of programing requirements
Emergency Alert System equipment not instaded or operational
Aller: ownershin viciation
Failure to permit inspection
Transmission of indecentobscene materials
Intederence

Impartation/marketing of unauthorized equipment
Exceading of authorized antenna height
Pravd by wire, radio or television
Use ot unauthorized equipenant
Exceeding power limits
Faure to respand to FCO communications
Violation of sponsorship (D requirements
Unauthorized arniasions

Using unauthorized trequency
Faduire to engage in required frequency coordination
Construction/operation ay unauthorized ication
Violation of requirements pertaining to broadcasting of iterias or comasts
Violation of transmitter coniral/metering requirements
Failure to ile required forms or information
Failure to rake recudred measurements of conduct required monitoring
Faikure to provide station ID
Unauthorized pro forma transtar of control
Falure to mainiain required records
Failure to implement rate reduction or refund order
Violation of cable program access rules
Violation of cable leased-access rules
Violation cf cable crassownership rulas
Viclation of cable broadcast carriage rules
Vigiation of gala attachment rules
Failure io maintain ditectonal pattern within prescrihed parameters
Violaiton of main studio ruis
Violaitor: of broadcast hoax rule

AM tower fencing

Broadcasting telephone conversations without authorizationViolation of enhanced underwriti

 
Granted, deejays comprise an important
part of a station's staff, but many other
employees are necessary to keep the station
on the air.

An average-size station in a medium
market used to employ between 18 and 26
people, but today due to consolidation, a
fraction of that number may be used where
several stations form a cluster or radio mall,
and on-air personnel may comprise most
of that figure. Stations are usually broken
down into three major areas: sales, pro-
gramming, and engineering. Each area, in
particular the first two, requires a variety
of people for positions that demand a wide

Cathie,
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FIGURE 1.24
FCC Fine

Guide. Courtesy
Broadcasting and
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FIGURE 1.25

Selling receivers was
a brisk business in

early radio. Courtesy
Library of Congress.

schools and colleges offer courses in radio
broadcasting, and most award certificates or
degrees. As in most other fields today, the
more credentials a job candidate possesses,
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Suggestions for changas ta the FOO Rules and

Reguistiong can come from sources outside of the
Commission sithar by formal petition, legislation,
eouet dagigion of infarmat suggestion, In addition,
a BureauOffice within the FCC car initiate a
Rulemaking proceeding on is owe,
H. BureaufOffice Evaluation

Wher a petiilon for Rulemaking is received, itis
sent to tha appropriate BureauisvOfice(s} for
evaluation. if a BureauOffice decties a gerticular
petition ia meritorieug. cas request that the
Bockets department assign a Rulemaking
hureber fo the pedthan.

Asimilar request is mate wher 4 Guresu! Office
decides to initiate a Rulemaking procedure on its
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petitions for Rulemaking. ‘The pubke has a0 days
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iE. Possible Commission Actions
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puUblig a9 gither an NOL oar NPRM, The Commis:
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ther an NPAM or a Memorandum Goinion anc
Order (MOGO} conchiding the ingiary,
WW. Comments and Replies Evaluated

When an NOW ar NPRM has bee ismead, the
pubic is given ihe opportunity to comment
intially, and than raspond to tha comments thas
are made, Wren the Commission dogs nai
fhedive suttigiant cements to make # decision, a
farther NOl ar NPAM may be issued,

Horiay be determined that an oral argument
Hore the Gorrsission is rmbected to provicie ar,

upporkniy tor fhe public to testify before the
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the proposed Rule charge,
¥. Report and Order Issued
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Carmmission.
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As a result of He review of a oetition for
raaonederation, the Domenisaion may issue on
MOBO modifying ité atial decisinn of Genying
the pektion for reconsice: ation,
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FIGURE 1.26

Courtesy Radio
World,

range of skills. Subsequent chapters inthis
book will bear this out.

Proper training and education are nec-
essary to secure a job at most stations,
although many will train people to fill the
jess-demanding positions. Hundreds of
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the better he or she looks to a prospective
employer.

Perhaps no other profession weighs prac-
tical, hands-on experience as heavily as
radio does. This is especially true in the
on-air area. On the programmingside, it is
the individual's sound that wins the ich, not
the degree. However, it is the formal train-
ing and education that usually contribute
most directly to the quality of the sound
that the program director is locking for
when hiring. In reality, only a small per
centage of radio announcers have college
degrees (the number is growing), but sta-
tistics have shownthat those who do stand

a better chance of moving into managerial
positions.

Many station managers look for the
college-educated person, particatlarly for
the areas of news and sales. Before 1965,
the percentage of radio personnel with
college training was relatively low. But the
figure increased as more and more colleges
‘added broadcasting curricula. Thousands
of communications degrees are conferred
annually, thus providing the radio industry
a pool of highly educated job candidates.
Today, college training is a plus Gf not a
necessity) when searching for employment
in radio. The job application or resume
that lists practical experience in addition
to formal training is most appealing. The
majority of colleges with radio curricula
have stations. These small {low-power}
outlets provide the aspiring broadcaster
with a golden opportunity to gain some
much needed on-air experience. Some of
the nation’s foremost broadcasters began
their careers at college radio stations. Many
of these same schools have internship pro-
grams that provide the student with the
chance to get important on-the-job train-
ing at professional stations, Again, experi-
ence is the key, and it rates high to the
prospective employer. Small commercial
stations often are willing to hire broad-
cast students to fill part-time ancd vacation
slots. This constitutes professional experi-
ence and is an invaluable addition to the
resume.
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ntry-level positions in radio seldom pay
|. In fact, many smnali-market stations

near minimumwage. However, the
rience gained at these smali-budget

rations More than makes up for the
i salarics. The first year or two in radio
stitutes the dues-paying period, a time

hich a person learns the ropes. The
it radio station provides inexperienced
ple with the chance to becomeinvolved
ll facets of the business. Rarely does a

employee perform only one function.
xample, a person hired as a deejay will
prepare and deliver newscasts, write

produce commercials, and may even
irtime.

» succeed in a business as unique as
, a person must possess many quali-
not the least of which are deterrni-

ion, skill, and the ability to accept and

 
benefit from constructive criticism. A

career in radio is like no other, and the
rewards, both personal and financial, can be
exceptional. “It’s a great business,” says Lynn
Christian, former senior vice president of
the Radio Advertising Bureau. “No twodays
are alike. | recommend it over other career

opportunities.”
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FIGURE 1.27
Native-owned

stations provide radio
jobs for American
Indians. Courtesy
KTNN.
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=authorized’ stéreo FM broadcasting ih 1961,ed andin 1965it separated FMfrom AM simiul-
: casts in, cities with, populationsdin: excess

“<< of 100,000: Beautiful Musi¢ wasthefirst
: popular formaton FM; whichrelied heavily
J On. automation. - The| progressive- format

Soe focused:oti albunicutsratherthanTop 40.
wan Bythemid-1980s, FM possessed 70%of the, listening audience. :

oeaseToday, EM often:commands.upto 80%
.of theaudience, although sortie AM. stations

othe:transistor 4in. 1948‘helped’:saveradioby top their market ratingsbecame.: radio’5. ayThe Corporation for Public BrGaideastinig
was‘ /éstablishedins “1967. Three™. years

ed later, . National. Public Radio: began-Pre© viding funding - and.-programming.-dhernbérstations.“Moré than 800.schools
and” colleges:hold noncommercial vtadioio os Heenses, - os

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
     “15, ‘Nattoweas ing is8 specialized prograrn:Othe Frag-out refers to. the. fragmenta-

tion: of audience because’of, numerous
formats.

 
 
 
 

16. Highly:‘leveragedttransactions.Gait
created .‘economic | ptobleins. for - many
stations. “: Local: marketitig-. agreements
(LMAs) allowed broadcasters to formcon- .
tracts.with oneanotherfor mutuallyben-
eficialpurposes.” ots

  

 
 

  
 
 

a. commiunicati
medium. - ee
 

  
 
 

17.‘Consolidation- downsizingandtriergers
havebeen:‘promptedby theFCC’s- relaxa-
tionof the duopoly ‘and ownership files.
 
   
 18.“Seventy:percent: of radio’s.“revenies

cotrie from localSpotsales.” 
19. ‘Brokeragefirmshandle’the sale:“f.most
radiostations: Brokers1receive4 comission
ofbetween 7.and 8%.on‘gales.
20. ‘Digital audiobroadcasting (DAB),pop
ularlycalled:High:Definition {HD}Radio,
isin the process“of replacingthe. coriven-

tiotial:analog: systern:ofsignaltransthission
and‘reception: ve
21. Satellite: ad‘cable’ eadioservices are
providing listeners“with” options. besides:
traditional:terrestrialsignal reception.

 
 
 
  
 
 

  
 
   
  
  

  
 

Be‘Radio Web: sites, ance’beset by.‘copy-
‘tight iissues, have hecariéancanittalpart of
station: éperations andare ised to promote :

: programmingend interact|‘with: listeners.
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Chapler Highlights 

  “Web: sites ‘also. provide: secondaryunconstitutional and eliminated it. In-2009).0:-0.00->,
ie Opportimities. oflwith’ anew. ‘dernoctatic. administration:in!

~ thé WhiteHouse, there wasspecilation thé
Fairnéss: Doctrinemaybe restored. -

   
 

 labilemusicseivices spawnedbythe
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Nature of the Business

Radio station management has changed
dramatically in just the past few years.
Indeed, in most markets, especially in larger
ones, things have gone frorn managing a
single or combo outlet to overseeing the
operations of a half dozen or more, often
clustered in the same building. On top of
that, the station manager must now compete
with newaudio media that did not exist at

the start of this century. Were these not
enough, compounding the manager's chal-
lenge is a host of other external factors, fore-
most among them being the up-and-down
economy (mostly down at this writing) and
changes in the regulatory landscape.

OF course, some things rernain the same.
As has always beenthe case, the mediums
unique character requires that the manager
deal with a broad mix of people, from
ot-air personalities to secretaries and from.
sales personnel to technicians. Few other
businesses can claim such an amalgamof
employees. Eventhe station manager of the
smallest outlet with as few as six or eight
employees must direct individuals with very
diverse backgrounds and goals. For example,
radio stationWXXX in a small Maine com-

rnunity may employ three to four full-time
air people, who likely were brought in from.
other areas of the country. The deejays have

- come to WXXX to begin their broadcasting
careers with plans to gain some necessary
experience and move on to larger markets.
Within a matter of a few months, the station
will probably be looking for replacements.

Frequent turnover of on-air person-
nel at small stations is a fact of life. As

Station Management

a consequence, members of the air staff
often are regarded as transients or passers-
through by not only the comniunity but
also the other members ofthestation’s staff.

Less likely to come and go are a station's
administrative and technical staff. Usually
they are not looking toward the bright lights
of the bigger markets, since the town in
which the station is located is often. home

to thern, A small station’s sales department
may experience some turnover but usually
not to the degree that the programming
department dees. Sales -people also are
likely to have been recruited from the ranks
of the local citizenry, whereas air personali-
ties more typically come from outside the
community.

Running a station in a small market
presents its own unique challenges (and it
should be noted that half of the nation’s
radio outlets are located in commrunitics

with fewer than 25,000 residents}, Sta-
tions in larger markets, however, typically
are Taced with stiffer competition and fates
that are oftentied directly to ratings. In con-
trast to station WXXX in the small Maine

community, where the closest other station
is 50 miles away and therefore no com-
petitive threat, an outlet located in a met-
ropolitan area may share the airwaves with
30 or more other broadcasters. Competition
is intense, and radio stations in large urban
areas usually succeed or fail based on their
showing in the latest listener surveys. The
metro market station manager must pay
close attention to what surrounding broad-
casters are doing, while striving to main-
tain the best product possible to retain a
competitive edge and prosper.
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FIGURE 2.1

Newspaper listing
ofradio stations

in a maior market.
Large cities such as
New York, Chicago,
Los Angeles, and
Philadelphia often
have more than 60
stations.

CHAPTER 2 STATION MANAGEMENT 

Meanwhile, the government's percep-
tion of the radio station’s responsibility to
its consumers also sets it apart fromm other
industries, Since its inception, radio’s busi-
ness has been Washington’s business, too.
Station managers, unlike the heads of most
ather enterprises, have had to conform to the
dictates of a federal agency especially con-
ceived for the purpose of overseeing their
activities. Failing to satisfy the Federal Com-
munications Commission (PCC}’s expecta-
tions can result instiff penalties such as fines
and even the loss of an operating license; as
a result, radio station managers have been
obliged to keep up with a fairly prodigious
yolume ofrules and regulations.

The 1980s and 1990s deregulation actions
designed to unburden the broadcaster of
what had been regarded by many as unrea-

z
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sonable government intervention have made
the life of the station manager somewhatless
complicated. Nevertheless, the government
continues to play an impertart role in
American radio, and managers who value
their license wisely invest energy and effort
in fulfilling federal conditions. After all, a
radio station without a frequency is just a
building with a lot of expensive equipment.

The listener’s perception of the radio busi-
ness, even in this day and age when nearly
every cormmunity with a small business dis-
trict has a radio station, is often unrealistic.
Film and television's portrayal of the radio
station as a hotbed of zany characters and
bizarre antics has helped foster a misconcep-
don. This is net to suggest that radio stations
are the most conventional places to work.
Because it is the station's function to provide
entertainmentto its listeners, it must employ
creative people, and where these people are
gathered, be it a small town or a large city,
the atmosphere is certain te be charged. “The
volatility of the air staff's emotions and the
oscillating nature of radio itself actually dis-
tinguishes ourbusiness fromothers,” observes
Kentucky station manager J.G. Salter.

Faced with an audience whose needs and

tastes sometimes change overnight, today’s
radio station has become adept at shifting
gears as conditions warrant.Whatis currently
popular in music, fashion, and leisure-time
activities will be nudged aside tomorrow
by something new. This, says broadcast
manager Randy Lanc, forces radio stations
to stay one step ahead of all trends and
fads, “Being on the leading edge of Ameri-
can culture makes it necessary to undergo
more changes and updates than is usually
the case in other businesses. Not adjusting
to what is currently in vogue can put a
station at a distinct disadvantage. You have
te stay in touch with what is happening in
your own community as well as the trends
and cultural movements occurring in other
parts of the country.” The complex internal
and external factors that derive from the
unusual nature of the radio business make

managingtoday’s station a formidable chal-
lenge. Perhaps no other business demands
as much fromits managers. Conversely, few
other businesses provide an individual with
as muchto feel good about.It takes a special
kind of person to run a radio station.
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The Manager as Chief
Collaborator

There are many schools of thought con-
cerning the approach to managing a radio
station. For example, there are the standard
X, Y¥, and 7 models or theories of man-
agement (which admittedly oversimplify
the subject but give the neophyte a basic
working model}. The first theory embraces
the idea that the general manager is the
-captain of the vessel, the primary authority,
ewith solemn, if not absolute, control ofthe
‘decision-making process. The second theory

asts the manager in the role of collaborator
“or senior advisor. The third theory forms a

yhrid of the preceding two; the manager
hoth a coach and a team player, or the

hief collaborator. Of the three models,
roadcast managers tend to favor the third
pproach.

Lynn Christian, who has served as the
eneral manager ofseveral major market radio
tations, preferred working for a manager
‘ho used the hybrid model rather thanthe
urely authoritarian model. “Before | entered

upper management, I found that I performed
best when my boss sought myopinion and
delegated responsibility to me. I believe in
department head meetings and the full dis-
closure of projects within the top organiza-
tion of the station. If you give someone the
title, you should be prepared to give that
person some authority, too. |. respect the
integrity of my people, and if 1 lose it, I
replace them quickly. In other words, "You
respect me, and I'll respect you,’ is the way
T have always managed.”

Randy Bongarten, network chief, concurs
with Christian and adds, “Management
styles have to be adaptive to individual
situations so as to provide what is needed
at the time. In general, the collaborator or
team leader approach gets the job done,
OF course, | don’t think there is any one
school of management that is right 100%
of the time.”

Jim Arcara, former radio network head,
also is an advocate of the hybrid man-
agement style. “It’s a reflection of what is
more natural to me as well as my company.
Employees are capable of making key
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FIGURE 2.3

Keeping the station
solvent is the

manager's primary
task. Compantes
like this one help
the manager do this.
Courtesy CPM.

  

decisions, and they should be given the
opportunity to do so. An effective manager
also delegates responsibility.”

General manager Pat McNally finds the
collaborative approach suitable to his goals
and temperament. “My management style
is more collaborative 1 believe im hiring
qualified professional people, defining what
F expect, and allawing them to do their job
with input, support, and constructive criti-
cism from me, My door is always open for
suggestions, and T am a good listener. I con-
sider this business something special, and 1
expect an extra special effort.”

This also holds trie for general manager
Steven Woodbury. “I hire the best people
as department heads and then work col-
laboratively with these experts. Department
heads are encouraged to run their areas_as if
they had major ownership in the company.
‘That instills a sense of team spirit too. Their
energy level and decision-making efforts
reflect this.”

The manager/collaborator approach has
gained popularity in the past two decades.
Radio functions well in a team-like atmo-

153

sphere. “Since practically everyjob in the radio
station is designed to support and enhance
the air product, establishing a connected-
ness among what is usually a small band of
employees tends 10 yield the best results,”
contends station manager Jane Duncklee. “T
strongly believe that employees mustfeel that
they are a valid part of what is happening and
that their input has a direct bearing on those
decisions which affect them and the opera-
tion as a whole. | try to hire the best people
possible and then let themdotheir jobs with
a minimum of interference and a maximum

of support.”
Marlin R. Taylor, founder of Bonneville

Broadcasting System and former manager of
several major-market radio outlets, includ-
ing WREM, New York, and WBCN,Boston,
believes that the manager using the collab-
orative systemof management gets the most
out of employees. “Whena staif member
feels that his or her efforts and contribu-

tions make a difference and are appreciated,
that person will remain motivated. This
kind of employee works harder and deliv-
ers more. Most people, if they enjoy the job
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What Makes a Monager? 

they have and like the organization they
work for, are desirous of improving their
level of performance and contributing to
the health and well-being of the station.
I really think chat many station managers
should devote even more time and cnergy
to people development.”

Station general manager Paul Aaron
believes that managers must lirst assert their
authority; that is, make it clear to all that
they are in charge, before the transition to
collaborator can take place. “It’s a sort of
process of evolution. Actually, when you
come right down to it, any effective man-
agement approach includes a bit of both
the authoritarian and collaborative con-

cepts. The situation at the station will have
a direct impact on the management style I
personally deem most appropriate. As the
saying goes, “different situationscall for dif-
ferent measures.”When assuming the reins
at a newstation, sometimes it is necessary
to take a more dictatorial approach until
the organization is where you feel it should
be. Oftena lot of deanup and adjustments
are necessary before there can be a greater
degree of equanimity, Ultimately, however,
there should be equanimity.”

Surveys have shown that most broadcast
executives view the chief collaborator or

hybrid management approach as compatible
with their needs. “It has pretty much become
the standard medus operandi in this industry.
A radio manager must direct as well as invite
input. To me it makes sense, in a business in
which people are the product, to create an
-atmosphere that encourages self-expression,
“a8 Well as personal and professional growth.
‘After all, we are in the communications
business. Everyone's voice should at least be

eard,” contends Lynn Christian.

What Makes a Manager? 

As in any other profession, the road to the
op is seldom a short and casy one. It takes
ears to get there, and dues must be paid
ong the way. To begin, without a genuine
ffection for the business and a strong desire
© succeed, it is unlikely that the position
n ever be attained, Furthermore, without

he proper training and experience, the top
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job will remainelusive. So then what goes
into becoming a radio station manager?
According to Jim Robertson, vice president
of Dix Communications, the main personal
and professional qualities a station manager
should possess are honesty and integrity. As
Robertson says, “Everything else is mute
without that to start. You must be willing
to lead by example. Be a part of the process
not just an overseer, We are not a huge
operation, which allows me to be much
more a participant. As the size of the staif
and the number of stations gets larger, the
challenge of participation grows, and that
brings us right back to honesty and integrity.
These are core ingredients. Add to these the
importance of leading a balanced life. One
that allows you to share time with family,
engage in leisure activities, participate in
community, and so on. It is very important
that a manager knows howto balance and
prioritize these things.’

Emmis Communications chief, Jeff
Smulyan, says the current times require
special skills. “A radio manager must be flex-
ible. The media world is changing daily. Pro-
viding leadership that understands a rapidly
changing world is the most important attri-
bute. None of us understands how technol-

ogy will change the industry. We have to
provide content that can be deployed in
several different ways. Content that creates
a unique listening experience and provides
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adequate results for advertisers. Being able
to adjust to the shifting market scene is
crucial for any manager.”

Entercem’s Dave Neugesser observes,
“A station manager has to have a complete
understanding of the three legs that support
the body of radio ~ the Hstener, the chent,
andthe station. While much of what we do

in programming supports the station and
listener, radio is a business and the client
is just as crucial. A manager must have a
clear vision, tight focus, and solid strategy to
succeed. He or she must have a great team
to be a great leader.”

Longtime broadcast executive John
Gehron shares his perspective on what
makes for a suceesstitl manager. “He or she
must understand what channels the audi-

ence is using and then match content to
fit the channel. Deciding how to allocate
resources among the many distribution
sources is of utmost importance. At the
same time the manager must not pull too
many resources from the primary channel
and diminish its popularity.”

First and foremost, a prospective manager
needs a good foundation, and formal ediuca-
tion plays a strong role in this background.
Hundreds of institutions of higher learn-
ing across the country offer programs in
broadcast operations. The college degree
has achieved greater importance in radio
over the last decade or two, and, as in
most other industries today, it has become
a standard credential for those vying for
management slots.Anyone entering broad-
casting in the 2000s with aspirations to
operate a radio station should acquire as
mich formal training as possible, Station
managers with master’s degrees are not
uncommon. However, a bachelor’s degree
in. communications gives the prospective
station manager a good foundation from
which to launch a career.

In a business that stresses the value of

practical experience, seldom, if ever, does an
individual land a management job directly
out of college. In fact, most station man-
agers have been in the business at least
15 years. “Once you get the theory nailed
down you have to apply it. Experience is
the best teacher. I’ve spent 30 years working
in a variety of areas in the medium. In
radio, in particular, hands-on experience is
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what matters,” says station general manager
Richard Bremkarnp, Jr.

‘To radio station manager Roger Ingram,
experience is what most readily opens
the door to management. “While a degree
is kind of like a union card in this day and
age, a good track record is what wins the
management job. You really must possess
both.”

Jane Ibuncklee began her ascent to
station management by logging commer-
clals for airplay and eventually moved into
other areas. “For the past 17 years 1 have
heen employed by Champion Broadcasting
Systems. During that time I have worked in
every departrnent of the radio station, Irom
trafic, where I started, to sales, program-
ming, engmeering, and finally management
on boththe local and corporate levels.”

Manyradio station managers are recruited
from the sales area rather than programming.
Since the general manager’s foremost objec-
tive is to generate a profit, station owners
usually feel more confident hiring somcone
with a solid sales or business background.
Consequently, three out offour radio man-
agers have made their living at some point
selling airtime. it is a widely held belief that
this experience best prepares an individual
fer the realities encountered in the man-

ager’s position. “] spent over a decade and
a half in media sales before becoming a
station manager. In fact, my experience on
the radio level was exclusively confined to
sales and then for only eight months. After
that | moved into station management.
Mast of my radio-related sales experience
took place on the national level with station
rep companies,” recalls Norm Feuer of Force .
Two Communications.

Station manager Carl Evans holds that a ~
sales background is especially usefiul, if not -
necessary, to general managers. “I spent a.
dozen years as a station account executive,
and prior to entering radio | represented
various productlines to retailers. The key to
financial success in radio exists in an under
standing of retailing.”

It is not uncommion for station managers
to have backgrounds out ofradio, but almost
inwariably their experience comes outof thé
areas of sales, marketing, and finance. Broa
caster Paul Aaron worked as a fundraiser fot.
the United Way of America before entering
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radio and contends that manymanagers come
from other fields in which they have served
in positions allied to sales, if not in sales
itsell. “OF those raanagers who have worked
in fields other than radio, mast have come
to radio via the business sector. There are

not many former biologists or glass blowers
serving as station managers,” says Aaron.

Although statistics show that the station
salesperson has the best chance of being
promoted to the station's head position
{more general managers have held the
sales manager's position than any other),
a relatively small percentage of radio’s
managers come from the programming
ranks. “I'm more the exception than the
rule. | have spent all of my carecr in the
programmingside, first as a deejay at sta-
tions in Phoenix, Denver, and Pittsburgh,
and then as programm director for outlets
in Kansas City and Chicago. VID have to
admit, however, that while it certainly is
not impossible to becorne a GM [general
manager] by approaching it fromthe pro-
gramming side, resistance exists,” admits
station manager Randy Lane.

Many in the industry consider the pro-
grammer’'s role to be more an artistic fune-
tion than one requiring a high degree of
business savvy. However accurate or inac-
curate this assessment is, the result is that
fewer managers are hired with backgrounds
exclusively confined to prograrmming duties.
Programmers have reason to be encouraged,
however, since a trend in favor of hiring
program directors (PDs) has surfaced in
recent years, and predictions suggest that it
will continue.

In its useful (albeit aging) text pertain-
ing to how PDs become station managers,
Up the Management Ladder: From Program
Director to General Manager, the National
Association of Broadcasters (NAB) states:

The biggest obstacle facing the program direc-
tor with an eye on management is image.

Programming is an operational expense. To
create the “sound”of the station, the program
director must spend money to pay staff sala-
ties, to buy programming aids, and toe rmain-
tain studio equipment. Where does the money
come from? Sales.

And it used to be that only those who were.
in sales were considered for promotion. The
reasoning? Those in sales, through the very

 

nature of their jobs, had a solid understand-
ing of the radio rule: lime = Money.

Those in sales, through the very nature of
their jobs, also enjoyed the pursuit of more
money,

"lL get turned on,” said one general sales
manager, “when people tell me ‘no.’ 1 love
getting them to say ‘yes’”

Program directors, it was believed, lacked
that basic grounding. Concerned with creating
the station’s image, program directors inad-
vertently created an image for themselves as
“creative” types without conceror respectfor
the “business” aspects of radio.

So howis the program director te compete?
By presenting skills you already possess in

the most positive, business-oriented format
and by getting the skis you don’t already
possess,

In reality, the most attractive candidate
for a station management position is the
one whose experience has involved both
programming and sales responsibilities. No
general manager can fully function without
an understanding and appreciation of what
goes into preparing and presenting the
air product, ner can he or she hope for
success without a keen sense of business

and finance,

Today's highly competitive and complex
radio market requires that the person
aspiring to management have both formal
training, preferably a college degree in
broadcasting, and experience in all aspects
of radio station operations, in particular sales
and programming. Ultimately, the effort
and energy an individual invests will bear
directly on the dividends he or she earns,
and there is not 4 single successful station
manager who has net put in LS-hour days.
The station manager is expected to know
more and do more than anyone else, and
rightfully so, since he or she is the person
who stands to gain the most.

Radio group president Dan Mason relates
the qualities he sees in the mast successful
station managers: “A keen sense of what is
‘good business,’ humility to take the blarne
in bad times andto give staff credit in good
times, fairness and passion for all, respon-
siveness to situations (net reactionary),
passion for the industry, recognition and
knowledge of staff (know by first name),
and ability to keep personal problems out
of the station.”
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The Manager's Duties
and Responsibilities 

Aprimary objective of the station manager
is to operate in a manner that generates the
most profit, while maintaining a positive and
productive attitude amongstation employ-
ees, This ig more of a challenge than it ray
seem. st first, claims radio broadcaster Cliff
Shank. “In order to meet the responsibility
that you are faced with daily, you really
have Lo be an expert in se many areas: sales,
rnarketing, finance, legal matters, technical,
governmental, and programming. It helps
if you're an expert in human nature, too.”
Jene Duncklee puts it this way: “Manag
ing a radio station requires that you divide
yourself equally into at least a dozen parts
and be a 100% whole in each situation.”

In the new Telecomimunications Act of

1996 environment, consultant Ed Shane
observes, “The duties for station manag-
ers have changed radically. For example,
Chris Wegmann, manager of the Capstar
cluster at Baton Rouge, has responsibility
for several AM and FM stations in other

paris of Louisiana and Texas. Talk about
dividing yourself”

In today’s consolidated environment,
this is more common than not; says Jay
Williams, “Mike Glickenhaus, 2 Clear
Channel vice president and market manager,
originally oversaw nine FM stations in the
San Diego cluster.”

Station owner Bill Campbell says that the
theme that runs througheut the classic Tom
Peters’s book, In Search of Excellence, is one
that is relevant to the station manager's Lask
today. "The idea in Peters’s book is that you
must make the customer happy, get your
peop.e involved, and get rid of departmental
waste and unnecessary expenditures.A station
should be a lesn and healthy organism,”

Ststion managers themselves generally
must answer to a higher authority, The
majority of radio stations, roughly 85%,
are owned by companies and corporations
that both hire the manager and establish
hnanctal goals or projections for the station.
lt is the station manager's job to see that
corporate expectations are met and, ideally,
exceeded. Managers who fail to operate a
facility in a way that satishes the corporate
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hierarchy ray scon find themselves looking
for another job.

Fewer than 15%of the nation’s stations

are owned by individuals or partnerships.
At these radio outlets, the manager sul
must meet the expectations of the station
owner(s). In some cases, the manager may
be given more latitude or responsibility in
determining the station's fate, whereas in
others, the owner may play a grester role
in the operation of the station.

A basic function of the manager's posi-
tion is to formulate station pelicy and
see that it is implemented. To ensure
against confusion, misunderstanding, and
possible unfair labor practices that typi-
cally impede operations, ernployees often
receive a station policy manual. This
manual states the station's positions on
a host of issues, such as hiring, termi-
nation, salaries, raises, promotions, sick
leave, vacation, benefits, and so forth. As
standard practice, a station may require
that each new employee read and became
familiar with the contents of the policy
manual before actually starting work. Job
descriptions, as well as organization Low~
charts, commonlyare outlined to makeit
abundantly clear to staff members about
who is responsible for what. A well-
conceived policy book may contain a
statement of the station's programming
philosophy with an explanation of the
format it employs. The more comprehen-
sive a policy book, the less likely there
will be confusion and disruption.

Hiring and retaining good people are
other key managerial functions. “You have
some pretty delicste egos te cope with
in this business. Radio attracts some very
bright and highly talented peaple, some-
times with erratic termperarments. Keeping
harmony and keeping people are among
the foremost challenges facing a station —
manager,” claims Norm Feuer.

Steve Woodbury agrees with Feuer,
adding, "You have to hire the right people
and motivate them properly, and that’s a
challenge. You have to be capable of inspir-
ing people. Actually, if you are unable to
motivate your people, the station will fail
to reach its potential. Hire the best people
you can and nurlure them.”
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The Manager's Duties and Responsibilities 

Cluster market manager Mike Glickenhaus
says, “You make sure youhave a lot ofgreat
people. You need more key people who you
can give lots of responsibility to hecanse you
don’t have time to micromanage them.It's
important to hire the right people and then
clearly lay out the vision, goals, and many
of the steps that will be necessary and agree
on them. You need people who understand
what it takes, what they have to do, and have
the direction to get there. Then as manager
you have to decide what (projects or prob-
lems) you're going to apply your timeto.”

NARB‘s executive vice president for radio,
John David, adds, “There is no longer just
one key to running successful racio sta-
tions. My advice would be to find as many
creative people who have a real connee-
tion to the people in the audience. Hire
them, treat them with respect, Listen to
their input, and pay them. Managers can
hire people all day that agree with them.
Hire people who have different ideas but
are smart enough to carry out the plan with
enthusiasm once the direction is deter-

mined. That goes for all departments of
the team, including management. With this
formula, you won’t be constantly looking
for people.”

As mentioned earlier, managers of small-
market radio stations are confronted with

a unique set of problems when it comes to
hiring and holding onto qualified people,
especially on-air personnel. “In our case,
finding and keeping a professional-sounding

“Chang
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stalf with our somewhat limited budget is
an ongoing problem. This is tue at most
small market stations, however,” observes
station manager LG. Salter.

The rural or small-marketstation is where

the majority of newcomers gain their expe-
rience, Because salaries are necessarily low
and the fledgling air person's ambitions are
usially high, the rate of turnover is sig-
nificant. Managers of small outlets spenda
great deal of time training people. “It is a
fact of the business that radio people, par-
ticularly deejays, usually learn their trade at
the ‘out-of-the-way,’ low-power outlet. To
be a manager at a small station, you have to
be a teacher, too. But it can be very reward-
ing despite the obvious problem ofhaving
to rehire to fill positions so often.We deal
with many beginners. | find it exciting and
gratifying, and no small challenge, to train
newcomers in the various aspects of radio
broadcasting,’ says Salter.

Randy Lane also enjoys the instrac-
tor’s role but notes that the high turnover
rate affects product continuity. “Withair
people coming and going all the time, it
ean give the listening public the impres-
sion of instability. The last thing a station
wants to do is soundschizophrenic. Estab-
lishing an image of dependability is crucial
to any radio station. Changing air people
every other month doesn’t help. As a
station manager, it is up to you to do the
best you can with the resources at hand.
In general, [ think small market managers
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do an incredible job with what they have
to work with.”

Managers of small-market stations must
wrestle with the problems stemming from
diminutive budgets and high employce
turnover, whereas those at large stations
must grapple with the difficulties inherent
in managing larger budgets, bigger staffs,
and, of course, stiffer competition. “It’s all
relative, really. While the small townstation
gives the manager turnover headaches, the
metropolitan station manager ssually is
caught np in the ratings battle, which con-
sumes vast amounts of time and energy. OF
course, evenlarger stations are not immune
to turnover,” observes KGLD’s Bremkamp.

It is up to the manager to control the
station’s finances. Knowledge of bookkeep-
ing and accounting procedures is necessary.
"You handle the station’s purse-strings. An
understanding of budgeting is an absolute
rmoust. Station economics is the responsibil-
ity of the GM. The idea is to control income
and expenses in a waythat yields a sufficient
profit,” says Roger Ingram.

The manager allocates and approves
spending im each department (in cluster
operations this means eachstation}. Heads
of departments must work within the
budgets they have helped establish, Budgets
generally cover the expenses involved in
the operation of a particular area within
the station for a speciiied period, such as a
6- or 12-month period. No manager wants
to spend more than what is absolutely
required. A thorough familiarity with what
is involved in running the various depart-
ments within a station prevents waste and
overspending. “A manager has to know what
is going on in programming, enginecring,
sales. actually every little corner of the
station, in order to run a tight ship and make
the most revenue possible. OFF course, vou
should never cut corners simply for the sake
of cutting corners, An operation must spend
in order to make. You have to have effective

cost control in all departments. That docsn’t
mean damaging the product Uhrough imeer-
nourishment either” says Evans.

David Saperstein, president of Metro
Networks, observes that, “In the early days,
radio was a mom-and-pop type of business.
With the huge dollars in radio today, one
mistake could cost a station hundreds of

CHAPTER 2 SEATION MANAGEMENT

thousands or even millions of dollars in

revenue.”

"Yo ensure that the product the station
offers is the best it can be, the station
manager must keep in close touch with
every department. Since the station’s sound
is what wins Hsteners, the manager must
work closely with the program director and
engineer. Both significantly contribute to
the quality of the air product. The program
director is responsible for what goes on the
ait, and the engineer is responsible for the
way i€ sounds,

Meanwhile, the marketing of the product
is vital. This falls within the province of the
sales department. Traditionally, the general
manager works more closely with the sta-
tion's sales manager than with anyone else,

An excellent air product attracts listen-
ers, and listeners attract sponsors. It is as
basic as that. “The formula works whenall

departments in a station work in unisonand
up to their potential,” contends Marlin R.
‘Taylor. “In radio owr product is twofold —the
programming we send over our frequency
and the listening audience we deliver to
advertisers. A station’s success is linked to

eustomer/listener satisfaction, just Uke a
retail store’s. If you don't have what the
consumer desires, or the quality doesn't
meet his standards, he'll go elsewhere and
generally won't return.”

In a fast-moving, dynamic industry like
radio, where both cultural and techno-
logical innovations have an impact on the
way a station operates. ihe manager must
stay informed anc keep an eye toward the
future.New technologies employed by sta-
tions compound the manager's task. For
example, determining how best to employ
a station’s Web site is ultimately the deci-
sion of the station manager. Radio manager
Jim Robertson notes, “In terms of Websites,
they have to be established based on a plan.
Our country station Website, 93. 7kcountry.
com, is much more advancedat this point
than our classic rock stationWIND-FM. K

Country's site is streaming and gets more
attention every day. WINDFM.com is
coming along and will be streaming in the
next few months. Both stations do interac-

tive work with their listeners. We do every-
thing possible on air to get people to go to
oursites, including Web site only contesting.
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The Web sites, as good as they are now,
deserve more attention and resources to
improve. That is high on my list of things
to get done over the next couple ofyears.
K's important to keep the sites as unclut-
tered withsales-related material as possible
and make it more hands on with the really
important things that ourlisteners want
and need. 'Too manysites, including ours at
times, look like a lanndrylist of the clients
currently on the air rather than an interac-
tive funsite. It's another important clement
of today's radio station management.”

In terms of other newtechnologies, suchas
HIDandits side-channels features, Robertson
says that effective strategies for the imple-
mentation of such things are a part of what
is expectedof station managers, “Youhaveto
knowwhatis going to enhance your product
in the face of mounting competition. We are

 
very excited about offering new opportu-
nities for listening with our HD channels,
andas manager you have to stayabreast of
things all the time.”

Pinancial projections for future needs
must be based on data that include the
financial implications of prospective and
predicted events. An effective manager
anticipates change and develops appropriate
plans to deal with it. Industry trade journals
(Broadcasting and Cable, Radia and Records,
The Radio Ink, Radio Business Report, and
a host of Internet newsletters) and confer.
ences condueted by organizations such as
the NAB andthe Radio Advertising Bureau.
(RAB) help keep the station manager
informed of what tomorrow may bring.

About industry trade journals, Ed Shane
observes, “The consultant (not the come-
dian} George Burns once said ‘Never has

FIGURE 2.6
Publications such as

these keep managers
informedof industry
developments and
ISSUES.
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so much been written by so many about
so few!’ The differences in today’s trades
compared to just a few years ago are Sig-
nificant. Inside Radio, Radio Only, Radio
Business Report's Radio News Taday, R&ER’s
Hot Wax, and Alternative Radio Confiden-
tial are all paperless papers. Broadcasting
is now Broadcasting and Cable. What does
that say to the studentof radio as a career?
R&R (Radio and Records] claims that more
company executives subscribeto it than any
other trade, which was formerly Breadcast-
ing's forte, Nonetheless, you have to read
them to be up to date.”

Station consultants and “rep companies,”
which sell local station airtime to national
advertising agencies, also support the
manager in his or her efforts to keep on top
of things. “A station manager mustatilizeall
that is available to stay in touch with what's
out there. Foresight is an essential ingredi-
ent for any radio manager. Hindsightis not
enough in an industrythat operates with one
foot in the future,” says Lynn Christian, who
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summarizes the duties and responsibilities
of a station manager: “To methe challenges
of rmning today’s radio station include
building and maintaining audience ratings,
attracting and keeping outstanding employ-
ees, increasing gross revenues annually, and
creating a positive community image for
the station, not necessarily in that order.”
Richard Bremkamp is more laconic. “It boils
down to one sentence: Protect the license
and-turn. a profit.”

Managing the Cluster_
In the latter half of the 20005 a huge
percentage of the nation’s radio stations exist
in claster configurations. Thatis 10 say, sev eral
stations owned by the same company are
gathered together in one location. This has
resulted in the downsizing of station staffs
and the ultimate enhancement of the bottom
line for the corporationslicensed to operate
these outlets. Thelatter is what has motivated
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Organizational Stucture

this sweeping reorganization of the broadcast
radio landscape. The long-time mode of a
single station run by a single manager is being
eclipsed in major and medium markets by
the post-Telecommunications Act of 1996
“cluster” paradigm in which a single market
ranager oversees the operation of many sta-
tions — in some cases up to eight. This creates
a Whole newset of challenges for radio man-
agers. Perhaps the biggest challenge for the
person responsible for the stations in a cluster
is providing the appropriate amount of focus
an each.

Tom Severino, Emmis Indianapolis Radio
Market Manager, observes, “While manag-
ing a single station or even two, you have
more time to get involved with more detail
in cach Gepartment. When you manage a
chaster of four or more, you have to stay
focused on the biggest issues that move you
toward goals, The right people have always
been your most important asset, and that
is even more critical in cluster manage-
ment. You have to make sure you have the
absolute right person in the right position
because you have to rely on leadership at all
levels more in a cluster situation. To manage
this effectively everyone in the organization
must know what the goals are, how they
contribute to those goals, how we are doing
in reaching those goals. Everyone needs to
be familiar with the values of the company
as well.”

Dix Communications vice president Jim
Robertson shares many of Severino's views
regarding the management of a station
cluster. “The on-going balancing act of time
andresources is by far top of the list from.
my perspective. 1 amfortunate to have two
stations (93.7K Country/WOGK) and our
three station classic rock simulcast (WNDD/
WNDT/WNDN) that are capable ofbeing
number one in all of the key demograph-
ics, Each station rightfully demands and
deserves equal attention. Admittedly, each
station at times feels like the other is

favored. I think that is good in a competi-
tive environment. Good communication is

essential in a cluster operation, especially at
the department-head level. It allows each
station’s program director to understand
why things are happening across the hall at
the other station. A cluster has to function

organically,

 

Severino offers a list of the pros and cons
of the station chister concept:

Pros: As a manager, you can use each entity
to cross promote each other fevents,
programming specials, news, formats,
etc; you can spread expenses); you can
cross utilize personnel; you can expand
what is offered to advertisers; you can
utilize each station's audience delivery
and events to best serve the customer:
you can combine resources to get better
pricing from vendors fpromotionalitems,
outside marketing}; and you can reduce
expenses on support staff (business office,
sales, and so forth).

Cons: As a manager, you cannot eect
involved in the day-to-day detail of each
entity; you cannot devote full focus on a
single glation; you cannot engage in long-
term strategic thinking of each station
enterprise.

Organizational Structure 

Radio stations come in all sizes and gen-
erally are classified as small-, medium-, or
large (metro)-market outlets (scc Figures
2.7~2.9), The size of the community that
a station serves usually reflects the size of
its staff. That is to say, the station in a town
of 5000 residents may have as few as three
or four full-time employees. It is a question
at economics. However, some small-market
radio outlets have staffs that rival those of

larger-market stations because their income
warrants it, Few small stations earn enough
to have elaborate staffs, however Out of
financial necessity, an employee mayserve
in several capacities. The station’s manager
also may assure the duties of sales manager,
and announcers often handle news responsi-
bilities.Meanwhile, everyone, including the
station's secretary, may wrile commercial
copy. The key word at the small station is
flexibility, since each member of the staff is
expected to perform numerous tasks.

Medium-market stations are located in

more densely populated areas. Anoutlet in
a city with a population of between 100,000
and a half million may be considered
medium sized. Albany, New York; Omaha,
Nebraska; and Albuquerque,New Mexico,
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this sweeping reorganization of the broadcast
radio landscape. The long-time model of a
single station run by a single manageris being
eclipsed in major and medium markets by
the post-Telecormmunications Act of 1996
cluster” paradigm in which a single market

_ manager oversees the operation of many sta-
‘ ¢ons — ia some cases up to eight. This creates
>a whole newset of challenges for radio man-
-agers. Perhaps the biggest challenge for the
- person responsiblefor the stationsin a cluster

is providing the appropriate amountof focus
"on each,
- Tom Severino, Emmis Indianapolis Radio
-Market Manager, observes, “While manag-

ng a single station or even two, you have
nore time to get involved with more detail

“in each department. When you manage a
“cluster of four or more, you have to stay

ocused on the biggest issues that move you
oward goals. The right people have always
een your most important asset, and that

s even more critical in cluster manage-
ment. You heve to make sure you have the
bsolute right person in the right position.
ecause you have to rely on leadership at all

evels more in a cluster situation. To manage
this effectively everyone in the organization
must know what the goals are, how they
ontribute to those goals, how we are doing
n reaching those goals. Everyone needs to
e familiar with the values of the company
s well.”

Dix Communications vice president Jim
Robertson shares many of Severino’s views
egarding the management of a station
luster. “The on-going balancing act of time
nd resources is by far top of the list from
ny perspective. | am fortunate to have two
tations (93.7K Country/WOGR) and our

three station classic rock simulcast (WNDD/
WNDT/WNDN)}that are capable of being

umber one in all of the key demograph-
cs. Each station rightfully demands and
deserves equal attention. Admittedly, each
tation at times feels like the other is

avored. T think that is good in a competi-
tive environment. Good cornmmunication is

essential in a cluster operation, especially at
be doepartinent-head level. It allows cach
tation’s program director to understand
vhy things are happening across the hall at
the other station, A cluster has to function

organically,

 

Severino offers a list of the pros and cons
of thestation cluster concept:

Pros: As a manager you can use cach entity
to cross promote each other (events,
programming specials, news, formats,
etc; you can spread expenses}; you can
cross utilize personnel: you can expand
what is offered to advertisers; you can
utilize each station’s audience delivery
and events te best serve the Customer;
you can combine resources to get better
pricing from vendors (promotional iterns,
outside marketing}; and you can reduce
expenses on support stail (business office,
sales, and so forth).

Cons: As a manager, you cannot get
involved in the day-to-day detail of each
entity; you cannot devote full focus on a
single station; you. cannot engage in long-
term strategic thinking of each station
enterprise.

Organizational Structure 

Radio stations come in all sizes and gen-
erally are classified as small-, medium-, or
large (metro)}-market outlets {sce Figures
2.72.9}. The size of the community that
4 station serves usually reflects the size of
its stafl, That is to say, the station in a town
of 5000 residents may have as few as three
or four full-time employees. It is a question
of economics. However, some small-market
radio outlets have staffs that rival those of

larger-market stations because their income
warrants it. Few small stations earn enough
to have elaborate staffs, however. Out of
financial necessity, an employee may serve
in several capacities. The station's manager
also may assume the duties of sales manager,
and announcers often handle news responsi-
bilities. Meanwhile, everyone, including the
station's secretary, may write commercial
copy. The key word at the small station is
flexibility, since each member of the staff is
expected to performnumerous tasks.

Medium-market stations are located in

more densely populated areas. An outlet in
a city with a population ofbetween 100,000
and a half million may he considered
medium sized. Albany, New York; Omaha,
Nebraska; and Albuquerque, New Mexico,
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FIGURE 2.7

Organizational
structure of a small-
market station.

FIGURE 2.8

Organizational
structure of former
XM.Satellite Radio.

Courtesy Lee
Abrams.
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are typical mediurm markets. Greater com-
petition exists in these markets, more than.
in the small market where only one or two
stations may be vying for the listening eudi-
ence. Each of the medium markets cited has
over a dozen stations.

The mediumn-market radio station aver

ages 12-20 employees. Although an overlap-
ping of duties does occur even in thelarger
station, positions usually are more limited
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to specific areas of responsibility. Seldom do
announcers substitute as news people. Nor do
sales people fill airshifts, as is frequently the
ease at small outlets. (Reexamine Figure 1.29,
a medium-market flowchart.)

Large {also referred to as major or
metro)}-market radio stations broadcast in
the nation’s most populated urban centers,
New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago rank
first, second, and third, respectively. The top
20 radio markets also include cities such
as Houston, Philadelphia, Boston, Detroit,
and San Francisco. Competition is greatest
in the large markets, where as many as /0
stations may be dividing the audience pie.

When stations are purchased by large radio
companies, positionsare typically consolidated
and centralized. For example,middle manage-
ment slots (sales manager, program director,
etc.) may beeliminated atthe local station.

Market manager Tom Severino offers this
view of how his particular stationcluster is
organized:

Market Manager~general managerofcluster; ,
reports to corporate headquarters.

Director of Sales (DOS) — oversees the clus-
ter’s sales operation, including the indi-
vidual stations’ sales managers. The DOS.
reports directly to the market manager.

General Sales Manager (GSMs) ~ supervises:
the sales department of an individual:
station; reports to the DOS.

Director of Operations for AM ~ responsib!
for all programming elements, includin
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WardQuaal.
 

FIGURE 2.9:
‘WardQuaal-

marketing for WIBCand Network Indiana;
reports to market manager.

Director of Operations for FM ~ responsible
for all programming elements, including
marketing for 97.1 Hank-FM (WLHK),
B 165.7 (WYXB), and 93.1 RadioNow
(WNOU). The program director for
WNOUreports to the director of opera-
tions FM.

Controller — responsible for the business
office, Anancial reporting, and office staff.
Reports to market manager.

Network Indiana Operations/Building Ope-
ration - responsible for the Engineering
and [T departments, building operations,
and Network Indiana operations and
affiliates. This position reports to market
manager.

le should be kept in mind that each radio
oup or corporation designs its organiza-

ional elernents in a manner it perceives to
€ most effective and efficient, although the
receding is fairly representative of station
uster organizational structure aroundthe

country.

Major-market stations employ as many
S$ 50-60 people and as few as 20, depend-
he on the nature of their format. Sta-
ions relying on automation, regardless of

Paste

‘ationcomSale

the size of their market, usually employ
fewer people. Also keep in mind that
station clustering and consolidation have
changed the personnel landscape at many
stations, as radio groups often concentrate
the operation of several stations in one
center, Station clusters often employ over
100 people.

The following brief descriptions ofdepart-
ment head duties and responsibilities are
explained more fullyin later chapters. These
individuals are regarded as station middle
management and generally report dircctly
to the station’s manager. In cluster opera-
tions, these positions are often expanded or
eliminated all together.

Operations Manager

In noncluster operations, this person is
second only to the general manager in level
of authority; the operations manager {not
all stations have such a slot} is sometimes
considered the station’s assistant manager.
‘The operations manager's duties include the
following:

* Supervising administrative (office) staff
® Helping to develop station policies and

see that they are implemented
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e Handling departmental budgeting
¢ Keeping abreast of government rules

and regulations pertaining to the entire
operation

e Working as theliaison with the commn-
nity to ensure that the station provides
appropriate service and maintains its
“good guy” image.

Duties tend to be more skewed toward

programming and mayeven include the job of
station programmer, or, as in the age of station
clustering, the operations manager may be
responsible for a radio group's programming
and direct its individual station prograrn direc-
tor In such cases, the operations manager's
duties are designed with a primary emphasis
on on-air operations. Assistant prograin direc-
tors commonly are appointed to work with
the operations manager to accomplish pro-
gramming goals. Not all stations have estab-
lished this position, preferring the department
head reporting to station manager approach.

Program Director
As one of the three key department head
positions at a radio station, the program
director is responsible for the following:

* Developing and executing format
* Hiring and managing air staff
* Establishing the schedule of airshifts
« Monitoring the station to ensure consis-

tency and quality of product
¢ Keepingabreast ofcompetitionand trends

that may affect programming
® Maintaining the music library
» Complying with FCC rules and regulations
» Directing the efforts of the news and

public affairs areas.

Sales Manager
The sales manager’s position (called direc-
tor of sales in cluster operations) is a pivotal
one at any radio station, and involves the
following:

© Generating station income by directing
the sale of commercial airtime

¢ Supervising sales staff
* Working with the station's rep company

to attract national advertisers
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@ Assigning lists of retail accounts and local
advertising agencies to sales people

® Establishingsales quotas
e Coordinating on-air and in-store sales

promotions
® Developing sales materials and rate

cards,

In cluster situations, a group general
sales manager may direct the efforts of
individual sales managers or account
executives.

Chief Engineer
The chiefengineer’s job isa vital station func-
tion. Responsibilities include the following:

® Operating the station within prescribed
technical parameters established by the
FCC

Purchasing, repairing, and maintaining
equipment
Monitering signal fidelity
Adapting studios for programming needs
Setting up rernote broadcast operations

® Working closely with the programming
department.

e¢@F

The management of station personnel
constitutes one of the manager’s greatest
challenges. Following is prominent radio
executive Dick Oppenheimer’s perspec-
tive on the subject: “One of the oldest
sayings I can remember is that the more
things change, the more they stay the same.
Perhaps, but that adage certainly does not
apply to the radio industry any longer”

“Before there were LMAs, duopolies, and
super-duopolies, you were the manager of
ane of at most, two radio stations, Now
the norm is to manage at least six in your
market. This ig an industry where the inven-
toryis time and the commodity is people.
In fact, radio is a business totally driven by
people.”

“I can remember the days when almost
anything was acceptable. The radio station
was a totally male-dominated environment,
except for the few female administrative
assistants (clerks and secretaries). As a male
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manager you flattered, pampered, compli-
mented, and cajoled the women employces.
The station was a close-knit family whereby
if you did not make notice of the appear-
ance of a fernale worker she was insulted.

If you did not put your arm around her, it
meant you did not care. Likewise, if you did
not insult or intimidate a male employee,
something was wrong. Now, any and all
of that can and probably will inspire a
lawsuit — one you cannot win noe matter
what the outcome.”

“The typical radio station had perhaps 15
employees and although you had middle
managers you were truly ‘hands-on. The
manager was more than just the boss, he
was pricst, rabbi, psychologist, big brother,
confidant, and so on. Today, with upward
of 100 employees, you can no longer be
‘hands-on,’ You are now a corporate Aigure-
head. You are responsible to and for your
corporation for the day-to-day operations
of your slewof radio stations.”

“Today's radio station is far different from
the one of 10 or 20 years ago. Now there's
a host of considerations you as manager
must keep a watchtul eye on, including
sexual harassment, job discrimination,
hostile work environment, disabilities acts,
and race, religion, and gender issues, That's
for starters,”

“The first thing a manager must do is
learn all the rules and laws concerning
areas that impact human resources. You
shouldn't attempt this yourself Hire and
retain an attorney who specializes in labor
law. Have the attorney write an employee
manual and establish the policies that
are necessary for you to be a competent
personnel manager. Once you have done
this, have an initial meeting with your
management staff and your attorney to
conveythe information necessary to assist
your people in their management ofother
people.”

“Next have your employees acknowl-
edge receipt of the manual, and each and
every quarter have reviews with your man-
agement staff regarding the various poli-
cies outlined in the manual as a means

of detecting and assessing any potential
problerns.”

“Document everything. Remember, if it
is not in writing, it did not occur. When an

employee comes to you with a complaint,
have someone else present to verify the
discussion and its content. Keep in mind
that in a courtroom, you are the defen-
dant. All the employee has to say is that
it happened. The burden of proof is
yours.”

“Ob course, one of the best ways to
prevent problems is throughproper hiring,
it has been my experience that, often times,
the employee who files charges against you
is a marginal or questionable employee, that
is to say, an employee wheshould nat have
been hired in the first place. Unfortunately,
it is not until a suit has been fled that you
learn about an employee's history of filing
complairits. However, there are times when
a complaint is legitimate. Real problems
can and do exist. You have to be mindful
of this.

“Handling people is one of the significant
challenges of any manager. It is alsa one of
the most rewarding,”

Whom Do Managers Hire? 

Managers want to staff their stations
with the most qualified individuals. Their
criteria go beyond education and work
experience to include various personal-
ity characteristics. “A strong resume is
important, but the type of person is what
really decides it for me. The goalis to hire
someone who will ht in nicely with the
rest of the station's members. A station is
a bit like a family in that it is never too
large and people are in fairly close contact
with one another. Integrity, imagination,
intelligence, and a desire to succeed are
the basic qualities that 1 look for when
hiring,” says Maine station manager Chris-
topher Spruce.

Ambition anda positive attitude are attri-
butes that rank high among most manag-
ers, "People with a sincere desire to be the
best, to win, are the kind whoreally bolster
an operation. Our objective when | headed
Viacom Radio was to be number one at

what we did, so any amountofnegativity or
complacency was viewed as counterproduc-
tive,” says Norm Feuer. Lynn Christian, who
once served as Feuer’s boss while manager
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of a Miami radio station, says that competi-
tiveness and determination are among the
qualities he, too, looks for, and adds loyalty
and dedication to the list. “Commitment to

the station’s philosophy and goals must exist
in every employee or there are soft spots in
the operation. In today’s marketplace you
have to operate from a pesition of strength,
and this takes a staff that is with you all
the way.”

Stability and reliability are high on any
manager's list. Radio is known as a nomadic
profession, especially the programming end.
Deejays tend to come and go, sometimes
disappearing in the night."A manager strives
to staffhis station with dependable people.
I want an employee whois stable and there
when he or she is supposed to he,” states
Duncklee.

Astation canill afford to shut down because

an air person fails to show up for his or her
scheduled shift. When a no-show occurs,
the station’s continuity is disrupted both
internally and externally. Within the station,
adjustments must be made to fill the void
created by the absent employee. At the same
time, a substitute deejay often detracts rom
efforts to instill in the audience the feeling
that they can rely on the station.

Managers are wary of individuals with
fragile or oversized egos. “No prima donnas,
please! L want a person who is able to
accept constructive criticism and use it to
his or her advantage without feeling that
he is being attacked. The ability to lock at
oneself objectively and make the adjust-
ments that need to be made is very impor
tant,” observes manager CHIT Shank. Carl
Evans echoes his sentiments. “Open-mind-
edness is essential. An employee who feels
that he can’t learn anything from anyone
or is never wrong is usually a fly in the
ointment.”

Honesty and candor are universally desired
qualities, says Bremkamp. “Every station
manager appreciates an ernployee who is
forthright and direct, one who does not
harbor ill feelings or unexpressed opinions
and beliefs, An air of openness keeps things
fromseething and possibly erupting. | prefer
an employee to come to me and say what is
on his or her mind, rather than keep things
scaled up inside. The lid eventually pops
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and then you have a real problern on your
hands”

Self-respect and esteem for the orga-
nization are uniquely linked, claims JG.
Salter. “IF an individual does not feel good
ahout himself he cannot feel good about
the world around him. This is not a ques-
tion of ego, but rather one of appropriate
self-perception. A. healthy self-image and
attitude in an employee makes that person
easier to manage and work with. The secret
is identifying potential problems or weak-
nesses in prospective employees before you
sign them on.it's not easy without a degree
in Freud.”

Other personal qualities that managers
look for in employees are patience, enthusi-
asm, discipline, creativeness, logic, and com-
passion. “You look for as much as you can
chiring the interview and, of course, Hil in
the gaps with phone calls to past employ-
ers. After that, you hope that your decision
bears fruit,” says Spruce.

The Manager and
the Profit Motive.

Earlier we discussed the unique nature of
the radio medium and the particular chal-
lenges that face station managers as a con-
sequence, Radio, indeed, is a form of show
business, and both words of the term are
particularly applicable since the medium |
is at once stage and store. Radio provides |.
entertainment {and information} to the
public and, in turn, sells the audience it
attracts to advertisers.

The general manager or market managet
is answerable to many: the station’s owners
and corporate heads, listeners, and spon+
sors, However, to keep his or her own job,
the manager must first please the owner of
corporate manager. More often than not,
this person's first concern is profit. As it
any business, the more money the manag
generates, the happier the owner.

Ed Shane observes, “The new radio par
digm is ‘manager as financial expert.’ Pre
sure from corporate ownership to fe
stock prices has changed the way manage
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The Manager and the Profit Mative

think about their stations. Budgets, once
an annual affair, are reevaluated quarterly
and even monthly. Managers now must be
prepared at a moment's notice to cancel
planned advertising expenditures or to move
the expenditures into another quarter if the
local cluster (or the company’s region) is
not making budgets. ‘Budgets’ dees not
mean breaking even. Ie means achieving
the percentage increase over the previous
year's cash flow. Margins of 45-50%are not
uncommon.”

Critics have chided the medium for what

they argue is an obsessive preoccupation
with making money, which has resulted in
a serious shortage of high-quality, innova-
tive programming. They lament too much
sameness, Meanwhile, station managers
often are content to air material that draws

the kind of audience that advertisers want

to reach,

MarlinTaylor observes that too many man-
agers overemphasize profit at the expense
of the operation. “Not nearly enough of
the radio operators in this country are truly
committedto running the best possible sta-
tions they can, either because that might
cost them more money or they simply don’t
understand or care what it means to be the

best. In my opinion, probably no more than
. 20% of the nation’s stations are striving to
- become the IBM of radio, that is, striving
_ lor true excellence. Many simply are being

nilked for what the owners and managers
can take out of them.”

The pursuit of profits forces the station
manager to employ the programming
format that will yield the best payday. In
several markets certain formats, such as
classical and jazz, which tend to attract
imited audiences, have been dropped in
favor of those that draw greater numbers.
In some instances, the actions of statioris
have caused outcries by unhappy and dis-
enfranchised listeners who feel that their

programming needs are being disregarded,
Several disgruntled listener groups have
gone to court in an attemptto force stations
to reinstate abandoned formats. Since the

government currently avoids involvement
in programming decisions, leaving it up to
stations to do as they see fit, little has come

‘their protests.

 

 

The dilemma facing today’s raclio station
manager stems from the complexity of
having to please numerous factions while
earning enough money to justify his or her
continued existence at the station. Marlin

Taylor has suggested that stations reirvest
more of their profits as a method of upgrad-
ing the overall quality of the medium.
“Overcutting can have deleterious effects.
A station can be too lean, even anemic. In
other words, you have to put something
in to get something out. Too much drain-
ing leaves the operation arid and subject to
criticism by the listening public. It behooves
the station manager to keep this thought
in mind and, if necessary, impress it upon
ownership. The really successful operations
know fall well that money has to be spent
to nurture and develop the kind of product
that delivers both impressive financial
returns and listener praise.”

Although it is the manager who novust
deal with bottom-line expectations, it
is also the manager who is expected to
maintain product integrity. The effective
manager takes pride in the unique role
radio plays in society and does not hand it
over to advertisers, notes station manager
Bremkamp. “You have to keep close tabs
on your sales department. ‘They are out to
sell the station, sometimes one wey or the
other, Overly zealous sales people can, on
occasion, become insensitive to the station's
format in their quest for ad dollars. Violat-
ing the format is like mixing fuel oil with
water. You mayfill your tank for less money,
but you're not likely to get very far. The
onus is placed on the manager to protect
the integrity of the product while making
a dollar, Actually, doing the former usually
takes care of the latter.”

Conscientious station managers are aware
of the obligations confronting them and are
sensitive to the criticiem that crass com-

mercialism can produce a desert or “waste-
land” of bland and uninspired programming.
They are also aware that while gaps and
voids may exist in radio programming and
that certain segments of the population may
not be getting exactly what they want, it
is up to them to produce enough income
to pay the bills and meet the ownership's
expectations,
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- threflecting on “what qualities wi
‘make a radio manager successful,”>

I've cofisideredthe dozens of meriag-".
- ers whohaveworked for mein my
‘stints runing the Mullmiedia radia”

group (when they had one] and the:|-
- Ieist nine years: with Heritage. And lve. .
“decided that thereare two indicators... -
- that are essential (amongothers, I'm.
~ sure} forhighperformance. ‘The first -
of these is a biasfor action, or what
- industrial psychologists describe as |.
- task ‘orlentaton,. The concept of erie.
- preneurisin is clésely related to this, -
vas is the quality of decisiveness: The’
-reaidiomanager must be innately tuned’
“46: the notion of taking the iniiative .

describe: The term [have usedis that

.. highest levels. In ordertooverconie the
~ frustrationsthafcome fromsé many”

_ outside of your direct control (he.
- Fatings; cOnipetitive changes, the fact

 

 
 successtul managers jakethings: person .

ally. This. mntiy seemy cOuritorintuitive.
"Shoulda? meinagersretain akind ofcoalo objectivity with regardto their work?

. WhatI've found: is that thé- jobis joo”
Gernariding for thatat leastatfheoo

 

 
 

aspectsof your ‘perforiance belrig

that a musi¢ sfation’s primary prodiict.iis:
“produced by:someoneelse), the |success:
ful manager must bea driver’ personak.

ity and thatdrive comesfrom-an inner    
“FIGURE210°
“Paul Fiddick.. ees
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The Manager and
theCommunity

in the early 1980s, the FCC reduced
the extent to which radio stations must

become involved in community affairs.
(This deregulation process continued into
the 1990s with the Republicans’ creation
of a sweeping telecommunications bill.)
Ascertainment procedures requiring that
stations determine and address commu-

nity issues have all but been eliminated. If
a station chooses to do so, it mayspin the
hits 24 hours a day and virtually divorce
itself from the concerns of the commu-

nity. However, a station that opts ta fanc-
tion independently of the community to
whichit is licensed may find itself on the
outside looking in. This is especially true
of small-market stations, which, for prac-
tical business reasons, traditionally have
cultivated a strong connection with the
community. Therefore, most stations do
make an attempt to ascertain community
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issues anc do so on a quarterly basis,
maintaining the results of these surveys
{oftena list of the top 10 issues confront-
ing the community of license) in their
Public File to attest to their good citi-
zenship. This looks particularly positive at
license renewal time,

A station manager is aware that it is
important to the wellare of his or her
organization to behave as a good citizen
and neighbor Although the sheer number
of stations in vast metropolitan areas makes
it less crucial that a station exhibit civic

mindedness, the small-market radio outlet
often finds that the level of business it gen-
erates is relative to its community involve-
ment, Therefore, maintaininga relationship
with the town leaders, civic groups, and
religious leaders, among others, enhances a
station’s visibility and status and ullimately
affects business.No small-market station

can hope to operate autonomously and
attract the majority of local advertisers. Sta-
tions that remain aloof in the community
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in which they broadcast seldom realize
their full revenue potential.

Qne of the nation’s foremost figures
in broadcast management, Ward Quaal,
president of the Ward L. Quaal Company,
observes, “A manager must not only be tied,
or perhaps I should say ‘married’ 10 a station,
but he or she must have total involvement

in the community. This is very meaningful,
whether the market is Cheyenne, Cincinnati,
or Chicago. The community participation
builds the proper image for the station and
the manager and concurrently aids, dramati-
cally, business development and produces
lasting sales strength.”

Cognizant of the importance of fos-
tering an image of goodwill and civic
mindedness, the station manager seeks
to become a member in good standing
in the community. Radio managers often
actively participate in groups or associa-
tions, such as the local Chamber of Com-
merce, Jaycees, Kiwanis, Rotary Club,
Optimists, and others, and encourage
members of their staff to become simi-

arly involved. The station also strives to
eighten its status in the community by

devoting airtime to issues and events of
aca] importance and hy making its micro-

phones available to citizens for discus-

sions of matters pertinent to the area. In
so doing, the station becomes regarded as
an integral part of the community, and its
value grows proportionately.

Surveys have shownthat over one-third of
the managers of small-market radio stations
are native to the area their signal serves. This
gives them a vested interest in the quality of
life in their community and motivates them
to use (he power of their medium to further
improve living conditions.

Mediurn- and large-market station man-
agers realize, as well, the benefits derived
from participating in communityactivities.
“HW you don’t localize and take part in the
affairs of the city or town from which you
draw your income, you're operating at a
disadvantage. You haveto tune in your audi-
ence if you expect them to do likewise,”
says Bremkamp.

The manager has to work to bring the
station and the community together,
Neglecting this responsibility lessens the
station’s chance for prosperity, or even

 

survival. Station consolidation hasinfluenced

localism across the country, but most man-
agers continue te recognize that community
involvementis a key to their success.

The Manager and
the Government 

Earlier in this chapter, station manager
Richard Bremkamp cited protecting the
license as one of the primary functions of
the general manager, By “protecting” the
license he meant conforming to the rules
and regulations established by the FCC
for the operation of broadcast facilities.
Since failure to fullill the obligations ofa
license may result in punitive actions such.
as reprimands, fines, and even the revoca-
tion. of the privilege to broadcast, manag-
ers have to be aware of the laws affecting
station operations andseeto it that they are
observed by all concerned.

An article in Radio Ink in the early 2000s
summarized the FCC's punitive actions
against stations for rules violations. Here
are some examples:

e Construction or operation without
authorization: $20,000

* Unauthorized transfer of—control:

$20,000
* Failure to permit FCC inspections: $18,750
* Failure to respond to FCC communica-

tions: $17,500
« Exceeding power limits: $12,500
« EBS equipment broken or not installed:

$12,500
® Broadcasting indecent/obscene material:

$12,500
® Violation of EEO or political broadcast

rules: $12,500
# Violation of main studio rule: $10,000
* Public Ble violations: $7500

¢ Sponsor ED or lottery violations: $6250.

Since then, fines in some areas have
increased significantly, especially in the area
of indecency and obscenity.

The manager delegates responsibilities to
department heads whoare directly involved
in the areas affected by the commission’s
regulations. For example, the program
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director will attend to the legal station
identification, station logs, program content,
and myriad other concerns of interest to the
government. Meanwhile, the chief engineer
is responsible for mecting technical stan-
dards, and the sales manageris held account-
able for the observance of certain business

and financial practices. Other members of
the station also are assigned various respon~
sibilities applicable to the license. Of course,
in the end, it is the manager who must guar-
antee that the station’s license to broadcast

is, indeed, protected,
All rules and regulations pertaming to

radio broadcast operations are contained
in Title 47, Part 73, of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR). The station manager
keeps the annual update cf this publica-
tion accessible to all employees involved
in maintaining the license. A copy of the
CFR maybe obtained through the Superin-
tendent of Documents, Government Print-
ing Ofhce, Washington, DC 20402, for a
modest fee. Speciic inquiries concerning
the publication can be addressed to the
Director, Office of the Federal Register,
National Archives and Records Service,
General Services Administration, Washing-
ton, DC 20408,

To reiterate, although the station manager
shares the duties involved im complying
with the FCC’s regulations with other staff
members, he or she holds primaryresponsi-
bility for keeping the station out of trouble
and on the air.

As noted in Chapter 1, many of the
rules and regulations pertaining to the
daily operation of a radio station have
been revised or rescinded. Since the CFR

is published annually, certain parts may
become obsolete during that period.
Martha L. Girard, director of the Office
of the Federal Register, suggests that the
Federal Register, from which the CFR.
derives its information, be consulted
monthly. “These two publications must
be used together to determine the latest
version of any given rule,” says Byrne. A
station may subscribe to the Federal Reg-
ister or visit the local library.

Since the FCC may, at any time during
normal business hours, inspect a radio
station to see that it is in accordance
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with the rules and regulations, a manager
makes certain that everything is in order.
An FCCinspection checklist is contained
in the CFR, and industry organizations,
such as the NAB, provide member sta-
tions with similar checklists. Occasion-

ally, managers run mock inspections in
preparation for the real thing. A state of
preparedness prevents embarrassment
and problems.

The Public File _

Radio stations are required by the FCC ta
maintain a Public File. This, too, is ultimately
the manager's responsibility, However, other
members of a station’s staff typically are
required to update certain cements of the
fle. The purpose of the file is to provide
the general population with access to infor-
mation pertaining to {he waya station has
conducted itself during a license period,
Interest in a station’s Public File often

increases around license renewal periods,
when members of a community may choose
to challenge a station’s right to continue
broadcasting.

The FCC expects a station’s Public File
to contain the following (this is subject
to change as rules and regulations are
revised}:

@ The Public and Broadcasting — A. Pro-
cedural Manual (revised edition)

* Annual employment reports
e Copies of all FCC applications (power

increases, original construction permit
(CP}, facilities changes, license renewals)

* Ownership reports
* Political file

* Letters fromthe public
* Quarterly issues
* Local public notices.

The Public File must be located in the -

community in which the station is Hcensed
Most stations keep the file at their main °
studio facility rather than at another public :
location, which is also permissible. The:
Public File is often the first place FCC:
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agents look when they inspect a station,
so it must be readily available. It is impera-
tive that the file be kept up-to-date. As a
general rule, files are retained for a period
of 7 years.

More detailed information pertaining
te a station’s Public File may be found in
Section 73.3526 of the FCC's Rules and

Regulations.

 
The unions most active in radio are the
American Federation of Television and

Radio Artists (AFTRA), the National Asso-

micians {NABET), and the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW).
Maijor-market radio stations are the ones
most likely to be unionized. The over-
whelming majority of American stations are
nonunion and, in fact, in recent years union
membership has declined.

Dissatisfaction with wages and benefits,
coupled with a desire for greater security,
are often rmootivators that prompt station
employees to vote for a union. Managers
seldom encourage the presence of a union
since many believe that unions impede and
constrict their ability to contro! the destiny
of their operations. However, a small per-
centage of managers believe that the exis-
tence of a union may actually stabilize the
working environment and reduce personnel
turnover.

Ie is the function of the union to actas

a bargaining agent working in good faith
with station employees and management
to upgrade and improve working condi-
tions. Union efforts usually focus on salary,
sick leave, vacation, promotion, hiring,
termination, working hours, and retirement
benefits.

A unionized station appoints or elects a
shop steward who works as a Haison between.
the union, which represents the employees,
and the station’s management. Employees
may lodge complaints or grievances with
the shop steward, who will then review the
union’s contract with the station and proceed
accordingly. Station managersare obliged to

ciation of Broadcast Employees and Tech- -

Mtactics:
A Management Report from Shane Media
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War's the first step ia getting radio olicnts ta spend money an your Web sie?fieting thems ta accept the Web as a viable mediante reneh customess, according bo
FRADEG, the Enternet newsletter,

The advice: Let advertisers know thal your Web site is part of your station's overall
marketing artillery and ghal you have a reason for ned surlers in check your sie andcome back fin more.

Here are priorities F2ADIO recommetids for radia giation Web sites:

« Station line-up and schedule
- Sound bites fiom slation programatiag
- Live audia using Audio Net
~ Monthly promotion calendars with event details
+ Loyal listener club registeation+ Station merchandise sates
» Contest jaft mation inckading Bps on winelag
- Station shone mumbers, wkhcsses, el,
~ Femail feedhack {0 persanatities end management
+ {istoncr testimonials» Advertiser testimonials
+ Promos for programs and features
~ “Wirtual Maik" ofadvertisers (by crtegory}
» Weekly music charts
- New music pcleases and reviews
- Cancert end enlertainment calendar

Shout! your Web stle include finks tn offer sites? Yes, but be careful, Your Website
should be a promotional vehicle for your station, Links take your customer out of
reach of your messiee ind pul someane elac’s message in front of then.

for example, a news station thal Hnke te CNN uudermines its own news credibility,fin Hie otber hand, a Country station had links to the Garth Brooks Fan club is doing
its listeners servicer, Avoid Hinks ta the competition,

{3on’ forgel hal your Web: slic is first and foremost -~ a promotionalvchiels foi yourstation. The best use of the fpterned ig io motlvate surfers to turn ontheradia.
Consider « “silo contest” that rewards nel surfers when they jog on ta radio.

Another ase fas the Web: H's the ultimate “at work network.” Set ep regadar c-amatl
to office wkers with the same contest and event news youdistibute through al-workfaxes,
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FIGURE 2.71

Sourcing
nontraditional
revenue is 4

work within the agreement that they, along
with the union, helped formulate.

As stated, unions are a fact of life in many
major markets. They are far less prevalent
elsewhere, although unions do exist in some
medium and even small markets. Most

small operations would find it in:practical,
if not untenable, to function under a union
contract, Union demands would quite
Ukely cripple most marginal or small-profit
opcrations,

Managers who extend employees every
possible courtesy and operate in a fair and
reasonable manner are rately affected by

Courtesy Shane
Mecha,
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unions, whose prime objective is to protect
and ensure the rights of station workers.

The Manager and Industry
Associations 

Every year, the NAB anda variety of spe-
cialized and regional organizations conduct
conferences and seminars intended to

generate industry awareness and unity. At
these gatherings, held at various locations

Careuniyof Kicema=]Construction Parrat Modification of Construction|Expiration trate af bastFala Ne. Part FBa Mets), Gonstrucian Perrot
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throughout the country, radio managers and
station personnel exchange ideas and share
experiences, which they bring back to their
stations.

‘The largest broadcast industry trade orga-
nization is the NAB, which was originally
conceived out of a needto improve operat-
ing conditions in the 1920s. Initially only a
lobbying organization, the NAB has main-
tained that focus while expanding consider
ably in scope. The primary objective of the
organization is to support and promote the
stability and development of the industry.

ae
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In the mid-1990s, however, the National

Radio Broadcasters’ Association, which
merged with the NAB in the 1980s, threat-
ened to break frorn the organization for its
alleged overemphasis on non-radio matters.

Thousands of radio stations also are
members of the RAB, which was founded in
i931, atime when radio’s fate was in serious
jeopardy owing to the rise in television's
popularity. “The RAB is designed to serve
as the sales and marketing arm of Amer-
ica's commercial radio industry, Members
includeradio stations, broadcast groups, net-
works, station. representatives, and agsoci-
ated industry organizations in every market
in all 30 states,” explains Kenneth J. Costa,

Dozens ofother broadcast trade organiza-
tions focus their attention. on specific areas
within the radio station, and regional and
local broadcast organizations are numerous,
The following list is a partial rundown
of national organizations that support
the efforts of radio broadcasters. A more

io 1.2milton|
to. 500,000 |  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
FIGURE 2.14

NAB's David Rehr
heads the nation's
foremost commercial
broadcaster's
association,  

comprehensive list may be found in Broad-
casting Yearbook, the definitive industry
direetory, or in local area directories.  
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¢ National Association of Broadcasters,
1771 N Street, NW, Washington, DC
20036

e Radio Advertising Bureau, 304 Park
Avenue, New York, NY [0010

# National Association of Farm Broadcast-

ers, 26 E. Exchange Street, St. Paul, MN
55101

e American Women in Radio and Televi-

sion, 110] Connecticut Avenue, NW,
Suite 700, Washington, DC 20036

@ Broadcast Education Association, 1771.N
Street,N.W., Washington, DC 20036

* Broadcast Pioneers, 320 W. 57th Street,
New York, NY 10019

e Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, 1776
K Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20006

¢ Library of American Broadcasting, Uni-
versity of Maryland, College Park, MD
20742

@ Native American Public Telecommunica-

tions, Box 83111, Lincoln, NE 68501
¢ National Association of Black Owned

Broadcasters, 1730 M Street, N.W., Suite
412, Washington, OC 20036

® National Religious Broadcasters,
Webro Road, Parisippany, NJ 07054

# Radio Network Association, 1700 Broad-
way, 3rd Floor, New York, NY, 10019

® Radio-Television News Directors Asso-

ciation, 1000 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, DC 20006

# Society of Broadcast Engineers, Box
20430, Indianapolis, IN 46220.

299

NAB membership dues are based on a
voluntary declaration of a station’s annual
gross revenues. The RAB and others take a
similar approach. Someorganizations require
individual membership fees, which often are
absorbed by the radio station as well.

Buying or Building a Radio
Station

The process involved in the purchase of
an existing radio facility is fairly complex.
There is much to take into consideration.

For one thing, it is rarely a quick and easy
procedure because the FCC must approve
of all station transfers (sales).

The FCC exarnines the background ofany
would-be station owner. Licensees must be
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US. citizens and must satisfy the following
criteria, among others:

* Must not have a criminal record

* Must be able to provefinancial stability
e Must have a solid personal and profes-

sional history.

Anyone interested in purchasing a radio
property should employ the services of an
attorney and/or broker who specializes in
this area consult Broadcasting and Cable
Market Place for listings or contact the
NAB).

The following points should be carefully
considered before taking definitive action to
purchase a station,

e Analyze the market in which the station
is located.

Evaluate the facilities and assets.
Hire a technical consultant.

e Assess existing contracts, leases, and agree-
ments.

2 Research nancial records.
# Examine the Public File.
@ Probe the FCC’s file.

Lg

e

According to radio station acquisition
expert Erwin G. Krasnow, “The due dili-
gence process involved in the acquisition of
aracio station typically includes a review of
the general economic and operational con-
ditions, as well as such areas as the finan-
cial and accountingsystems, programming,
technical facilities, legal matters, market-
ing, employee benefits, and personne! and
environmental matters. The objective of
due diligence is to obtain information that
will {a} influence the decision of whether
or not to proceed with the acquisition; and
(b} have an effect on the purchase price
or working capital adjustment.”

Purchasing a broadcast property is unlike
any other kind ofacquisition because of the
unique nature of the business. It is impor-
tant to keep in mindthat in the end a station
owner does not own a frequency. An opera-
tor is merely granted permission (a license)
to propagate a signal for a prescribed period
of time (7 years) and then must reapply to
continue broadcasting.

if an individual wishes to create a station

from scratch, an application for a CP must
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be filled out and submitted to the FCC

This too is quite involved and requires
special expertise; it is necessary to deter
mine whether a newstation can be accom-
modated on the existing broadcast bands in
the area of proposed operation.

Ifit can be proven that an available [re-
quency exists and that no interference will
occur, a CP may be granted. The applicant
is then given a specified amount of time
(usually 18 months} to commence and
complete construction.

Before proceeding with a CP request, it
is incumbent on the applicant to mect all
of the criteria for station ownership set by
the FCC. A new station must apply to the
PCC for cali letter acquisition. The station
may request a particular set of calls, offer
an existing station (possessing the calls it
wants} 4 deal to transfer their calls to it, or
take whatever the FCC issues it. Meanwhile,
a station reccives its frequency (kH2/MHz)
froma the FCC based on what is available in

the allocation table for a particular market,
Radio company CEO Robin Martin

offers the following criteria for station
acquisition.

1. The attractiveness and strength ofthe market:
I viewthis criterion from the perspective
of general economic health and growth,
the numberofoutlets and competitiveness
ofradio and other media in the market,
and the general livability of the market(a
rneasure of whether the owner would like

to visit often or Hve in the market}.
2. The signal coverageofthe station: Not every

station must be a Class B or C FM facil-

ity or a 50,000-W AM, but to be com-
petitive in the target market, the tower
location and height, combined with the
authorized power, must be sufficiently
optimized for the signal to reach the busi-
ness and residential areas of the market

with a signal that penetrates buildings
and overcomes topographical obstruc-
tions so the average Hstener in a car, at
work, or homecan listen on an average or
stibpar receiver. If listeners or advertisers
can't hear the station clearly, the station
can’t expect to earn their loyalty even
under the best of management.

3. The reputation and legacy of the station:
A keytest of success in myduediligence
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of a station is the longevity ofthe sales
force, The longer the average tenure of
the incumbents and the more people
on the sales force with over 5 years of
service with the station, the greater the
likelihood the station is well-regarded
and successful in the marketplace.
Another measure of this sarne success
is the compensation of the middle half
of the sales force. Disregarding both the
best performers and the new recruits,
higher compensation of the middle of
the pack sales people indicates that the
station has strong relationships with
its advertisers as evidenced by their
high renewal rate and great number of
success stories fie, the station's adver-
tising brings customers to the store). The
success of the station and its competent
management, along with the resulting
good compensation, means that sales
people like workingat the station.

. The consistency of Pnancial and ratings
performance: Long and steady growth in
sales, cash flow, and ratings are a better
predictor of future perfermance than
recent or occasional sales spikes that
propel performance up overa shortperiod.
Numerous changes in programming or
promotional strategy, in rate philosophy,
or instaffall indicate an unstable organi-
zation in search of the next newthing to
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the detriment of listeners and advertisers,

The results of station performance will
be uneven and unpredictable,

if the target stationis a startup or a turn-
around, however, only the first two criteria

CHAPTER 2 STATION MANAGEMENT

apply meaningfully. The other main consid-
erations for this type of purchase would be
the strength of the managernent team, the
reasonableness of the well-researched busi-

ness plan, and the depth of fnances the new
owner brings to the deal.
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“Phe devil is in the details,’ wrote famed
French author Gustave Flaubert, and for
our purposes in this chapter, we could say
that the devilis in the programming. Indeed,
designing a radio stalion’s sound continues
to be a bedeviling task, even as large radio
companies cluster their outlets in the age
of station consolidation. There is double

the number of stations today competing
for the audience’s attention than existed

in the 1960s, and more continue to enter
the fray. Other media have proliferatedas
well, resulting in a further distraction of
radio's customary audience. The govern-
ment's laissez-faire, “let the marketplace
dictate” philosophy, concerning comme:-
cial radio programming gives the station
great freedom in deciding the nature ofits
air product, but determining what to offer
the listener, who is often presented with
dozens of audio alternatives, involves intri-
cate planning. In the end, proffers Randy
Michaels, “Prograrmming is the key. Yes,
1 can hear my favorite songs on an iPod,
but ‘sometimes you like to drive, some-
times you like to ride.’ A good program-
mer can create ap. experience that ‘shuffle’
cannot, The iPod won’t bring play by play
sports, breaking news, or introduce me
to something new. It won’t put events in.
context.”

The bottom-line, of course, is to air the
type of format that will attract a sizable
enough piece of the audience demographic
ta satisfy the advertiser, Once a station
decides on the format it will program, then
it must know how to effectively execute it.

 

Programming

Ulimately, says Emmis programmer Jimmy
Steal,"CGreatprogrammingremains aconstant
regardless of amount/source of competition
and the type of ratings methodology. The
core of successful programming has always
been unique content, passionate/Knowl
edgeable/distinctive/engaging personalities,
a consistent source of new rausic (format
applicable, of course), and an overall presen-
tation that eschews a sense offun, 4 sense
of energy, a sense of drama(positive drama
- Maybe suspense is a better word here),
and an overall friend to, or oasis from, the
daily challenges in the lives of our listening
constituencies.”

That said, programmingin today’s daunt-
ing marketplace is no easy task, observes
consultant Ed Shane. “The staff reductions

in postconsolidation radio cause national
chains to fill the time with something —
often syndication or repurposed content
from another market. Ryan Seacrest is 2
perfect cxample. Seacrest does his morning
show at KISS in Los Angeics, then por-
tions ofthe program are edited and repack-
aged for other stations, mostly in the Clear
Channel family (CC owns KISS), although
the show is available to stations owned

by companies other than Clear Channel.
‘That reduces local radio to ‘repeater, not
originator.”

Brief descriptions of some of the most
frequently employed formats in radio today
follow. There are a host of other formats, or
subformats - more than 100, in fact. Many
are variations of those listed. The reader

should keep in mind that formats morph as
new trends inlifestyle and culture emerge.
Radio formats are anything but static.
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FIGURE 3.3

Courtesy Arbitron.
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Adult Contemperary
In terms of the number oflisteners, Adult
Contemporary (AC) also referred to as The
Mix, Hot AC, Triple A, Urban AC, Soft AC,
Spectrum AC, and Lite AC) was the most
popular format in the 1980s and continues
to draw impressive audiences in the new
millennium (number 3 most tuned format
according to Arbitron}, although some suh-
categories have lost ground since the last
edition of this bock. Says consultant Ed
Shane, “Because the AC target audience is
so diverse, the format has been most prone
to fragmentation and competition.”

AC is very strong among the 25.~49-year
age group, which makes it particularly
appealing to advertisers, since this demo-
graphic group has significant disposable
income. Also, some advertisers spend money
on AC stations simply because they like

the format themselves. The AC format is

also one of the most effective in attracting
female listeners.

AC outlets emphasize current and not
so current (all the way back to the 1970s
at some AC stations) pop standards, sans
raucous, or harsh beats — in other words,
no hard rock. Some AC stations could be

described as soft rockers. However, the
majority mix-in enough ballads and easy
listening sounds to justify their title. The
miain thrust of this format's programming
is the music. More music is aired by deem-
phasizing chatter. Music is commonly pre-
sented in uninterrupted sweeps or blocks,
perhaps 10-12 minutes in duration, fol-
lowed by a brief recap of artists and song
titles, High-proile morning talent or teams
became popular at AC stations in the 1980s
and remain so today. Commercials generally
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are clustered at predetermined times, and
midday and evening deejay talk often is
limited to brief informational announce-

ments. News and sports are secondary to the
music. In recent years, ACs have spawned a
host of permutations, such as Adult Hits
and Adult Standards, as well as the iPod
wannabe formats, known as Jack and Mike,
which typically distinguish themselves
from their AC counterparts by featuring a
broader playlist, sometimes venturing as far
back as the 1960s for music selections. In

the late 2000s, according to Arbitron, the
AC subgenre showing the most growth was
Urban AC.

Contemporary Hit Radio
Once known as ‘lop 40, Contemporary
Hit Radio (CHR) stations play only those
records that currently are the fastest selling.
CHR’s narrow playlists are designed to
draw teens and young adults. The heart of
this format’s demographic is the 12-18 year
olds, although in the mid-1980s it enjoyed a
broadening of its core audience, Like AC, it
too has experienced erosion inits numbers
in recent years. In the Journal of Radio
Studies (1995-1996), Ed Shane observed
that the format “wasa statistical loser in the
1990s. What futurist Alvin Toffler called ‘the
demassification of media’ affected CHR the

most. There were too many types of music
to play. No one radio station could create a
format with elements as diverse as rapper
lee 'T, rockers like Nirvana, country artists
like George Strait and Randy Travis, or jazz
musicians like Kenny G or David Benoit.
Each of those performers fils someone’s
definition of ‘contemporary hit radio.” CHR
lost its focus.”

Consultant Jeff Pollack believed that

CHR had lost ground because it was not
in tune with what he called the “streets,”
and he predicted that the format would
embrace a more dance-rap sound as well as
develop more appreciation for alternative
rock hits. The format is characterized by its
swift and often unrelenting pace. Silence,
known as “dead air" is the enemy. The ides
is to keep the sound hot and tight to keep
the kids from station hopping, which is no
small task since many markets have at least
two hit-oriented stations.

in the 1995 interview in Radio Ink,
programmer Bill Richards predicted that
the high-intensity jock approach would give
way to a more laid-back, natural sound. “The
days of the ‘move over and let the big dog
eat’ sweepers are over. Top 40 will look for
more jocks who sound like real people and
shy awayfrom the hyped deejay approach.”
CHR deejays have undergone several shifts
in status since the inception of the chart
music format in the 1950s. Initially, pop
deejay personalities played an integral role
in the air sound. However, in the mid- [196Gs,
the format underwent a major change when
deejay presence was significantly reduced,
Programming innovator Bill Drake decided
that the Tep 40 sound needed to be refur-
bished and tightened, Thus, deejay talk and
even the number of commercials scheduled

each hour were cut back to improve the
How, Despite criticism that the new sound
was too mechanical, Drake's technique suc-
ceeded at strengthening the format’s hold
on the listening audience.

In the mid- and late 1970s, the dee-
jay’s role on hit stations began to regain
its former prominence, but in the 1980s,
the format underwent a further renovation

(initiated by legendary consultant Mike
Joseph) that resulted in a narrowing of its
playlist and a decrease in deejay presence.
Super or Hot Hit stations, as they also are
called, were among the most popular in
the country and could be foundeither near
or at the top of the rating charts in their
markets.

At the moment, at least, CHR. has a bit
less of a frenetic quality to it and perhaps a
more mature sound. Undergoing an image
adjustment, the format is keying in on
improving overall flow while pulling back
on jumping aboard the fad bandwagon. The
continued preening of the playlist will keep
the format viable, say the experts.

News is of secondary importance on
CHRstations. In fact, many program direc-
tors (PDs} consider news programming to
be a tune-out factor, “Kids don’t like news,”
they claim. However, despite deregulation,
which has freed stations of nonentertain-

ment program requirements, most retain at
least a modicum of news out of a sense of

obligation. CHR stations are very promo-
tion minded and contest oriented.
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FIGURE 3.2

In the mid-2000s,
radio conceived a

format emulating
iPod diversity.
Courtesy Jack
FM 105.9,

FIGURE 3.3
Market format

breakdown. Courtesy

 

 
 

Fewer than 500 stations (nearly all FM)
call themselves CHR. Manyofthese stations
prefer to be called Rhythm Hits (Churban
fell owt of favor in the late 1990s), which
combines urbanand rock hits, or Pop CHR/
Modern Hits, a narrower-based version of
‘Top 40 that draws its playlist from MTV/
VH1 and college stations.

Country

Since the 1970s, the Country format has
been adopted by more stations than any
other. Although seldom a leader in the
ratings race until recent years, its appeal
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country music's rising popularity is the fact
that there are over 10 times as manyfull-
time Country stations today than there were
25 years ago. Although the format is far
more prevalent in the South end Midwest,
most medium and large markets in the
North have Country stations. Due to the
diversity of approaches within the format ~
for exampie, traditional, middle-of-the road
(MOR}, contemporary hit, and so on ~ the
Country format attracts a broad age group,
appealing to young as well as older achults,
“The Country format has scored very high
among 25~54-year-olds," adds Burkhart.

says Shane, “In spite of predictions,
Country has not fragmented. There are ways
to skew the format for older or younger
demos, but each group demands essentially
the same music. The difference is in presen-
tation and content between the songs.”

Country radio has always been particu~
larly popular among blue-collar workers.

 
Mix 105.1, is exceptionally broad. An indication of According to the Country Music Association
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and the Organization of Country Radio
Broadcasters, the Country music format is
drawing a more upscale audience today than
it did in the past.As many FM as AM sta-
tions are programming the Country sound
in the 2000s, which was not the case just a
fewyears ago. Until the 1980s, Country was
predominantly an AM offering. Depending
on the approach they employ, Country
outlets may emphasize or deemphasize
air personalities, include news and public
affairs features, or confine their program-
mingalmost exclusively to musie.

Accordingto some programming experts,
the Country format peaked inthe mid- 1990s,
butArbitron’s “National Radio Format Share
and Station Counts” in 2008 indicated. oth-

erwise, as the format led all others in terms
of audience size (12.7 share) and station’s
claiming to be Country — 1683.

Soft Adult/Easy Listening/Smooth
Jazz

The Beautiful Music station of the 1960s

became the Easy Listening or Sof Adult
station of the 2000s. Playlists in this format
have been carefully updated in an attempt
to attract a somewhat younger audience.
The term Beautiful Music was exchanged
for Easy Listening in an. effort to dispel the
geriatric image the former term seemed to
convey, Easy Listening is the ultimate “wall-
to-wall” music format. Talk of any type is
kept minimal, although manystations in
this format concentrate on news and infor-

mation. during morning drive time.
Instrumentals and soft vocals of estab-

lished songs are a mainstay at Soft Adult/
Easy Listening stations, which also share a
penchant for lush orchestrations featuring

FIGURE 3,4

Two top formats.
Courtesy Arbitron.
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plenty of strings. These stations boast a
devoted audience.

Station hopping is uncoramon. Efforts to
drawyounger listeners into the Easy Listen-
ing fold have been moderately successful,
but most of the format's primary adherents
are over 50 years. Music syndicators provide
prepackaged (canned) programming to
approximately halfof the nation’s Easy Lis-
tening/Soft Adult/SmoothJazz stations, and
over three-quarters of the cutlets within this
formatutilize computer-automated systems
to varying degrees. Fasy Listening has lost
some ground in the 1990s and 2000s to
ACanc other adult-appeal formats such as
Album Adult Alternative and something
called New Age, which some media critics
describe as Easy Listening for Yuppies.

Soft Adult, Lite and Easy, Smooth Jazz,
Adult Standards, and Urban AC have

become replacement nomenclatures for
Easy Listening, which, like its predecessor,
Beautiful Music, began to assume a geriatric
connotation.

Rock and Alternative

The birth of the Album Oriented Rock

(AOR) format in the late 1960s (also called
Underground and Progressive} was the result
ot a basic disdain for the highly formulaic
Top 40 sound that prevailed at the time. In
the suramer of 1966, WOR-FM, NewYork,
introduced Progressive radio, the forerun-
ner of AOR. As an alternative to the super-
hyped, iltra-commiercial sound of the hit
song station, WOR-PM programmed an
unorthodox combination of nonchart rock,
blues, folk, and jazz. In the 1970s, the
format concentrated its attention almost
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exclusively on album rock, while becoming
less freeform and more formulaic and sys-
tematic in its programming approach.

‘Today, AOR often is simply called Rock,
or more specifically Modern Rock or Classic
Rock, and although it continues to do well
in garnering the 18-34-year-old male, this
format has always done poorly in winning
female listeners, especially when it empha-
sizes a heavy or hard-rock playlist. This
has proven to be a sore spot with certain
advertisers. In the 1980s, the format lost its
prominence owing, in part, to the meteoric
rebirth of hit radio. However as the decade
came to an end, AOR had regained a chunk
ofits numbers, and in the 1990s, it renamed
itself Modern Rock.

Generally, Rock stations broadcast their
music In sweeps or at least segue two or
three songs. A large airplay library is typical,
in which 300.700 cuts may be active.
Depending on the outlet, the deejay may
or may not have “personality” status. In fact,
the more-music/less-talk approach particu-
larly common at Easy Listening stations is
emulated by many album rockers. Conse-
quently, news plays a very minor part in the
station's prograraming efforts.

Rock (also called Active Rock) stations
are very lifestyle-oriented and invest great
time and energy developing promotions
relevant to the interests and attitudes of

their listeners. Reflecting the considerable
drift away from the AOR nomenclature and
model, WBCN’s longtime PD, Oedipus,
declared to the world in 1995, “We're
Modern Roeck"”

The Alternative Rock format tries for dis-

tinctiveness. That is to say, it attempts to
provide a choice that is in contrast to the other
Rock radio approaches. Creating this alter-
native sound is a challenge, says Stephanie
Hindley, PD of Buzz 99.9: “The Alternative
format is a preat challenge for prograrnmers.
Think of the music you liked and the things
you did when you were 18. Nowthink of
the music you liked for will Ike) and the
things you did (or will do} at age 34. Despite
the vast differences in taste in the 18-34

demographic, we need to play music that
will appeal to as many people as possible
within this diverse group. It's a constant bal-
ancing act. We have to play a lot of new
music without sounding too unfamiliar We

have to be cool and hip without sounding
exclusive. We have to be edgy without being
offensive. Be smart without sounding conde-
scending. Young and upbeat without sound-
ing immature. As long as those balances are
maintained on a daily basis, we will continue
to have success in this format.”

News and Talk

There are News, News/Talk, News Sports,
News Plus, and Talk formats, and cach is dis-
tinct and unique unto itself, News stations
differ from the others in that they devote
their entire air schedule to the presentation
of news and news-related stories and fea-
tures. The All-News format was introduced

by Gordon McLendon at XETRA {known
as XTRA) in THuana, Mexico, in thecarly
1960s. Its success soon inspired the spread of
the format in the United States. Because of

the enormous expense involved in presentat-
ing a purely News format, requiring three to
four times the staff and budget ofmost music
operations, the format has been confined to
larger markets able to support the endeavor,

The News/Talk format is a hybrid. It
combines extensive sews coverage with
blocks of two-waytelephone cortversations.
These stations commonly “daypart” or see-
mentalize their programming by presenting
lengthened newscasts during morning and
afternoon. drive thne hours and conversa-

tion in the midday and evening periods.
The News/Talk combo was conceived by
KGO in San Francisco in the 1960s and

has gradually gained in popularity so that
it now leads boththe strictly News and the
Talk formats. Talk radio began at KABC-
AM, Los Angeles, im 1960. However, talk
shows were familiar to listeners in the

1950s, since a number of adult music sta-
tions devoted a few hours during evenings
or overnight to call-in programs. The moti-
vation behindmost early Talk programming
stemmed from a desire to strengthen weak
time slots while satisfying public affairs pro-
gramming requirements. Like its nonmusic
siblings, Talk became a viable format in the
1960s and does well today, although it too
has suffered due to greater competition.
In contrast to All-News, which attracts a
slightly younger and more upscale audience,
All-Talk amasses a large following among
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blue-collar workers and retirees, and in 2008
was classited as the second most popular
format in radio,

One of the recent news and informatiou-
oriented formats calls itsclf News Plus. Even

though its emphasis is on acws,it fills periods
with music, often AC in flavor News Plus
stations also may carry a heavy schedule of
sporttug events. This combination did well
for a while in several medium and large
markets but began to fizzle in favor of newer
permutations in the early 2000s.

News and/or Talk formats are primarily
located on the AM band, where they have
become increasingly prevalent since FM has
captured all but a few of radio's musiclis-
teners. Meanwhile, the number of nonmusic
formats is significantly increasing on FM,
and this trend is predicted to continue as
music listeners rely more and more on other
aindio sources,

In the late 1990s, over 1060 stations
offered the information and/or news lormiat.

This was up nearly 300%since the late 1980s,
In 2008, Arbitron claimed in excess of 1500
stations aired the talk format. Over 100 sta-

tions alone concentrated on sports exchi-
sively, and dozens of others were beginning
to splinter and compartmentalize inte news/
info niches, such as auto, health, computer,
food, business, tourism, and entertainment.

National talk networks and syndicated
talk shows, mostly of a conservative nature,
continued to draw huge audiences in the
new millennium, as more and more Baby
Boomers became engaged in the political
and social dialogues of the day. Despite the
fact that a liberal talk radio network (Air
America) debuted in the 2000s, its recep-
tion was anything but stellar as right-wing
hosts (Rush Limbaugh being the king among
them) continued to rule the genre.

An indication that the information format

is achieving broader appeal among younger
listeners is the recent emergence on the FM
dial of a newhybrid called Talk ‘n’ Rock. This
formatvariation to the mainstream Talk tern-

plate has yet to Gnd a viable audience niche.

All Sports
The trend in the last few years in the
proliferstion of the All-Sports format
has boosted the popularity of nonmusic
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radio and significantly contributed to the
dominance of“chatter” radio in the ratings,
Today, several hundredstations offer around-
the-clock sports talk, among them WFAN
and WEEI in the Northeast and KLAC and

KIR on the West Coast. In addition, several
sports networks nowappear across the radio
band. Since the mid-1990s, ESPN Radio
Network, Fox Sports Radio, and Sporting
News Radio have emerged and are now
carried by stations throughout the country.
If.AMradiois able to claim a younger demo-
graphic at all, it is because men 18-29 are big
feus of sports radio. Meanwhile, All Sports
has begun to migrate to FM in significant
numbers,

According to Arbitron, All Sports ranked
13th among formats at the start of 2009
with over 14 million weekly listeners, More
men tune All Sports radio than women,
and the audience is almost exclusively over
25 years old. It ig a highhy educated audi-
ence with an upperincome.

Consultant Ed Shane makes this obser-

vation. regarding the success of the format.
“The element of ‘guy talk’ is an important
factor and one of the central ingredients
that gives this format its special appeal.”

FM Talk

Perhaps the most unique manifestation in
nonmusic radio is the growing presence of
talk on FM. Talent consultant Jason insa-

laco gives his perspective on the rise of the ©
discourse format on what has always becn
the dial for music: “While traditional AM

talk has been profiled in recent years for
its explosion onto the radio landscape, FM
talk radio has become a popular format for
an audience previously ignored by talk pro-
grammers, FM talk’s primary audience is
25-44 years old. This demographic Likely
did not growuplistening to AM talk radio.
In fact, the FM talk audience has very ikcly
tuned AM verylittle during its lifetime. FM
talk does not programitself like a traditional
full-service AM talk outlet. There is not the

emphasis on news and traffic, which is a
staple of the AMtalkers. Rather FM talk’s
focus is personality driven, aka Mancow,
Tom Leykis, and Opie and Anthony. These
FM talk stalwarts do incorporate some _ ey
news into their programs, but the main
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focus is entertainment. FM talk programs
itself more like an FM music station than

an AM talk station, It features shorter seg-
ments covering a variety of issues in con-
trast to the |-hour AM talk sweep. Issues
discussed typically come from sources like
Rolling Stone and People magazine and the
local sports and entertainment section of
the newspaper. Topics are not necessarily
caller intensive as with most AM talkers.

Listener participation is a part of FM talk
radio; however, there is not the typical
tepic-monologue-caller participation cycle
ofAM talkers. Moreover, the ‘bumper music’
played to intro segments of FM talk comes
from, the latest alternative and rock artists

found on the competing music stations. This
gives the station a youthful sound and grabs
the potential talk listener who is scanning
the dial. FM talk’s competition comes from
Alternative/Modern Rock/AORand Classic.
Rock stations, The fature of FM talk looks

bright. Expect the format to become more
widespread in the coming years.”

Clearly, the number of FM talk outlets
in major markets is on the increase. A good.
example is 96.9 FM in Boston, which bas
riade serious inroads into the nonmusic

radio arena. In recent surveys, it has chal-
lenged the city’s long-standing talk-oriented.
stations on AM, a feat that is being dupli-
catedin other markets around the country.

Classic/Oidies/Nostalgia
Although these formats are not identical,
they derive the music they play from years
gone by, Although the Nostalgia station,
sometimes referred to as Big Band, con-
structs its playlist around tunes popular
as far back as the 1940s and 1950s, the
Oldies outlet focuses its attention on the

pop tunes of the late 1930s and 1960s. A
typical Oldies quarter-hour might consist of
songs by Elvis Presley, the Everly Brothers,
the Beatles, Brian Hyland, Three Dog Night,
and the Ronettes. In contrast, a Nostalgia
quarter-hour might consist of tunes from
the prerock era perlormed by artists like
Frankie Lane, Les Baxter, the Mills Brothers,
Tommy Dorsey, and popular ballad singers
of the last few decades.

Nostalgia radio caught on in the late
1970s, the concept of programmer Al Ham.

Nostalgia is a highly syndicated format, and
most stations go out-of-house for program-
ming material. Because much of the music
predates stereo processing, AM outlets are
most apt to carry the Nostalgia sound.
Musicis invariably presented in sweeps, and,
for the most part, deejays maintain a low
profile, Similar to Easy Listening, Nostaigia
pushes its music to the forefront and keeps
other program elements at an unobtrusive
distance. In the 1980s Easy Listening/
Beautiful Music stations lost some listeners

to this format, which claimeda viable share
of the radio audience.

The Oldies format was first introduced in

the 1960s by programmers Bill Drake and
Chuck Blore.Although Nostalgia’s audience
tends to be over the age of 50, most Oldies
listeners are somewhat younger. Unltke
Nostalgia, most Oldies outlets originate their
own programming, and very few are auto-
mated. In contrast with its vintage music
cousin, the Oldies format allows greater
deejay presence. At many Oldies stations,
air personalities play a key role. Music is
rarely broadeast in sweeps, and commercials,
rather than being clustered, are inserted in a
random, fashion between songs.

Consultant Kent Burkhart noted that in

the carly 1990s, “Oldies stations are scoring
very big in a nice broad dernographic, These
stations are doing quite well today, and this
should hold for a while.” That said, in 2008
Arbitron reported that the Oldies format
experienced the sharpest decline in audience
numbers ofall the vintage-oriented stations —
with 30 stations dropping the scund in just
] year, At the same time, Nostalgia has not
been shown as having much growth but
remains fairly solid in some markets. In the
1990s, Oldies outlets lost audience ground.
Howevey, over 700 stationsstill call them-
selves Oldies or Nostalgia. Meanwhile, a
more dance/contemperary approach, called
“Jammin’ Oldies,” has attracted additional
listeners,

Meznwhile Classic Rock and Classic Hit

stations emerged as the biggest winners
in the late 19805 and early 1990s, and of
the vintage format genres, they can beast
the biggest audience shares in last part
of the 2000s. These yesteryear music sta-
tions draw their playlists from the chart
toppers (primarily in the rock music area}
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FIGURE 3.5

Radio stations pay an
annual fee to music

licensing services
such as BMI and
ASCAP.

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

of the 1970s and 1980s {and early 1990s}
and often appear inthe top 10ratings.

Classic Rockconcentrates on tunes essen-

tially featured by former AORstations over
the past two decades, whereas Classic Hit
stations fll the gap between Oldies and
CHR outlets with playlists that draw from
1970s, 1980s, and 1990s Top 40 charts,

Urban Contemporary
Considered the “melting pot’ format, Urban
Contemporary (UC), attracts large numbers
of Hispanic and Black listeners, as well as
white. As the term suggests, stations employ-
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ing this format usually are located in met-
ropolitan areas with large, heterogeneous
populations. UC was born in the early 1980s,
theoffspring of the short-lived Disco format,
which burst onto the scene in 1978, What

characterizes UC the most is its upbeat,
danceable sound and decjays who are hip,
friendly, and energetic. Although UCoutlets
stress danceable tunes, their playlists gener
ally are anything but narrow, However, a
particular sound may be given preference
aver another, depending on the demographic
composition of the population in the area
that the station serves. For example, UC
outlets may play greater amounts of music
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with a Latin or rhythm-and-blues flavor,
whereas others may air larger proportions
of Hght jazz, reggae, new rock, or hip hop.
Some AM stations around the country have
adopted the UC format, however, it is more
likely to be found on the FM side, where it
has taken numerousstations to the forefront

of their market's ratings.
UC has had an impact on Black stations,

which have experienced. erosion in their
youth numbers. Many Black stations have
countered by broadening their playlists to
include artists who are not traditionally pro-
grammed, Because of their high-intensity,
fast-paced sound, UC outlets can give a
Top 40 impression, but in contrast, they
commonly segue songs or present music
in sweeps and give airplay to lengthy cuts,
sometimes 6-8 minutes long. Although Top
46 or CHR stations seldom program cuts
lasting more than 4 minutes, UC outlets
find long cuts or remixes compatible with
their programming approach. Remember,
UCs are very dance oriented. Newscasts
play a minor role in this format, which
caters to a target audience aged 18-34,
Contests and promotions are important
program elements.

As noted carlier, several CHRstations
have adopted urban artists to offer the

Classical

Although there are fewer than three-dozen
full-time commercial Classical radio sta-

tions in the country, no other format can
claim a moreloyal following. Despite small
mumbers and soft ratings, most Classical sta-
tions do manage to generate a modest to
good income. Over the years, profits have
remained relatively minute in comparison
to other formats. However, memberstations
of the Concert Music Broadcasters Associa-

tion reported ad revenue increases of up to
40%in the 1980s and 1990s with contin-

ued growth, albeit modest, in the 2000s,
Owing te its upscale audience, blue-chip
accounts find the format an effective buy.
This is first and foremost an FM format, and
it has broadcast over the megahertz band
for almost as longas it has existed.

In many markets, commercial Classi-
cal stations have been affected by public
racic outlets programming classical music.
Since commercial Classical stations must

break to air the sponsor messages that
keep them operating, they must adjust
their playlists accerdingly. This may mean
shorter cuts of music during particular
dayparts ~ in other words, less music. The
noncommercial Classical outlet is relatively

FIGURE 3.6

Dozens of other

formats (often
variations on
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those listed} have
free of such constraints and thus benefits emerged since thehybrid Churban or Rhythm Hits sound.

Likewise, many Urban outlets have drawn
from the more mainstream CHRplaylist in

as a result,A case in point is WCRB-FM
in Boston, the city’s only full-time Clas-
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FIGURE 3.7

Radio programming
is tuned everywhere,
Courtesy Arbitron.
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the area’s Classical listeners throughout the
afternoon and evening hours, it loses many
patrons to public radio WGBH’s classical
segments. At least in part, public radio's
success consists of having fewer interrup-
tions in programming.

Classical stations target the 25~40-year-
oid, higher income, college-educated listener.
News is typically presented at 60-90-rmin-
ute intervals and generally runs fom 5-16
minutes. The format is characterized by
a conservative, straightforward air sound.
Sensationalism and hype are avoided, and
on-air contests and promotions are as rare as
announcer chatter.

Religious/Christian

Live broadcasts of religicus programs began
while the medium was still in its experimen-
tal stage, In 1919, the U.S. Army Signal Corps

CHAPTER 3 PROGRAMMING
 

aired a service from a chapel in Washington,
DC. Not long after that, KFSG in Los Angeles
and WMBIin Chicago beganto devote them-
selves to religious programming, Soon dozens
of other radio outlets were broadcasting the
message of Ged, In the 1980s, over G00 sta-
tions broadcast religious formats on a fill-
time basis, and another 1500 stations air at
least 6 hours ofreligious features on a weekly
basis. M Street Journal reports that over 900
stations air the Religious format today.

Religious broadcasters typically follow
one of two programming approaches. One
includes music as part of its presentation,
and the other does not. The Religious
station that features music often programs
contemporary tunes containing a Christian
or life-affirming perspective. Broadcast edu-
cator Janet McMullen finds that program-
ming Contemporary Christian is a challenge
for a number of reasons. “With the broad
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scope of denominations possessing varying
belicls, it is sometimes very hard to keep
the listening public happy. It is a very fine
line to walk. You have to be careful not

to offend or alienate listeners, even in our
format. This requires careful and thought-
ful programming.” The religious format
approach also includes the scheduling of
blocks ofreligious features and programs.
Nonmusic Religious outlets concentrate on
inspirational features and complementary
talk and informational shows.

Religious broadcasters claim that their
spiritual messages reach nearly half of the
nation’s radia audience, and the American
Research Corporation in Irvine, California,
contends that over 25%of those tuned to

Religious stations attend church more fre-
quently. Two-thirds of the country’s Reli-
gious radio stations broadcast over AM
frequencies.

Anindication of the continued popular
ity of Religious radio in the latter part of
the 1990s was the launch of ChristianNet, 4
networkthat offers talk shows fromsomeof

the biggest names in conservative chatter.

 
Black/African American

African Americans constitute the largest -
minority in the nation, thus making Black
one of the most prominent ethnic formats,
Over 300 radio stations gear themselves
to the needs and desires of Black listeners.

WDIA-AM in Memphis claims to be the
first station to program exclusively to a non-
white audience. It introduced the format in.

1947, Initially, the growth of this format was
gradual, but in the 1960s, as the Motown
sound took hold of the hie charts and the

Black Pride movement got under way, morc
Black stations entered the airways.

At its inception, the Disco craze in the
1970s brought newlisteners to the Black
stations, which shortly saw their fortunes
change when Ali-Disco stations began to
surface. Many Black outlets witnessed an
exodus of their younger listeners to the
Disco stations. This prompted a number of
Black stations to abandon their more tradi-

tional playlists, which consisted of rhythm
and blues, gospel, and soul tunes, for exclu-
sively Disco music. When Disco perished
in the carly 1980s, the UC format took its

 

place, Today, Progressive Black stations, such
as WBLS-FM, New York, corabine dance
music with soulful rock and contemporary
jazz, and many have transcended the color
barrier by including certain white artists on
their playlists. In fact, many Black stations
employ white air personnel in efforts to
broaden their demographic base. WILD-AM
in Boston, long considered the city’s Black
station, is an example ofthis trend. “We have
become moreof a general appeal station than
a purely ethnic one. We've had to in order to
prosper. We strive for a distinct, yet neuter
or deethnicized, sound onthe air. The Black
format has changed considerably over the
years,” notes longtime PD Elroy Smith. ‘The
old-line R&B and gospel stations still exist
and can be found mostly in the South.

Hispanic

Hispanic or Spanish-language stations cor-
stitute another large ethnic format.
KCOR-AM, San Antonio, became the first
AlL-Spanish station in 1947, just a matter of
months after WDIA-AMin Memphis put
the Black format on the air. Cities with large
Latin populations are able to support the
format, and in some metropolitan areas with
vast numbers of Spanish-speaking residents,
such as New York, Los Angeles and Miami,
several radio outlets are devoted exchisively
to Hispanic programming. Reported Arbitron
in 2008, “As their population continued to
surge in the United States, Hispanics increased
the percentage of their representation in 15
of the 20 non-Spanish-language formats in.
our report, averaging 1.1% more in audience
composition than in Spring 2006. The only
formats where Hispanics made wp a smaller
proportion of a format’s listenership were
UC, Oldics, Alternative and Active Rock.”

Programming approaches within the for
mat are not unlike those prevalent at Anglo
stations. Thatis to say, Spanish-language radio
stations also modify their sound to draw a
specific demographic. For example, many
offer contemporary wyusic for younger lis-
teners and more traditional musicfor older

listeners.

Ed Shane views Hispanic radio as very
diverse and vibrant. “An impressive multiplic-
ity of programming styles and approaches are
fours in this format. Here in Houston, for
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example, we have two brands of Tejano, one
ofExitos (hits), a lot ofRanchera, and a couple
of Talk stations. In the Rie Grande Valley of
‘Texas, there’s a lush, instrumental-and-vocal
‘Easy Listening’ station in Spanish. The L.A.
dial is full of Hispanic nuance. Miami, like-
wise, and it has a totally different slant.”

Many Hispanic women are drawn to an
approach called The Groove, which mixes
Motown and Latin pop artists. The format
is marketed by Interstar Programming.

Spanish media experts precicted that
there wouldbe a significant increase in the
number of Hispanic stations through the
2000s, and they were right. Much ofthis
growth occurred on the AM band but later
spread rapidly on FM.

Ethnic

Tlundreds of other radio stations country-
wide apportiona significant piece oftheir air
schedules (over 20 hours weekly), if not all,
to forcign-language programs in Portuguese,
German, Polish, Gree, Japanese, and so on,

Around 30 stations broadcast exclusively
to American Indians and Eskimos and are

licensed to Native Americans. ‘Today, these
stations are being fed programming irom
American Indian Radio on Satellite (AIROS},
and other indigenous media groups predict
dozens more Indian-operated stations by
the end of the next decade. Meanwhile, the
number of stations broadcasting to Asians
and other nationalities is rising.

Full Service

The Full Service (FS) format [also called
Variety, General Appeal, Diversified, ete.)
attempts to provide its mostly middle-
age listeners a mix of all programming
genres — music, news, sports, and informa-
tion features. Known for years as MOR,
the format has attempted to strengthen
its public service aspect through creased
information programming. It is really one-
stop shopping for listeners who would like
a Httle bit of everything. Today, this type
of station. exists mostly in small markets
where stations attempt to be good-citizen
radio for everyone. It has been called the
bridge format becauseofits “all things to all
people” programming approach, However,

194

its large-market aucience has decreased
aver the years, particularly since 1980, due
to the rise in popularity of more specialized
formats. Accordingto radio program special-
ist Dick Ells, FS now has a predominantly
ever-40 age demographic, several years
older than just a decade ago. In some major
markets, the format continues to do well in
the ratings mainly because of strong on-air
personalities. But this is not the format that
it once was. Since its inception in the 1950s,
up through the 1970s, stations working the
MORsound often dominated their markets.

Yet the Soft Rock and Oldies formats in

the 1970s, the updating of Easy Listening
{Smooth Jazz}, and particularly the ascen-
dancy of AC ard ‘Talk formats have con-
spired to significantly erode MOR (now FS}
numbers, For instance, M Street Journal cites
fewer than 100 of thesestations today.

FS is the home. of the on-air personality.
Perhaps no other format gives its air people
as much latitude and freedom. This is not to

suggest that FS announcers may do as they
please. They, like any other announcer, must
abide by format and programming policy,
but FS personalities often serve as the cor
nerstone of their station’s air product. Some
of the best-known deejays in the country
have come from the FS (MOR) milieu. It
would then follow that the music is rarely,
if ever, presented in sweeps or even segued.
Deejay patter occurs between each cut of
rousic, and announcements are inserted in
the same way. News and sports play another
vital function at these stations. During drive
periods, FS often presents lengthened blocks
of news, replete with frequent traflic reports,
weather updates, and the latest sports infor-
mation. ManyI'S outlets are affiliated with
major-league teams. With few exceptions,
FS is an AM format. Although it has noted
slippage in recent years, it will likely con-
tinue to bridge whatever gaps may exist in
a highly specialized radio marketplace.

Niche and HD? Formats

Experts say that the Alternative formats,
with their narrower focus on specilic
demographic segments, will enjoy greater
success in the coming years. In an interview
in Broadcasting and Cable, Jeff Pollack
predicted formats offering more nontra-
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ditional approaches te mainstream music.
(e.g., Modern Rock and Rhythmic Oldies)
would be the ratings winners of the next
few years. The intense fragmentation ofthe
listening pool means that the big umbrella
formats are going to lose out to the ultrs-
speciic ones,

Alternative Rock, which has never fully
enjoyed starstatus, was expected to move up
toward the front of the pack in the new mil-
lennium. OF course, when it comes to format
prognostication, the term unpredictable takes
on a whole new meaning. Indeed, there will
be a rash of successhil niche formats in the

coming years, due to the ever-increasing frag-
mentation of the radio audience, but exactly
what they will he is anyone's guess.

A few years back, no one thought that
All-Children’s Radio (Radio Disney, Radio
Ashs) would draw an economically attrac-
tive segment of the listening public, but
todayit is one of the most successful niches
on the dial {mostly on AM at this writing),
and there are many other wannabes enter
ing the cluttered airwaves. New niche
or splinter formats emerge frequently —
Active Rock and Christian Talk are good
examples ~ in an industry always on the
lookout for the next best thing and compet-
ing with a myriad of other listening options.
In an MP3 and iPhone world, staying fresh
and current gives radio an edge — one that
is more and more necessary as the audio
landscape changes.

In terms of future format innovations, the
rollout of HD2 side-channels may acceler-
ate the rollout of new niche formats. Says
Lvnn Christian, “Unique programmingideas
or concepts best suited to an audio presenta-
tion with great potential in all-size markets,
while utilizing the new HD/HD? channels,
has the greatest potential.” However, some
programmers, such asWIZN/WBTZ’s Matt
Grasso, don’t expect much to change in the
foreseeable future. “T don’t think the formats

will change much. I think the change will
be within each format. Stations will focus

on being morelocal. It’s our biggest strength
against satellite, We're here. Let’s entrench
ourselves into the community and become
an important and integral part of their lives.
The only format] can see changing is the so-
called Jack’ format.This knee-jerky response
to iPods doesn't seem to ft the American

 

culture, We want specific things, not a little
bit of everything. We're picky, selfish, brand
loyal people. Have buffets taken over the
Italian, Indian, French, Chinese, and Thai
restaurants? Of course not! Jack is the radio

buffet — stale, hikewarm, and boring.”
At best, the preceding is an incomplete

list of myriad radio formats that serve the
listening public. The program formats men-
tioned constitute the majority of the basic
format categories prevalent today. Tomor-
row? Who knows? Radio is hardly a static
industry, but one subject to the whims of
popular taste. When something new cap-
tures the imagination of the American
public, radio responds, and often a new
format is conceived,

Public Radio

Like college stations, most Public radio
outlets program in a block fashion. That
is to say, few employ a primary {single}
format, but instead offer a mix of prograrn
ingredients, such as news and inforrnation
and entertainment features. National Public

Radio and Public Radio International, along
with state Public radio systems, provide
a myriad of features for the hundreds of
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FIGURE 3.8

Stations bring artists
to the studio for live

sessions. Courtesy
KEXP-FM,
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Public radio facilities around the country.
Topping the list of prominent music genres
are classical and jazz, Public radio news
broadcasts, among them “Morning Edition,”
“All Things Considered,” and “The Take-
away,” lead all radio in audience popular-
ity for informationfocused onnational and
world events.

Radio Theater

Poet Stephen Vincent Benet called radio the
“theater of the mind.” His description was
coined during the medium’s heyday in the
1930s and 1940s when a myriadof original
prose and verse plays were being produced
and aired by the networks. The foremost
radiowright of the time was Norman Corwin,
whose works soared to Htefary heights and
were tuned into and admired by millions. He
was joined by many writers whose efforts were
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traditionally geared to the print media. These
writers saw in the audio medium a chance to

reach larger audiences with their works and
so they generated a significant arnount oforig-
inal material for it. Among the most famous
print authors to ply their craft to the ethereal
page were WH. Auden, Arthur Miller, Pearl
S. Buck, Archibald MacLeish, Irwin Shaw.
and Edna St. Vincent Millay. The medium
itself engendered other great writers besides
Corwin. A close rival was Arch Oboler, whose
popular thrillers brought chills and thrills
to the listening audience. Perhaps the most
famous ofall radio dramas was Orson Welles’s

adaptation of H.G, Wells’s War of the Werlds.
It was so brilliantly evocative in its perfor.
rances, writing, and production values that it
guite literally sent its audience into a panic.

Following the arrival of television, radio
dramas all but vanished from the airwaves.

The networks were gone, and local stations
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could ill-afford their manulacture. Over the

decades since, attempts have been made to
revive the art form (CBS and Mutual radio
networks offered short-lived series}, but the
radio drarna was and continues to be of

only passing interest to an audience with a
rapilly diminishing attention span and visual
orientation. In recent years, Public radic has
becorne engaged in Radio Theater, and it
is there that the medium’s greatest artistic
rendering makes occasional appearances.

Fortunately, dozens of Web sites on the
Internet now preserve these valuable pieces
of radio art and Americana. A search for

“radio dramas” will result in a listing of
everything from pop favorite “The Lone
Ranger” to Corwin’s historic “On a Note of
Triumph.”

The Programmer

PDs are radiophiles. They live the mecium.
Most adrnit to having been smitten by radio
at an early age. “It’s something thatis in your
blood and grows to consuming proportions,”
admits programmer Peter Falconi. Longtime
PD Brian Mitchell recalls an interest in the
medium as a small child and for good reason.
“twas born into a broadcasting family. My
father is a station owner and builder. During
mychildhood, radio was the primary topic
at the dinner table, It fed the flame that !

believe was already ignited anyway, Radic
fascinated me from the start.”

The customary route to the program-
mer’s job involves deejaying and participa-
tion in other on-air-related areas, such as
copywriting, production, music, and news.
It would be difficult to state exactly how
long it takes ta become a PD. It largely
depends on the individual and where he
or she happens to be In some instances,
newcomers have gone into programming
within their first year in the business. When.
this happens, it is most likely to occur in a
small market where turnover may be high,
On the other hand, it is far more common
to spend years working toward this goal,
even in the best ofsituations. “Although my
Father owned the station, I spent a long time
in a series of jobs before my appointment
to programmer. Along the way, I worked as

 

station janitor, and then got into announc-
ing, production, and eventually program-
ming,” recounts Mitchell.

One of the nation’s foremost air per
sonalities and hall of farmer, Dick Fatherly,
whom Billboard Magazine has described as
a “longtime legend,»spent years as a deejay
before making the transition. “In the 25
years that I've been in this business, I have
worked as a jock, newsman, production
director, and even sales rep. Eventually ]
ended up in program management. During
my career | have worked at WABC, WICC,
WFUN, WHEB, to mention a few. Plenty
of experience, you might say,” comments
Fatherly.

Experience contributes most toward the
making ofthe station’sprogrammer. However
individuals entering the field with hopes of
becoming a PD do well to acquire as much
formaltraining as possible. The programmer's
job has become an increasingly demanding
one as a result of expanding competition.
“A good knowledge of research methodology,
analysis, and application is crucial. Program-
ming is beth an art and a science today,”
observes general manager Jim Murphy. Pro-
grammer Andy Bloom concurs with Murphy,
adding, “A would-be PD needs to schoo! himn-
or herself in marketing research particularly.
Little is done anymore that is aot based on
careful analysis.”

Publisher B. Eric Rhoads echoes this

stance. “The role has changed. The PD used
to be a glorihed music director withsome
background in talent developrnent. Today
the PD must be a marketing expert. Radio
marketing has become very complex, what
with telemarketing, database marketing,
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FIGURE 3.10

Sports radio
continues to grow.
Courtesy
KEKAM-AM,
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FIGURE 3.11
Almost endless

options on satellite
radio. Courtesy
Sirius XM.
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direct mail, interactive communication (fax,
computer bulletin boards), and so forth.
Radio is changing, and the PD must adapt.
No longer will records and deejays make
the big difference. Stations are at parity in
music, so better ways must be found to set
stations apart.”

Says Shane, “The ultimate analogy for the
PD is “brand manager,’ overseeing not only
the product, but also the image and per-
ception of the product. Since prograrnmers
now must work hand in hand with sellers

to maximize station revenues, there's a new
awareness of the marketing dimension,”
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Cognizant of this change, schools with
programs in radio broadcasting have begun.
to emphasize courses in audience and
marketing research, as well as other
programming-related areas. An important
fact for the aspiring PID to keep in mind
is that more people entering broadcasting
today have college backgrounds than ever
before. Even though a college degree is not
necessarily a prerequisite for the position
of PD, it is clearly regarded as an asset by
upper menagement. “It used to be that a
college degree didn’t mean so much. A PD
came up through the ranks ofprogramming,
proved his ability, and was hired. Not that
that doesn’t still happen. It does. But more
and more the new PD has a degreeor, at
the very least, several years of college,” con-
tends Joe Cortese, syndicated air personal-
ity. “T majored in Communication Arts at
a junior college and then transferred to a
four-year schocl. There are many colleges
offering communications courses here in
the Bostonarea, so 111 probably take some
more as a way of further preparing for the
day whenIll be programming or managing
a station. That's what I eventually want to
do,” says Cortese, adding that experience in
the trenches is also vital to success.

His point is well taken. Work experi-
ence does head the list on which a station

manager bases his or her selection for PD.
Meanwhile, college training, at the very
least, has become a criterion to the extent
that if an applicant does not have any, the
prospective employer takes notice.

Beyond formal training and experi-
ence, Chuck Ducoty, majormarket station
matiager, says a PD must possess certain
inmate qualities. “Common sense and a good
sense of humor are necessary attributes and
are in rather short supply, 1 think.” Dick
Fatherly adds sensitivity, patience, compas-
sion, and drive to the list.

The PD’s Duties and

Responsibilities

Where to begin this discussion poses no
simple problem because the PD's respon-
sibilities and duties are so numerous and
wide-ranging. Second in responsibility to

 

 
the general manager, the PD (in station
clusters, the individual station prograrmmer
reports to the director of operations, who
oversees all programming for the various
stations) is the person responsible for every-
thing that goes over the air. This involves
working with the station manager or direc-
tor of operations in establishing program-
ming and format policy and overseeing their
effective execution. In addition, he or she
hires and supervises on-air music and pro-
duction. personnel, plans various schedules,
handles the programming budget, devel-
ops promotions, monitors the station and
its competition, assesses research, and may
even pull a daily airshitt. The PD also is
accountable for the presentation of news,
public affairs, and sports features, although
a news director often is appointed to help
oversee these areas.

The PD alone docs not determine a sta-

tion's format. This is an upper manage-
ment decision. The PD maybe involved in
the selection process, but, more often than
not, the format has been chosen before the
programmer has been hired. For example
WYYY decides it must switch from MOR

to CHRto attract a more marketable demo-

graphic. After an in-depth examination of
its own market, research on the effective-
ness of CHR nationally, and advice from
@ program consultant and rep company,
the format change is deemed appropriate.
Reluctantly, the station manager concludes
that he must bring in a CHR specialist,
which means that he mrust terminate the

services of his present programmer, whose
experience is imited to MOR. The station
manager places an ad in an industry trade
magazine, interviews several candidates,
and hires the person he feels will take the
station to the top of the ratings. When the
new PD arrives, he or she is charged with
the task ofpreparing the CHR formatforits
debut. Among other things, this may involve
hiring new air people, the acquisition of a
new music Hbrary cr the updating of the
existing one, preparing promos and purchas-
ing jingles, and working in league with the
sales, trafic, and engineering departments
for maximum results.

On these points, Corinne Baldasans, vice
president of SW programming, observes,
“First of all, of course, you must be sure
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that the station you are programming fills a
market void, ic. that there is an opportu-
nity for youto succeed in your geographic
area with the format youare programming.
For example, a young adult alternative Rock
station may not have much chance for
suceess in an area that is mostly populated
by retirees, Once you have deterrnined that
the format fills an audience need, you need
to focus on building your station. The basic
ingredients are making sure your miusi¢
mix is correct Gf you are programming a
music station} and that you've bired the
on-air talent that conveys the attitude and
image of the station you wish to build. At
this stage, it is far more important to focus
inward than outward, Many stations have
failed because they've paid more attention
to the competition's product than they have
their own,”

Once the format is implemented, the PD
must work at refining and maintaining the
sound, After a short time, the programmer
may feel compelled to modify air sched-
ules either by shifting deejays around or
by replacing those who do not enhance the
format. Metro Networks president David
Saperstein savs, “You've got to continually
fine-tune the station's sound. You must

remove any and all negatives, like exces-
sive talk, annoying commercials, technical
weaknesses, and so forth. The most criti-
cal rule of thumb is that stations should

always concentrate on bringing Hsteners to
the station, keeping them tuned in, and pro-
viding the right balance of music, personali-
ties, talk, inforrnation, and cormmercials so
listeners do not have any reason to tune
elsewhere.”

The PD prepares weekend and holiday
schedules as well, and this generally requires
the hiringofpart-time announcers. A station
may employas fewas one or two part-timers
or fill-in people or as many as eight to ten.
This largely depends on whether deciays are
ona 5+ or 6-day schedule. At most stations,
air people are hired to work a G-day weck.
The objective ofscheduling is not merely to
All slots but to maintain continuity and con-
sistency of sound. A PD prefers to tamper
with shifts as little as possible and fervently
hopes that he has Hlled weekend slots
with people who are reliable. “The impor
tance of dependable, trustworthy air people
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cannot be overemphasized. It’s great to have
talented deejays, but if they don’t show up
when they are supposed to because of one
reason or another, they don't do you a lot
of good. You need people who are coap-
erative. | have no patience with individuals
who try to deceive me or fail to live up to
thelr responsibilities,” says Brian Mitchell. A
station that is constantly introducing new
air personnel has a difficult time establish-
ing listener habit. The PD knows that to
succeed he or she must present a stable and
dependable sound, and this is a significant
programming challenge.

Production schedules also are prepared
by the prograrmmer. Deejays are usually
tapped for production duties before or
alter their airshifts. For example, the
morning person who is on the air from
6:00-10:00 A.M. may he assigned produc-
tion and copy chores from 10:00 A.M. until
noon, Meanwhile, the midday deciay who
is on the air om 10:00 A.M. until 3:00

EM. is given production assignments from
3:00-5:00 P.M., and so on. Large radio sta-
tions frequently omploya full-time produc-
tion person. Hf so, this individual handles
all production responsibilities and is super-
vised by the PD.

A PDD traditionally handles the depart-
ment's budget, which generally constitutes
30-40%of the station’s operating budget.
Working with the station manager, the
PD ascertains the financial needs of the

programming area. The size and scope of
the budget vary from station to station.
Most programming budgets include funds
for the acquisition of program materials,
such as albums, features, and contest para-
phernalia. A separate promotional budget
usually exists, and it too may be managed
by the PD. The programmer's budgetary
responsibilities range from monumental at
some outlets to minuscule at others, Per-

sonnel salaries and even equipment pur
chases may fall within the province of the
program department's budget. Brian Mitch-
ell believes that “an understanding of the
total financial structure of the company or .
corporation and how progranmuning fits into |
the scheme of things is a real asset to a
programmer.”

Devising station promotions and contests
also places dernands on the PD's time. Dari
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stations often appoint a promotion director.
When this is the case, the PID and promo-
tion director work together in the planning,
development, and execution of the promo-
tional campaign. The PD, however, retains
final veto power should he or she feel that
the promotion or contest fails to comple-
ment the station's format. When the PD

alone handles promotions and contests, he
or she may involve other members of the
programming or sales department in brain-
storming sessions designed te come up with
original and interesting concepts. The pro-
grammer is aware that the right promotion
or contest can have a major impact on
ratings. Thus, he or she is constantly on the
lookout for an appropriate vehicle In the
quest to find the promotion that will launch
the station on the path to a larger audience,
the FID may seek assistance from one of
dozens of companies that offer promotional
SETVICCS.

The PD's major objective is to program
for results. 1f the station’s programming fails
to attract a sufficient following, the ratings
will reflect that unhappy fect. All medium
and larger markets are surveyed by ratings
companies, primarily Arbitron. Very few
small rural markets, with perhaps one or
two stations, are surveyed, Tf a smali-market
station is poorly programmed, the results
will be apparent in the negative reactions
of the local retailers. Simply put, the station
will not be bought by enough advertisers to
make the operation a profitable venture. In
the bigger markets, where several stations
compete for advertising dollars, the ratings
are used to determine which is the most

effective or cost-efficient station to buy. “In
order to make it to the top of the ratings
in your particular market, you have to be
doing the best job around. It’s the PD whe
is going to get the station the numbers it
needs to make a buck. 1? he doesn’t turn the

trick, he’s back in the job market,” observes
Dick Fatherly.

PDs constantly monitor the competition
by analyzing the ratings and by listening.
A radio station’s programming is often con-
structed in reaction to a direct competi-
tor’s. For exarmplc, Rock stations in the same
market often counterprogram newscasts
by airing them at different times to grab
up their competilor’s tune-outs. However,
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{dust a fow days into the New Yeur, many resolutions have
beer broken afready; bul, hopeludy, not the ones you made about

your station, These “resdludions” first aopeared in TACTICS
@ few years ago and are raprinted here by popidar demand}

 

NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS FOR PDs

+ Every week, i will read atleast one of the magazines my target
audience reads to get more in line with thelr tastes and interests.

+  Ewill alecheck the morning show at least once a week.

« [will airchack the resi of the airstaflf every two weeks.

+ [will schedule a meeting with the entire programming staff at least
once a month.

« Every two weeks | will review liners and imaging to keep #t fresh and
to make sure if cornrmunicates the positioning message clearly.

+ [will establish listener panels to get feedback trom our core users
every quarter.

+  [PAMiiieave the stution one day a month te listen carelully io us and
the competition.

«= Every three months, | will drive to srnall towns in my area to listen for
potential alr talent.

« Vise up a promotional checklist so everybody knows what to do at
lve broadcasts and station everis.

« «i will foln a sales meeting once a month to bring the account reps up
io date on programming depariment activities.

« i will do a deep analysis of the music scheduling program each
month for ask Shane Media to do it for me}.

rather than contrast with each other, pop FIGURE 3,12
stations tend to reflect one another This, Advice to
in fact, has been the basis of arguments by Prosranimers.

Hie «og: to eallacd anierned Courtesy Shanecritics who object te the so-called mirroring Media
effect. What happens is easily understood.
If a station does well by presenting a par
ticular format, other stations are going to
exploit the sound in the hopes of doing
well also.WYYY promotes commercial-free
sweeps of music and captures big ratings,
and soon its competitor programs Hkewise,
“Prograin directors use what has proven to
be effective. It is more a matter of survival

than anything, | think most of us try to be
original to the degree that we can be, but
there is very little new under the sun. Pro-
gramming moves cyclically, Today we're all
doing this. Tomorrowwe'll all be doing that.
The medium reacts to trends or fads. It’s

the nature of the beast,” notes programmer
Mitchell, Keeping in step with, or rather one
step ahead of the competition requires that
the PD knows what is happening around
him or her at all times.
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FIGURE 3.13
A model of a

station’s competitive
environment as

conceived by
Arbitron. Courtesy
Arbitron.

Probably 60% of the nation’s PDs pull an
airshift (go on the air themselves) on cither
a full-time or part-time basis. A difference
of opinion exists among programmers con-
cerning their on-air participation. Many feel
that being on the air gives them a true sense
of the station's sound, which aids them in
their programming efforts. Others contend
that the 2 or 4 hours that they spend on
the air take them away from important pro-
gramming duties. Major-market PDs are less
likely to be heard on the air than their peers
in smaller markets because of additional

duties created by the size and status of the
station. Meanwhile, small- and medium-
market stations often expect their PDs to
be seasoned ait people capable of Alling a
key shift. “It has been my experience when
applying for programming jobs that man-
agers are looking for PDs with excellent
announcing skills, lt is pretty rare to find a
small-market PD who does not have a daily
airshift. It comes with the territory,” says
consultant Gary Begin.

Whether or not PDs are involved in

actual airshifts, almost all participate in the
production of commercials, public service
announcements (PSA), and promos. In lieu
of an airshift, a PD may spend several hours
each day in the station's production facili-
ties, The programmer may, in fact, serve as
the primary copywriter and spot producer.
This is especially true at nonmajor-market
outlets that do not employ a full-time
production person.

The PD must possess an imposing Hst of
skills to perform effectively the countless
tasks confronting him or her daily, There
is no one person, other than the general
manager, whose responsibilities outweigh
the programmer's. The PD can either make
or break the radio station. Summing things
up, chief programmer Jimmy Steal states,
“A programmer must possess balance and
understanding of both the science and art
of show business. A station needs someone

who understands that strategies and tactics
are for the conference room, and fun,
engagement, buzz, innovation, and exceed-
inglistener's expectations are for overthe air
and on-line. At Emmis we look for someone

who understands the job description and all
of the job's duties. It is incumbent upon us
to give a detailed definition of what success
looks like to a prospective programmer, so
an inspirational leader can positively moti-
vate their team of talent.”

 
Programming a Cluster
Operation

The widespread consolidation of the radio
industry since the late 1990s has resulted
in a paradigmshift in programming respon-
sibilities, Radio clusters may consist of as
manyas eight stations. In this situation, one
indivichial is usually assigned to perform the
function of general supervisor of all cluster
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  Satellite Radio Progromming Depariment

programming, and each of the stations
within the cluster has a designated PD, who
reports to this person — typically referred
to as the director of operations. Radio cor-
porations see it as a macrocosm/microcosm
overseer design andarrangement.

As might be imagined, the challenges of
programming a cluster are compounded by
the very number of the stations involved,
As KIMN PD Gregg Cassidy observes, “Pro-
graroming a single station is very simple
versus programming a cluster. In program-
ming a single station you have all the time
necessary to evaluate all areas of your station
daily. You can check your air talent each
week, reevaluate your music and music
rotations and be very creative with your
on-air promotions and take the necessary
time to create clever and compelling pro-
duction. Programminga cluster is like being
a father of many children rather than one
or two. Time becomes very valuable. In the
simplest form, | would devote all my energy
to one station per week.”

According to WIZN/WBTZ’s Matt Grasso,
consolidation has created other problems
for programmers: “Ironically, if not para-

 

   

doxically, many quality radio pros making
top dollars were cut out in the downsiz-
ing and consolidation frenzy. This often left
lesser talent in. markets with clusters. Worse

yet with many passionate, quality pros out
of work, no one has been minding the store
and developing newtalent. This has become
today's major challenge ~ finding and devel-
oping new talent. There used to be a line
out the door of people wanting to be on the
radio, but the perception that consolidation
and downsizing have killed the job market
has dramatically changed that.”

Satellite Radio Programming
Department 

What fellows is a brief sketch of the

programming department’s organizational
structure of satellite radio, according to XM
Satellite’s one-time chief creative officer,
Lee Abrams: “Here’s how we set up the
programming area. | was the head overseer
of programming. For original content, we
had a senior vice president of music. We

 

FIGURE 3.14

Music testing
companies provide
stations with outside

expertise. Courtesy
Music — ‘Tec.
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had a vice president of Talk, who handled
the day-to-day operations of the nonmusic
channels. Original Talk prograrnming, such
as Take 5 and XM‘Traffic, had a PD along
with a staff of talent and producers. The
vice president of Talk also spearheaded the
relations with third party providers. Every
cluster had a senior PD, and each channel
had a PD. Channels often had music direc-

tors arul deejays. A vice president also
oversaw the pure operational aspects, like
computer systems and production. There
was a staff of senior production directors
who supervised a group of producers, aka
audio animators. Supporting the anima-
tors were production assistants, who often
came from. the internship ranks at XM.
The prograrnming department also had a
music Hbrerian and staff that oversaw the

ingestion of music into the system. Keep in
mind things changed as they were tweaked
to enhance the efhiciency of the depart-
ment. As they say, it was a work in progress”
(see Figure 2.7).

 
Few programuners entrust the selection and
scheduling of music and other sound ele
ments to deciays and announcers. There is
too much at stake and too many variables,
both internal and external, that must be
considered te achieve maximum results

within a chosen format.

Tt has become a very complex undertak-
ing, observes Andy Bloom. “For instance,
all of our mrusic is tested via callout. At

least one or two perceptual studies are done
every year, depending on what questions
we need answered. Usually a couple ofsets
of focus groups per year, too Everything is
researched, and nothing is left to chance.”
in most cases, the PD deterrnines how
much music is programmed hourly and in
what rotation and when news, public affairs
features, and commercials are slotted,
Programm wheels, also variously known as
sound hours, hot clocks, and format disks,
are carefully designed by the PD to ensure
the effective presentation of on-air ingre-
dients. Program wheels are posted in the
control studio to inform and guide air
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people as to what is te be broadcast and
at what point in the hour, Although not
every station provides deejays with such
specific programming schemata, today very
fewstations leave things up to chancesince
the inappropriate scheduling and sequenc-
ing of sound elements may drive listeners
to a competitor. Radio programming has
become that much of an exacting science,
Withfew exceptions, stations usc some kind.
of formula in conveying their programming
material.

At one time, Top 40 stations were the
unrivaled leaders of formula programming.
‘Today, however, even FS and Classic Rock
outlets, which once were the least formu-
laic, have become more sensitive to form.
The age of freeform commercial radio has
long since passed, and it is doubtful, given
the state of the marketplace, that it will
return. OF course, stranger things have
happenedin radio. Depending ot the extent
to which a PD prescribes the content of a
sound hour, programming clocks may be
elaborate in their detail or quite rudimen-
tary. Music clocks are used to plot out ele-
ments. Clocks reflect the minutes of the

standard hour, and the PD places elements
where they actually are to occur during
the hour.Many programmers use a set of
clocks, or clocks that change with each hour
(see Figure 3.15),

“When I speak at college classes,” Ed
Shane observes, “there’s always a question
about why format clock hours are struc-
tured the way they are, so let me call what
follows ‘Clock Construction 1017 Arbitron

entries show that the first quarter hour
f00:00--00:15) gets the largest number
of new entries, that is, when the radio is
turned on for the first time or switched to a

new station. The third quarter hour (00:00
30:45) gets the secondlargest number. The
second quarter hour (00:00-15:30) gets the
third largest number, and the fourth quarter
hour (G0:00-45:00) gets the fewest new
tune-ins. That pattern is why many stations
load their commercial content in the final

or fourth quarter hour ~ trying to prevent a
newlistener from, hearing a commercial as
the first thing when tuning. Since the first
quarter liouwr is so valuable in terms of new
tune-ins, the most valuable programming
elements should be placed in that segment.

Feeeeee
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Elements of Programming  

A rousic station is advised to load the first

quarter hour with Power Current or Power
Gold songs, songs that test the best or are
the biggest hits.”

indeed, program clocks are set up with the
competition, and market factors in mind. For
example, programmers will devise a clock
that reflects morning and afternoon drive
periods in their market. Not all markets
have identical commuter hours. In some

cities morning drive may start as early as
5:30 A.M. in others it may begin at 7:00 ALM,
The programmer sets up clocks accordingly,
A clock parallels the activities of the com-
munity in which the station operates.

Music stations are not the only ones that
wse program wheels; News and Talk sta-
tions do so as well, News stations, like music
outlets, use key format elements to maintain
ratings through the hour. Many News sta-
tions work their clocks in 20-minute cycles.
During this segment, news is arranged
according to its degree of importance and
geographic relevance, such as lacal, regional,
national, and international, Most Newssta-
tions lead with their top local stories. News
stories of particular interest are repeated
during the segment. Sports, weather and
other news-related information, such as
trafic and stock market reports, constitute
a part of the segment. Elements may be
juggled around or different ones inserted
during successive 20-minute blocks to keep
things from sounding repetitious.

In the Talk format, two-way conversation
and interviews fill the space generally allot-
ted to songs in the music format. Therefore,
Talk wheels often resemble music wheels
in their structure. For example, news is
offered at the top of the hourfollowed by
a talk sweep that precedes a spot set. This
is done in a fashion that is reminiscent of

Easy Listening.
OF course, not all stations arrange their

sound hours as depicted in these pages.
Many variations exist, most inspired and
driven by computers, but these examples
are fairhy representative of some of the
program schematics used in today's radic
markctplace.

Program wheels keep a station on a
preordained path and prevent wandering.
As stated, cach programming element ~
commercial, news, promo, weather, and so

 

 

  
on — is strategically located in the sound
hour to enhance flow and optimize irapact.
Balance is imperative: too much deejay
patter on a station promoting more music
and less talk, listeners become disenchanted;
too little news and informationon a station

targeting the over-30 male commuter. the
competition benelits. “When constructing
or arranging the program clock, you have
to work forward and backward to make

sure that everything fits and is positioned.
correctly, One element out of place can
beceme that proverbial hole in the dam.
Spots, jock breaks, music — it all must be
weighed before clocking. A lot of experi-
mentation, not to mention research, goes
inte this,” observes radio executive Lorna
Ozman,

it was previously pointed cut that a
station with a more-music slant limits

announcer discourse to schedule addi-

tional tunes. Some formats, in particular
Easy Listening/Smooth Jazz, have reduced
the role of the announcer to not much

more than occasional live promos and IDs,
which are written on liner or flip cards.
Nothing is left to chance. This also is true
ofstations airmg the super-tight hit music

FIGURE 3.15

A. typical morning
drive time CHR
clock. It reflects 4
Sinute commercial

load maximum. per
hour. Notice the

waythe stop sets
occur awayfrom,the
quarter-hour A Top 5
record is often aired

on the quarter-hour
to give the station
the best ratings
advantage. This is
called “quarter-nour
maintenance,”
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FIGURE 3.16

The use of podcasts
continued to grow
into the late 2000s.

Courtesy NPR.

 

 

 

 

MIX YOUR OWN PODCAST

Use this tool to build a custom padcast af various
tepics, musitians, personalities and NPR
pregrams, [Help]

i. Name your podcast (optional):
Aabingeelite niinintnanathednrimennneg neninnerinertLeptinacnapninetinntetnie 

 

2, Add topics or keywords to your podaast:

3. Subscribe directly using your preferrad
podcasting tool.
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format. Deejays say what is written and
move the music. At stations where deejays
are given more control, wheels pley a less
crucial function. Outlets where a particular
personality has ruled the ratings for years
often let that person have more input as
to what music is aired. However, even in
these cases, playlists generally are provided
and followed.

The radio personality has enjoyed varying
cegrees of popularity since the 1950s, Over
the years, Top 40, more than any other
format, has toyed with the extent of deejay
involvement on the air, The pendulum has
swung from heavy personality presence in
the 1950s and early 1960s to a drastically
reduced role in the mid- and later 1960s.

This dramatic shift came as the result of

programmer Bill Drake’s atternpt to stream-
line Top 40. In the 1970s, the air personality
regained someofhis or her status, but in the
1980s, the narrowing ofhit station playlists
brought about a newleanness and austerity
that again diminished the jock’s presence.
In the mid-l980s, some pop music sta-
tions began to give the decjay more to do,
“There's sort of a pattern to it all. For a
while, deejays are the gems in the crown,

 

and then they’re just the metal holding the
precious stones in place for another period
of time. What went on in the mid-1970s

with personality beganto recur in the latter
part of the 1980s. OF course, there are a few
new twists in the tlara, but what it comes
downto is the temporary restoration ofthe
hit radio personality. it’s a back and forth
movement, kind of like a tide. It comes in,
then retreats, but each time something new
washes up. Deejays screamed at the teens
in the 1950s, mellowed out some in the
1960s and 1970s, went hyper egain in the
1980s, and conservatism regainedfavor in
the 1990s,” observes Brian Mitchell. In the
arst decade of the 2000s, with the pressure
fram so many competing audio options,
high foreground personalities are beginning
to look attractive once again as en antidote
to the music-intensive services.

On the subject of on-air talent, Lynn
Christian observes, “Requirements have
changed in the past few years. Stations
are not just looking for a ‘pretty voice.’
Today's radio management looks for talent
with facile minds who are great observers —
people who can listen as well as speak, plus
possess the ability to demonstrate a warm
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FIGURE 3.17

Putting the program
together in the
1930s, Courtesy
Library of Congress.
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FIGURE 3.18

Many stations
have replaced local
deejeys with national
personalities, Tom
Joyner is among
the most popular.
Courtesy ABC. 

and always interesting personality.” On the
other side of the coin, talent wants their
managers to operate in a manner that makes
for a positive atmosphere and experience,
says Jimmy Steal. “The keys to managing
talent are (1} Honesty, (2) Inspiration, (3)
Creativity, and (4) Empathy.”

in addition to concentrating on the role
deejays play in the sound hour, the PD
pays careful attention to the general nature
and quality of other ingredients. Music is,
of course, of paramount importance. Songs
must fit the format te hegin with, but
beyond the obvious, the quality ofthe art-
istry and the audio mix must meet certain
criteria.A substancard musical arrangement
ar a dise with poor fidelity detracts from the
station's sound. Jingles and promes must
effectively establish the tone and tenor of
the format, or they have the reverse effect
of their intended purpose, whichis to attract
and holdlisteners. Commercials, too, must
be compatible with the program elements
that surround them.

In all, the PD scrutinizes every compo-
nent of the program wheel to keep the
station true to form. The wheel helps main-
tain consistency, without which a station
cannot hope to cultivate a following. Erratic
programming in today’s highly competitive
marketplace is tantamount to directing lis-
teners to other stations,
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In this day and age, nearly every radio station
maintains a Web site. Most do so as an addi-

tional marketing tool, but many provide lis-
teners with Web sites as a cyberextension of
their on-air signals, since so many peoplesit
in front of their cormputers at work and at
home for countless hours. Indeed, a station
Web site is not only for listening, but it's
a visual cormponent of a radio station, a
means of giving more sight to a once sight-
less medium. Says Ressen Design's Darryl
Pomicter, “Web sites complimentall terres-
trial broadcast systems, supplementing and
expanding content. They give stations reach
they never had before — locally, nationally,
and globally.”

Station Web sites hold great value for
PDs for three vastly different reasons,
contends Matt Grasso, WIZN. WBTZopera-
tions manager. “First off Pl's [dedicated lis-
teners] spend a lot of time with your radio
station, and the Web site is a way to keep
things fresh and exciting for them. Games,
exclusive Web-only promotions, stalf blogs
and bios all provide an exclusive, behind
the scenes look at the product, Next, Time
Spent Listening (TSL) drives the ratings bus
anid your online broadcast boosts it. There
are a lot of people who are procrastinat-
ing at work. Plug them inte your station.
Give them lifestyle news and information
and watch your TSI. rise. And finally, the
Web site constitutes new inventory. You
can clutter your airwaves with so much
stuf. Your Web site is a new place to do
business.”

Station Web sites (cyberspace display
windows, if you will) literally come in all
sizes, and shapes. That is to say, they can. be
simple offering a limited number oflinks, and
they can be highly interactive and multit-
iered with dozens of links. Not all Websites

are constructed as income streams, but more
and more radio stations are viewing Web
sites as another good source of nontraditional
revenue. Recently, stations have begun adding
the Tunes Music Store link to their sites to

allow their listeners to purchase the tunes
they air, Emmis was the first station group to
do so onits stations in Chicago, Indianapolis,
Austin, and St, Louis.
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Station Web Sites, Podcasts, and Blogs

Larger stations and cluster operations typ-
ically hire an individual (frequently called
manager of information services ~ MIS) to
maintain a station’s Web presence. It falls
to this person to maintain the appearance
and relevance of the Website. The growing
role of station Web sites has made it another

potential career option for those interested
inentering the radio field. Clearly, computer
skills would rank high on the list of attri-
butes an applicant for this position should

radio programming and marketing would be
of special value.

Although podcasts were originally
designed for downloading to iPods and
MP3s, radio stations have found them to
be a value-added programrning feature.
Thousands of podcasts are available on the
Internet, and most radio stations now offer
podcasts of their on-air features on theirWeb
sites. Some stations have created exclusive,
podcast-only programs. Says consultant Jason
Ingalaco, “Podcasting ‘exclusives’ can drive
Web trafic and increase the time listeners

spend on the Web site. For example, Web
site exclusive interviews with newsmakers,
musical artists, entire unedited press confer-
ences, ar even the local high school football
game can provide supplemental content
for station podcasts. It’s a good comraunity

possess, In addition, an overall knowledge of

service, too.” Matt Grasso adds, “Podcasts are
useful to station programming because it's
a way to take the station with you. At first.
radio programmers were afraid of iPods; now
they realize that they are just another way
to get even closer to the listener.”

A blog is a Web page of entries from a
single source/author pertaining to a particu-
lar subject or topic. Many station person-
alities and talk show hosts maintain blogs,
which are sometimes referred to as online

journals or diaries. Observes Insalaco, “Blog-
ging has become a national phenomenon.
Talk show host blogs are a popular com-
ponent of a station’s Web site. Consumers
are processing news at a meteoric pace vie
the Web, cell phones, and Blackberries, so
station blogs fit into this scheme. While
Americans are no longer atthe mercyofthe
network news broadcasts or the newspaper
for daily information, the trend of process~
ing news through opinion (whether a good
thing or a bad thing) has developed. Radia
hosts cen blog about issues related to the
topics discussed and the guests they have on
their programs. Blogs can billboard upcom-
ing topics and provide Hsteners an oppor
tunity te interact. Also, showblogs provide
additional information and links to stories

discussed onthe air. Radio station blogs can
feature show rundowns of the day's topics
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FIGURE 3.20

Keeping track of a
song’s performance
is a vital element in

retaining the edge in
Music Oroprammming.
Courtesy Mediabase,

 

and guests so that listeners remaim connected
to their favorite radio personality. Blogs are
easy to execute and maintain. In sum, sta-
tions that embrace blogs and podcasts will
gain an upper hand in the competitive radio
marketplace.”

look good to prospective advertisers. The
purpose of any format is to win a desirable
segment of the radio audience. Just who
these people are and what makes them tick
are questions that the PD must constantly
address to achieve reach and retention. An

   
  

 

 

 

 
informed prograrmmner is aware that differ-
ent types of music appeal to different types
of people. For example, surveys have long
concluded that heavy rock appeals more to

Page No. } aeaeeea/ne men thanit does to women, and that rock
91.03.88 WUNED IN-ALPHARETICAL LIST BY ARTIST music, in general, is more popular among
Artist sony Title Tiwe teens and young adults than it is with indi-
voeeeee wennOe ~ viduals over 40. This is no guarded secret,

and certainly the programmer whois out to
“Tece the things We Do For Love 120 gain the over-40 crowd is doing himself or
“oR herself and his or her station a disservice byAMS, GLBTA Get Hare ola . 1
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station the age and sex of those listening,On The Dark Side baa
CARA, TRENE Blashdance (What A Feeling} pip ° i wry ret Love takes fine Sip but little beyond that. To Gnd out more,
eeAnion fave fakes time $e the PD may conduct an in-house survey or1 . “
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wareaco took Away” - "tp For example, hoping to capture the atten-CHICAGH Old Days op    
 

The programmer, regardless of whether he
or she works for a broadcast, satellite, or
Internet radio station, must possess a clear
perception of the type of listener the station
management wants to ettract, Initially, a
station decides on a given format because
it is convinced that it will make money
with the new-found audience, meaning that
the people who tune in to the station will
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tion of the 35-year-old men, a radio ontlet
located in a small coastal city along the
Gulf of Mexico might decide to air a series
of l-minute informational tips on outdoor
activities, such as tennis, golf, and deep-sea
fishing, which are exceptionally popular in
the area. Stations have always catered to the
interests oftheir listeners, but in the 1970s,
audience research became much more on-

ented to lifestyle (Figure 3.21).
In the 1990s, broadcasters delved further.

inte audience behavior through psycho-
ataphic research, which, by examining moti,
vationalfactors, provides programmiers wit
information beyond the purely quantitative,
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The PD and the Music 

Perhaps one of the best examples of a
station’s efforts to conform to its listen-

ers’ lifestyle is day-parting, a topic briefly
touched on in the discussion of program
wheels, For the sake of illustration, let us
discuss bow an AC station may daypart
{segrentalize} its broadcast day. To begin
with, the station is targeting an over-40
audience, somewhat skewed toward men.
The PD concludes that the station’s biggest
Hstening hours are mornings between 7:00
and 9:00 A.M. and afternoons between 4:00

and 6:00 P.M., and that most of those tuned
in curing these periods are in their cars com-
muting to or from work.It is evident to the
programmer that the station’s programming
approach must be modified during drive-
time to reflect the needs of the audience.

Obviously, traffic reports, news and sports
updates, weather forecasts, and frequent
time checks are suitable fare for the sta-

tion’s motning audience. The interests of
homebound commuters contrast slightly
with those of work-hound commuters.

Weather and time are less important, and
most sports information from the previous
night is old hat by the time the Hstener
heads for home. Stock market reports and
information about upcorning games and
activities pick wp the slack. Midday hours
call for further modification, since the life-
style of the station’s audience is different.
Aware that the majority of those listening
are homemakers (in a less enlightened age
this daypart was referred to as “housewife*
time), the PD reduces the amount of news
and information, replacing them with music
and deejay conversation designed specifi-
cally to complement the activities of those
tuned. In the evening, the station redirects
its programming and schedules sports and
talk features, going exclusively talk after
midnight. All these adjustments are made
to attract and retain audience interest.

The PD relies on survey inlormation and
research data to better gauge and under
stand the station’s audience. However,
as a member of the community that the
station serves, the programmer knows that
not everything is contained in formal docu-
mentation. He or she gains unique insight
into the mood and mentality of the area
within the station’s signal simply by taking
part in the activities of day-to-day life. A

 

 
programmer with a real feel for the area
in which the station is located, as well as
a fundamental grasp of research methodol-
ogy and its application, is in the best pos-
sible position to direct the on-air efforts of
a racio station. Concerning therole ofaudi-
ence research, Peter Falconi says, “You can’t
run a station on research alone. Yes, research
helps to an extent, but it can’t replace
your own observations and instincts.” Brian
Mitchell agrees with Falconi. “I feel research
is important, but how youreact ta research
is more important. A PD also has to heed
his gut feelings. Gaps exist in research, too.
WI can't figure out what to do without
data to point the way every time | make
a move, | should get out of radio. Success
comes from taking chances once in a while,
too. Sometimes it's wiser to turn your back
on the tried and tested. OF course, you had
better know who's out there before you
try anything. A PD who doesn’t study his
audience and community is like a racecar
driver who doesn’t familiarize himself with

the track. Both can. end up off the road and
out ofthe race.”

Notall radio stations have a music director.

The larger the station, the more likely it is to
have such a person. In any case, it is the PD
who is ultimately responsible for the music
that goes over the air, even when the pasi-
tion of music director exists. The duties

of the music director vary from station to
station. Although the title suggests that the
individual performing this function would
supervise the station’s music program-
ming from the selection and acquisition of
records to the preparation ofplaylists, this
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FIGURE 3.21
Norman Corwin —
one of radio’s

greatest program
creators during the
medinm's golden
age. Courtesy
Norman Corwin.
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is not always the case. At some stations, the
position is primarily administrative or cleri-
cal in nature, leaving the PD to make the
major decisions concerning airplay. in this
instance, one of the primary duties ofthe
music director might be to improve service
from record distributors to keep the station
well supplied with the letest releases. A
radio station with poor record. service may
actually be forced to purchase music. This
can be preventedto a great extent by main-
taining close ties with the various record
distributor reps.

Over the years the music industry and
the radio medium have formed a mutu-

ally benelicial alliance. Without the product
provided by the recording companies, radio
would finditself with little in the way of
programming material, since 90% of the
country’s stations feature recorded music.
At the same time, radio serves as the princi-
pal means by which the recording industry
gets word of its new releases to the general
public. Succinethy put, radio sells records.

Although radio stations seldom pay for
their music (CDs) — recording companies
send demos of their new product to most
stations — it must pay annual licensing fees
to American Society of Composers, Authors,
and Publishers (ASCAP}, Broadcast Music
Incorporated (BMI}, or SESAC (Society of
European Stage Authors and Composers)
for the privilege of airing recorded music.
ASCAP provides a “blanket” license for
music stations. Fees are a percentage of a
station’s annual income, usually 1~114%of
gross income. According to ASCAP, non-
commercial radio stations “pay an annual fee
determined by the U.S. Copyright Office.”

These fees range fom a few hundred
dollars at small, noncommercial, educational
stations to tens of thousarids of dollars at

large, commercial, metro market stations.
The music licensing fees paid by stations
are distributed to the artists and composers
of the songs broadcast.

When music arrives at the station, the
music director {sometimes more appropri-
ately called the music brarian or music
assistant} processes them through the
systern, This may take place after the PD
has screened them. Records are catego-
rized, indexed, and eventually added to
the library if they suit thestation's format.
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Programmer Jon [artes designates music
categories in the following manner: New
Music, Mediurm Current, Hot Current, Hot
Recurrent, Mediurn Recurrent, Bulk Recur
rent, Power Gold, Secondary Gold, Tertiary
Gold, and so forth. Each station approaches
cataloging in its own fashion. Here is a
simple example.An AC outlet receives an
album by a popular female vocalist whose
last name begins with an L. The PD audi-
tions the album anc decides to place three
cuts into regular on-air rotation. The music
director then assigns the cuts the following
catalog numbers: LIOG/U/F, L1QG/D/F, and
L1G6/M/F. L106 indicates where the album.

may be located in the Hbrary. In. this case,
the Wbrary is set up alphabetically and then
numerically within the given letter that rep-
resents the artist's last name. In other words,
this would be the 106th album found in the

section reserved for female vocalists whose

names begin with an L. The next symbol
indicates the tempo of the cut: U(p) tempo,
Dfown) tempo, and Mfedium} tempo. The
F that follows the tempo symbol indicates
the artist's gender: Female.

When a station is computerized (and in
this day andave, few are not), this informa-
tion, including the frequency or rotation af
airplay as determined by the PD, will be
entered accordingly.

Playlists are then asserabled and printed
by the computer, The music director sees
that theselists are placed in the control room
for use by the deejays. This last step is elimi-
nated when the on-air studio is equipped
with a cornputer terminal. Deejays then
simply punch up the playlists designed for
their particular airshifts, Ed Shane offers, “To
hone the nyusic mix for proper balance and
rotation, stations use music rotation software
from a variety of suppliers.he most used
software program is Selector from Radio
Computing Services (which also supplies
music test analysis software, traffic software,
and a digital studio operation system). Other
popular music rotation software is Power-
Gold and Music Master” (see Figure 3.22).

Without a doubt, the use of computers in
music programming has become standard,
especially in larger markets where the cost
of cornputerization is absorbed more casily.
The number of computer companies selling
both hardware and softwaredesignedfor use
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by programmers has soared.Amongothers
providing computerized music systerns are
Halper and Associates, JeHerson Pilot Data
Systems, and Columbine Systems. Also,
some journals, such as Billboard and Radio
and Records, provide up-to-date cormput-
erized music research on new singles and
albums to assist station programmers.

In light of the extensive reliance on com-
puters, Jon Lutes and Shane Media caution
that “Music scheduling involves more than
punching a lew buttons on your computer
keyboard. It helps to have a basic under
standing of how the computer actually
operates and what the particular software
you are using will and will not do.”

At those radio stations where the music

director's job is less administrative and
more directorial, this individual will actu-
ally audition and select what songs are to be
designated for airplay. However, the music
director makes decisions based on criteria

established by the station’s programmer.

Obviously, a nrusic director must work
within the station’s prescribed format. If
the PD feels that a particular song does not
fir the station’s sound, he will direct the
music director to remove the cut from rota-
tion. Since the PD and music director work

closely together, this seldom occurs.
A song's rotation usually is relative to its

position on national and local record sales
charts. For instance, songs that enjoy top
ranking, say those in the Top [0, will get
the most airpley on hit-oriented stations.
When songs descend the charts, their rota-
tion decreases proportionately. Former chart
toppers are then assigned another rotation
configuration that initially may result in
one-tenth of their former airplay, and even-
tually even less, PDs and music directors
derive information pertaining to a record's
popularity from various trade journals, such
as Billboard, Radio and Records, and Monday
Morning Replay, as well as Ustener surveys,
area record store sales, and nurmerous other
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FIGURE 3.22
A host of

computerized music
programming services
is used by the
stations.

Courtesy RCS,
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FIGURE 3.23

Computerized
logging has made
station programming
even more exacting
a science, Courtesy
WIZN-FM.
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sources. Stations that do not program from
the current charts compose their playlists
of songs that were popular in years gone
by. In addition, these stations often remix
current hit songs to make them adaptable
to their more conservative sound. While

Easy Listening stations do not sir popular
rock songs, they do air softened versions
by other artists, usually large orchestras.
Critics of this technique accuse the pro-
ducers of lobotomizing songs to bring them
into the fold. In nonhit formats, there are
no “power-rotation” categories or hit posi-
tioning schemata; a song’s rotation tends to
be more random, although program wheels
are used.
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On the CHR front, Shane notes that
“There's a major change io the way charts
are constructed, The original Billboard Hot
LOO chart was based substantially on record
sales. The Gavin Report and other “tipsheets”
usedreports from radio station music direc-
tors who fed information on the positions
on their own local charts, some validated by
record sales and requests — some not.”

“When R&R was launched in 1974, its
charts were also compiled from reports
from radio station programmers. R&R,
however, mixed industry news and com-
mentary to create a niche for itself as the
most important of the music trade publi-
cations in the eyes of the music (record)
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industry. Beceuse the charts were based
on verbal reports from local stations, the
system was too easily manipulated by a
station programmer who might report play
but not actually play the song, This practice
was known as a “paper add” hecause the
record was added to the playlist only on
paper and did not receive airplay. In 1989,
Billboard became the first trade publica-
tion. to track radio airplay es it happened
and to count “spins,” or plays, in compiling
charts. Billboard and its companion publica-
tion, Airplay Monitor, used Broadcast Data
Systems (BDS) to electronically detect
airplay by matching segments of songs called
“footprints” to actual play on stations moni-
tored over the ais, The practice of paper
adds decreased because a song reported to
R&Rcould be tracked in BDS detections. In
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micd-1999 both R&R and The Gavin Report
(now defunct) began using charts based on
airplay detection with information compiled
by MediaBase, a monitoring service owned
by Premiere Radio Networks.”

Constructing 4 station playlist is the single
most important duty of the music program-
mer.What to play, when to play it, and how
often are some of the key questions con-
fronting this individual. The music director
relies on a number of sources, both internal
and external, to provide the answers but
also must cultivate an ear for the kind of

soundthe station is after. Some people are
blessed with an almost innate capacity to
detect a hit, but most must develop this skill
over a period of time.

With the advent of station Web site

streaming, the relationship between the
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FIGURE 3.25
A station's music

library in a box.
Courtesy WIZN-FM.

medium and the recording industry get
more contentious in the 2000s. The record-

ing industry insisted on greater compensa-
tion for its licensed music when a station.

offered songs via cyberspace, while broad-
casters argued that their Web site music
streaming was simply an extension oftheir
on-air signal, which was already under a
fee schedule. The recording industry feared
Web site users would burn or download

music free of charge from the station sites,
and it anticipatedthis to be a major issue
as the medium transitioned to digital. As
of this writing, progress had been made in
resolving this issue.

The PD and the FCC 

The government is especially interested in
the way a station conducts itself on the air.
For instance, the PID makes certain that his
or her station is properly identified once an
hour, as clase to the top of the hour as pos-
sible. The ID must include the station’s call

letters and the town in which it has been

authorized to broadcast. Failure to properly
identify the station is a violation of FCC
rules.

Other on-air rules that the PID must

address have to do with program content
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and certain types of features. For exarnple,
profane language, obscenity, sex- and drug-
related statements, and even innmuendes in
announcements, conversatious, or iriusic
lyrics jeopardize the station’s license. The
FCC prohibits indecent and profane bread-
casts, and the cost for violating this rulc
can cost the station dearly. for example, in
2006, the Commission raised the maximum
charge for offenses in this category from
$32,500--$325,000 per violation. Fines
have been on a dramatic rise for infrac-

tions sutrounding on-air indecency since
the early 2000s as the result of some highly
publicized incidents perpetrated by radio
personalities like Bubba the Love Sponge,
Opie & Anthony, and Howard Stern (now
beyond the reach of these rules on satelite
tacio).

Political messages and station editorials
are carefully scrutinized by the program-
mer, On-air contests and promotions must
not resemble lotteries in which the audi-

ence must invest te win. Astation that gcts
something in return for awarding prizes is
subject to punitive actions, Neither the
deejays, PD, music director, nor anyone
associated with the station may receive
payment for plugging a song or album
on the air This constitutes “payola” or
“plugola” and was the cause of great indus-
try upheaval in the late 1950s. Today, PDs
and station managers continue to be par
ticularly careful to guard against any recur
rence, although there have been charges
that such practices still exist.

In fact, in the mid-2000s, the FCC began a
formal investigation into payola allegations
against four major radio groups: CBS Radia,
Clear Channel, Entercom, and Citadel. It
was the largest federal inquiry since the
payola scandals prornpted congressional
hearings in 1960, Indeed, PDs must be vig-
ilant of this illegal practice, which seems
impervious te eradication.

The PD must monitor both commercial

and noncommercial messages to ensure that
no false, misleading, or deceptive statements
are aired, something the FCC staunchly
opposes, This inchides any distortion of the
station’s ratings surveyresults. A station that
is not number one and claims to be is lying
to the public as far as the FCC is concerned,
and such behavior is not condoned.

lascceetedoneboactesoneesteBeem

chCRABSooBoon,

*
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License renewal programming promises
must be addressed by the PD. The propor-
tion of nonenterlainment programming,
such as news and public affairs features,
pledged in the station’s renewal applica-
tion must be adhered to, even though such
requirements have been all but eliminated.
A promise is a promise. If a station claims
that it will do something, it must abide by
its word.

The PD helps maintain the station’s
Emergency Alert System (EAS), making
certain thet proper announcements are
made on the air and that the EAS checklist

containing an authenticator card is pleced
in the control recom area. PDs also instruct

personnel in the proper prececdurcs used
when conducting on-air telephone conver-
sations to guarantee that the rights of callers
are not violated.

The station log (which ultimately is the
chief engineer's responsibility] and program
log {no longer required by the FCC but
maintained by most stations anyway) are
examined by the PD for accuracy, and he
or she also must see to it that operators
have permits and that they are posted in
the on-air studio, In addition, the station
manager may assign the PD the responsi-
bility for maintaining the station’s Public
File. If so, the PD must be filly aware of
what the file is required to contain. The
FCC and many broadcast associations will
provide station operators with a Public File
checklist upon request. This information is
available in the Cade of Federal Regulations
(73.3526) as well.

Additional programming areas of inter-
est to the FCC include procedures govern-
ing rebroadcasts, simruicasts, and subcarrier
activities. The PD also must be aware that

the government is keenly interested in
employment practices. The programmer,
station. manager, and other department
heads are under obligation to familiarize
themselves with equal employment oppor
tunity (EEO) and affirmative action rules.
An annual employment report must be sent
to the FCC,

The preceding is only a partial listing of
the concerns set forth by the government
relative to the PD’s position, For a morc
comprehensive assessment, rcfer to the CFR
appendix at the end of Chapter 2.

 

 

The PD and Upper Management
The pressures of the PD’s position should
be apparent by now. The station or cluster
programmer knows well that his or her
job entails satisfying the desires of many —
the audicnce, government, air staff and,
of course, management. The relationship
between the PD and the station or corpo-
ration’s upper echelon is not always screne
or without incident. Although their allience
is usually mutually fulfilling and produc-
tive, difficulties can and do occur when
philosophies or practices clash. “Most inhib-
iting and detrimental to the PD is the GM
who lacks a broad base of experience but
imposes his opinions on you anyway. The
guy who has come up through sales and has
never spent a minute in the studio can be a
real thorn in the side. Without a thorough
knowledge of programming, management
should rely on the expertise of that person
hired who does. | don't mean, ‘Hey, GM,
get out of the way! what I'm saymg is,
don’t impose programming ideas and pol-
cies without at least conferring with that
individual who ends up taking the heat if
the air product fails to bring in the listeners,”
says Dick Fatherly.

Station manager Chuck Dueoty contends
that managers can enhance as well as inhibit
the programmer's style. “I’ve worked for
some managers who give their PDs a great
deal of space and others who attempt to
control every aspect of programming. From
the station manager’s perspective, I think
the key to a good experience with those
who work for you is to find excellent people
from the start and then have enough confi-
dence in your judgmentto let them do their
job with minimal interference. Breathing
down the neck of the PD is just going to
create tension and resentment.”

Programmer Peter Falconi believes that
both the PID and the manager should make
a sincere effort to get to know and under
starxl one another. “You have to be on the

same wavelength, and there has to be an
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FIGURE 3.26

The Hispanic radio
format attracts large
and loyal audiences.
Courtesy Spanish
Radio Group.
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FIGURE 3.27

Manystations
ultraniche (position)
their programming.
Courtesy WPAT.

CHAPTER 3 PROGRAMMING

excellent line of communication. When a

manager has confidence and trust in his
PD, he'll generally let him run with the
hall. It's a two-way street. Most problems
can be resolved when there is honesty and
openness.”

Programmer Andy Bloom offers this
observation: “Great upper management
hires the best players, gives them the tools

 

to do their job, and then leaves them alone.
A winning formula.”

An adversarial situation betweenthe sta-

tion’s PD and upper management does not
have to exist. The station that cultivates

an atmosphere of cooperation and mutual
respect seldom becomes embroiled in skiz-
mishes that deplete energy — energy better
spent raising revenues and ratings.
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“10, Classe: Rock concentrates ~ on’. tunes.”
‘onceprimarily. featured: by.AOR: stations:
Meanwhile; Classic Hit stations fill the gap
between Oldies and CHR outlets withplay-

‘lists. that draw from 19708" anid19805!» Pep
‘44, Ethnic. stations:

‘iteeds of niuinotity groups. Blackand -His-
‘panic Usteners constitute the largest ethni
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danceable sound, and hip, friendly deejays- Mostly an AM: format, FS atternpts ti’ be.

tract: the” 18-34-year age group.ones -all thingstoall people, attracting ann ovedOevatdience,.
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“18. PDs are hired to “fit whatever forma
| thestation management has selected, They.

>:are chosen primarily for their experience,~- although education level is important.::
°19. The PD is responsible for everything
‘that is aired. Second in responsibility to
‘the general manager (except in a-cluster”:

-. afrangement with a director of operations),“~
the PD establishes programming andformat’
“policy; hires and supervises on-aic, musi

--and production personnel: handles thepro~.

monitors thestation. and its competitors and _

public affairs, and sports features: andnay
even pull an airshilt.

90. The PD’s~ effectiveness. is meastived
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24. The PD determines the content6E
‘each sound hour, utilizing program clocks:

_. to ensure that each element ~ commercial,
_. news, promho, weather, music, and so of is
.strategically located to enhanceflow. and:

.” heed program clocks. .
22. PDs mustadjust progiamining tot

-. They must develop a feel for theare
- which thestation is located; as well.

a understandingofsurvey: informatiooo research data.”
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One includes music asa primarypartofits °
presentation, whereas the other does: not. 
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2) 232 Finally, the PD must: ensure ‘that, the: boa.
| “Station adheresto all FCC regulations per):

"taining to programming practices,anticipat-.

~ FIGURE 3.30
Manyservices ares 00

--) available to radio“.
"programmers."

  

ing.‘problems. beforethey occur’ Indecent: 7 a Courtesy Meer- programminghag: ‘resiilted -in. huge: finies,.~ a Media.  “80° PDs3imust. be ‘especiallyvigilant inthis’ :
‘area: ce ae
8a.Bavela“(phugola)has the
medium since the 1950sand‘continuesto”

“this. day. The- illegal: pay-for-play. practice:
_ requires careful fonitoringby thestation's.
> PD and managerto ensuré it deesnot acct.
Large. fines havebeeti dealt tothose saz

tionsviolating, the PCC lawsgoverningthis

        
   

 

 
“FIGURE 3.315 coe
- News réleasé. Inthe 00 |

global world, there ~ a
“Lis aneed for global”

 opadio news, Couirtesy
7 SkyNews:

 
 

  

PRESS RELEASE

DATE:25" March 2002 (Embargo)

Sky News Radio audio programme content wht be available for distribution te radia stations 2outside fhe UK and Seuth Aitea via the Global Radio News network from Monday 25th March | -2002.

rewill be able to browse correspondent reports and @ wide variety of materia? from Sky
no subseription obligation and editare canususesatel that wti suit their listener demographic on
Stations just pay for what they ese. i

Henry Pasirse, Director of Global Radio News Led. says Ghis is an exciting development stations ~
now frave fha option fo pick from Global Radia News correspondent reports and Sky News
stores, The fia coaiplement eaoh other wed providing a comprehensive and detailed list af ~stories for aur atfifiafes’. ns

Andy fvy, Editor of Sky News Radio says ‘the quaiify of our service is proving a big bit with maxiio O°.newsrooms in the UK and Global Radio News aflows us fo make our audio avaiable io stations ~~
iwortiwlee,'

Global Radio News ie a web-based audio content agency and distribution service with anetwark 60
of more than 400 covaspendents worldwide. :

Sky News Radio is a division a1 Sky News, A dedicated team of radio joumalists provides a.
hawe Service tt around 36 UM radio stations incliding twkSPORT, the Wireless Grows and -
Chrysalis Radio, making if the second biggest supplier of national and international news to —commercial facia stations in the UK.

Please cantaet Henry Polrse at Global Radic News Lid. - O20 Tada 182 ar.)
henrygigiobalragionews.com or Andy ivy at Sky News’ Radia -— 020 77065 3000 or
andyWw@bskyb.2om, os

Note to editors:

Pictures of the Sky News Radio newsroom are available on Image Net or from the Sky Siills
department on 020 7800 4271, Please contact Global Radio News Ltd. ori 020 7ad2 9492 fer ©. -
pictures. :

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE ON OR AFTER 25" MARCH 2002
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FIGURE 3.32
A source for music
radio on the Internet.

Courtesy Pandora.
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"26. Stations’ mustpay anc annual itiusic-~
.. licensing:feeto’‘ASCAP,BMI.orSESAC..:.
97, In’ the’2000s; the:recording:industry

required that radiostationsstreaming music”,

“ontheir Web: sitesshadtocompensate it for:
: suchtuse. : 2

 
 

 

 

  

 
FIGURE 3.33 -

:- Radio illustrates its iausic fonviat’variety. on
: Courtesy MMix 98.5, WDEZ-FM, and KSSJ-PM.
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“FIGURE 3.34--

Donald Fishman. -
  wo Oneof thea leastdiseussed aspecls.

_of the broadcast industry is the role”
” af capyright in broadcast decision-
taking. Copyright is the area of lave :

“that protects ‘the ownerof artistic,
_ereciive, ard intellectual works from“
unauthorized use by a second partya
“absent the payment of a tease
| There are many examples ofthe:

“type of payment required for the use°.
ofa creative work, For instance, if a:
” radio’ sation’warsto play ci ‘song~

by Aerosmith; that station must pay”
“@royally fo the owner’ of the musical, i

~ copyright, Meanwhile, if a OHF ‘lave
slo, station Wants’fo’ schedule26 api:

 

 

 
 

 

sodes of Willarid Grace, It must pay a.
~foyally tothe’ syndication companythat

"controlsthe right t6 ‘distribute copies:“of
: thepopular felavision comedy...
-' Music is-4 very popular area for«
 <opytight fees. Most musicians do-not ©
“handle the paperwork: and fee collec. -
" Honathvities for their music. Instead,-
fhey assign the rights to a copyright> -
- clearinghouse. For broadcasters, .
“there are threeimportant music clear--
. inghouses..The oldest of the clear’.
“inghouses is the ASCAP, ASCAP has-
~satellileoffices near’ mostmajorcitles,:

atid 1roniiars radio and televisionoo
‘ station logs,. visits night clubs and |
“uhlvetsitias; and sells site licensesto °

« businesses that want foplay musi¢,

“ “ight iis primarily about money, and —
it frequentlyinvolves decision making|

“<. and speculation about what creative -—
o ~ works will providethe optiinal return:

‘on aninvesinent. The Beatles sold the.

rightsto their-miost wellknown music...
‘from the: 1960s,‘seriouslymisjudging \

‘howpoptlar thet fusic would be 45...
years cfter.its release, Neil Sedaka, a.

‘prominent 1950s rock musician; sold 2.
'. thecopyrights to his music shortly after” -

-. theBritish musical invasion ‘during: the-
~ thid-1960s. OnceSedaka discoveredthat there was.lucrativemarket for.” -
music nostalgia and oldies concerts; the. -
.first thing he did was’ fo repurchase ihe --‘copyrights io his own songs. . ,

“sound philosophicalrationalefor .
_ thainiaining a system of copyrights:

 

‘such ais fitfiess gynis ahd restaurants...
“The second most prominent musi¢ clear-
_inghouse is BM. BMI started in the late |.
219408 when ASCAP.substantially raised ’
. the royalty rates for music played at.
‘tadio stations. Many of the radio ‘sta-
“Hons tehused fopay. thehigher rates, . ©
-and they began-to sign up independent
‘recording‘artists who would get excle-
‘sive play ontheir stations. Several of -.;
the edrly legands. of Rock.’h

- Paul Goldsteiniscorrect: Copy

.. Apart froma money, there isa very

» Copyright, lawsaredesigned to create.
“an incentive for authors and innovators:

a producedelistic,”creative; and intel-.
“dectual works.Thereis a benefit in this:

~ systemforthe: individualas well’asfor
society at large. For instance, Pyou.
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-_ look a yearoff to produce and wr
- a tadio documentary, you would Astgo

fo create Incentivesfor fadividuals to-

«|. these innovators agairst unauthorized “seo
of their work, Thehigh prices ‘thatcred...

_ societystrikes toobtain asecond, third;
and fourthworkfrom creative Individuals: -

“2 The work ihén goes irifothe public -ae domain, #6be used by anyonewithout a
"fae, such os thé playsof Srekerpete‘of.the music of Beethoven.

- Rot Generate interes!among the”‘general: -
‘public. Thesequestionsinvolve‘a tela.

“tionship between’ producersofcréalive
works and the users of thése materials."

~ Moreover, the.distribution oFinfarmation.~
dn expensive process undertaken’‘pth:

~ipaté’ profiting from:the: material: In: fact,
“His fairto characterize the fradifional7"

7‘ofmajor distributors.. .
"hasbéén undermined by toderir fechrio

«the digitization of intellectual property
“make if easierfor the average persor

. tormoke copies of erediive workswith:
“relative ease: Nospacial expertiseIs--:
ngeded, and the worksare verbatin
. 2. copies reproduced at felatively,loweos
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ayear’s incomeand incur expenses fo --.
complete the desired project. fF someone.

- else could simply copy your work dnd
-: sell it at a cheaper price because ha’

- or she had rio maior costs associated
- with creating the work, if is unlikely that’.
-any individual would writeasecond0

- seréenplay, back, or album. And sociely.
“Rolly such.

_| cas Elvis, Jerry Lee lewis, aad litle>
“Richard, réceived extensivealriime on
| BMLalfiliated:skitiohsdue to the feud .- |
|between BMI and ASCAP The third 0 o--
“os usic clearinghouse isthe SESAC.As

2) few years ago) Bob-Dylan signed dn:
ov agteement with SESACfor an advance|

of several million’ collars. SESAC will
- handle the cuthorized ase of Dylan's".

_o idsic if European and enumerated’|
“> other trarkets, SESAC. is belting that

~S future fevenvés from Dykin’s music will. -
be. sufficient to offsetthéhuge advance
paid io Dylanin éuirent dollars.

 

 

would be worse off bécauseif wotld no--
longer be the bereliciaryof thase crea
live works froin talented individuals. 0-7
In d word, copyright laws aré designed L

 

 
 

 producecreative’ works and to protec

 

tors areable fo’ chargeis the bargain. 

A copyrighthas limitations: it lasts thelife~
‘of an-authorplus 70 years; or in the ease":
ofa workforhire [something assigned to

 

 
 
 
 
 

anindependent contractor}, 95 yeies:

 

Until recently, “copyright isissues did
 
 
 
  

 marilyby large organizations #hatanti

 copyright relationship asone between."
éwnersof copyright matérials Gad’users’.

whotypically are big®tnedia'corpanies

   

 
 
 

 

 

However, this owneruser ‘elelionship
 ogy.. The developmentof the Infernal ard,
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 > The development of the Internetis...” - digital samplers on the market. One”
“likely to have major implications for.Joof the most popularis the Fairlight. -- atraditional brocidcas?stations cand oo) CME or Computer Musical Instr: Convergence: ‘Oneéf themo
” broadcasting activities: Among thesevi) ment. I cost arourid $30,000 to pur “vaxingIssues facing, broadcast i_ developments areosfollows: vs chase, Sampling has beer especiolly -~ ”
oie - popular within Hip-Hop music, and.eg MusicFile.Sharing:“Theuse’SofMP3P3 _ several Hip-Hop artists claimthat’ sar:
2 files $6 @xchangemusic has become: >pling is-a culturally expressiveoctivity”

‘one Ofthemost popular aciivifiesof“worthyof legal protection becouse.”
‘themillennial decade. It has been. of i183 rearrangements, remixes, ahd 200
‘oublesome fo record coripdhies, “votherwise altered sequence and) 0. “ok
‘and it will likely-affectthenumber of: quality. However, in Bridgeport Music. -
Fsteriars oftraditional radio shations” 7 oy Dimension Film (2005], the Sbdby 0!
hal comtinue le program:music.Hf the.Circuit fuled against sampling. The.
record, industry develops d payper: oo) court stoled: “Get oflicense ondon 077

Oy sngsatelite technologythaf allows..." Aot_somple.” Thusfor, this isthe midst wee
a “anyone to listen’ 19“uninterrupted mosic “important ruling on sampling, ‘butvied tadio: receiveror aven'd cell/0: anothercose will surely confront ihe

-phone,. editigrial: ©stolions are “|” Innovotive applications of digitalscm
likely to see a dacline‘of listenership.. «pling. Ifis very unlikely thal we have: ae‘dddition, troditional rodiostations Heord the last word onthis issue. ohthe”new waysofinteracting:
shavebeen 'exempiedfromaspecial’.@Copyright Arbitration’ Royalty : “sGciely.”” Existiig ownersof copyrights.
‘performance royalty that goes directly. : - Jribunie: Although Congressiis 0.000 ‘areeneirovbled in whateeto the parfortnier: bit web:sitions: must--|"empowered io regulateHe. develop: a : , ore
stillpay the fee. Understandably,there"mentof copyright, it hos estoblished “1.3

“substantialcontroversy over whether °-"@ Royalty Tribune to set reasonable” >
“Jnfernetwebictisters, os they émerge, .-fates arid to monitor emerging’ issues.

houldbe permitted tohavea similar) Alike same ‘time, whot rates foo
exemptionlike terrestrial stations from. “sl aétablish’ and how fo. handleweb--

pelformance:Foyalfess ooa“casting remain unclear. Evenseifiag
*Webcasting:It is one of the’ Cie reasonable rates for subsctiption ee:
“growing areas:‘of fechnologicol’ serviceshes prover to be difficult. Inva“ifmovation. Radio maverick Howard - 1.) 1995; Congress passed theDigitalog
°° Stara récently complained that iodi.-. Paérfotmance Rights in Sound Record.- ee_- dional broadcast stofions wereusing~~~ ing Act (DPRA}.Thisact governs sub:~~ oth
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: Visorve YouTube andwoo
: keindinork case’aboutthe |pa   
 
 

  
 
 

: ports of his satellite progtom without -~ "scription digital audio transmissions9"
paying any royalties. Stert, whose :. “oo What We foday recognize as XM.

“garéerhos beenassocioted with oo “.Satellite Radio andSirius. The Radio  
 . ‘rebellion, ‘not following the rules; lle

ond, credtiveexpression; wants to /1/ (RIAA) and the organizations repé
‘be compénsoted foirly forthe work: Jc. senting small webcasters have vigor:
heéreates, Moreover, if is likely”theif ously lobbied the Royalty. Tribune
 webcosters Will wont fo féceive royol”...for favorable rates. Interestingly, the :
witesforthe distribution of theirwork:“National: Associationof Broadcasters

mildir to terfestrio! stations: - vo(NAB) has réfesed fo provide support
Digital Sampling: Oneofthe” «For:the: fledgling webcasters Gndthe”

” ufrent copyrightissues.overthe “newdigital: media providers. Wisiedid
“pastdecode ‘hos beendigital same oo the NAB hasfocuséd ‘onmainiainin

pling: Samplingis kiking sounds froth “the rights dndinlerests’ofIraditiona
‘&: previous: recording: cing:placing vr tettesttial broadcasters: Oneofthe:
“thenin: o_new,musical work. For: cemmeiging problemsiivbréadces

dincé: thefirst rotein the. Becties’ ing isthe. needto iacorparate all
ellknowa Song; "A Hord Days. ‘félévant patties|in the decision:

“Night,“is-sodistinctivethet if can, be oo making: process with respect too"
‘recoghizedds. a.stondaléne work.” ‘copyright issues’ so:thot smoll, digital: “Collage: ahdpublishes:

ooThere“arenow.several commeréial 700°. “webcostersond the large fertesirial ie 76FeGs, including:copyt

~lidusiry Associationof Ameri¢a  
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FIGURE 3.35

Promoting the arts
on 1930s radio.

Courtesy Library of
Congress.
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FIGURE 3.36
Radio honors

its jegencs.
Courtesy Museum
of Broadcast
Coruninications,

FIGURE 3.37

Protecting artists’
income and rights.
Courtesy Sound
Exchange.
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‘To: Steve

Pr: Jay
Re: WLAZ Programming

In Estening over the past few days, but only to
an hour or twototal, it appears that roucl of
the “big picture” programming plilosopliy hus
been lost. Perhaps Joe hasn’t reviewed the old
operation's murraal. But some mechanical changes
could dramatically help the sound ofthe station
until the philosophy is recreated or changed.

i. One part4imer's mike was way too hot
compared to the music. Music should always be
dominant; personalities should never averwhehn
#. The voice should be “m" the music.

2. Song titles were often announced. Oldies
listeners know the song titles, und a lot more than
our own people do abowt every record. There
is also the danger that our mostly young talent
will say something that reveals their age/lack
af knowledge when talking about music. This is
unnecessary dalk and should be eliminated.

3. Conversely, there is almost no local
content. This does not mean PSAs about bean

suppers; this means the progress on the new
building in downtown Wolfeboro, or the time
the town Christmas lights will be turned. on, for
example. It takes more work than unnoiutcing a
song title, but it’s a much better reason to listen,

4. After the weather was given, the personal-
ity commented, “At least that's what it says here.

230

Weather is one of the principal reasons people
choose radio station. The forecust Cor the Radar
Weather franchise} is only as credible as we make
it (the information all comes from the same
place}.

5. ‘Talk between records. The music should

never stop unless it has ta fcommercials}. Stop-
ping it downto talk, even for a liner that can be
delivered over an intro, kills the momentum.

6. There are litterally no prepromotes going
ante stop sets. Thelistener ig not givenany
reasons to stick around (and forward momentum
ugain stops}.

7. There are recorded PSAs (a corporate
none), The one | heard tells us to wear seat belts.
Every media, every politician, every do-gooder is
trying to ell other people what to do. Let's just
be the medium that informs and entertains. Let's

be an escape fromall the other pointed fingers.
§. Joe signs off his show and also refers to his

Hstener as “everybody.” We should talk to only
one Hstener 21 a time And we should never end

anything ~ keep if going, part of forward momen-
tum. Talk about the guy corning up ext.

9, Could you send Joe a memo or talk with
him on a visit scon? | want to keep that station
tight and happening; it’s important.

10. Also, what do you thinkabout adding
some Beatles songs (over and above what we.
have} for the next month or so? And trading/
giving away some anthology CDs? Thanks.

sootheinkNAencodakeahorateltitamlRtntltatti,deenemnbo:shatntsliaerentinmntannnedunnnn:
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Commercialization:

A Retrospective

As the first decade of the twenty-first
century wound down, the level of radio
advertising did as well, due to a deci-
mated economy. In fact, late in 2007, the
Radio Advertising Bureau (RAB} reported
18 consecutive months of decline. Sull,
selling commercials keeps the major
ity of radio stations on the air. It is
that simple ~ yet not so simple. In the
1920s, broadcasters realized the neces-
sity of converting the medium into a
sponser-supported industry. It seemed
to be the most viable option and the key
to growth and prosperity. However, act
everyone approved of the method, Oppo-
nents of commercialization argued that
advertising would decrease the mediums
ability to effectively serve the public's
good, and one U.S. senator voiced fears
that advertisers would turn radio into an

on-air pawnshop. These predictions would
prove to be somewhat accurate. By the
mid-1920s, most radio outlets sold airtime,
and fewrestrictions existed pertaining to
the substance and content of messages.
Commercials promoting everything from
miracle pain relievers to instant hair-grow-
ing solutions filled the broadcast day. It
was not until the 1930s thet the govern-
ment developed regulations that addressed
the issue of false advertising claims. This
resulted in the gradual elimination of
sponsors peddling dubious products.

Program sponsorships were the most
popular form of radic advertising in the

[920s and early 1930s. Stations, networks,
and advertising agencies often lured clients
onto the air by naming or renaming pro-
grams after their products, such as Eveready
Hour, Patmolive Hour, Fleischmann Hour,
Clicquot Club Eskimos, The Coty Playgirl,
and so on. Because formidable opposi-
tion to commercialization existed in the

begitming, sponsorships, in which the
only reference to a product was in a pro-
gram's title, appeared the best path to
take. This approach was known as indirect
advertising.

As the outcry against advertiser-sup-
ported radio subsided, stations becarne
more blatant or direct in their presentation
of commercial material. Parcels of time,
anywhere from 1-5, even 10, minutes,
were sold to advertisers eager to convey
the virtues of their labors. Industry adver-
tising revenues soared throughout the
1930s, despite the broken economy. Radic
sales people were among the few who had
a salable product. World Wer TT increased
the rate of sales revenues twofold. As it

became the foremost source of news and

information during that bleak period in
American history, the value of radio’s stock
reached new highs, as did the incomes of
sales people. The tide would shift, however,
with the advent of television in the late
1540s,

When television unseated radio as the

number one source of entertainment ia the

early 1950s, time sellers for the deposed
medium found their fortunes sagging. In
the face of adversity, as well as opportu-
nity, many radio sales people abandoned
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the old in preference for the new, opting
to sell for television. Radio was, indeed,
in a dilemma of frightening proportions,
but it soon put itself back on course by
renovating its programming approach.
By 1957, the medium had undergone an
almost total transformation and was once

again enjoying the rewards of success. Sales
people concentrated on selling airtime to
advertisers interested in reaching specific
segments of the population. Radio became
extremely localized and, out of necessity,
the networks diverted their attention to
television.

Competition also became keener. Thou-
sands of new outlets began to broadcast
between 1950 and 1970. Meanwhile, fre-
quency modulation {FM} started to spread
its wings, preparing to surpass its older
rival. Amplitude modulation (AM) music
stations experienced great difficulties in
the face of the mass exodus to FM, which
culminated in 1979 when FM exceeded
AM’s listenership. FM became the medium
to sell.

In the first half of the 1980s, radio pro-
gramming was easily divisible. Talk was
found on AM andmusic on FM. Today, hun-
dreds of AM stations have become stereo
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in an atternpt to improve their marketing
potential, and some FM outlets have taken
to airing nonmusic formats as a way of sur-
viving the ratings battles.

Selling time in the new millennium
is a far cry fromwhat it was like during
the medium's heyday. Observes general
manager (GM) ‘led Jordan, “Five years ago
sales people on a call spent a lot of time
separating their stations from competitors.
For example “We're the contest station,”
“We're the office station,” etc. Now, with
consolidation, we gless over the differ-
ences, “Here’s what it will cost you and
here’s what we're willing to add” comes
up much faster.”

Station account executives no longer
search for advertisers willing to sponsor
half-hour sitcoms, quiz shows, or mryster-
ies, Today, the advertising dollar generallyis

spent on spots scheduled for airing duringspecific dayparts on stations that attract
a particular piece of the highly fraction-alized radio audience pie. The majority of
radio outlets program prerecorded music,
andit is that which constitutes the station’s

product. The salesperson sells the audience,
‘which the station's music attracts, to the
advertiser or time buyer.
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Selling Airtime

Selling Airtime

Airtime is intangible You cannot see it or
hold it in your hand. ft is not like any other
form. of advertising. Newspaper and maga-
zine ads can be cut out by the advertiser
and pinned to a bulletin board or taped to
a window as tangible evidence of money
spent. Television commercials can be seen,
but radio commercials are sounds {flitting
through the ether with no visual compo-
nent to attest to their existence. They are
ephemeral, or feeting, to use words that
are often associated with radio advertising.
However, any informed account executive
will respond to such terms by stating the
simple fact that an effective radio commer
cial makes a strong andlasting impression
on the mind ofthe listener in much the

same way that a popular song tends to per-
meate the gray matter. “The so-calledintan-
gible nature of a radio commercial really
only means you can’t see it or touch it.
There is little doubt, however, that a good
spot is concrete in its own unique way. Few
of us have gone unaffected or better still,
untouched by radio commercials. If a spot
is good, it is felt, and that’s a tangible,” says
radio sales manager Charles W. Friedman.

Initially considered an experimental or
novel way to publicize a product, it soon
became apparent to advertisers that radio
was far more. Early sponsors who earrnarked
a stall portion of their advertising budgets
tothe newelectronic “gadget,” while pouring
the rest into print, were surprised by the
results. Encouraged by radio's performance,
advertisers began to spend more heavily. By
the 1930s, many prominent companies were
reallocating substantial portions of their
print advertising budgets for radio. To these
convinced advertisers, radio was, indeed, a
concrete way to market their products.

Yet the feeling that radio is an uncon-
ventional mode of advertising continues to
persist to some extent even today, espe-
cially among small, print-oriented retailers.
Usually, the small market radio station's
prime competitor for ad dollars is the local
newspaper. Manyretailers have used papers
for years and perceive radio as a secondary
or even frivolous means of advertising, con-
tends Friedman. “Retailers whe have used

print since opening their doors for business
are reluctant to change, The toughest factor
facing a radio salesperson is the netion that
the old way works the best. It is difficult to
overcomeinertia.”

Radio is one ofthe most effective means

of advertising when used correctly. Of
course, there is a right way and 4 wrong
way to use the medium, and the salesper-
son who knows and understands the unique
character of his or her product is in the best
position to succeed. To the extent that a
radio commercial cannot be held or taped
to a cash register, it is intangible.

However, the results produced bya care-
fully conceived campaign can be seen in the
cash register. Consistent radio users, from
the giant multinational corporations to the
so-called mom-and-pop shops, knowthat
a radio commercial can capture people’s
attention as effectively as anything crossing
their fleld of vision. A 1950s promotional
slogan says it best: “Radio gives you more
than youcan see.”

On final note, Ed Shane says that although
over-the-air advertising remains the primary
source of income for most stations, “non-
traditional revenue (NTR) streams (such as
a Web site or special events) help stations
realize financial goals.”
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FIGURE 4.2

Sales bullpen area.
Courtesy Clear
Channel.
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Becoming an Account Executiv

A notion held by some sales managers is
that sales people are born and not made.
This position holds that a salesperson either
“has it” or does not, “it” being the innate
gift to sell, without which all the school-
ing and training in the world means little.
Although not all sales managers embrace
this theory, many agree with the view that
anyone attempting a career in sales should
first and foremost possess an unflagging
desire to make rnoney, because without it,
failure is almost assured.

According to RAB figures, 70% of the
radio sales people hired by stations are
gone within 3 years; another study shows
that 73% of new radio sales people leave
the business within a year. Although this
sounds less than encouraging, it also must
be stated that to succeed in broadcast sales
invariably means substantial earnings and
rapid advancement. Truc, the battle can be
a tough one and the dropoutrate is high,
but the rewards of success are great.

The majority of newly hired account
executives have college training An under
standing of research, marketing, and finance
is important. Formal instruction in these

areas is particularly advisable for persons
considering a carecr in broadcast sales.
Broadcast sales has become a familiar course

offering at many schools with programs
in electronic media. Research and mar
keting courses designed for the broadcast
major also have become more prevalent
since the 1970s. “Young people applying
for sales positions here, for the most part,
have college backgrounds. A degree indi-
cates a certain amount of tenacity and per-
severance, which are important qualities in
anyone wanting to sell radic, Not only that,
but the candidate with a degree often is
more articulate and self-assured. As in most

other areas of radio, ten or fifteen years ago
fewer people had college diplomas, but the
business has become so much more sophis-
ticated and complex because of the greater
competition and emphasis on research that
managers actually look for sales people
with college training,” says general manager
Richard Bremkamp.

Whether a candidate for a sales posi-
tion has extensive formal training or not,
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he or she must possess a knowledge ofthe
product in order to be hired. “To begin
with, an applicant must show me that she
knows something about radio; after all, that
is what we're selling. The individual doesn’t
necessarily have to have a consummate
understanding of the medium, although
that would be nice, but she must have
some product knowledge. Moststations are
willing to train to an extent. ] suppose you
always look for someone with some sales
experience, whether in radio or in some
other field,” says general sales manager Bob
Turley,

Stations do prefer a candidate withsales
exposure, be it selling vacuum cleaners door-
to-~deor or shoes in a retail store, “Being
out in front of the public, especially in a
selling situation, regardless of the product,
is excellent training for the prospective
radio sales rep. 1 started in the transporta-
tion industry, irst in customer service, then.
in sales. After that ] owned and operated
a restaurant. Radio sales was a whole now
ball game for me when I went to work for
WCER in Springheld, Vermont, in the mid-
1970s. Having dealt with the public for two
decades served me well. In two years I rose
to be the station’s top biller, concentrat-
ing mainly on direct retail sales. In 1979,
WKVTin Brattleboro hired me ag sales
manager,” recalls Charles W. Friedman.

Hiring inexperienced sales people is a
garnble that a small radio station generally
imust take. The larger outlets almost always
require radio sales credentials, a luxury that
smaller stations cannot afford, Thus, they
must hire untested sales people, and there
are no guarantees that a person who has
sold lawn mowers can sell airtime, that is,
assuming that the newly hired salesper-
son has ever sold anything at all. In most
eases, he or she comes to radio and sales
without experience, and the station must
provide at least a modicum of training
Unfortunately, many stations fail to provide
adequate training, and this too contributes
to the high rate of turnover, Newsales
people commonly are given 2 to 3 months
to display their wares and exhibit their
potential. If they prove themselves to the
sales manager by generating new business,
they are asked to stay. On the other hand,
if the sales manager is not convinced that
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the apprentice salesperson hus the ability
to bring in the accounts, then he or she is
shown the door.

During the trial period, the salesperson
is given a modest draw against sales, or a
“no-strings” salary on which to subsist. In
the former case, the salesperson eventually
must pay back, through commissions on
sales, the amount that he or she has drawn.
Thus, after a few months, a newsalesperson
may well find himselfor herself in debt for
$2000 or $3000. As a showof conficlence
and to encourage the newsalesperson who
has shown an affinity for radio sales, man-
agement may erase the debt. [f a station
decides to terminate its association with the

newsalesperson, it must absorb the loss of
time, energy, and money invested in the
employee.

Characteristics that managers most often
lookfor in prospective sales people include
ambition, confidence, energy, determina-
tion, honesty, andintelligence. “Ambition is
the cornerstone of success. It's one of the

frst things I look for. Without it, forget it.
You have to be hungry. It's a great motiva-
tor. You have to be a quick thinker — be
able to think on your [eet, under pressure,
too. Personal eppearance and grooming also
are important,” says sales manager Gene
Etheridge.

Station sales manager Joe Martin places a
premium on energy, persistence, creativity,
and organization. “Someone who is a sell-
starter makes life a lot easier. No manager
likes having to keep after members of his
aales tcam, A salesperson should take imi-
tiative and be adept at planning his day.
‘Too many people make half the calls they
should and could. A salesperson without
organizational skills is simply not going to
bring in the same number oforders as the
person who does. There is a correlation
between the number of pitches and the
number of sales.”

Metro market general sales manager Peg
Kelly values people skills. “impathyis right
up there. T need someone who possesses
the ability to get quick answers, learn the
client's business quickly, and relate well
to clients. It’s a people business, really.”
Charles W. Friedman also looks for sales

personnel who are people oriented. “My
experience has proven that a prospective
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salesperson had better like people. In other FIGURE 4.3
words, be gregarious and friendly. This is
something that's hard to fake. Sincerity,
or the lack of it, shows. If you're selling
airtime, or | guess anything for that matter,
you had better enjoy talking with peopleas
well as listening. A good listener is a good
salesperson. Another thing that is abso-
lately essential is the ability to take rejec-
tion objectively. It usually takes several
‘no's’ to get to the “yes.”

Friedman believes that it is important for
a salesperson to have insight into human
nature and behavior. “You really must be
adept at psychology. Selling reallyis a rnatter
of anticipating what the prospect is think-
ing and knowing howbest to address his
concerns, [t's not so much a matter of out-

thinking the prospective client, but rather
being cognizant of the things that play a
significant role in his life. Empathy requires
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The attributes, habits and characteristics America’s
top local Radio salespeople say make them winners. 
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FIGURE 4.4

Some cogent advice.
Courtesy Radio Ink.

the ability to appreciate the experiences of
others, A salesperson whois insensitive to a
client's moods orstates of mind usu ally will
come away empty handed.”

jn recent years, sales managers have
recruited more heavily from’ within the
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radio station itself rather than irnmediately
looking elsewhere for seles people. For
decades, it was believed that programming
people were not suited for sales, An inex-
plicable barricr seemed to separate the two
areas, Since the 1970s, however, this atti-
tude has changed to some degree, and sales
Managers nowgive serious consideration to
on-air people who desire to make the tran-
sition into sales. Consolidation and down-
sizing in the 1990s also inspired multiple
roles playing at stations. That is to say, the
morning deejay may become the afternoon
salesperson. The major advantage of hiring
programrning people to sell the station is
that they have a practical understanding of
the product. “A lot of former deejays make
good account reps because they had to sell
the listener on the product. A deejay realiy
is a salesperson, when youget right down to
it,” observes broadcaster Joe Martin.

Realizing, too, that sales is the most direct
path into station management, program-
ming people often are eager to make the
shift. Since the 1980s, the trend has been
greater than ever to recruit managers from
the programming ranks, However, a sales
background is still preferred,

The salesperson is invariably among
the best-paid members of a station. How
much a salesperson earns is usually left
up to the individual to determine. Con-
trary to popular opinion, the salespersons
salary generally exceeds the deejay’s, espe-
cially in the smaller markets. In the larger
markets, certain air personalities’ salaries are
astronomical and even surpass the general
manager's income, but major market sales
salaries are commonly in the five- and even
six-figure range,

Entry-level sales positions are fairly abun-
dant (although station consolidation has
reduced these opportunities), and stations
are always on the lookout for good people.
Perhaps, no other position in the radio
station affords an individual the opportuni-
ties that sales does, but most sales people
will never go beyond entry level in sales.
Yet, for those who are successful, the payoff
is worthwhile. “The climbitself can he the
most exhilarating part, | think, But you've
got to have a lot of reserve in your tanks,
because the air can be pretty thin at tires,”
observes Etheridge.
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The Sales Manager

The Sales Manager
The general sales manager(also called direc-
tor of sales (DOS) in cluster operations)
supervises the marketing ofa station's or
cluster's airtime. This person is responsibic
for moving inventory, which in the case of
the radio outlet constitutes the selling of
spot and feature schedules to advertisers. 'To
achieve this ond, the sales manager directs
the daily efforts of the station’s account
executives, establishes sales department
policies, develops sales plans and materials,
conceives of sales and marketing campaigns
and promotions, sets quotas, and also may
sell as well.

A station's sales departrnent customarily
includes an emphasis on national, regional,
and local sales. The station's or the clus-

ter’s general sales manager ngually han-
dles national responsibilities. This includes
working with the station's rep cornpany to
stimulate business from national advertis-

ers. The regional sales manager is given the
responsibility of exploring sales possibilities
in a broad geographical area surrounding
the station or stations, For example, the
regional persor for an outlet in New York
City raay be assigned portions of Connecti-
cut, New Jersey, and Long Island. The local
sales manager at the same station would
concentrate on advertisers within the city
proper. The general sales manager oversees
the efforts of each of these individuals.

The size of a station's sales staff varies

according to its location and reach. A typical
small-market radio station employs between
two and four account executives, and the
medium-market station abortaverages
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five. Large, top-ranked metropolitan outlets
employ as many as eight to ten sales people,
although it is more typical for the major-
market station to have approximately a
half-dozen account executives, Of course,
in, cluster operations where team selling
often exists, these numbers will vary, as a
salesperson may be selling the airtime of
several stations, In cluster operations, it is
not uncornmon for there to be dozens of

sales personnel,
The general sales manager/DOS reports

directly to the station or station cluster’s
general manager and works closely with
the programming department in developing
salable features. Regular daily and weekly
sales meetings are scheduled and headed
by the sales manager, during which time
goals are set and problems addressed. The
sales manager also assigns account lists to
members of his or her staff and helps coor-
dinate trade and co-ep deals.

As mentioned earlier the head of the
sales department usually is responsible for
maintaining close contact with the station's
rep company as a way of generating income
from national advertisers who are handled

by advertising agencies. The relationship of
the sales manager and rep company is a
particularly important one and will be dis-
cussed in greater detail later in this chapter.
In addition, the sales manager must be adept
at working ratings Geures to the station's
advantagefor inclusion in sales promotional
materials that are used on both the national

and local levels,

All sales come under the scrutiny of the
sales manager, who determines whether an
account is appropriate for the station and
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FIGURE 4.5

Special ad rates.
Courtesy WCER.
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FIGURE 4.6

Coverage map (A)
and rate card (B}
for KATL, Courtesy
KATL.
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conditions of the saic meet established stan-

dards, In addition, the sales manager may
have a policy that requires credit checks
to be made on every new account andthat
newclients pay for a portion of their spot
schedule up front as a show of good faith.
Again, policies vary from station to station.

It is up to the head of sales to keep
abreast of local and national sales and
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marketing trends that can be used to the
station's advantage. This requires the sales
manager tO constantly survey trade mega-
zines like Radio Ink, Radio Business Report,
and ADWEERK,and attend industry seminars
such as those conducted by the RAB. No
sales department can operate in a vacuum
and hope to succeed in today’s dynamic
radio marketplace.

Statistics continue to bear out the fact

that sales managers are most often recruited
to fill the position of general manager. It
is also becoming more commonplace for
sales Managers to have experience in other
areas of a station’s operations, such as pro-
graraming and production, a factor that has
becomeincreasingly important to the person
who hires the chief account executive.

Radio Sales Tools

The feces that a station charges for airtime
are published in its rate card. Rates for
airtime depend on the size of a station's
listenership ~ the bigger the audience, the
higher the rates. At the same time, the unit
cost for a spot or a feature is affected by
the quantity or amount purchased — the
bigger the “buy,” the cheaper the unit price.
Clients also get discounts for consecutive
week purchases over a prescribed period of
time — say, 26 or 52 weeks.

The sales manager and station manager
(DOSand market manager in cluster setups)
work together in designing the rate card,
basing their decisions on ratings and what
their market can support, A typical rate
card will include a brief policy statement
concerning terms of payment and com-
mission: “Bills due and payable whenren-
dered, Without prior credit approval, cash
in advance required. Commission to recog-
nized advertising agencies on net charges for
station time — 15%." A statement pertaining
to the nature of copy and whenit is due at
the station also may be included in the rate
card: “All programs and announcements are
subject to removal without notice for any
broadcast which, in our opinion, is not in
the public’s interest. Copy must be at the
station 48 hours prior to broadcast date and
before noon on days preceding weekends

 

and holidays.” A station’s approach to
discounting must be, of practical necessity,
included in the rate card: “Ail programs, fea-
tures, and announcements are provided a
5% discount if on the air for 26 consecutive

weeks and a 10%discount if on the air for

52 weeks.” (See Figure 4.8)
it is important to state as emphatically

and clearly as possible the station’s position
on all possible tepics affecting a sale. Most
stations provide clients with rate protection,
for a designated period of time should fees
for airtime change. This means that if a client
purchases a 3-month spot schedule in May,
and the station raises its rates in June, the
advertiser continues to pay the original rates
until the expiration of its current contract.

The rate card also contains its feature

and spot rates (see Figure 4.10}, Among

FIGURE 4.7

This early 20006
rate card shows BTA
and TAP features,

the most prevalent features that stations

oEhbaseofie1067WIZN-
2002 Rate Card

BTA (Best Time Available), Gamidnight*...$40
TAP (Total Audience Plan}, daamidnight’*....$46

6e8p,..$50

Monday- Friday
Morning Drive (6-10a}.....460

Midday (1Qa-3p).,..$50
Afternoon Drive (3-7p}....$55

LiaBp... $52
Evenings (?p-mid}....$30
Overnighis (Mid-5a)....85

Weekends

Mornings/Evenings.
Middays/Afternoons...

+630
440

BTA and TAP ~ add 10%to tate for Wednesday - Friday placement,
Live reads by on-air talons — add 40% to care

Live reads by Eloward Stern « add 50% to rare, plus $2,000 fee fer prackiceian

“ATA > Best Time Autilable, random placement by compater
+. TAP ~ Potat Audience Plan, 30% drives, 50% midsirss“courings

AliLtmies NEYto station, ete ane for 30 or 168 commercials.
There is @ premio fs dined positions or sarrowed daypasts. Razer ave subject ta change aithout notice,
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FIGURE 4.8

Major market rate
card, Courtesy
WBZ-AM,

offer are traffic, sports, weather, and busi-
ness reports. Newscasts also are available
to advertisers, Features generally include an
open (introduction) and a 30- or 60-second
announcement. They are particularly effec-
tive advertising vehicles because listeners
tend to pay greater attention. Conditions
pertaining to feature buys usually appear in
the rate card: “All featuresales are subject to
four weeks’ notice lor renewal and caricella-

tion.” A station wants to establish credibility
with its features and therefore prefers to
maintain continuity among its sponsors, A
feature with a regular sponsor conveys sta-
bility, and that is what a station seeks.

Because the size of a radio station's

audience generally varies depending on the
time of day, rates for spots (commercials)
or features must reflect that fact. Thus, the
broadcast day is divided into time classifi-
cations: 610 A.M. weekdays is typically a
station's prime selling period and therefore
may be designated AAA; afternoondrive
time, usually 3-7 P.M., may be called AA
because of its secondary drawing power.
Under this system, the midday segment,
10-3 P.M., would be given a single A des-
ignation, and evenings, 7-midnight, as
B. Oversights, midnight-6 A.M., may be
classified as C time. Obviously, the fees
charged for spots are established on an
ascending scale from C to AAA. A station
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may charge $300 for an announcement
aired at 8 A.M. and $45 for one aired at
2 AM. The difference in the size of the

station's audience at those hours warrants
the contrast.

As previously mentioned, the more
airtime a client purchases, the less expen-
sive the cost for an individual commercial

or unit. For instance, if an advertiser buys
10 spots a week during AAA time, the cost
of each spot would beslightly less than if
the sponsor purchased two spots a week.
A client must buy a specified number of
spots to benefit from the frequency dis-
count. A GX rate, meaning six spots per
week, for AAA G0-second announcements
may be $75; the 12rate may be $71 and
the 18X rate $68, and so forth. Thirty-
second spots are usually priced at two-
thirds the cost of a 60-second spot. Should
a client desire that a spot be aired at a
Gxed time — say, at 7:10 A.M. daily - the
station will tack on an additional charge,
possibly 20%. Fixed position drive time
spots are among the most expensive in a
station's inventory.

Many stations use a grid structure. This
gives stations a considerable degree of rate
flexibility, For example, if a station has five
rate-level grids, it may have a range between
$20 and $50 for a 60-second spot. Clients
would then be givenrates at the lower grid
if the station had few sponsors on the alr,
thus creating many availabilities (places to
insert commercial messages}. As business
increased at the station and availabilities

became scarcer, the stetion would ask for
rates reflected in the wpper grids. Gridding
is based on the age-old concept of supply
and demand. When availabilities arc tight
and airtime is at a prernium, that time costs
more,

Grids are inventory sensitive; they allow
a station to rernain viable when business

is at a low ebb. Certainly, when invertory
prices reach a bargain level, this encour
ages business. For instance, during a period
whenadvertiser activity is sluggish, a station
that can offer spots at a considerabie reduc-
tion stands a chance of stimulating biryer
interest.

When business is brisk at a station,
because of holiday buying, for example,
the situation maybe exploited in a manner
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Radio Sales Tools 

positive to the revenue column. Again the
supply-and-demand concept is at work (one
idea on which capitalism is based).

Not all stations grid their rate cards,
however. Since the late 1970s, this system.
has gained considerable popularity because
of its relevance to the ever jluctuating
economy. As apparent in the rate cards
exhibited in this chapter, grids are delin-
eated by some sort of scale, usually alpha-
betical or numerical.

Clients are offered several spot schedule
plans suitedfor their advertising and bud-
getary needs. For advertisers with limited
funds, run-of-station (ROS) or best-time-
available (BTA) plans are usually an option.
Rates are lower under these plans because
no guarantee is given as to what times the
spots will be aired. However, most stations
make a concerted effort to rotate ROS and

BTA spots as equitably as possible, and
during periods when commercial loads are
light they frequently are scheduled during
premium times. Of course, when a station
is loaded down with spot schedules, espe-
cially around holidays or elections, ROS and
BTAspots may find themselves buried. In
the long run, advertisers using these plans
receive a more than fair amount of choice

times and at rates considerably lower than
those clients who buy specie dayparts.

in Radio Advertising’s Missing Ingredient:
The Optimum Effective Scheduling System by
Pierre Bouvard and Steve Marx, an inne-
vative system is presented that improves
the might of a spot schedule. According to
the authors, “Optimurn effective schedul-
ing ensures that the effective reach, those
hit three or more times, is at least 50%of
the total reach.” The idea behind optimum
effective scheduling (OES) is to strengthen
the impact of client buys. The OES formula
is designed to heighten the efficiency of
a spot buy through a system of schedul-
ing based on ratings performance. This is
accomplished by factoring a station's turn-
over ratio and cume.

Total audience plan (TAP) is anether
popular package offered clients by many
stations, It is designed to distribute a cli-
ent’s spots among the various dayparts
for maximum audience penetration, while
costing less than an exclusive prime-time
schedule. The rate for a TAP spot is arrived

at by averaging the cost for spots in several
time classifications. For example, AAA
$80, AA $70, A $58, B $31: thus, the TAP
ratc per spot is $59. The advantages are
obvious. The advertiser is getting a signifi-
cant discount on the spots scheduled during
morning and afternoon drive periods, At the
same time, the advertiser is paying more for
airtime during evenings. However, TAP is
very attractive because it does expose a cH-
ent’s message to every possible segment of a
station's listening audience with a measure
of cost effectiveness.

Bulk or annual discounts are available to

advertisers who buy a heavy schedule of
commercials over the course ofa year. Large
companies im particular take advantage of
volume discounts because the savings are
significant.

Announcements are rotated or “orbited”

within time classifications to maximize
the awumberof different listeners reached,

[fa client buys three drive time spots per
week to be aired on a Monday, Wednes-
day, and Friday, over a 4-week period, the
time they are scheduled will be differ
ent each day. Here is a possible rotation
setup: ,

Week I a5 6:25 iO

Week. I e222 7:36 B05
Week. IT Gil O12 746
Week [V 20 8:34 6:52

Rather than purchase a consecutive week
schedule, advertisers may choose to pur-
chase time in flights, an alternating pattern
of being on one week and off the next, For
instance, a client with a seasonal business or
one that is geared toward holiday sales may
set up a plan in which spots are scheduled at
specific times throughout the year. Thus, an
annual flight schedule may look something
like this:

Feb 13-19 Washington's Birthday Sale
10 A 60s

Mar 14-17 St. Patrick’s Day Celebration
8 ROS 30s

Apr 16-21 Faster Parade Days
20 TAP 30s

May 7-12 Mother's Day Sale
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CHAPTER 4 SALES

FIGURE 4.9

6 AAA and 6 AA30s

June 1-15 Summer Sale Days
30 ROS 60s

Aug 20-30 Back-to-School Sale
13 A 60s

Sept. 24-Oict 6 Fall Sale Bonanza
25 ROS 60s

Nov 25-Dec 19 Christmas Sale

week that precedes Washington’s Birthday
to reach the home female audience. The A

time on this station is 10:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M,
so a schedule of spots here does a good
job of targeting women who work at home.
The client uses a TAP plan to move Easter
inventory, This will get the client’s spot in
all dayparts to help her reach as many dif-An electronic rate

ecard can change daily
or weekly based on
IMWeNtOLY Pressures.
Courtesy WOXA
and WIOV.,

25 AAA 60s and 20 A30s ferent people as possible at the best unit
price. During the back-to-school days of
late August, the client once again targets
the strongest female daypart on the station
and around Christmas time theclient pur-
chases the heaviest flight because this is
the so-called do-ordie period {the time
when business potential reaches its peak).
The heavier spot purchase will help ensure
suceess during this crucial time. Selling in
flights makes a lot of sense to many adver-

Let us take a look at the wisdom behind

a few of the preceding flights. The client
purchases 10 spots in A time during the
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at reading rate cards and, second, a station
does not like to publicize its rates to its
competition, which is what happens when
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contends that the station rate card is on its

way to obsolescence. “Most radio stations
have gotten awayor are getting away from
using rate cards as much of the business
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 Points of the Pich

be easily sold out, yet other time periods
might have plenty of ‘avails’ Using an
inventory management system enables sta-
tions to continuoushy price their inventory
by day, daypart, and even by the hour well
in advance. This knowledge gives the sales
department the up-to-the minute pricing
and‘avail’ information it needs to serve
the client and allows the station to main-
tain the maximum control of its inven-

tory. Even in smaller markets, rate cards
are not used much except as a point for
negotiating. Rate cards are often confus-
ing and focus attention on the individual

 
Radio Recruitment Plan!

Poteatlal employers think about jobs at the beginning of the week.

Repetition works! Repetition works! Reperleion works!

Suggested Radio Recruitment Schedules

Option One:
SUN Ga +p 6 commercials

spot cost rather than the total cost of an MON—Gal0p 10 contmercials
advertising campaign. To compete against TUE balOp $ commercials
other media, radio has realized the value
of creating customized presentations and Total: 25 commercials for $875 per week

(60 secondcommercials = [80 wares}
programs for clients to respond to their
specific needs andgoals. Clients and agen-
cles sometimes do ask to see a rate card,
but they are rapidly becoming extinct.”

Furthermore, observes WHEZN’s Matt
Cirasso, “We never let sales people showrate
cards to clients. Rate cards force the client

to try to figure out our business, radio, when
radio reps should be learning about their
businesses and creating customized presen-
tations for them. Worse, clients always try to
find the lowest rates on a rate card and then

want to apply those rates to prime time
forcing the radio salesperson to negotiate
with himself. By using compwiterized inter-
nal rate cards, sales management can quickly
and easily adjust rates to meet demand and
ensure proper inventory control.”

Pointsof the Pitch 

Not all sales are made on the first call; none-
theless, the salesperson does go in with the
hopes of closing an account. The first call
generally is designed to introduce the station
to the prospective sponsor and to determine
the sponsor's needs, However, the salesper-
son should always be prepared to propose
a buythat is suitable for the account, This
means that some homework must be done

relative to the business before an approach
is made. “First determine the client's needs,
as best as possible. Thenaddress those needs
with a schedule built to reach the client's

Option ‘Two:
SUN Gai ps
MON Selon
TUE Sa10p
WED oalop

Total:

- 6 commercials
10 commercials
9 commercials

10 counmercials

45 commercials for $1225 per week
(80 second commercials » ISO wards}

Accepenrl fer Anke 
 

Che

Teh B02 BOO2« fax: RORAGOAS4E + 268 south shempiain ator « buviagten, vermont OS404

customers. Don't walk into a business cold
or without some sense of what the place is
about,” advises Friedman.

Should all go smoothly during the initial
call, the salesperson may opt to go for an
order there and then. If the account obliges,
fine, In the event that the prospective adver-
tiser is not prepared to make an immediate
decision, a follow-up appointment must be
made. The callback should be accomplished
as close to the initial presentation as possible
to prevent the impression made then from
fading or growing cold.The primary objective
of the return call is to close the deal and get
the order. To strengthen the odds, the sales-
person must review and assess any objections
or reservations that may have arisen during
the first call and devise a plan to overcorne
them. Meanwhile, the initial proposal may
be beefed up to appear even more attractive
to the client, and a “spec” tape (see the later
section “Spec Spots”) for the business can be
prepared as further enticement.

FIGURE 4.30
Stations sell
features to motivate

advertisers, Courtesy
WIZN,
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FIGURE 4.11

Software designed
to help ad agencies
make a buy. Courtesy
Arbitron.

 
TAPROANT™
Looal market racie rauiogs software suite

Ratio salespeople know Tasscan as the sofware dat makesIl
asy tn tell their station's stery and generate mare revenue. The
iniidve design lssasy to use and mester—H your seers can i

Should the salesperson’s efforts fail the
second time out, a third and even fourth
calls are made. Perseverance does pay off
and many sales people admit that just
when they figured a situation was hope-
less, an account said yes. “Of course, beating
your head against the wall accomplishes
nothing. You have to know whenyour time
is being wasted. Never give up entirely on
an account; just approachit more sensibly.
A phone call or a drop-in every so often
keeps you in their theughts,” says general
sales manager Ron.Piro.

Whatfollows are two checklists. The De

list contains some suggestions conducive to
a positive sales experience, and the Don’t
list contains things that will have a negative
or counlerpreductive effect.

Do

* Research the advertiser; be prepared; have
a relevant plan in mind.

* Be enthusiastic; think positive,

Racio Stations

i The Faracan Suite may
P inclutte Tavecas,
i Trafflelink®, Rea: "
i

 

 
? Srenning Pow
P Mepastesres®  

Se 2 mause, hey wii be able to use Taosnan from their vary first
day on the job.

Powered wilh exclusive Maxiniger” ievel date, Tarccay gives you deness to tulsiantized
demos, gangraptiss, dayparts and multhonk averages, Tarscang vas you ef adge by making
almost every part of the sale easier, fam tha Initial presentagon all the wayto the hardi-ctl ta
erettio.

With Tartan), You sae:
*

erangirela tha Sales poteniial ot your aucience wih mote inas 8G categories 6f REAL
Senvbie Powie qea lative Information

2
*
*

and daypar
*
+
*
+

Data usec? in system:

Showadvertisers the nurriter of Ssteners they can react only teagan your stalien
See what you-—and Your compedtion—cen charge to fll a requested GFP
Find out how many seots you peed to run to reach a oarain fequanty, based ans dane

Otertine your reanh and frequency by specie dema, dayparl and spotievel
Gamansttate your Dower against newspapers, magazines, television, cable and auidear
Get proposals to Glents faster with amai-triandiy POF olpest
Sireansine order anprovel and automate (re trarisfer to your traffic systenst

Arbitron RespandentLevel Radio Gata, Arbitron SurynaryLevel Radia Data, Adiras Black
Radio Data, Arblaon Hispanic Radio Data, Basten Radio Qeta

Want more info? Gontiet vow gecmun! miangoer navd
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&
Display self-confidence; believe in your
self and the product.

* Smile; exude friendliness, warmth, and
sincerity.

° Listen; be
interested.

e Tell of the station's successes; provide
testimonial material,

Thinkcreatively.
Know your competition.
Maintain integrity and poise.
Look your best; check your appearance.
Be objective and keep proper perspective.
Pitch the decision maker.

Askfor the order that will do the job.
Service the accountafter thesale.

polite, sympathetic, and

a8®@
o8

.9

Den‘t

* Pitch without a plan.
® Criticize or demean the client's previous

advertising efforts.
Argue with the client. This just creates
greater resistance.
Bad-mouth the competition.
Talk too much.

Brag or be overly aggressive.
© Lie, exaggerate, or make unrealistic

promises.
* Smoke or chew gum in front of the

client.

* Procrastinate or put things off
¢ Be intimidated or kept waiting en unrea-

sonable amount of time.

¢ Make a presentation unless you have the
client’s undivided attention.

® Lose your temper.
®* Ask for too little: never undersell a

client.

® Fail to follow-up.
® Accept a “no”as final.

2.

a8@

Checklists like the preceding ones can
serve only as basic guidelines. Anyone who
has spent time on the street as a station
account executive can expand on this or any
other such checklist. For the positive-thinking
radio salesperson, everycall gives something
back, whether a sale is made or not.

Overcoming common objections is a
necessary slep toward achieving the sale.
Here are some typical “put-offs” presented
{0 radio sales reps:
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revels of Sales 

1, Nobody listens to radio commercials.
2. Newspaper ads are more effective.
3, Radio costs too much,
A, Nebody listens to your station.
5S We tried racic, and it didn't work.
6, We don’t need any more business.
7. We've already allocated our advertising

budget.
. We can get another station for less.
. Business is off, and we haven't gat the

money.

. My partner doesn’t like radio.

There are countless rebuttals for each
of these statements, and a knowledgeable
nd skilled radio salesperson can turn such

objections into positives.

evels of Sales

There are three levels from which the

medium draws its sales: retail, local, and
tational. Retail accounts for the biggest per
sentage of the incustry’s income, over 70%,
Retail, also referred to as direct, sales involve
he radio station on a one-to-onebasis with

idvertisers within its signal area,
In this case, a station's account executive

Works directly with the client and earns a
commission of approximately 15% on the
irtime he or she sells. An advertiser who

ends $1000 would benefit the salesperson
the tune of $150. A newly hired salesper-

on, without previous experience generally
il work on a direct retail basis and will
it be assigned advertising agencies until

fe: or she has become more seasoned and

8 displayed some ability. Generally speak-
g, the smaller the radio station, the more
pendent it is onretail sales, although most
edium and metro market stations would

in trouble without strong business on
is level.

ll stations, regardless ofsize, have some
mtact with advertising agencies. Here

n, however, the larger a market, the
Ore a station will derive its business from

gencies. This level of station sales gen-
ly is classified as local. The number of
ertising agencies in a market will vary

Epending onits size. A sales manager will
de the market's agencies amonghis reps
quitably as possible, sometimes using a

 

 

 Citadel Broadcasting, Worcester, MA. |
information from Mary Ann Bolger, NSM, Citadel Broadcasting, Worcester

(because of the proximity to Boston, Providence, Manchester &
Springtield/Hartford).

Stations are WHLO, 104.5, WWPX, 100.1 & WORC, 98.0

They have a VPAGMfor all 3 stations

‘They have one Sales Manager for WXLO

 
 

Theyhave « National Sales Manager for all stations

Theyhave six sellers for WXLO whe only sel WALO

They have a secoud Sales Manager for The Pox and WORC (oldies)
They have a separate team for The Fox with 3 sellers

And anolher tearm to sell WORC Oldies 98.9 with three sellers

This group has 3 stations in a market with very few “Home”stations

E

They have one Traffic Manager for WXLO & The Fox
They have another Traffic Manager for WORC and The Cat (a station in

Athol that they own-—-bougitt it to nieve shortspaced WWEX closerto
Worcesler).  

merit system. In this way, an account execu-
tive who has worked hard and produced.
results will be rewardedfor his efforts by
being given an ageney to werk. The top
hillers, that is, Chose sales people who bring
in the most business often possess the great-
est number of agencies, or at least the most
active. Although the percentage of com-
mission a salesperson is accorded, typically
G85, is less than that derived from retail
sales, the size of the agency buys usuallyis
far more substantial.

The third category ofstation sales comes
from the national level. In most cases, it
is the general sales manager who works
with the station’s rep company to secure
buys from advertising agencies that handle
national accounts. Again, national busi-
ness is greater for the metro station than
it is for the rural. Agencies justify a buy
on numbers and little else, although it
is not uncommon for small market sta-

tions, which de not even appear in ratings
surveys, to be bought by major accounts
interested in maintaining a strong local or
community page.

Producer ‘Ty Ford observes that agency
involvement has decreased in recent years
because of intensified competition arnong
the different media and the unpredictable
national economy. “Increased competition
from cable, television, radio, and print has
forced many ad agencies out of business,
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FIGURE 4.12
A cluster breakdown

highlighting sales
organization,

Courtesy Citadel.
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FIGURE 4.13
Advice to sales

people, Courtesy
Shane Media.

FIGURE 4,14

Courtesy WIZN-FM.

  

 

 

 

 
CHAPTER 4 SALES

  RESOLUTIONS FOR SELLERS

{Now @ perennial frst-of-ihe-yeur TACTICS fopic, these resolutions
are designed to inspire and motivate the sales staff}

will have breakiast ai 7:30 AM with at least two clients a week.  
Each week, | will read atrade magazine from three client businesses.

wil set aside one hour a day to prepare written prosantations.

One Saturday morning per month will be set aside to call on retailers.

wil read at least one book on selling and one book on advertising each month.
 Hl carry alist of my top 10 prospects and call on at least one each day.

‘i follow each sales presentation with a hand. written “Thank You"note.

will remind myself each day that 8% of sales are made atter the fifth call.

will demonstrate to ry prospects that | arn willing fo work for their business.

wil always ask, “Is there something else you'd fke to hear about?"

 
will ramind myself each day that 1 am not selling time—my business is

creating opportunities, processing ideas and distributing information.

   

AinFE
106.7W.

Nine Reasons to Advertise

  
 

i, Advertising Ci eates Store Traffic, Continuous store traffic is the fest sten toward inci teal ay
sales ud exuding your base of shoppers, The move people wha comeiar ‘your atime, the
HLWtt hypoRue ities yerte have to make eles.

ba
Advertising Attracts New Customers. Your murket chinges coustantly, Newrontens to pal
att eeeuewcaste i Teak, Peapte cain muwe wowey. The shopper wis wonlda':
consider pour bustviess a few year ago way be a pile custoreer trea.

did. They have muctility and freedom of eloice. You avtist advertise ta keep up with yourtormpetition,

4. Advertising Geneats Contiugous Business. Your doovg are pylon, Employess are au die
payroll. Ag Toug us partiein business, you've art ove head to wet, aad new pedals we each,

3. Advertising isan Lnvestmens tm Success, A survey of 3,000 compassies Sound thatativestiges
who mainettned ov expanded advertising over 3 peurs sowsales terease an aver ape of 700%,
while those who cut aver tisimg grew at fess than flalf che cateof those advertising steadily.

 
fl. Advetising Keeps You in the Cawpttitive Race, ‘Phere are paly su muy clastetiess in the

gra ket wady co buy as auy owe sme, Yau dave nt advertise to keep regular custouw
ccaites balanee the advertising of pourcoupetitine,

 
M8, itp to

i. Advertisiug Keeps Your Bustuess Fop-ofMind with Shoppers. Many peoule ga faun stove
th stare comparing prices, qualtey ant] sewive. Your weme must befresh iu thelr eninds wlan
they decide ta bury,

 
3. Advertising Gives Your Business a Successftd Image. tr alls yattr custome chat youriloors

are open and yor le ready dor iuisiness. Advertising that i: vigevotts and pesitive can belo
shoes into the aarketplace, regardless pf dle caunomy,

% Advertising Brings In Big Bucks fur Your Business. Adver tite works. Businesses that
succect] ale usially sting, steady advertisers, Louk around, Tieril Sud the most aggressive
and consistent advertisers sie almost tuvarinbly che most successful Join their zauks ly
ittivertisiu g, ated watels your business grow!

 

:!i

3, Advertising Encourages Repeat Business. Shappets dou's have cheattire loyaite they ane

i
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Spec Spots

 

 

sir recen

i will continue: foexper
“enee.significant:ertonatychangeGena}how“and, the: id ¢
cThat we faveieseed"hroughout
“theAlstory. ¢

- FIGURE 4.75
URalphGeils 000

Stations now frequently offer ‘agency dis-
counts’ to direct-retail clientsjust to close the
sale, Also, moreretail companies are forming
their own in-house agencies.” Althoughthis
may be true, the ad agencyisstill an impor-
tant factor in station revenues.

Each level of sales — retail, local, or
national ~ must be sufficiently cultivated if
a station is to enjoy maximurn prosperity.
Neglecting any one of these levels would
result in a loss of station revenue.

 

One of the most effective ways to convince
an advertiser to use a station is to provide a
fully produced sample commercial, or “spec
spot.” If prepared properly and imagina-
tively, a client will find it difficult to deny
its potential. Spec tapes often are used in
callbacks when a salesperson needs to break
down. a client’s resistance, More than once,
a clever spec spot has converted an adamant
“ne” into an “okay, Iet’s give it a shot.” Spec

spots also are used to reactivate the interest
of former accounts who may not have spent
money on the station for a while and who
need some justification to do so.

Specs also are effective tools for moti-
vating clients to “heavy-up” or increase
their current spot schedules. A good idea
ca move a mountain, andsales people
are encouraged by the sales manager to
develop spectape ideas.Manysales manag-
ers require that account executives make at
least one spec tape presentation each week.
The sales manager mayeven choose to cri-
tique spec spots duringregularly scheduled
meetings.

The information needed to prepare a
spec spot is acquired in several ways, If a
salesperson already has called on a pro-
spective client, he should have a very good
idea of what the business is about as well
as the attitude of the retailer toward the
enterprise. The station sales rep is then in
a very good position to prepare a spot that
directly appeals to the needs and percep-
tions of the would-beadvertiser, If a sales-
person decides that the first call on a client
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warrants preparing a spec tape, then he or
she may collect information on the busi-
ness by actually browsing throughthe store
as a customer might. This gives the sales-
person an accurate, firsthand impression of
the store’s environment and merchandise,

An idea of how the store perceives itself
and specific information such as address
and hours, can be derived by checking its
display ad in the Yellow Pages if it has one
or by examining any ads it may have runin
the local newspaper. Flyers that the business
may have distributed also provide useful
information for the formulation of the copy
used in the spec spot. Listening to com-
mercials the advertiser may be running on
another station also gives the salesperson an
idea of the direction in which to move.

Again, the primary purpose of a spec
spot is to motivate a possible advertiser to
buy time. A spec spot that fails to capture
the interest and appreciation of the indi-
vidual for which it has been prepared may
be lacking in the necessary ingredients. It
is generally a good rule of thumb to avoid
hurnor in a spec spot, uniess the salesperson
has had some firsthand experience with the
advertiser. Nothing fails as abysmally as a
commercial that attenipts to be funny and
does not come across as such to the client —

thus, the saying “Whatis funny to one person
may be silly or offensive to another.”

Although spec spots are, to some extent,
a gamble they should be prepared in such
a way that the odds are not too great. OF
course, a salesperson wha believes in an idea
must have the gumption to go with it. Great
sales are often inspired by unconventional
concepts.

Asingle spot on a radio station seldom brings
instant riches to an advertiser, However,
a thoughtfully devised plan based on a
formula of frequency and consistency will
achieve impressive results, contends general
manager John Gregory. “It has to be made
clear from the start what a client hopes to
accomplish by advertising on your station.
Then a schedule that realistically corre-
sponds with the client’s goals must be put
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together. This means selling the advertiser
a suficient number of commercials spread
over a specific period of time, An occasional
spot here and there doesn’t do muchin this
medium. There’s a right way to sell radio,
and that isn’t it.”

Our lists of dos and don'ts of selling sug-
gested that the salesperson “ask for the order
that will do the job.”It also said not to under-
sell an account, Implicit in the first point
is the idea that the salesperson has deter-
mined what kind of schedule the advertiser

should buy to get the results expected. Too
often sales people fail to ask for what they
need for fear the client will balk. Thus, they
settle for what they can get without much
resistance. This, in fact, may be doing the
advertiser a disservice, because the buy that
the salesperson settles for may not full
declared objectives. “It takes a little courage
to persist until you get what you think will
do the job. There is the temptationjust to
take what the client hands you and run, but
that technique usually backfires when the
client doesn’t get what he expected. As a
radio saies rep, you should know how best
to sell the medium. Don’t be apologetic
or easily compromised, Sell the medium
the way it should be sold. Write enough
of an order to get the job done,”says sales
manager Ron Piro.

Inflated claims and unrealistic promises
should never be a part of a sales presenta-
tion. Avoid “If you buy spots on mystation,
you'll have to hire additional sales people to
handle the huge crowds.” Sales people must
be honest in their projections and in what
a client may expect from the spot sched-
ule he or she purchases. “You will notice
a gradual increase in store traffic over the
next few weeks as the audience is exposed
to your commercial over WXXX”is the
better approach. Unfulfilled promises ruin
any chances offuture buys. Too often sales
people, caught up in the enthusiasmof the
pitch, make claims that cannot be achieved.
Radio is a phenomenally effective advertis-
ing medium. This is a proven fact. Those
who have successfully used the medium
can attest to the importance of placing an
adequate order. “An advertiser has to buy a
decent schedule to get strong results. Fre-
quency is essential in radio.” notes Piro. A
radio sales axiom says it best: “The more
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Prospecting and List Building

spots aired, the more impressions made,
and the more impressions made, the more
impressed the client.”

When a salesperson is hired by a radio
station, he or she is customarily provided
with a list of accounts to which airtime may
be sold. For an inexperienced salesperson,
this list may consist of essentially inactive
or dormant accounts, that is, businesses that
either have been on the air in the past or
those that have never purchased airtime on
the station. The new sales rep is expected
to breathe life into the list by selling spot
schedules to those accounts listed, as well
as by adding to the list by bringing in new
business. This is called dst building, and it
is the primary challenge facing the new
account executive. -

A more active list, one that generates
commissions, will be given to the more
experienced radio salesperson. A. salesper-
son may be perstiaded to leave one station
in favor of another based on the contents of

a list, which may include large accounts and
prominent advertising agencies. Lists held
by a station’s top billers invariably contain
the most enthusiastic radio users. Sales

people cultivate their lists as a farmer does
his fields. The more the account list yields,
the more commissions in the salesperson’s
pocket.

New accounts are added to a sales rep’s
list in. several ways. Once the status of
the list's existing accounts is determined,
which is accomplished through a series of
in-person calls and presentations, a salesper-
son must begin prospecting for additional
business. Area newspapers are a common
source. When a salesperson finds an account
that he wishes to add to his or her list, the
account must be “declared.” This involves

consulting the sales manager for approval to
add the account to the salesperson’s existing
list. In some cases, the account declared may
already belong to another salesperson. Hitis
an openaccount, the individual who comes
forward first usually is allowed to add it to
his or her list.

Other sources for new accounts include

the Yellow Pages, television slations, and.

 

competing radio outlets, and today, station
sales people are also tapping the Internet
and using e-mail to enhance their search for
clients. Every business in the area is listed
in the Yellow Pages, which contains many
display ads that provide useful information.
Local television stations are viewed with

an eye toward their advertisers. Television
can be an expensive proposition, even in
smaller markets, and businesses that spend
money on it may find radio's rates more
palatable. On the other hand, if a business
can afford to buy television, it often can
afford to embellish its advertising cam-
paign with radio spots. Many advertisers
place money in several media — newspaper,
radio, television ~ simultaneously. This is
called a mixed media buyand is a proven
advertising formula for the obvious reason
that the client is reaching all possible audi-
ences. Finally, accounts currently on other
stations constitute good prospects because
they obviously already have been sold on
the medium.

In the course of an average workday, a
salespersonwill pass hundreds ofbusinesses,
some of which may have just opened their
doors, or are about to do so. Sales reps must
keep their eyes open and be prepared to
make an impromptu call. The old saying
“the early bird gets the worm”is particu-
larly relevant inradio sales. The first account
executive into a newly launched business
often is the one who gets the buy.

A. list cantaining dozens of accounts
does not necessarily ensure a good income.
If those businesses listed are small spend-
ers or inactive, little in the way of com-
mussions will be generated and billing will
be low. The objective of ist building is not
merely to increase the number of accounts,
but rather to raise the level of commis-

sions it produces. In other words, a list
that contains 30 accounts, of which 22
are active, is preferable to one with 50
accounts containing only 12 that are doing
business with the station. A salesperson
does not get points for having a lot of
names on his list.

It is the sales manager's prerogative to
shift an account from one salesperson’s
Hst to another's if he or she believes the

account is being neglected or handled
incorrectly. At the same time, certain
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FIGURE 4.16

Computer software
lets stations
monitor their sales

success. Courtesy
RadioTraffiic.com.
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in-house accounts, those handled by the
sales manager, may be added to a sales
rep's list as a reward for performing well.
A salesperson’s account list also may be
pared downif the sales manager concludes
that it is disproportional with the others
at the station. The attempt to more equi-
tably distribute the wealth may cause a
brouhaha with the account person whose
ust is being trimmed. The sales manager
atteropting this feat may lose a top biller;
thus, he or she must consider the ramifica-
tions of such a move and proceed accord-
ingly. This may even mean letting things
remain as they are. The top biller often is
responsible for as much as 30-40% of the
station's earnings.

A radio salesperson should make between
75 and 100 in-person calls a week, or on the
average of 15+20 each day, if possible. This

 
requires careful planning and organization.
Ron Piro advises preparing a day's itiner-
ary the night before, “There’s nothing worse
than facing the day without an idea ofwhere
to go. A salesperson can spare himself that
dreaded sensation and a lot of Inst time by
preparing a complete schedule of calls the
night before.”

When preparing a daily call sheet, a
salesperson, especially one whose station
covers a vast area, attempts to centralize, as
much as possible, the businesses to be con-
tacted. Time, energy, and gas are needlessly
expended through poor planning. A sales
rep who is traveling 10 miles between each
presentation can get to only half as many
clients as the person with a consolidated
call sheet. Of course, there are days when
a salesperson must spendmore timetravel-
ing. Not every day can be ideally plotted. It
may be necessary to make a call in one part
of the city at 9 A.M. and be in another part
at 10 A.M. A salesperson must be where he
or she feels the buys are going to be made.
"Go first to those businesses likeliest to buy.
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Planaing the Sales Day 

The tone of the day will be sweetened by
an early sale” contends Piro.

Sales managers advise their reps to list
more prospects thar they expect to contact.
in so doing, they are not likely to run out of
places to go should those prospects they had
planned to see be unavailable. “You have to
make the calls to make the sales. The more

calls you make, the more the odds favor a
sale,” points out Gene Etheridge.

lcineraries should be adhered to regard-
less of whether a sale is made early in the
day, says WNRI's John Gregory. “You can’t
pack it in at ten in the morning because
you've closed an account. A salesperson
who is easily satished is one who will never
make much money. You mrust stay true to
your day's game plan and follow through.
Noall-day coffee klatch at the local Ho-Jo’s
or movie matinee because you nailed an
order after two cails.”

The telephone is one of the salesperson's
best tools. Although it is true that a client
cannot sign a contract over the phone, much
time and energy can be saved through its
effective use. Appointments can be made
and a client can be qualified via the tele-
phone. That is to say, a salesperson can
ascertain when the decision maker will be

available. “Rather than travel twenty miles
without knowing if the person who has the
authority to make a buy will be around, take
a couple of minutes and make a phone call.
As they say, ‘time is money.’ In the time

 

JasonInsalaco

 

spent finding out that the store manager or
owneris not on the premises when youget
there, other. more productive calls can be
made,” says Charles Friedman.

oa client is not available when the

salesperson appears, a callback should be
arranged for either later the same day or
soon thereafter The prospective advertiser
should never be forgotten or relegated to a
call 3 months hence. The sales rep should.
try te rearrange his or her schedule to
accommodate a return visit the same day,
given that the person to see is available.
However, it is futile to make a presentation
to someone who cannot give full attention.
The sales rep who arrives at a business only
to find the decision maker overwhelmed

by distractions is wise to ask for another
appointment. In fact, the client will per
ceive this as an act of kindness and consid-

eration. Timingis important.
A record of each call should be kept

for follow-up purposes. Whencalling on a
myriad of accounts, it is easy to lose track
of what transpired during a particular call.
Maintaining a record of a call requireslittle
more than a brief notation after it is made.

Notes may then be periodically reviewed to
help determine what action should be taken
on the account. Follow-rps are crucial.
There is nothing more embarrassing and
disheartening than to discover a client, who
was pitched andthen forgotten, advertising
on another station. Sales managers usually
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require that sales people turn in copies of
their call sheets on a daily or weekly basis
for review purposes.

Selling with and without
Numbers

Not all stations can claim to be number

one or two in the ratings. In fact, not
all stations appear in any formal ratings
survey. Very small markets are not visited
by Arbitron or other rating services for the
simple reason that there may be only one
station broadcasting in the area. An outlet
in 4 nonsurvey area relies on its good repu-
tation in the community to attract adver
tisers. In. small markets, sales people do not
work out of a ratings book and clients are
not concerned with cures and shares. In

FIGURE 4.18
A radio sales contract

written by an account
executive, Courtesy
WXLO-FM.
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the truest sense of the word, an account
person must sell the station. Local busi-
nesses often account for more than 95%

of a small market station's revenue, Thus,
the stronger the tics with the community,
the better. Broadcasters in rural markets

must foster an image of good citizenship
to make a living.

Civic mindedness is not as market-

able a commodity in the larger markets
as are ratings points. In the sophisticated
multistation urban market, the ratings book
is the bible. A station without nambers in

the highly competitive environment finds
the task of earning an income a difficult
one, although there are numerous exam-
ples of low-rated stations that do very well.
However, “no numbers” pretty much puts
a metro area station out of the running for
agency business. Agencies almost invari-
ably “busy by the book.” A station without
numbers “works the street,” to use the
popular phrase, focusing its sales efforts on
direct business.

An obvious difference in approaches
exists between selling the station with
ratings and the one without. In the first

- Case, a station centers its entire presenta-
tion around its high ratings. “According to
the latest Arbitron, WXXX-FM is number
one with adults 24 to 39,” Never out of the

conversation for very long are the station's
numbers, and at advertising agencies the
station’s standing speaks for itself “We'll
buy WXXX because the book shows that
they have the largest audience in the demos
we're after.”

‘The station without rating numbers sells
itselfon a more personallevel, perhaps focus-
ing on its unique features and special blend
of music and personalities, and so forth. In an
effort to attract advertisers, nonrated outlets
often develop programs with a targetedretail
market in mind; for example, a home “how-
to” show designed to interest hardware and
interior decor stores, or a cooking feature
aimed at food and appliance stores.

The salesperson working for the station
with the cherished “good book” must be
especially adept at talking numbers, because
they are the key subject of the presenta-
tion in most situations. “Selling a top-rated
metro station requires more than a pedes-
trian knowledge of numbers, especially
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Advertising Agencies 

when dealing with agencies. In big cities,
retailers have plenty of book savvy, too,”
contends Piro,

Selling without numbers demands. its
own unique set of skills, notes WNRI’s
Gregory. “There are really two different
types of radio selling —~ with numbers and
without. In the former instance, you'd better
know your math, whereas in the latter
you've got to be really effective at molding
your station to suit the desires of the indi-
vidual advertiser.Without the numbers to

speak for you, you have to do all the selling
yourself Flexibility and ingenuity are the
keys to the sale.”

Advertising Agencies

Advertising agencies came into existence
more than a century ago and have played an
integral role in broadcasting since its incep-
tion. During radio’s famed heyday, adver-
using agencies were omnipotent. Not only
did they handle the advertising budgets of
some of the nation’s largest businesses but
also they provided the networks with fully
produced programs. The programs were
designed by the agencies for the specific
satisfaction oftheir clients. If the networks
and certain independent stations wanted a
company’s business, they had Helle choice
but to air the agency’s program. This prac-
tice in the 1920s and 1930s gave ad agencies
unprecedented power At one point, adver-
tising agencies were the biggest supplier of
network radio programming. By the 1940s,
agencies were forced to abandontheir direct
programming invelvemcnt, and the industry
wasleft to its own devices, or almost. Agen-
cies continued to influencethe content of
whatwas aired, Their presence continues to
be felt today, but not to the extent that it
was prior to the advent of television.

Agencies annually account for hundreds
of millions in. radio ad dollars. The long,
and at times turbulent, marriage of radio
and advertising agencies was, and contin-
ues to be, based on the needof national
companies to convey their TMSSages Of.
the local level and the need of the local
broadcaster for national business. It is a
two-way street.

 
 

‘Teday, hundreds of advertising agencies
use the radio medium. They range in size
from mammoth to minute. Agencies such
as Yourrg and Rubicam, J. Walter Thompson,
Dancer Fitzgerald Sample, and Leo Burnett
bill in the hundreds of millions annually and
employ hundreds, More typical, however,
are the agencies scattered throughout the
country that bill between onc-half and
two-and-a-half million dollars each year
and employ anywhere from ahalf dozen to
20 people. Agencies come in all shapes and
sizes and provide various services, depend-
ing on their scope and dimensions,

The process of getting national busi-
ness onto a local station is an involved one,
The major agencies must compete against
dozens of others to win. the rightto handle
the advertising of large companies. This
usually involves elaborate presentations and
substantial investments by agencies. When
and if the account is secured, the agency
must then prepare the materials — audio,
video, print - for the campaign and see to
it that the advertiser’s money is spentin the
most effective way possible. Little is done
without extensive marketing research and
planning. The agency’s media buyer over
sees the placement ofdollars in the various
media. Media buyers at national agencies
deal with station and network reps rather
than directly with the stations themselves, It
would be impossible for an agency placing

Hyou're Inferasted in Advertising sith New York's Classic Dance Mix or online et mix] O27im.cor
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FIGURE 4.19

‘An online pitch to
potential advertisers.
Courtesy Mix 102.7,
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 FEGURE 4.20

A rep company
explains itself
Courtesy Katz,

a buy on 400stations to personally transact
with each,

There are basically three types of agen-
cles: full-service agencies, which provide
clents with a complete range of services,
including research, marketing, and produc-
tion; modular agencies, which provide spe-
cifle services to advertisers; and in-house
agencies, which handle the advertising needs
of their own business,

The standard commission that an agency
receives for its service is 15%on, billing. For
example, if an agency places $100,000 on
radio, it earns $15,000 for its efforts, Agen-
cies often charge clients additional fees to
cover production costs and some agencies
receive a retainer from clients.

The business generated by agencies
constitutes an important percentage of
radio's revenues, especially for medium and
large market stations. However, compared
to other media, such as television, radio’s
allocation is diminutive, The nation’s top
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three agencies invest over 80% of their
broadcast budgets in television, Nonethe-
less, hundreds of millions of dollars are
channeled into radio by agencies that rec-
ognize the effectiveness of the medium.

Rep Companies

Rep companies are the industry’s middle-
men (see Figure 4.20). Rep companies
ate given the task of convincing national
agency media buyers to place money on
the stations they represent. Without their
existence, radio stations would have to find
a way to reach the myriad of agencies on
their own - an impossible feat.

With few exceptions, radio outlets con-
tract the services of a station rep company.
Even the smallest station wants to be
included in buys at the national level. The
rep company basically is an extension of
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Rep Companies

a station's sales department. The rep and
the station’s sales manager worktogether
closely. Information about a station and its
market are crucial to the rep. The burden
of keeping the rep fully aware of what is
happening back at the station rests on the
sales manager's shoulders. Because a rep
company based in New York or Chicago
would have no way of knowing that its
client station in Arkansas has decided to

carry the local college's basketball games,
it is the station’s responsibility to make
the information available. A rep cannot sell
what it does not know exists. Of course, a
good rep will keep in contact with a station
on a regular basis simply to keep up on
station changes.

‘There are far fewer radio station reps than
ad agencies, and with the clustering of sta-
tions by radio corporations, the number of

 

rep companies has dwindled dramatically
as broadcasters assume the burden of

representing themselves. Today, there are just
a handful of major rep companies handling
the 9000-pius conamercial stations around
the country because the huge radio compa-
nies assume this function in-house. “In their

heyday in the 70s, many national andregional
rep firms servedindividual stations and group
radio owners, but because of pressures from
increased costs, pressure from, client sta-
tions on commission rates, and the creation
of unwired network radio, an attempt to
compete with the lower rates of traditional
radio networks thet loweredraclio rates, many
were forced to close or merge through the
80s and 90s. With consolidation, where one,
two, or three groups now control most radia
stations in a given market, the need for rmul-
tiple reps evaporated,” says Williams.
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FIGURE 4.21

An advertising
agency promotes
itself in a 1953 trade

magazine. Courtesy
Broadcasting
Magazine.
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firms, “The demise of Katz changes the
national selling landscape. With only onefirm
represcnting radio to national advertisers,
national business is likely to shrink. National
Business is largely transactional, and radio
has allowed national advertisers to abuse the

rate card or to load up‘value added’ promo-
tions in order to substantiate rates,”

Major rep firms pitch agencies on behalf
of hundreds of client stations. The large and.
very successful reps often refuse to act as
the envoyfor small market stations because
of their lack of earning potential, A rep
company typically receives a commission
of between 5 and 12% on the spot buys
made by agencies, and because the national
advertising money usually is directed first
to the medium and large markcts, the
bigger commissions are not to be made
from handling small market outlets. Many
rep companies specialize in small market
stations, however, especially in the age of
consolidation.

Although a small rep company may work
for the agencies on behalf of numercus sta-
tions, it will seldomhandle two radio outlets
in the same market. Doing so could result in
arep company being placed in the unten-
able position of competing with itself for
a buy, thus creating an obvious conflict af
interest. In the past fewyears, many larger
rep firms have taken on multiple stations
in the same market due to the clustering
approach oftheir clients.

The majority of station reps provide
additional services. In recent years many
have expanded into the areas of program-
ming and management consultancy, and
almost all offer clients audience research
data, as well as aid in developing station
promotions and designing sales materials
such as rate cards,

WebSite, Podcast, and HD?
Selling_ 

Web sites, new HD? channels, and pod-
casts have become additional sources of
revenue at many stations. Until recently
station Web sites were perceived as an
extension of the promotion department
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more than a means for generating income.
Some stations entice clients to purchase
spot plans by comping them Web site
ads. Web site presenec is another way to
add value to traditional commercial buys.
This is also true for station podcasts.
Contends Jason Insalaco, “Radio account
executives can benefit from this source by
selling additional exposure to advertisers,
Another thing to keep in mind is that pod-
casting and streaming allow local clients
of lesser means who previously couldnot
afford a conventional broadcast schedule
the chance to purchase less expensive
web commercials. Account executives
can attest to the difficulty ofselling the
intangible {sightless) nature ofradio. Web
advertising helps overcome this objection,
Visual bannerads allow streaming listeners
to click on ads that will take them directly
to a client's webpage. Furthermore, radio
programmers now have access to immedi-
ate data to provide advertisers the number
of users streaming their station and down-
loading specie podcasts. The current
Arbitron ratings systems provides audience
data four weeks later and is arguably arbi-
trary due to sampling inconsistencies and
often erratic results. However, streaming
and podeasting is a win-win for program-
mers whostrive to retain the fickle Hstener
and garner additional income.”

Meanwhile, it is hoped that the new HD
side-channels (HID? channels) will provide
additional revenue streams for stations.
While the HD movement has been slowto
launch, expectations indicate that advertiser
interest in the innovative formats emerging
(and predicted to emerge) will increase. In
several major markets, HD? formats have
already attracted sponsors seeking a more
niche clientele.

Nontraditional Revenue 

It has been estimated that over $600 million
in radio revenue comes from co-op adver-
using — no smali piece of change, indeed.
however, as a consequence of a negative
economy, the co-op market went abit flat in
the first half of the 1990s, says broadcaster
Peter Drew. “There was less co-op. Things
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Nontraditional Revenue
 

were tight on every level, of course. It was
more difficult to qualify and. collect. It was
the result of higher accruals and inventory
requirements, Still, co-op money is worth
pursuing. A little more effort is required to
acquire it.” Likewise, due to the teetering
economyin the late 2000s, co-op opportu-
nities dwindled and account executives had
to dig deeper te find ic.

Co-op advertising involves the coopera-
tion of three parties: the retailer whose
business is being promoted, the manufac-
turer whose product is being promoted,
and the medium used for the promotion.
In other words, a retailer and manufacturer
get together to share advertising expenses.
For example, Smith's Sporting Goods is
informed by the Converse Running Shoes
representative that the company will
match, dollar for dollar up to $5000, the
money that the retailer invests in radio
advertising.The only stipulation of the deal
is that Converse be promoted in the com-
mercials on which the moneyis spent. This
means that no competitive product can be

 

mentioned. Converse demands exclusivity
for its contribution.

Manufacturers of practically every con-
ceivable type ofproduct, from lawn mowers
to mobile homes, establish co-op advertis-
ing budgets. A radio salesperson can use
co-op to great advantage, First, the station
account executive must determine the
extent of co-op subsidy a client is entitled
fo receive. Most of the time the retailer

knows the answer to this. Frequently,
however, retailers do not take full advan-
tage of the co-op funds that manufacturers
make available. In some instances, retailers
are not aware that a particular manufac-
turer will share radio advertising expenses.
Many potential advertisers have been moti-
vated to go on the air after discovering the
existence of co-op dollars. Mid-sized retail-
ers account for the biggest chunk of the
industry's co-op revenues, However, even
the smallest retailer likely is eligible for
some subsidy, anda salesperson can make
this fact known for everyone’s mutual
advantage.
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Trade eiedtion dat:

4 AH advertising copy subodtted to ns hereunder shwll be sublect to our advertising aud broadcaststandards at the station's aule dincretion.
4, Ta the event that such advertising incurs sny talent, anncancer orproduction charges,youwill bo

responsible for paying the sareupon neosipt of our invoice, and such charges are not to be included in
the value of the edvertising time provided fo you haneunder, Further, Here is no agency
commminsion payable on such advertising.

B GOOD08 AND SERVICES PROVIENID TG THE STATION
In consideration ofthe advertising time provided to you herminder, you will finish aad make available
tous, withia the period stated jn section A, the following goods of services (iEhotel trade, are
conference nome included?)

 
 

These ponds anid services have a uct ghiy enatkor valueof ¢
2, ifgoods are provided hercunder, you hereby wertant that the sane shall be delivered new nnd bi perfectcondition,

  et sane
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FIGURE 4,22

Station trade
agreement

form, Courtesy
WALO-FM.
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FIGURE 4.22
Continued

 

 
 

 
 

FIGURE 4,23
A call for sales

interns. Courtesy
WPLJ-FM. 
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CHAPTER 4 SALES
 

“Yon, shall pay sales and/or ase tax on goods snd services provided, a well as all shipping, delivery or
handling charges associated witk euch goods or services,
Pleage fist any restrictions as to-the nee ofthese poexiy or services! 

  
  

MISCELLANECES PROVISIONS
Ta the event you ia any breach your obligations wader this agreement, we have the ight to immediately
cease airing any advertising ar time provided hereunder.
We will faraish pou wilh monthly invoices and stetements sotting forth the advertising time furnidiedt
hereunder, and yousiifitnighnewithmonthly imojoosandstatementssettingFoehthegoodsor
services deliveredtowseachmonthSuch involoes and statements mmst he marked as “trade? and sent
directly to cur acconating departaent,
In thy event any ofthe goods or servicus specified in B.1 are not provided to us within the period
specified in A, you shall be obligated to pay to us immediately pon demand and io cash an amettet
tyne! fo the value ofsuck goods or services remaining to be provided by you.
Untess otherwise specifically apread, we aad you shell each have the right to terminate this agreement by
giving notless than fowtoen (14) days peor notier aftermination to the olker,
Fhis contract ig subject to the terms and conditions ofal licenses issued to us for the station, fo aff
Bederal, State and racnicinat laws and remiations, and to a miles and regulations, orders and decisionsof the Federat Commmustestions Commission sor ar hereafier in effeet.
Sach ofus wanrunte te the other that Jt has the fill legal power, anthovity, aul right to enter into this
apfeotient and perforrs our respective obligations hereunder,
ifthés agreement is simed hy an advertising agency, the agency and the ulthuate sponsor will bejointly
aad severally respodstble for the performance ofthe advertiser's obligations hereunder,
‘You may not assign your rights aad duties under this agreement 10 any either pucty without prior written

 

 

 

CotiaeRtt,

Blesse indicate your agreement to the foregoing by signing under the words “Agreed to and Ascepied”

Vory trayyours,

WELG RAO AGREED TO ANB ACCEPTED:

Geserat Manager Authorized Siguature

General Sales Miawager Name

ContreRer Title

 Fhe SBC Radio Station Group
New York City  

WPLJ-FM is @ high profile, nit-chiven personality radio station with lots of listener
inveivement, big contests and great promotions. WPLJ plays artists Hke Goo Goo
Dolls, Sugar Ray, Alanis Morissette, Greed, Pink, Shakira, Matchbox 20, and Dave
Matthews Band combined with older hits from artiste ike REM, Sting, Sheryl Crow
and U2 to create our signature sound. WPLJ is located in Midtown Manhattan, the
capitot of the entertainment and advertising indusivies.

The WPLI Sales Departmentis looking for bright, energetic and outgoing
undergraduate and graduate students who are inerested in pursuing a career in
radio sales or advertising. [f you are fear:oriented and thrive in a fast-paced
environment, we want to hear frarn you! There is ne better way io jumpstart a career
in radio, communications or advertising / marketing. You wil work directly with one
of the top radio sales teams in New York City gaining hariis-on, practical
exporlence. Collage cradif must he earned for the infernship. Students must be
enrolled in a degree program in & cornmunigations or business-related field. Hours
are flexible fo ft your schedule, Intemships are avaiable in all semesters, For
Summer 2002, apply by April 45th.

intarasted students should send their resume and a cover letter telling us a little bit
about themselves and why they went to participate in our sales internship progrant,
Email your resume and coverletter to nyradioresumes(@abc.com. The subject
header must read “WPL SALES INTERNSHIP PROGRAM’. You can also send H
by regular mail to Linda Wnek, Diversity Recrafiment Coordinator, WPLE-FM Sales
Internship Program, we Penn Plaza - 17th Moor, New York, NY 10424,
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Trade-Quis
 

Trade-OutsThe sales manager generally directs a 
station’s co-op efforts. Large stations often
employ a full-time co-op specialist. The
individual responsible for stirmulating co-op
revenuc will survey retail trade journals
for pertinent information about available
dollars. Retail associations also are a good
source of information, because they gener-
ally possess manufacturer co-op advertising
lists. The importance of taking advantage
of co-op opportunities cannot be over
stressed. Some stations, especially metro
market outlets, earn hundreds of thousands
of dollars in additional ad revenue through
their co-op efforts.

From the retailer's perspective, co-op
advertising is not always a great bargain.
This usually stems from copy constraints
imposed by certain manufacturers, which
give the retailer a TQ-second tag-out in a
30- or 60-second commercial. Obviously,
this does not please the retailer who has
split the cost of advertising 50/50.In recent
years, this type of copy domination by the
manufacturer has decreased somewhat, and
a more equitable approach, whereby both
parties share evenly the exposure and the
expense, is more commonplace.

Co-op also is appealing to radio stations
because they de not have to modify their
billing practices to accommodate the third
party. Stations simply bill the retailer and
provide an afhdavit attesting to the time
commercials aired. The retailer, in turn, hills
the manufacturer for its share of the airtime.

Forits part, the manulacturerrequiresreceipt
of an affidavit before making payment. In
certain cases, the station is asked to mail aff-
davits directly to the manufacturer. Some
manufacturers stipulate that hills be sent to
audit houses, which inspect the materials
before authorizing payment.

Event marketing is another key form
of nontraditional revenue generation. This
involves the creation of a popular event,
such as a foodor arts festival, wherein mer-
chants pay to be associated with it. This
has become a very common and successful
way for stations to make income without
adding to their on-air spot loads. Says Jay
Williams, Jr, “Stations are goingoutside the
traditional spot load box and engaging in
different ways to generate income for their
stations.”

Stations commonly exchange airtime for
goods, although top-rated outlets, whose
time is sold at a premium, are less likely
to swap spots for anything other than cash.
Rather than pay for needed items, such
as office supplies and furnishings, studio
equipment, meals for clients and lHsteners,
new cars, and so forth, a station may choose
to strike a deal with merchants in which
airtime is traded for merchandise. There are

advertisers who use radio only on a trade
basis. A station may start out in an exclu-
sively trade relationship with a client in the
hope ofeventually converting him to cash.
Split contracts also are written when a client
agrecs to provide both money and merchan-
dise. For example. WXXX-FM needs two
new office desks. The total cost of the desks

is $800. An agreementis made whereby the
client receives a $1400 ROS spot sched-
ule and $600 cash in exchange for the
desks. Trade-outs are not always this equi-
table. Stations often provide trade clients
with airtime worth two or three times the

merchandise value to get what is needed.
Thus, the saying “need inspires deals.”

Many sales managers also feel that it
makes good business sense to write radio
trade contracts to fll available and unsold

airtime, rather than let it pass unused. Once
airtime is gone, it cannot be retrieved. and
yesterday's unfilled availability is a lost
opportunity.

FIGURE 4.24

Sales reps at their
computers. Courtesy
WIZN-FM.
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Discover how co-operative
dcivertising on Rodio
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APPENDIX:A:Station’Owner Conveys His Soles:|Philosophyto.His Mariager    

To: Rich Krezwick

Fr: Jay Wiliams, Jp
Re: sales

Although lam not familiar with what happens
every day, | do think I lave a general idea of the
sales philosophy and structure that has gotten us
where we are, both positively and negatively. As |
see the declining sales as a percentage of goalin a
marketplace that is hotter now than at any time
in the past 4 years, 1 think it’s time we continue
our discussion on a more specific level. To that
end, | thought | would outline what 1 see from
here {to see where you agree/disagree or can
supplyadditioual information) and suggest some
solutions {as | have certainly seen similar trends
many times before}. First my suggestions:

1. Let’s get Casey out of the station for a few
days (your suggestion, actually). | think he needs
some perspective, and there's nothing like seeing
another problem to see your own better.

2. Let's give Casey a sales call quota.
Sales managers learn botli real problems (not
seff-reanufactured} on the strect, and they learn
solutions. More importantly, theyre on the font
lines with their sales people and can better relate
to them and teach them. He needs to be more of

a player-coach. Perhaps, a minimum of 20 calls
a week,

3. Let’s do real meetings that teach the “con-
sultant sell.” This, in my opinion, is the philosophy
that has always been missing (in the past year
or so} that {a] makes us look as if we don’t
care about the client’, problems and (b} puts
downward pressure on rates. The consultant sell,
which I do every day for DMRand frequently
for WLKZ, talks about clients’ needs and revolves
around solutions. | never, as a result, and | do
mean never, get into a rate discussion, Conversely,
WALCO is now selling spots and inventory. We're
like a beer distributor, competing against other
beers. It’s totally the wrong wayto sell.

4. Let's figure out a wayto hire someone to
really handle vendor, interactive phones, and other
nOuspot revenues that you and | both knowcan be
sold at a premiuminstead of the despicable “value
added.” Perliaps, you should be the sales manager
of this special sales branch, starting with one or
two people. The two-check philosophy in action.
Get us ia the direction you and I] have talked
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about ~ as a marketing group iustead ofspot sales
people (or really, spot whores as I see it}.

5. Let's put a stop to any sales criticism of
programming, even ifit’s warranted. At Fairbanks
broadcasting, 1 learned howlittle criticisms can
become a culture if unchecked. In reality, they
are more then critiquing the product they must
turn around and sell, they (sales people) are
giving themselves an excuse for poor sales, low
rates, and giveaways to clients. | was brought ap
with the philosophy that only the best could sell
for station XXXX) if you can’t, get the hell out
of the wey and we'll hire someone who can. It
changed the paradigm = and the success of the
stations | worked with.

6. Let's hire at least one more, maybe
twe more, sales people and specifically target
Metrowest and southern New Hampshire. | know
people like Peter's Auto Sales in Nashua, and
other major advertisers, that need business from
south and west of Nashua. We can help, but we
don’t have the horses to develop that business.
With not enough sales people competing for the
available spots, it. also lessens demand and that,
in WKLO's“beer distributor” mentality, lowers
rates,

As we've talked about much ofthis, [im sure you
will agree with much ofit, hit ] think we must
HOW act quickly, Fourth-quarter buys and rates
are being set; too iuch later and the die will
be cast and we won't behitting the cash dow
mutubers you want and thestation needs. | offer
these as my first steps to change the structure.
(I'm referring to a $4000/person seminar taught
by ¢ consultant to the Motorola management
last week. In shorthand, most manage events.
Some nianage the patterns caused by the
events, yet these both yield poor results as they
are reactions to past events. Smart managers
manage structure.) Our structure, and the
philosophy you generated and that ] generated
in programming, is being changed in sales. This
change in structure (because of the coterminous
change in philosophy) is changing our patterns
(sales curves] and events (individual sales, rates
complaints, bonuses to clients, low-rate packages,
ete). That’s why I have proposed these solutions
versus mere package or rate changes, etc. Let me
know what you think.
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News from the Start

Due in great part to industry consolidation
and the ever-increasing availability of new
media, such as the Web, iPhones, Blackber-
ries, etc., broadcast radio news has witnessed
a decline in audience size as well as the

size of station news departments. Notes Ed
Shane, “The diminishing number of news
people and news broadcasts is alarming.”
it was not abways that way. Indeed, the
medium of radio was used to convey news
before news of the medium had reached

the majority of the general public. Ironi-
cally, it was the sinking of the Titanic in
1912 and the subsequent rebroadcast ofthe
ship's coded distress message that helped
launch a wider awareness and appreciation
of the newfangled gadget called the wireless
ielegraph. Tt was not until the early 1970s,
when the “wireless” had become known as

the “radio” that broadcast journalism actu-
ally began to evolve.

A historical benchmark in radio news is

the broadcast of the Tlarding-Cox election
results in 1920 bystations WWJ in Detroit
and KDKA in Pittsburgh, although the first
actual newscast is reported to have occurred
in California a decade earlier. Despite these
early ventures, news programming pro-
gressed slowly until the late 1920s. By then,
twe networks, NBC and CBS, were provid-
ing national audiences with certain news
and information features.

Until 1932, radio depended on newspa-
pers for its stories. That year, newspapers
officially perceived the electronic medium
as a competitive threat. Fearing a decline in
readership, they imposed a blackout. Radio

 

News

was left to its own resources. The networks

put forth substantial efforts to gather news
and did very well without the wire ser-
vices on which they had come to rely. Late
in 1934, United Press CUP), International
News Service (INS), and Associated Press
{AP} agreedto sell their news services to
radio, thus ending the boycott, However,
by then the medium had demonstrated its
ability to fend for itself

Radio has served as a vital source of

news and information throughout the
most significant historical events. When the
nation was gxipped by economic tunmoil
in the 1930s, the incumbent head-of-state,
Franklin ID. Roosevelt, demonstrated the
tremendous reach of the medium by using
it to address the people. The majority of
Americans heard and responded to the
president’s taiks.

Radio’s status as a news source reached

its apex during World War IL On-the-spot
reports and interviews, as well as corrmen-
taries, brought the war into the nation’s
living rooms. In contrast to World War I,
when the Hedgling wireless was exclusively
usedfor military purposes, during WorldWar
Il, radio served as the primarylink between
those at home and the foreign battlefronts
around the globe. News programming
churing this troubled period matured while
the public adjusted its perception of the
medium, casting it in a more austere light.
Radio journalism became a more credible
profession.

The effects of television on radio news

were wide ranging. While the medium in
general reeled from the blow dealt it by
the enfant terrible, in the late 1940s and
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FIGURE 45.1

News is a prominent
feature on most radio

stations. Courtesy
RAB.

 

early 1950s, news programming under-
went a sort of metamorphosis. Faced
with drastically reduced network schedl-
ules, radio stations began to localize their
news efforts. Attention was focused on

area news events rather than national

and international. Stations that had relied

almost exclusively on networknews began
to hire news people and broadcast a regular
schedule of local newscasts. By the mid-
1950s, the transformation was nearly com-
plete, and radio news had become a local
programming matter. Radio news had
undergone a [80-degree turn, even before
the medium gave up trying to directly
compete on a program-for-program basis
with television. By the time radio set a
new and revivifying course for itself by
programming for specific segments of the
listening audience, local newscasts were
the norm,

Since its period of reconstructionin the
- 1950s, radio has proven time and time again
to be the nation’s first source of information

about major news events. The majority of
Americans first heard of the assassination

Radio is The First Morning News Source

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 3 NEWS

of President Kennedy, and the subsequent
shootings of Martin Luther King, Jn and
Senator Robert Kennedy over radio. In 1965
when most of the northeast was crippled by
a power blackout, battery-powered radios
literally became a lifeline for millions of
people by providing continuous news and
information until power was restored.

During the 1970s through the 1990s,
news on both the world and local levels

reached radio listeners first. Today, despite
the Internet and 24-hour cable news net-

works, the public still knows that radio
delivers the news instantlyand as it happens
about occurrences at home and halfway
around the world.

News and Today’s Radio 

More people claim to listen to radio for
music than for any other reason, although
studies are showing that it is changing due
to a growing reliance on other audio media
sources, Somewhat surprismg, however, is

Radio Is The First News Source At Midday |
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News and Today’s Radia 

that many of these same people admit to
relying on the medium for the news they
receive, Recent studies have found that

although most of those surveyed tunedin
to radio for entertainment, three-quarters
considered news and information pro-
gramming important. These surveys also
ascertained that radio is the first morning
news source for two-thirds of all fill-time

working women.
According to Arbitron, 60%of the News/

Talk/Information audience are men of age
18 and over while the balance are womenin

the same age range. Most of these listeners
get their first news of the day from radio.
Tn comparison, only 16%of adults rely on
newspapers as the first source of daily news.
Practically, all the nation’s 9000 commercial
stations program news to some extent, and
there are over ZO00 stations that specialize
in news programming. Radio's tremendous
mobility and pervasiveness have made it an
instant and reliable news source for millions
of Americans,

Despite all of this, however, consultant
Ed Shane argues that “Radio news is in a
sad state.” The deregulation of the medium
since the 1980s has inspired a decline in

 

 

local radio news service, according to many
sources. “Listen to the news on many local
stations and you're hearing announcers from
Metro Network's MetroSource, a linkup of
Metro’s local traffic services into a combina-

tion newswire and network. Because Metro

has operations in 81 markets, covering 2000
radio and TV stations, the system creates a
formidable presence, To its credit, Metro
covers news pretty well, Presentation is not
its forte. Outsourcing one of radio's essential
services is a cost-cutling measure, and does
not enhance quality. After the devastating
Oklshoma City tornadoes in May 1999, the
National Association of Broadcasters placed
an ad in USA Today and other publications
congratulating ‘local broadcasters’ for their
fine job of informing the public about the
impending storms and then covering the
darnage that ensued. Most of the quotations
in the ad were from TV stations or about

TV stations. Radio complained, of course,
but a local official was quoted as saying
‘radio just simulcasts TV audio.”

Says WBZ GM (General Manager) Ted
Jordan, “in one sense we suffered from the
same market compression as everyone else,
But in other ways, it’s easier today as there
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FIGURE 5.3
Newsroom in a

cluster operation.
Courtesy Clear
Channel.

was more AM competition. All things con-
sidered, the news quality is as good, but
now the systems in place are better, the net-
works we use (ABC & CBS) are better and
rere responsive, and the stringers are better.
We used to have our own Washington, DC,
bureau because wedidn’t trust the networks

to deliver the story. Now we can. They have
really become responsive to the needs of the
local stations. There is nowa greater sharing
of resources at our operations. We have a
dotted lmerelationship with WBZ TV. Their
news people give updates on our air and our
anchors appear ontelevision, We are able to
co-brand the stations and get a larger share
of mind.”

Adds Jay Williams, “They have been
able to cut costs by reallocating resources,
working with their TVaffiliate, using better
systems, working more closely with the net-
works, and the like. As to the talk that there
are fewer real news sources today, I know
‘Ted believes that not to be the case. Just the

opposite, in fact.”

The Newsroom

The number of individuals working in a
radio station newsroomwill vary depend-
ing on the size of a station, whether it is
part of a cluster operation or a single outlet,
and its format. Onthe average, a station in a
small market employs one or two full-time
news people. Of course, some outlets find it
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fmancially unfeasible to hire news people.
These stations do not necessarily ignore
news rather they delegate responsibilities
to their deejays to deliver brief newscasts at
specified times, often at the top of the hour.
Stations approaching news in this manner
make it necessary for the on-air person to
collect news from the wire service during
record cuts and broadcast itnearly verbatim
a practice known as “rip ‘n’ read.” Little,
if any, rewrite is done because the deejay
simply does not have the time to do it,
The only thing that persons at “rip ‘n’ read”
outlets can and must do is examine wire

copy before going on the air. This elimi-
mates the likelthood of mistakes. Again, all
this is accomplished while the records are
spinning.

NPR reporter Corey Flintoff warns against
neglecting to examine wire copy before air-
time. “We've all been caught with stuff that
appears to scan at first sight but turns out to
be incomprehensible when you readit.”

Music-orientedstations in larger markets
rarely allowtheir deejays to do news. Occa-
sionally, the person jockeying the overnignt
shift will be expected to give a brief news-
cast every hour or two, but in metro markets,
this is fairly uncommon. There is generally
a newsperson on duty around the clock.
A top-rated station in a medium market
typically employs four fulltime news
people; again, this varies depending on the
status of the outlet (one of a cluster ofsta-
tons) and the type of programuning it airs.
For example, Easy Listening stations that
stress music and de-emphasize talk may
employ only one or two news people.Mean-
while, an AC station in the same market
may have ive people as its news staff in
an attempt to promote itself as a heavy
news and information ontlet, even though
its primaryproduct is music. Certain music
stations in major markets hire as many as
a dozen news employees. This figure may
include not only on-air aewseasters but
also writers, street reporters, and technical
people as well, Stringers and interns also
swell the figure.

During the prime listening periods when
a station’s audience is at its maximum,
newscasts are programmed with greater fre-
quency, sometimes twice as often as during
other dayparts. The newsroom is a hub of
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activity as news people prepare for news-
casts scheduled every 20-30 minutes. Half
a dozen people may be involved in assern-
bling news but only two may actually center
the broadcast booth. A primetime newscast
schedule may look something like this:

Drive Coverage, A.M. Drive Coverage, P.M.

Smith 6:25 A.M.
Bernard 7:00 A.M.
Smith 7:25 AM.
Bernard 8:00 AM.
Smith 8:25 A.M.
Bernard 9:00 A.M. Gardner 6:00 P.M.

Smith 9:25 A.M. Lopez 6:25 PM.

Lopez 3:25 P.M.
Gardner 4:00 P.M.

Lopez 4:25 P.M.
Gardner 5:00 P.M.

Lopes 5:25 FM.

Midday and evening are far less frenetic
in the newsroom, and one person per shift
may be considered sufficient.

A standard-size newsroom in a mediuro

market will contain several pieces of audio
equipment, not to mention office furniture
such as desks, computers, typewriters, file
cabinets, and so on. Reel-to-reel record-
ers and cassette and cartridge machines
aré important tools for the newsperson.
The newsroomalso will be equipped with
various monitors to keep news people on
top of what is happening at the local police
and fire departments and weather burcau.
Various wire service machines provide
the latest news, sports, stock, and weather
information, as well as a host of other data.
Depending on the station's budget, two or
more news services may be used. Stations
witha genuine commitment to news create
work areas that are designed for maximum
efficiency and productivity.

In situations where newsrooms have been

combined and consolidated, more person-
nel, equipment, and space may be in evi-
dence since the plant itself may be serving
myriad signals. Cluster operation newsrooms
accommodate reporters and news readers
assigned to the various stations under the
one root

News in Satellite Radio originates from a
host of outside sources. Both Satellite ser

vices (XM and Sirtus)} provide feeds (chan-
nels) from ABC, NBN, CBS, CNN, Fox,
ESPN, NPR, BBC, and sa forth. Satellite
radio is not in the business of generating
news itself, so the “newsroom” (as we have

been referring to it) does not exist, although
this may change in the future.

The All-News Station 

Stations devoted entirely to news program-
ming arrived on the scene in the mid-1960s.
Program innovator Gordon McLendon,
who had been a key figure in the devel-
epment of two music formats, Beautiful
Music and Top 40, implemented All-News
at WNUS-AM (NEWS) in Chicago. In
1965, Group W, Westinghouse Broadcast-
ing, changed WINS-AM in New York to
All-News and soon did the same at more of

its metro outlets: KYW-AM, Philadelphia,
and KFWB-AM, Los Angeles, While Group
Wwas converting several of its outlets to
nonmusic programming, CBS decided that
All-News was the way to go at WCBS-AM,
New York; KCBS-AM, San Francisco: and
KNX-AM, Los Angeles.

Not long after KCBS in San Francisco
began its All-News programming, another
Bay City station, KGO-AM,introduced the
hybrid News/falk format in which news
shares the microphone with conversation
and interview features. Over the years, the
hybrid approach has caught on and leads
the pure All-News format in popularity.

Because of the exorbitant cost of running
ancws-only operation, it has remained pri-
marily a metro market endeavor. It often
costs several times as much to runan effec-

tive All-Newsstation as it does to run one

broadcasting music. This usually keeps small-
market outlets out of the business. Staff

size in All-News stations far exceeds that

of formats that primarily serve up music.
Although a lone deejay is needed at an Adult
Contemporary or Top 40 station, All-News
requires the involvernent of several people
to keep the air sound credible.

Even though the cost of running a news
station is high, the payback can more than
justify expenditures. However, this is one
format that requires a sizable initial invest-
ment, as well as the financial wherewithal
andpatience to last until it becomes an
established and viable entity. Considerable
planning takes place before a station decides
to convert to Adl-News, since it is not simply
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FIGURE 5.4
News and talk

stations provide
listeners with up-
to-date information.

Courtesy WABC and
Fox Radio.

 

 
 

a matter of hiring new jocks and updating
the music Hbrary. Switching from a ovasic
format to All-News is dramatic and any-
thing but cosmetic.

AM has abways been the home ofthe
All-News station. There are only a handful
of FM news and information outlets. The

format’s prevalence on AMhas grown con-
siderably since the late 1970s when FM
took the lead in listeners. The percentage
of All-News and News/Talk formats on.

AM continued to increase in the 1980s as

the band lost more and more of its music

listeners to FM. However, All-News. sta-
tions in a handful of metro markets keep
AM at the top of the ratings charts. In the
early 1999s, it was coramonto find one
AM outlet among the leaders, and almost
invariably it programmed nonmusic. This
has changed little in the mid-2000s. Sore
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media observers predict that All-News will
make inroads into FM as that band gives
over large segments ofits music audience to
Internet downloading.

The Electronic Newsroom

The use ofcomputers and online resources in
the radio newsroom has increased to where

they are now the norm since being intro-
duced in December 1980 at KCBS in San

Francisco. Computers linked to the various
wire and Internet information services are

used to access primary and background data
on fast-breaking stories and features. Many
stations have installed video display termi-
nals (VDTs} in on-air studios. Instead of
handheld copy, newscasters simply broad-
cast off the screens. Desktop computers
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have replaced typewriters in the newsrooms
at larger stations as well as at the smaller
stations since the 1990s, The speed and
agility with which copy can be produced
and edited makes a computer the perfect
tool for broadcast journalists.

In 1986, Boston All-News—station
WEEI-AMinstalled Media Touch’s Touch-

stone system, thus converting their entire
operation to computer. News peopie ACCESS
and store data and evenactivate equipment
simply by touching a computer screen.

Computers have become the norm even
in nonmetro market outlets, “There’s not

much resistance remaining against comput-
ers in the newsroom, especially, since the
advent of cheaper PCs and the improve-
ment of programs like Newspro, which is
the system we use here at NPR. It allows
us to access and manipulate about a half
dozen wire services. We can split screen and
write stories while searching the wires and
soon. There are many more sophisticated
systems too. Systems Hike D-CART incor-
porate digital audio right onto the screen,”
comments Cory Flintofh.

Furthermore, some companies provide
specifically tailored software for news-
rooms. “There arc computer software pack-
ages these days that e newsroom can buy.
In my day we used the old file and cards
and rolodex, but today newsrooms that can
aiford it use software to file stories, keep
archives of copy, record and play actualities,
and so forth.” Says radio consultant Donna
Halper,

Producer Ty Ford observes, “Computers
are an integral part of radio newsrooms with
auto-download of wire copy to werd pro-
cessing terminals, as well as search-by-word
or topic search, auto-word count anddigital
archiving of sound bites with a computer
database for retrieval. To put it in the con-
temporary lexicon, radio news is ‘online.’”

More and More NEWSroomMs Use the

Internet and e-mail. It make sense that

the information highway be accessed by
a medium determined to keep its listen-
ing public informed and up-to-date, The
Internct has become the best resource for

information on every conceivable tepic. As
asearch medium, there is none better, Data
of each variety are at the fingertips of all
news people today. The world of cyberspace
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production package.
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has revolutionized newsgathering. Says
broadcaster and academic Larry Miller,
“The evolution has been from old-fashioned

teletype ‘wire’ by landlines, to satellites, 10
computers and the Internet. Even audio is
accessed online.”

Accerding to broadcast scholar David
Reese, “Today, newsrooms use station Web
sites to deliver news, and recent studies
indicate that acquiring information this
way is growing in popularity. Adds Jason
Insalace, “The listener is no longer going to
remain captive to a news station to learn
the day’s headlines. An addedplus is that
many station websites olfer lve information
on traffic flow and so forth. Station websites

give outlets needed additional cache in the
multimedia environment.”

Other technology has contributed greatly
to the efficiency and performance of the
electronic newsroom. For instance, in recent
years, ISDN (Integrated Services Digital
Network) has significantly improved the
quality of phone interviews. With ISDN,
technology newsrooms can create seamless
reports (in terms of audio hdelity], thus cre-
ating the impression (or illusion) that all the
voices on the air come from the same studio
and even from the same microphone.
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FIGURE 5.5
An all-in-one
newsroom inside the

computer, Courtesy
Prophet Systems.
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The NewsDirector

News directors, like other department heads,
are responsible for developing and implc-
menting policies pertaining to their area,
supervising staff members, and handling
budgetary concerns. These are basic to any
managerial position. However the news
department poses its own unique challenges
to the individual who oversees its operation.
These challenges must be met with a consid-
erable degree of sill and know-how, Educa-
tion and training are Hnportant. Surveys have
concluded that station managers look for
college degrees when hiring news directors.
In addition, most news directors have, on the
average, five years of experience in radio news
before advancement to the managerial level.

The news director and program director
{PD} work together closely. At most sta-
tiens, the PD has authority over the news
department, since everything going over the
air or affecting the air product is his or
her direct concern and responsibility. Any
changes in the format of the news or in
the scheduling of newscasts or newscasters
may, in fact, have to be approved by the
station's programmer. For example, if the
PD is opposed to the news director's plans
to include two or more recorded reports
factualities) per newscast, he may withhold
approval, ARhoughthe news director may
feel that the reports enhance the newscasts,
the PD may argue that they create conges-
tion and clutter. In terms ofestablishing the
on-air news schedule, the PD works with
the news director to ensure that the sound

of a given newsperson is suitably matched
with the time slot he or she is assigned.

Getting the news out rapidly and accu-
rately is a top priority of the news director.
“People tune radio news to find out what is
happening right now. That's what makes the
medium such a key source for most people.
While it is important to get news on. the
air as fast as possible, it is more important
that the stories broadcast be factual and

correct. You can’t sacrifice accuracy for the
sake of speed, As a radio mews director, my
first responsibility is to inform our audience
about breaking events on the local level.
That's what our listeners want to hear,” says
Judy Smith, who functions as a one-person
newsroom at the San Antonio station.
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“Because I'm the only newsperson on duty,
I have to spendalot of time verifying facts
on the phone and recording actualities, I
don't have the luxuryof assigning that work
to sormeone elsc, but it has to be done”

Larry Jewett perceives his responsibilities
similarly. “First and foremost, the news direc-
tor's job is to keep the listener iaformed of
what is happening inthe world around him.
A newsperson is a gathorer and conveyor of
information. News is a serious business. A

jock canbe wacky and outrageous on the air
and be a great success, On the other hand, a
newsperson must communicate credibility
or find another occupation.”

Gathering local news is the most time-
consuming task facing a radio news director,
according to news director Cecilia Mason.
“To do the job well you have to keep moving.
Ail kinds of meetings ~ governmental, civic,
business — have ta be covered if you intend
being a primary source of local news A
station with a news commitment must have

the resources to be where the stories are,
too. A news director has to be a logisti-
cal engineer at times. You have to be good
at prioritizing and making the most out of

“what you have at hand. All too often, there
are just too many events unfolding for a
news department to effectively cover, so
you call the shots the best way that you
can. Tf you know your business, your best
shot is usually more than adequate.”

In addition to the gathering and reporting
of news, public affairs programming often.
is the responsibility of the news director.
This generally includes the planning and
preparation of local information, features,
such as interviews, debates, and even docu-
mentaries. Ultimately, the news director's
primary goal is to assure the credibility of
the station's news operation. For the well-
scheoled and conscientious news director,
this means avoiding advocacy and emmpha-
sizing objectivity. Says media scholar Indra
de Silva, “So much of broadcast news today
is opinion and commentary — infotainment
— rather than dispassionate and unbiased.
reporting. ‘That is a corruption of the leng-
held ideal that news should be fair and bal-

anced. Editorializing a newscast essentially
misleads the audience, which ultimately
is a violation of the broadcaster's public
trustee role.”
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What Makes a Newsperson?

WhatAMakes a Newsperson? 
College training is an important criterion
to the radio news director planning to hire
personnel. It is not impossible to land a
news job without a degree, but formal
education is a definite asset. An individual
planning to enter the radio news profession
should consider pursuing a broadcasting,
journalism,or liberal arts degree. Courses
in political science, history, economics, and
literature give the aspiring newsperson the
kind of well-rounded background that is
most useful. “Coming into this shrinking
field today, a college degree is an attrac-
tive, if not essential, credential. There's
so much that a newsperson has ta know,
I think an education makes the kind of

difference you can hear, and that’s what
our business is about. It's a fact that most

people are more cognizant of the world
and write better after attending college.
Credibility is crucial in this business, and
college training provides some of that. A
degree is something that I would look for
in prospective news people,” says Cecilia
Mason.

Even though education ranks high,
most news directors still look for expe-
rience first. “As far as I'm concerned,
experience counts the most. I’m not sug-
gesting that education isn’t important. It
is. Most news directors want the person
that theyare hiring to have. a college back-
ground, but experience impresses thern
more. | believe a person should have a
good understanding of the basics before
attempting to make a living at something.
Whereas a college education is useful, a
person should not lean back and point to

_a degree. Mine hasn’t gotten me a job yet,
though ] wouldn’t trade it for the world,”
notes Jewett. Newsman Smith agrees that

- “Phe first thing I think most news direc-
tors really look for is experience. Although
I have a bachelor of arts degree myself
I wouldn't hold out for a person with a

“college diploma. I think if it came down
-to hiring a person with a degree versus
someone with solid experience, Ud go for
the latter.”

' Gaining news experience can be some-
what difficult in the age of downsizing
and consolidation, at least more so than

acquiring deejay experience, which itself
is more of a challenge today than 11 was
a decade ago. Small stations, where the
beginner is most likely to break into the
business, have slots for several deejays
but seldom more than one for a newsper-
son. It becomes even more problematic
when erployers at srnall stations want
the one person that they hire for news to
bring some experience to the job, Larger
stations place even greater emphasis on
experience. Thus, the aspiring newsperson
is faced with a sort of Catch 22 situation,
in which a job cannot be acquired without
experience and experience cannot be
acquired without a job.

News director Frank ‘Titus says that there
are ways of gaining experience that will
lead to a news job. “Working in news at
high school and college stations is very
valid experience. That's how Dan Rather
and a hundred other newsmen got started,
Also working as an intern at 4 commer
cial radio station fattens out the resume.

If someone comes to me with this kind of

background and a strong desire to do news,
Pro interested.”

Among the personal qualities that most
appeal to news directors are enthusiasm,
assertiveness, energy, and inguisitiveness. “?
want someone with a strong news sense and
untlagging desire to get a story and get it
night. A person either wants to do news or
doesn't. Someone with a pedestrian interest
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FIGURE 3.4
Srall market
newsrooms are

becoming scarce
as the result of

deregulation and
consolidation.
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FIGURE 5.7
The news/talk/
information format

is a huge draw.
Courtesy Arbitron.
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in radio journalismis more of a hindrance to
an operation thana help,” contends Mason.
Titus wants someone whois totally devoted
to the profession, “When you get right down
to it, | want someone on my staff who eats,
drinks, and sleeps news.”

On the practical side of the ledger,
newsman Sherman Whitman says that
typing or keyboard skills are essential. “If
you can't type, you can’t work in a news
room. It’s an essential ability, and the more
accuracy and speed the better. It’s one of
those skills basic to the job, A candidate
for a news job can come in here with
two degrees, but if that person can't type,
that person won't be hired, Broadcast stu-
dents should learn to type.” Meanwhile,
Jewett stresses the value of possessing a
firm command of the English language.
“Proper punctuation, spelling, and syntax
make a news story intelligible. A newsper-
son doesn’t have to be a grammarian, but
he or she had better know where to put a
comma and a period and how to compose
a good clean sentenee. A copy of Strunk
and White's Elements of Style is good to
have around.”
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An individual who is knowledgeable
about the area in which a station is located

has a major advantage over those who are
not, says Whitman. “A newsperson has to
knowthe town orcity inside out. Pd advise
anybody about to be interviewed for a news
position to find out as much as possible
about the station's coverage area. Read back
issues of newspapers, get socioeconomic
stats from the library or chamber of com-
merce, and study street directories and
maps of the town or city in which the
station is located. Go into the job interview
well informed, and you'll make a strong
impression.”

Unlike a print journalist, a radio newsper-
son also must be a performer. Inaddition to
good writing and newsgathering skills, the
newsperson in radio must have announcing
abilities. Again, training is usually essential.
“Not only must a radio newsperson be able
to write a story, but he or she has to be
able to present it on the air You have te
be an announcer, too. It takes both training
and experience te become « really effec-
tive newscaster. Voice performance courses
can provide a foundation,” says Smith. Most
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colleges with broadcasting programs offer
announcing and newscasting instruction.

Entry-level news positions pay modestly,
whereas news people at metro market sta-
tions earn impressive incomes. With experi-
ence come the better paying jobs. Finding
that first full-time news position often
takes patience and determination. Several
industry trade journals, such as Broadcast-
ing, the Radio-Television News Directors
Association's {(RTNDA} Communicator
Radio and Records, and others, list news
Openings.

Preparing the News Story 

Observes Valerie Geller, “News programming
is shorter, faster, and sharper.” Given this,
clean copy is essential. News stories must
be legible and intelligible and designed for
eHortless reading by the newscaster or several
different newscasters, Typos, mispunctuation,
awkward phrasing, and incorrect spelling are
anathema to the person at the microphone,
‘Ity reading the following news story aloud
and imagine yourself in a studio broadcasting
to thousands of perplexedlisteners:

AP All News Radia

AD All Haws. Ratio (Aa) ig = lie, 20dnour ewe and infereation format, 10the oniy al-news radionetwork Gesigned and produced by radia ne rifessionais to heky peasy skater: becamez ai Jere fo [eid resource Into a bye and vibrant 24shour
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THE PRESIDENT
THAT HE

WILL SEED RELECTION TO A SECOND

TURMIN OFFICE, DEPICE ROOMERS
THAT HE WITT LEAVE WASHINDON TO

PURDUE A QUEER EN HOLLYWOOD.

STATD TODXAY

Going on the air with copy riddled with
errors is inviting disaster. The only things
right about the preceding news copy are that
it is typed in uppercase and double-spaced.
Here are a few suggestions to keep in mind
when preparing a radio news story:

]. Typeneatly. Avoid typos and cross-outs.
Eliminate a typing error completely. Ifit
is left on the page, it could trip you up
during a broadcast.

2, Use uppercase throughout the story. It is
easier to read. Do not forget, the story you
are writing is going to he read on the air.

3. Double-space between lines for the same
reason uppercase is used — copyis easier to
read. Space between lines of copy keeps
them from merging when read aloud.

4, Use one-inch margins. Do not run the
copy off the page. Uniformity climinates
errors. At the same time, try not to break
up words.
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FIGURE 3.8

A press release
explains the service
of AP’s All-News

Radio. Courtesy AP
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5. Avoid abbreviations, except for those
meant to be read as such: YMCA,
US.A., NAACP, AFL/CIO.

6. Write out numbers under ten, and use
numerals for figures between 10 and
999. Spell out thousand, million, and so
forth. For example, 21 million peonic,
instead of 21,000,000 people. Numbers
ean be tricky, but a consistent approach
prevents problems.

7. Use the phonetic spelling for words
that may cause pronuncialion difficul-
tics, and underline the stressed syllable:
Monsignor (Mon-seen-yor).

8. Punctuate properly. A comma out of
place can change the meaning of a
sentence.

9. When in doubt, consult a standardstyle
guide. In addition, both AP and UPI
publish handbooks on newswriting.

10. Use Spellcheck or a dictionary. Mis-
spelling causes problems and embarrass-
ment,

Notice how much easier it is to read a

news story that is correctly prepared:
THE PRESIDENT SEATED TODAY

THAT HE

WILL SEEK REELECTION TO A SECOND

"TERM IN OFFICE, DESPITE RUMORS
TELAT HE WILL LEAVE WASHINGTON TO

PURSUE A CAREERIN HOLLYWOOD.

Since radio news copy is written for
the ear and not for the eye, its style nrust
reflect that fact. In contrast to writing
done for the printed page, radio writing is
more conversational and informal. Neces-

sity dictates this, Elaborately constructed
sentences containing highly sephisticated
language may effectively communicate to
the reader but create serious problems for
the listener, who must digest the text while
it is being spoken. Although the reader has
the luxury to move along at his or her own
pace, the radio Hstener must keep pace with
the newscaster or miss out on information.

Radio writing must be accessible and imme-
diately comprehensible. The most widely
accepted and used words must be chosen so
as to prevent confusion on the part of the
listener, who usually does not have the time
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or opportunity to consult the dictionary.
“Keep it simple and direct. No cormpound-
complex sentences with dozens of esoteric
phrases and terms. Try to picture the lis-
tener in your mind, He is probably driving a
car or doing any number of things. Because
of the nature of the medium, writing rust
be concise and conversational,” contends
Judy Srnith.

Corey Flintoff agrees that “Copy should
be adapted te a conversational style.
Titles should be simplified and numbers
roundedoff”

News stories must be well structured and

organized, This adds to their level of under
standing. The journalist's five W's — who,
what, when, where, and why — should be
incorporated into each story. If a story fails
to provide adequate details, the listener may
tune in elsewhere te get what radio com-
mentator Paul Harvey calls “the rest of the
story.”

When quoting a source in a news story,
proper attribution must be made. This
increases credibility while placing the
burden of responsibility for a statement. on
the shoulders of the person who actually

‘made it:

THE DRIVER OF THE CAR THAT SPRUCK

THE BUILDING APPEARED INTOXI-

CATED, ACCORDING TO LISA BARNES,
WHO VIEWED THE INCIDENT.

Observes Flintoff on the matter of attri-

bution, “I prefer to identify a source at the
beginning of the sentence on the theory
that its more conversational. Thus, ‘Lisa
Barnes, 4 witness, said the driver...’ or ‘Lisa
Barnes saw the car crash into the build-

ing. She said the driver...’ Incidentally, I
think there’s a danger of legal problems
using a witness’s speculation that someone
is drunk. I've had similar problems in the
past, and I never use anything about poten-
tial intoxication unless there’s a police test
for drugs or aleohol.”

Uncorroborated statements can make a

station vulnerable to legal actions. The reli-
ability of news sources must be established.
When there are doubts concerning the facts,
the newsperson has a responsibility to seek
verification.
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Organizing the Newscast 

News on music-oriented radio stations com-
monly is presented in 5-minute blocks and
aired at the top or bottom ofthe hour, During
drivetime periods, stations often increase the
length and/or frequency of newscasts. The
5 minutes allotted news is generally divided
into segments to accommodate the pre-
sentation of specific information. A station
mayestablish a format that allows for two
minutes of local and regional stories, one
minute for key national and international
stories, one minute for sports, and 15 seconds
for weather information. A 30- or 60-second
commercial break will be counted as part of
the five-minute newscast.

The number of stories in a newscast

may be preordained by program manage-
ment or may vary depending on the sig-
nificance and scope of the stories being
reported. News policy mayrequire that no
stories, except in particular cases, exceed
15 seconds. Here, the idea is to deliver
as many stories as possible in the limited
time available, the underlying sentiment
being that more is better. In 5 minutes,
15-20 items maybe covered. In contrast,
other stations prefer that key stories be
addressed in greater detail.As few as 5-10
news items may be broadcast at stations
taking this approach.

Stories are arranged accordingto their rank
of importance, the most significant story of
the hour topping the news. An informed.
newsperson will know what stories deserve
the most attention. Wire services weigh
each story and. position themaccordingly in
news roundups. The local radio newsperson
decides what wire stories will be aired and
in what order.

Assembling a five-minute newscast takes
skill, speed, and accuracy. Stories must be
updated and rewritten to keep news broad-
casts from sounding stale.

This often requires that telephone calls
be made for late-breaking information.
Meanwhile, on-the-scene voicers (actuali-
ties} originating from audio news services
(UPL, AP} or fed by local reporters must be
recorded and slotted in the newscast. “Pre-

paring a fresh newscast each hour can put
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FIGURE 5.9
Pive-minute mewscast
format clock.
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FIGURE 5.10

A top market news
station offers a

profile of itself,
Courtesy Infinity.
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WBZ NewsRadio, thefirst commercially licensed station in the cenmniry, has been
broadcasting to New Exelandersfor almost 80 years. Our award winning
coverage has earned WBZ many honors including 2000's “News Station ef the
Fear," fromthe Associated Press, and three recent Marconi Awards, “The Adosr
Prestigious Radia Award Available. "

; Cogn)

 
WHY has close fo a milion Heteaers weekly. The exclusive all news format
creates 4 foregrimnd listening environment, that delivers restilts for aaradvertisers.

Our award winning news anchors and reporters have an aggregate experience level
of over 1004 years in broadcasting!

Our corebined resources of both radio and tlevician make up the largest news
gathering organization in New Exgland. Many ofour radio anchors gain exposure
daily on WEA-ATV4 ackling fo their remendows nopoladny.

WR? highlights advertisers’ messages by airing commuercjals ag isiands
surrounded by news, waffle, weather or business reports. Ducing oar news, your
comnmmercial is abways the first and only sixty second commercial in a corseercialbreak,

WHe's 30,000 watt ciear channel signal reaches ali of Now Ungland, and at night
38 states and six Canadien Providences. Our reach is unparalieledt!

We tnaintain @ 52 week marketing caumpaiga promoting ourselves on ‘TV, print,
web, and al countless on-site events throughout New Engiancl,

WZ is 4 leader in commninily involvement spearheading many events inchoding
Children's Hospital Telethon and fundraising, Celi for Action, Domestic Violenceand Storm@enter.

WEZ. is the Gagship station for the Boston Bruins and the Borton Bains Radia
Network and the onlyplace fans can catch every game every time they play.
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you in mind of what it must have been like
to be a contestant on the old game show
‘Beat the Clock.’ A conscientious newsper-
son is a vision of perpetual motion,” observes
Cecilie Mason.

Finally, most news people read their news
copy before going on the air. “Reading
stories cold is foolhardyand invites trouble.
Even the most seasoned newscasters at
metro market stations take the time to read

over their copy before going on,” comments
Whitman. Many news people read copy
aloud in the news studio before airtime.

This gives them a chance to get a feel for
their copy. Proper preparation prevents
unpleasant surprises from occurring while
on. the air.

Wire and Internet Services

Without the aid of the major broadcast
news wire services and the inestimable
number of news-oriented Web sites that

exist (CNN. MSNBC, Fox, Drudge Report,
ete.) and blogs, radio stations would find
it almost impossible to cover news on
national and international levels. The wire
services and Internet are a vital source

of news information to nearly all of the
nation’s cornmercial radio stations. Both

large and small stations rely on the news
copy fed them byeither the AP or the UP
International (UPI), the two most promi-
nent news wire services. Meanwhile, the
Internet is a primary source of data and
information.

Broadcast wire services came into exis-

tence in the mid-1930s, when UP (which
became UPI in 1958 after merging with
INS} began providing broadcasters with
news copy. Today, the LIP] and AP serve
over 7500 broadcast outlets.

Both news sources supply subscriber
stations with around-the-clock coverage of
national and world events. Over 100,G00
stringers furnish stories from across the
globe. The AP and UPI also maintain
regional bureaus for the dissemination of
local news. Each wire service transmits over

20 complete news stunmariesdaily. Inaddi-
tion, they provide weather stock market,
and sports information, as well as a for
midable list of features and data useful to
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the station’s news and programming efforts.
Rates for wire service vary depending on
the size of the radic market, and audio
service is available for an additional fee.
Some 1800 stations use UPL and AP audio
news feeds.

Broadcasters are evenly divided over
the question as to which is the best wire
service. Each news service has about the
same number of radio stations under
contract.

Both major wire services have kept pace
with the new technologies. In the mid-
1980s, UPL alone purchased 6000 Z-15
desktop computers from Zenith Data
Systems. Satellites also are used by the two
news organizations for the transmission of
teletype, teletext, and audio, The wire ser-
vices have become. as wireless as the wire-
less medium. itself.

The audio cuts provided by the news
services are an, integral part of most station.
newscasts. Observes radio scholar Larry
Miller, “When these audio clips are sent
to subscribing stations, they will also send
along a menu which will list the type of
cut (A-actuality, V-voicer, or W-wrap), who
it is, what it’s about, how long it runs, and
the outcue. Miller cautions that audio cuts

should be used sparingly, “They should not
be overused to pad out a newscast. Rele-
vance, audio quality, and length should rule
the decisions regarding how much audio to
use. With the proper application of these
sources, even a one-person news operation
can sound like a big city newsroom.”

Radio Network News

During the medium’s first three decades,
the terms networks and news were virtually
synonymous. Most of the news broadcast
over America’s radio stations emanated

from the networks, The public's depen-
dence on network radio news reachedits

height during World War IE. As television
succeededradio as the mainstay for enter
tainment programming in the 1950s and
1960s, the networks concentrated their
efforts on supplying affiliates with news and
information feeds. This approach helped
the networks regain their footing in radio
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Radio Sportscasts 173  

after a period of substantial decline. By the
mid-1960s, the majority of the nation’s sta-
tions used one of the four major networks
for news programming.

in 1968, ABC decided to make available
four distinct news formats designed for
compatibility with the dominant sounds
of the day. American Contemporary Radio
Network, American FM Radio Network,
American Entertainment Radio Network,
and American Information Network each
offered a unique style and method of news
presentation. ABC's venture proved enor-
mously successful. In the 1970s, over 1500
stations subscribed to one of ABC's four

news networks.

Ip response to a growing racial and ethnic
awareness, the Mutual Broadcasting Systern
(MBS) launched two minority news net-
works in 1971. Though the network’s Black
news service proved to be a fruitful venture,
its Spanish news service ceased operation
within two years of its inception. Mutual
discovered that the cthnic group simply
was too refracted and diverse to be effec-

tively serviced by one network and that
the Latin listeners they did attract did not
constitute the numbers necessary to justify
operation.

In 1973, the network alsa went head-to-
head with ABC by offering a network news
service (Mutual Progressive Network} that
catered to rock-oriented stations. Mutual’s

various efforts paid off by making it second
only to ABC in number of alliliates,After
years of financial difficulties, MBS went
silent im 1999, encling nearly seven decades
of radio news service.

The News andInformation Service (NIS}
was introduced by NBC in 1975 but ended
in 1977. NIS offered client stations an All-

News format. Fifty minutes of news was
fed 1o stations each hour. The venture was

abandoned after only moderate acceptance.
CBS, which has offered its mernber stations
World News Roundup since 1938, and NBC
have under 300 alflates apiece.

Several state and regional news networks
do well, but the big three, ABC, NBC, and
CBS, continue to dominate. Meanwhile,
independentsatellite news and information
networks and the cable news services, such
as CNN, have joined the feild and more are
planned.

 
The usual length of a network newscast

is five minutes, during which time affili-
ates are aflorded an opportunity to insert
local sponsor messages at designated times.
The networks make their money by selling
national advertisers spot availabilities in
their widely broadcast news, Stations also
pay the networksa fee for the programming
they receive.

According to Metro Network president
David Saperstein, today “more and more
stations are realizing the benefits that exist
in outside news services, which provide
the information that listeners would oth-

erwise seek elsewhere. This allows the

station to focus its marketingdollars, thus
directing resources toward optimizing and
maintaining what draws and keeps listen-
ers.” Of course, this latter trend has raised
additional concerns about the decline in

local news coverage as cited in recent
RTNDA surveys. Station consolidations
have resulted in the erosion of local news

operations,

 Radio Sportscasts

Sports is most commonly presented as an
element within newscasts {refer back to
Figure 5.9}. Although many stations air
sports as programming features unto them-
selves, most stations insert information,
such as scores and schedules of upcoming
ganies, at a designated point in a news-
cast and call it sports. Whether a station
emphasizes sports largely depends on its
audience, Stations gearing their format for
youngsters or womenoften all but ignore
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FIGURE 5.11

Charles Osgood
commentaries are a

popular feature at
News/Talkstations.

Courtesy CBS,
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FIGURE 5.12

A provides the news
copy. Courtesy AP,

  

 
 

AP NewsPower MAX

Get minuie-tlo-minuie news coverage, 24
nOurs a day, seven days a week, with the AP
NewsPower MAA wire, APs bighestfevel af
serice fr fadig sintions.

 
  
  
 
  
  
  
  
  
 

  

Gombining the speed and airfeady service
al NewePowert 24 Hours with ihe in-depth
ragources Of AP's printetyle hews. ag sporis
wires, NewsPower MAX gives you tye fil
background of Sloties. so you can deveiap
your Gwe material from our resources,

With AP NewsPower MAX, you can localize AP's state and national stories, do

your own rewrites, or use the delatled information we orovide lo find cantacts
and to knewwhere to assign you reporters. NewsPower MAX alsa inclides hwo
additional newsroom research tools: The Planner and ie Washington Dayhoak.

AP Coverage Rundown is a lock ahead at whai stories APBroadcastis covering

sports. Adult-oriented stations, such as
Middle-of-the-Road, will frequently offer
a greater abundance of sports information,
especially when the station is located in
an area that has a major league team,

Stations that hire individuals to do sports,
and invariably these are larger outlets since
few small stations can afford a full-time

sportsperson, lookfor someone whe is well
versed in athletics. "To be good at radio
sports, you have to have been involved as
a participant somewhere along the line.
That’s for starters, in myy opinion. This
doesn't mean that you have to be a former
major leaguer before doing radio sports
but’ to have a feel for what you're talking
about, it certainly helps to have been on the
field or court yourself. A goodsportscaster
must have the ability to accurately analyze
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a sport through the eyes and body of the
athlete,” contends radio sports director John.
Collette.

Unlike news that requires an impartial and
somewhat austere presentation, sportscasts
frequently are delivered ina casual and even
opinionated manner. “Let’s faceit, there's a
big difference between nuclear arms talks
between the United States and the Sovicts

and last night’s Red Sox/Yankees score.
don’t think sports reports should be treated
in a style that’s too solemn. it’s entertain-
ment, and sportscasters should exercise
their license to comment and analyze,” says
Colletto.

Although sports is presented in a less
heavy-handed way than news, credibility
is an important factor, contends Colletto.
"There is a need for racio sportscasters
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to establish credibility just as there is for
news people to do so. If you're not believ-
able, you're not listened to. The best way
to win the respect of your audience is by
demonstrating a thorough knowledge of the
game and by sounding like an insider, not
just a guy reading the wire copy. Remember,
sports fans can be as loyal to a sportscaster
as they are to their favorite team, They want
to hear the stories and scores from a person
they feel comfortable with.”

The style of a news story and 2 sports
story may differ considerably, Although news
is written in a no-frills, straightforward way,
sports stories often contain colorful collo-
quialisms and even popular slang. Here is an
exarnple by radio sportswriter Roger Crosley:

 
THE DEAN COLLEGE RED DEMON

FOOTBALL TEAM RODE THE STRONG
RUNNING OF FULLBACK BELL PALA-
ZOLLO YESTERDAYTO AN 18-16 COME
PROM BEHIND VICTORY OVER THE
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL COLLEGI
FUNTOR VARSITY YELLOW JACKETS.
PALAZOLLO CHURNED OUT A ‘TRAM
HIGH 93 YARDS ON TWENTY-FIVE
CARRIES AND SCORED ALL THREE

TOUCHDOWNS ON BLASTS OF 7, 2,
AND 6 YARDS. HE DEMONS TRAILED
THE HARD-HITTING CONTEST 16-6

ENTERING THE FINAL QUARTER.
PALAZOLLO CAPPED A TWEELVE-PLAY
81-YARD DRIVE WITHHIS SECONDSIx-
POINTER EARLY IN THE STANZA AND
SCORED THE CLINCHER WITH 4:34
REMAINING. THE DEMONS WILL PUT
THER | AND 0 RECORD ON THE LINE
NEXT SUNDAY AT 1:30 AGAINST THE
APEWAYS TOUGH HOLY CROSS JAYVEES
IN WORCESTER.

 

Sportscasters are personalities, says Col-
letto, and as such must be able to commu-
nicate on a different level than newscasters.

"You're expected to have a sense of humor.
Most successful sportscasters can make an
audience smile or laugh. You have to be able
te ad-lib, also.”

The wire services, networks, and Internet
are the primary source for sports news at
local stations. On the other hand, inforrna-
tion about the cutcorne of local games, such
as high school football and so forth, must be
acawired firsthand. This usually entails a call
to the team’s coach or a direct report from
a stringer or reporter.
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Radio News and the FCC

The government takes a greater role in reg-
ulating broadcast journalism than it does
print.Although it usually maintains a hands-
olf position when it comes to newspapers,
the government keeps a watchful eye on
radio to ensure that it meets certain oper
ating criteria. Since the FCC perceives the
airways as public domain, it expects broad-
casters to operate in the public’s interest.

The FCC requires that radio reporters
present news factually and in good faith.
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FIGURE 5.13
Network-afiliated

All-Newsstations,
such asWBS,
invest heavily in
promotion in cHorts
to establish a strong
image in their
markets. Courtesy of
WCBS.

FIGURE 5.14

Sports on radio
in 1923. Today
sports programming
generates a significant
percentage of the
mediur’s annual

income, Courtesy
Westinghouse
Electric.
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Stories that defame citizens through reck-
less or false statements may not only bring
a libel suit from the injured party but action
from the FCC, which views such hehav-
ior on the part of broadcasters as contrary
to the public's interest. Broadcasters are
protected under the First Amendment and
therefore have certain rights, but as public
trustees, they are charged with the addi-
tional responsibility of acting in a manner
that benefits rather than harms members

of society.
Broadcasters are free to express opinions

and sentiments on issues through editori-
als. However, to avoid controversy, many
radio stations choose not to editorialize

even thoughthe FCC encourages them to
do so.

NewsEthics 

The highly competitive nature of radio
places unusual pressure on news people. In
a business where beingfirst with the story
is often equated with being the best, certain
dangers exist. Being first at all costs can be

_costly, indeed, if information and facts are
not adequately verified. As previously men-
tioned, it is the radio journalist's obligation
to get the story straight and accurate before
putting it on the air.Anything short ofthis
is unprofessional,

The pressures of the clock, if allowed,
can result in haphazard reporting. Ifa story
cannot be sufficiently prepared in time for
the upcoming news broadcast, it should be
withheld. Getting it on-air is not as impor-
tant as getting it on-air right.Accuracyis the
newsperson’s first criterion, News accounts
should never be fudged, It is tantamount to
deceiving and misleading the public.

News reporters must exhibit discretion
not only in the newsroom but also when on
the scene of a story. I is commendable to
assiduously pursue the facts and details of a
story, but it is inconsiderate and insensitive
to ignore the suffering and pain of those
involved. For example, to press for com-
ments from a gricf-stricken parent whose
child has just been seriously injured in an
accident is callous and cruel and a disser-

vice to all concerned, including the station

CHAPTER 3 NEWS 

the newsperson represents, Of course, a
newsperson wants as much inforrnation as
possible about an incident, but the public’s
right te privacy must be respected,

Objectivity is the cornerstone of good
reporting. A newsperson who has jost his
or her capacity to see the whole picture is
handicapped. At the same time, the news-
person’s job is to report the news and not
create it. The mere presence of a mernber
of the media can inspire a disturbance or
agitate a volatile situation. Staging an event
for the sake of increasing the newsiness
of a story is not only unprofessional but
illegal, Groups have been known to await
the arrival of reporters before initiating a
disturbance for the sake of gaining public-
ity. It is the duty of reporters to remain as
innocuous and uninvolved as possible when
on an assignment. Recall Indra de Silva’s
comment earlier about the need for news

to be presented in a thoughtful and consci-
entious way.

Several industry associations, such as
RTNDAand SocietyofProfessional Journal-
ists, have established codes pertaining to the
ethies and conduct of broadcast reporters.

Traffic Reports 

Trathe reports are an integral part of
drivetime news programming at many met-
ro-politan radio stations. Although providing
listeners with trafic condition updates can
be costly, especially air-to-ground reports
that require the use of a helicopter or small
plane, they can help strengthena station’s
community service image and also gener
ate substantial revenue. To avoid the cost

involved in airborne observation, stations
sometimes employ the services of local
auto clubs or put their own mobile units
out on the roads. A station in Providence,
Rhode Island, broadcasts traffic conditions
from atop a 20-slory hotel that overlooks
the city’s keyarteries. Fixed cameras at key
traffic locations are also usedl,

Says David Saperstein, “Companies like
Mcctro Network provide stations with out-
side trafic reporting services in a manner
that is more cost- and quality-effective than
a station handling it themselves.”
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News in Music Radio

Traffic reports are scheduled several times
an. hour throughout the prime commuter
periods on stations primarily catering to
adults, and they range in length from30-90
seconds, The actual reports may be done
bya station employee who works in other
areas of programming when not surveying
the roads, or a memberof the local police.
department or auto club may be hired for
the job. Obviously, the prime criterion for
such a position is a thorough knowledge of
the streets and highways of the area being
reported,

 
In 1980s, the FCC saw fit to climinate the
requirement that all radio stations devote a
percentage of their broadcast day to news
andpublic affairs programming. Opponents
of the decision argued that such a move
would mark the decline of news on radio,

In contrast, proponents of the deregula-
tion commended the FCC’s actions that

allow for the marketplace to determine
the extent to which nonentertainment

features are broadcast. In the late 1980s,
RTNDA expressed the concern that loca!
news coverage had declined.This, they said,
had resulted in a decrease in the number

of news positions around the country. Sup-
porting their contention they pointed out
that several major stations, such as KDKA,
WOWO, and WIND, had cut back their
news budgets,

At that time, RTNDA’s Bob Priddy noted,
“There has been a perceived decline in the
amount of news broadcast. 1 don’t see this

as a cold-hearted act onthe part ofstation
managers, but rather one frequently inspired
by economics. The decline in news pregram-
ming is particularly alarming when you
realize that it is at a time when a number of

newstations are entering the airwaves.”
In 1992, RENDA’s president, Dave

Bartlett, declared, “Deregulation really hasn't
taken news offradio. Newsis far from dead

on the medium. The vast majority do news.
All deregulation did was allow the market-
place to adjust at will. A lot of shifting has
occurred, but the aggregate is the same.” A
couple of years later, a survey published in

 

 

 
ee

 
the association's newsletter, Communicator,
told a different story. The report revealed
that hundreds of radio newsrooms had, in
fact, closed downand it suggested that many
more would likely occur. In 1994, Radio
Werld reported that over 1100 radio news
operations had closed since the deregulation
of the medium.
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FIGURE 5.15

Information features

are popular elements
of news and public
affairs programming.
Courtesy CRN,

FIGURE 5.16

“Traffic reports are
often a central
element of news

broadcasts. Courtesy
Metro Trafic.
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FIGURE 5.17
UPE news wire

providing copyto
the Spanish language
station. Courtesy
UPL

FIGURE 5.18

A reporter in the
news booth at

Moscow radio station

Mayak gives an
update. Courtesy
Mayak and Anna
Yudin.
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SPANTSH DESH

UPs Spanish-language content products induce UP Latter News Serdce,GP] LatAm Headires, and UFt
Chilean News Service. Correspondents in Argentina. Brazil, Chile, Coloma, Costa Rica, Mexica. Peru,
Uruguay, anc the United States form mart of UPis worldwide neawork ofeoverage.

Thre WPF Latatn News Service provides coverage of the major stories that affect the Spanish-speaking
ward, focusingonthe affsirs of Latin America and the United States, Stories fram LPF s Latin: Mews
Service are tailated to meet te needs of web sites that need frequanty changing news Hers,
publications looking for shert stories and broadcasters in need of current news, UP! Latam is also an
effective s0ureé of inormaten for compenations and financial institutions doing business in LatinAYFIRTECAL,

Areas of specialty incluee:

* Latin America ~ The major stories affecting golitics, justice, the military and Hunan rights issues.
® Business - issues such as the regional free trade agreements, business regulations and ecaraweles.
* Sports ~ A variety of sporting events including soccer, Saskethall, tennis and Formula One.

* Science - Coverage of health, genetics and emerging techselogies,
* Eritertainment « The magor stories in music, movies, televisionaad theater,

Newsdirector Sherman Whitmanbelieves
that the radio audience wants news even
when a station’s priraary product is music.
“The public has come to depend on the
medium to keep it informed. It’s a volatile
world and certain events affect us all. Sta-
tions that aim to be full-service cannot do
so without a solid news schedule.”
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Cecilia Mason says that economics alone
will help keep newsa viable entity at many
radio stations. "While a lot of stations con-
sider news departrnents expense centers,
news is a money maker. This is especially
true during drivetime periods when practi-
cally everyone tuned wants information, be
it weather, sports, or news headlines. | don’t
see a growing movement to eliminate news.
However, I do see a movement to soften
things up, that is, to hire voices instead
of radio journalists. In the long run, this
means fewer news jobs, ] suppose. Econom-
ics again. While stations, for the most part,
are ot appreciably reducing the amount
of time devoted to airing news, | suspect
that some may be thinning out their news
departments. Hopefully, this is not a prelude
to a measurable cutback. Newsis still big
business, though.”

“Responsible broadcasters knowthat it is
the inherent duty of the medium to keep the
public apprised of what is going on,” claims
Larry Jewett. “While radio is primarily an
entertainment medium, it is still one of the
country’s foremost sources of inforrnation,
Responsible broadcasters - and most of us
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Chapter Highlights

are — realize that we have a special obliga-
tion to fulfill. The tremendous reach and
amediacy that is unique to radio forces
the medium to be something more than just
a jukebox.”

News director Frank Titus believes that
stations will continue to broadcast news in
the future. “Mhere might be a tendency to
invest less in news operations, especially at
more music-oriented cutlets, as the result
of the regulation change and rampant con-
solidations, but news is as much a part of
what radio is as are the deejays and songs.
What it comes night dewn to is people
want news broadcasts, so they’re going to
get them. That’s the whole idea behind
the commission’s FCC's actions. There’s

no doubt in my rind that the marketplace

will continue to dictate the programming
of radio news.”

News director Roger Nadel concurs. “As
the age of the average listener increases,
even people tuning in‘music’ stations find
themselves in need ofat least minimal doses

of news. So long as those stations are deing
well financially, owners can be content to
maintain some kind of a news operation.
Newsis not likely to disappear; net even at
music stations.”

In recent years, this optimism has sig-
nificantly diminished as a result of station
clustering, consolidation, and downsizing
and the continued elimination of radio news

requirements. Competition from the wave
of new audio services has also influenced

the role of news in terrestrial radio.

CHAPTER.HIGHLIGHTS
OTE Although:the:first a wirscast occurred in

19 10,- broadcast’ journalisiiy: ‘did. Tot: evolvey1020s. Thebroadcastofae=
ahistorical benchmark

Because“hewspapers- perceived| fadio
“a8a-corripetitive’threat;UP, INS, “and:AP:

éfised-tosell to tadio outletsfrom: 1932
until 1934; Radio;however;“provedthat it
could provide’ iisownnewssource
The adventof”television led fadio: outlets

io localize their:newscontent,whichmeant
ess reliance on news:“networksandthec

tonof a station newsdepartment. :

 

4.Surveys:‘by the“National« “Association”: fespon

. BureBroadcasters and:the’reoeAdvertising
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ad” wire:‘service cop fe
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13. The FCCapisbadass‘report
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| objectivity, discéetion,‘and serisitivity,«

 

18. The FCC!S deregulation: ofnews"‘and
: public affairs programming-in ‘the-1980s,
widespreadstation clusteringinrecentyears
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. information media haveprompted concértis:
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Research

 
WheIs Listening? 
As early as 1929 the question of listen-
ership was of interest to broadcasters and
advertisers alike. That year Cooperative
Analysis of Broadcasting (CAB), headed by
Archibald M. Crossley, undertook a study
to determine how many people were tuned
to certain network radio prograins. Informa-
tion was gathered by phoninga preselected
sample of homes. One of the things the
survey found was that the Majority of lis-
teningoccurred evenings between 7:00 and
1h00 P.M. This became known as raclio’s
“prime time” until the 1950s.

On the local station level, various methods
were employed to collect audience data,
including telephone interviews and mail-out
questionnaircs, However, only a nominal
amount of actual audience research was
attempted during the late 19203 and early
1930s, For the most part, just who was listen.
ing remained somewhat of a mystery until
the late 1930s.

in 1938, CE, Hooper, Inc. began the
most formidable attempt up to that time
te provide radio broadeasters with aucdi-
ence information. Like Crossley’s service,
Hooper afso used the telephone to accu-
mulatelistener data, CAB relied on listener
recall; Hooper, however, required that
interviewers make calls until they reached
someone who was actually listening to
the radio. This approach became known
as the “coincidental” telephone method.
Both survey services found their efforts
limited bythe fact thet 40% of the radio-
listening homes in the 1930s were without
a telephone.
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As World War approached, another
Major ratizigs service, known as the Pulse,
began to measure radio ay dience size.
Unlike its competitors, Pulse collected

information by conducting face-to-face
imterviews, Interest in audience research
grew steadily throughout the 1930s and
culminated in the establishment of the
Office of Radio Research (ORR) in 1937,
Funded by a Rockefeller Foundation grant,
the ORR was headed by Paul FE Lazars-
eld, who was assisted by Hadley Cantril
and Frank Stanton. The latter would go an
to assume the presidency of CBS in 1946
and would serve in that capacity into the
1970s, Over a 10-year period, the ORR
published several texts dealing with audi-
ence research findings and methodology.
Among them were Lazarsfeld and Stanton’s
muitivolume Radio Research, which covered
the periods of 1941-1943 and 1948-1949,
During the same decade, Lavarsfeld also
published book-length reports on the pub-
lie’s attitude toward radio: The People Look
at Radio (1946) and Radic Listening in
America (1948). Both works cast radio in
a favorable light by conchading that mast
listeners felt the medium did an exemplary
job. The Pulse and Hooper were the pre-
vailing radio station rating services in the
1950s as the medium worked at regaining
its footing following the meteoric rise of
television. In 1965, Arbitron Ratings began
measuring radio audience size through the
use of a diary, which required respondents
to document their listening habits over a
seven-day period, By the 1970s, Arbitron
reigned as the leading radio measurement
company, whereas Hooper and Pulse faded
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from the scene. To provide the radio net-
works and their afiiliates and advertisers with
much-needed ratings information, Statisti-
cal Research, Inc., of New Jersey, introduced
Radio's All Dimension Audience Research

_ (RADAR) in 1968. The company gathersits
- information through telephone interviews

with more than 6000 households. In the

. 1990s, Arbitron retained its hold on first
place among services measuring radio audi-
ences, especially since the demise of Birch/
Scarborough, which gained considerable
acceptance following its debut in the late
1970s. In 1991, this audience measurement
company became yet another victim of the
economic malaise.

- Ratings companies must he reliable, and
credibility is crucial to success. Therefore,
Measurement techniques must be tried and
true. Information must be accurate, since
millions of dollars are at stake. In, 1963, the
Broadcast Rating Council was established

monitor, audit, and accredit the various
tings companies. The council created

‘performancestandards te which rating ser
ices are expected to adhere. Thosethat
il to meet the council’s operating criteria
re not accredited. A nonaccredited ratings
vice will seldom succeed. In 1982, the
toadcast Rating Council was renamed
1¢ Electronic Media Planning Council

reflect a connection with the ratings
ices dealing with the cable television

usiry,
enamed the Media Rating Council

MRC) in 1997 to include Internet con-
ituencies, the MRC’s declared purposeis
to secure for the industry and related

advertisers:Suen‘Aebition|is“Used for
prograniming and |shay, program
mers dhe tdlent (hat still have: jobs) |

 

users audience measurement services that

are valid, reliabic, and effective, (2) to
aveid and determine minirmum disclosure

and ethical criteria for media audience

measurement services, and (3) to provide
and administer an eudit system designed
to inform users as to whether such auci-

ence measurements are conducted in con-

formance withthe criteria and procedures
developed.

The Ratings and
Survey Services

The extreme fragmentation of today’s lis-
tening audience, created by the almost ines-
timable number of stations and format,
makes the job of research a complex but
necessary one. All stations, regardless of
size, must put forth an effort to acquaint
themselves with the characteristics of the

audience, says Edward J, Noonan, codirec-
tor, Survey Research Associates. “A station
cannot operate in a vacuum. It has to know
who is listening and why before making
any serious programming changes.” Today,
this informationis made available through
several ratings services and research com-
panics. More stations depend on Arbitron
audience surveys than any other.

Since the collapse of Birch/Scarborough,
broadcasters have had little choice but to

subscribe to Arbitron ~ that or go without
the listening estimates on which so many
agencies and advertisers rely, However, the
radio audience survey industry has begun
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FIGURE 6.2

The Portable People
Meter is the newest

method for tracking
listening. Courtesy
Arbitron. 

to expand, if only slowly. For example,
in recent years, additional listener/ratings
services have begun to emerge. AccuRat-
ings is one example. It began to measure
audiences in major metropolitan areas in
the mid-1990s. Troy research is another.
it relies on Internet-based research that

involves online surveys pertaining to sta-
tions’ music playlists. Similar companies
were beginningto surface to the relief of
many broadcasters concerned with Arhi-
tron’s held. Arbitron’s dominance has
indeed caused. anxiety in the radio com-
munity. Many managers and prograrnmers
were more than disturbed by the failure of
the alternative measurement service. Arbi-

tron covers over 250 markets ranging in
size from large to small, Arbitron claims
over 2700radioclients and a staff of 3000

interviewers whocollect listening informa-
tion from 2 million households across the
country. All markets are measured at least
once a year during the spring; however,
larger markets are measured on an ongoing
basis year round. Until the early 1980s,
metro markets traditionally were rated i
the spring and fall. However, 6 months
between surveys was considered too long
in light of the volatile nature of the radio
marketplace,

To determine a station’s ranking, Arbi-
tron follows an elaborate procedure. First,
the parameters of the area to be surveyed
are established. Arbitron secs fit to measure

listening both in the city or urban center,
which it refers to as the Metro Survey Area

 
 

 
 

 

CHAPTER 6 RESEARCH

(MSA), and in the surrounding communities
or suburbs, which it classifies ‘Total Survey
Area (TSA). Arbitron classifies a station's
primary listening locations as its Areas of
Dominant Influence (ADD.

Once the areas to be measured have been
ascertained, the next thing Arbitron does is
select a sample base composed ofindividu.
als to be queried regarding their listening
habits. Metro-mail provides Arhitron with
computer tapes that contain telephone and
mailing lists from which the rating company
derives its randomly selected sample. Arhi-
tron conducts its surveys over a 3- to 4-week
period, during which time newsamples are
selected weekly.

Whenthe sampic has been established,
a letter is sent to each targeted household
The replacementletter informs members of
the samplethat they have beenselected to
participate in a radio-listening survey and
asks their cooperation. Within a couple of
days after the letter has been received, an
Arbitron interviewer calls to describe the
purpose of the survey as well as to detop.
mine how many individuals aged 12 or
older reside in the household. Upon receiy-
ing the go-ahead, Arbitron mails its 7-day
survey diary, which requires respondees
to log their listening habits. An incentive
stipend of 4 dollar or two accompanies the
document. Thediaryis simple to deal with,
and the information it requests is quite
basic: time (day/part) tuned to a station,
station call letters or program namie,
whether AM or FM, and where listening
occurred — car, home, elsewhere. Although
the diary asks for information pertaining
to age, sex, and residence, the actual iden-
tity or name of those participating is not
requested.

Prior to the start of the survey, a rep-
resentative of Arbitron makes a presur
vey follow-up call to those who have
agreed to participate. This is done to make
certain that the diary has been received
and that everyone involved understands
how to maintain it. Another follow-upcall
is made during the middle of the survey
week to ascertain if the diaryis being kept
and to remind each participant to return
it promptly on completion of the survey,
Outside the metro area, follow-ups take
the form of a letter The diaries are mailed
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The Ratings ond Survey Services

 

  

 

This is the first page of an Arbitron Hadio
Market Report, This page, in addition to
showing & map of the Radio Market survey
area and table of Report contenta, contains 4
basic introduction to the Report, restrictions
on the use of the Report, a copyright infringe-
ment warning, the survey time period,
frequency of measurement and Arbitron’s
schedule of racio surveys for the year.

inchided in a.market definition and for

which audience estimates are reported, Areas
in grey are not included in a market definition
funiess if is a part of an ADE to he reported for
that partioular market) and will have na
audience estimates included in the Report.

2 Re The Metro Survey Ares, (MSA) ofthe reported marketis shown
by horizontal hatching,

i

i

t

| 1 Be The map shows the survey areata)

t

i
i

a The Total Survey Area (TBA) of thereported market is shown in wiite.

4 The Areas of Dorninant Influence{ADDof the reported market, if
applicable, is shown by diagonal hatching.

  
Cayuga

 

Barkiey 

  
 

 

to Beltsville, Maryland, for processing and
computation.

Arbitren claims that 65 of every 100
diaries it receives are usable. Diaries that

are inadequately or inaccurately filled out

are not used. Upon arriving at Arbitron.
-headquarters, diaries are examined by
editors and rejected if they fail to meet
criteria. Any diary received before the con-
clusion of the survey period is immediately
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FIGURE 6.3

First page of an
Arbitron Radio

Market Report
containing an
explanation of what
constitutes the

survey area, Courtesy
Arbitron.
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FIGURE 6.4

Arbitron sample
explanation,
Courtesy Arbitron.

 
 

| POPULATION ESTIMATES AND SAMPLE
DISTRIBUTION BY AGE/SEX GROUP

| ] Be- The estimated populations of reported
i demographic categories within
Survey area(s} are reported for the Metro
Survey Area, Ares of Gominant Enftuence
(where applicable), and the Total Survey Area.

2 Be The ratio (expregse] ag a peroentage}of each reported dernographie's
estimated population to the estimated popula-
tion, of al) persons age 12 or older within the
relevant survey area.

o The mumber of unweighted diariesbetab, frorn persons in reported
demographics, expressed as a percentage of

; the total number of unweighted im-tab diaries
from all persons age L2 or older.

4 The distritrution of in-tab diariesafter weighting for reported derno-
; @raphies expressed as a percentage of the

total number of tabulated diaries from all
| Pergons age 12 or cider.

  i 6 The numberof estimated residences
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5B- The total persons age 18 or older inthe Metro and the percent of those
persons living in military housing, college
dormitories and other group quarters.

of homes coriacted, number of hornes in
which diarles were placed, number of persons
with whom diaries were placed and she
number of persona who returned usable
diaries (see The Sample, Section TH, for further
definition of these terms) are reported for
Metro, ADI (Gf applicable), and TSA. Standard
and ESF sample statistics are reported
separately along with 4 total aarmpile.

in the predesignated sample, number |

Metro Survey Area 

12 3 4Population Parca of Paraant of

| Total Survey Area

Evinmete? ag Percent of Ynwelghindt Weigtiad
Paputkton Tol Parsons 124 ante Sample  s-Tab Sample 

Abert TB 745,906 Te b4 Tea
Men dha Fag.900 A? a5 at
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Aer) fietht $6206 BG 7 4.0
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After tB24 14206 rf aa Fa
Mor 2244 124, Be at 6
Mer o5-d4 36.500 66 Ta ae
Mer: 4549 BO. at 24 atMets Bia 48,300 34 if 34
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 Men 18-24 FLaot r2 £4 he
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voided, as are those that arrive more than.
12 days after the end of the survey period,
Diaries with blank or ambiguous entries
also are rejected. Those diaries that survive
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the editors’ scrutiny are then processed
throughthe computer, and their information
is tabulated. Computer printouts showing
audience estimates are sent to subscribers,
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The Ratings and Survey Services 

 
No matter how much or how little you

, you're important!
You're one of the few people picked in your

area to have the chance to tell radio stations what
youlisten io.

This is your vatings diary, Please make sure
vou All it out yourself,

 
   
 
 
 

You count in the radio ratings!

When you hear a radio, write down:

  

Here's what we mean by “listening”:
“Listening” is any time you can hear 3 radio —

whether you choose the station or not.
When you hear a radio between Thursday,

(Month, Day), and Wednesday, (Month, Day), write
it down — w' you're at home, ina car
at work or someplace else,

     

   
    
  
  

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
  

   
   

    
Write the time you|gommusmmeemeoyptemnopen g Check where
startlistening and Aa you listen:
the time you step. @ sat home
Tf you start at one wid a car
time of day and stop Bat work
i anotheriTAWA|femme H=oother placeine from the time a Wri

‘you start to the Hme i menahear
you stop. a Carry your diary
= Tarr withorstarting

ieee (Month, Day},
 

   Write the call i
letters or station —
name. If you don't ae
know either, write

Nolistening?
     

    
  
 
 

   
  

     
  

  
Be © 1901 The ArhitronGempany

Stations receive the “book” within a few

weeksafter thelast day of the survey,
Arbitrends, a computerized  servicc

designed to feed data to stations, has been
made available to subscribers since the
1990s. Information regarding a station’s
past and current performances and those
of competitors is available at the touch of a
finger. Breakouts andtailor-made reports are
provided on an ongoing basis by Arbitrends
to assist stations in the planning of sales and
marketing strategies. The survey company
has over 13 billion characters reserved on
computer disk packs. Arbitron also makes
available its Arbitrends Rolling Average
Printed Reports to those stations without

 

 
  
 

down the program 5 ’
name or dial setting. ifyuu havent
Check AM or FM. all day, check
AM and FM stations the box at the
can have the same call bottorn of the
letters. Make sure you page.
checks the right box. en 
 

 
 

 
= reereememe

in Maryland, call callect 301-497-5100,

 

 
 

 

computers. To date, Arbitron has prepared
over 380,000 radio market reports.

Ever evolving its services, Arbitron rolled
out another online product for its radio
clients in 2006, In an announcement on its
Web site, it stated “Arbitron Inc., in con-
yunction with comScore Media Metrix, a
division of comScore Networks, Ine, has
established a new audience measurement
system designed to provide traditional
broadcast ratings for the online radio indus-
try. The service provides customers with
Average Quarter-Hour and Cumeaudience
estimates for standard dayparts and demo-
graphics. The comScore Arbitron Online
Ratings service is based on approximately
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FIGURE 6.5

Instructions for filling
outa diary. Accuracy
is important.
Courtesy Arbitron.
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FIGURE 6.6

Diary log sheet.
This current sheet

includes a checkmark
box for “at work,”
a feature not found
in earlier sheets.

Courtesy Arbitron.

a quarter of a million U.S. participants
within the comScore global consumer
panel. Using proprietary and patent-pend-
ing technology, comScore passively and
continuously captures the online behavior
of these panelists, including online radio
listening behavior”

Arbitron’s most formidable rival in recent
years was Birch/Scarborough, headquar-
tered in NewJersey. As a radio audience
measurement service, Birch provided clients
with both quantitative and qualitative
data on local listening patterns, audience
size, and demographics. Birch interviewers

CHAPTER 6 RESEARCH

telephoned a prebalanced sample of
households during the evening hours, 7
days a week, to acquire the information
they needed. “Respondents aged twelve or
older were randomly selected from both
listed and nonlisted telephone house-
holds. These calls were made from highly
supervised company WATTS facilities,”
notes Phil Beswick, vice president of the
defunct Birch/Scarborough broadcast ser-
vices. The sample sizes varied depending
on the size of the market being surveyed.
For example, Birch/Scarborough con-
tacted approximately 1100 households in
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a medium market and between 2000 and
8G00 in major metro markets.

A wide range of reports were available
to clients, including the Quarterly Summary
Report, estimates of listening bylocation,
county by county, and other detailed audience
information; Standard Market Report, audi-
ence analysis especially designed for smell
mnarket broadcasters; Capsule Market Report,
listening estimates in. the netion’s srnallest
radio markets; Condensed Market Report,
designed specihcally for radio outlets in
markets not provided with regular syndi-
cated measurements and where cost was a

key consideration; Monthly Trend Report, an
ongoing picture of the Hstening audience so
that clients might benefit from current shifts
in the marketplace; Prizm, lifestyle-oriented
radio ratings book that defined radio audi-
ences by lifestyle characteristics in more than
85 markets; and BirchPhus, a microcormput-
erized system (BM-PC} ratings retrieval and
analysis. Fees for Birch/Scarborongh services
were based on market size. Birch provided
subscribers with general product consurnp-
tion and media usage data. In late 1904,
Arbitron purchased 50% of the Scarborough
Research Corporation, with plans to offer
stations expanded data about their listeners.

Dozens of other research companies
throughout the country (among them
Coleman Research, Bolton Research Cor-
poration, Mark Kassof & Company, Spec-
trum Research, Frank N. Magid Associates,
DIR, Star, Paragon Research, Shane Media,
Hagan Media Research, Gallup Services,
Mediahase, TAPSCAN, Rantel Research,
and others cited herein} provide broadcast-
ers with a broad range of useful audience
information. Many use approaches similar
to Arbitron (and formerly Birch) to collect
data: still others use different methods.
“Southeast Media Research offers four

research methods: focus groups, telephone
studies, mail intercepts, and music tests,”
explains Don Hagen, the company’s presi-
dent. Christopher Porter, associate director
of Surrey Research, says that his company
uses similar techniques,

Meanwhile, audience researcher Dick
Warner claims that the telephone recall
method is the most commonly used and
effective approach, to radio audience sur-
veying. “The twenty-four-hour telephone

recall interview, in my estimation,yields the
most reliable information. Not only that, it
is quick and current ~ puportant factors in
a rapidly moving and hyperdynamic radic
marketplace.”

In her book Listening In, scholar Susan
Douglas presciently noted that new tech-
nologies have been developed to more effec-
tively track listening. For instance, she cites
databases such as MapMAKER that “can
map the geographyof a radio station’s Hsten-
ers and correlate their location with retailer

trading arcas.” Says Douglas, “The company
is developing a pocket people meter, based
on the ‘latest military technology,’ designed
to track radio listening electronically no
matter where the person is and to elirninate
the [Arbitron] diary altogether.”

On the subject of music testing, Coleman
Research’s Rebecca Reising notes that her
company's approach is unique. “We devel-
oped FA.C.T, short for Fit Acceptance and
Compatibility Test. FAC.T.’s proprietary
research methods and sophisticated data-
bases make it much more powerful, reliable,
and useful than old-fashioned music testing
methods. As quick anc efficient as old tests,
EA.C.T. provides a sophistication of inter
pretation of music tests not offered by any
other research company.”

in the hyperactive radio industry arena,
both traditional and novel andience survey
techniques miust ultimately prove them-
selves by assisting stations in their unrelent-
ing quest for stronger ratings numbers.

Qualitative and

Since their inception in the 1930s, ratings
services primarily have provided broadcasters
with information pertaining to the number of
listeners of a certain age and gender tuned to
a station at a given time. It was on the basis
of these quantitative data that stations chase
a format and advertisers made a buy.

Due to the explosive growth of the
electronic media in recent years, the audi-
euce is presented with many more options,
and the radia broadcaster, especially in
larger markets, must know more about
his intended listeners to attract and retaia
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them, Subsequently, the need for more
detailed information arose. In the 1990s,
in-depth research was available to broad-
easters from numerous sources, In this age
of highly fragrnented audiences, advertis-
ers and agencies alike have become less
comfortable with buying just numbers and
look fer audience qualities, notes Surrey's
Christopher Porter. “The proliferation of
stations has resulted in tremendous audi-

ence fragmentation, There are so many
specialized formats out there, and many
target the same piece of demographic pie.
This predicament, if it can be called that,
has made amply clear the need for qualita-
tive, as well as quantitative, research. With
so many stations doing approximately the
same thing, differentiation is of paramount
importance.”

Today, a station shooting for a top spot
in the ratings surveys must be concerned
with more than simply the age andsex ofits
target audience. Competitive programming
strategies are built around an understand-
ing and appreciation ofthe lifestyles, values,
and. behavior of those listeners sought by a
station.

 
Another approach to measuring station lis-
tenership has emerged in the form ofthe
PPM created by Arbitron. The plan is to
have this small mobile device replace the
conventional paper diary methodof tabulat-
ing audience size. Says Jeff Smrulyan, “Elec-
tronic measurement is long overdue. We
are Onally gettingcredit for the huge audi-
ence we felt we hadall along in Arbitron’s
previous methodology. In Los Angeles, for
example, one of our Erimis station’s cume
was up 70% and our cther Emmis station
cume has almost quadrupled. That's a lot
of people listening to us that we were not
getting credit for.” No longer will survey
participants take an active role in record-
ing their Estening patterns. The PPM does
it by detecting codes embedded in radio
broadeasts. This cell phone size device will
be carried by Arbitron measurement pancl-
ists for an agreed upon period of time, and
the information it records can be accessed

CHAPTER & RESEARCH

by the conypanyto create timely reports to
radio station subscribers.

In 2006, Arbitron announced that it
would begin the transition to the PPM.
it’s use of the traditional 7-day paper diary
commenced in 1965, so its conversion to
this new measurement technology repre-
sented an historic landmark. Five years in
development yielded a positive response to
the rollout of the PPM as CBS contracted

the use of the device in 35 of its markets.

Beasley Broadcast Group end Spanish
Broadcasting System. did likewise. On the
heals of these deals, four other major radio
groups ~ Bonnevile International Corpora-
tion, Emrnais Communications Corporation,
Greater Media, Inc., and Lincoln Financial
Media — signed multiyear contracts for
PPM radio ratings. Recently, PPMreceived
approval from the Media Ratings Council,
which signaled to the industry that the
device was likely here to stay.

Ed Shane says the PPM may never be
employed in srmall markets, “I daresay small
markets will never see PPM because of the

cost of implementation. It's a much more
important clement in the sales process in
large markets because of the transactional
nature of buying. The smaller the market,
the more selling is based on relationships
and — most importantly ~ on results at the
cash register.”

‘Tripp Eldredge, president of Direct Mar-
keting Research, explains how the PPM
works, “To reiterate, it's a small pager-
like device that survey panelists keep
with them during their daily activities.
The unit records inaudible codes emitted

from any encoded audio source (including
radio stations, television stations, and in-
store audio}. The meter captures a near
continuous stream of data as whenever and

for as long as the panelist is exposed to
the encoded medis. The media needs to

be audible for the meter to pick up the
encoded audio. The meters are ‘docked’ at

night and the data collected are transniit-
ted to Arbitron’s data center.”

Eklredge offers his views as to why the
PPM is superior to the old paper method
of gathering audience data, “The PPM is
both passive and longitudinal, Both qualities
lead to a superior methodology. Because it’s
passive, it doesn’t rely on the memory or
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rhe‘Portable People kMoter System In Action.

 
consciousness of the respondent to gather
data and more importantly report it correctly.
Thediary relies on proper station identifica-
tion as well as proper reporting of behav-
ior on a quarter-hour by querter-hour basis.
Because it’s longitudinal, it provides much
more stable results for the time periods most
relevant to advertisers and broadcasters, Much

of the differences in the diary methodology
can be a result of sampling error, depending
on the time period in question. The meter
eliminates much ofthe instability due to ran-
domness because it’s kept for an average of
six. months. Also, the long-termnature of the
meter may serve to eliminate the survey bias
inherent in the diary process.”

“There are some important newinsights
the PPM will provide that result from its

longitudinal nature, One very neenew benefit is the ability to track loyalty and
brand-switching over time. The diary process
would infer the preferred station through
the week-long measurement. The First
Preference (P1) is the station that gets the
majority of a consumer's listening. P) drives
the majority of a station's AQH {average
‘quarter hour listening). However, the diary

 

it Belews Tag,

could not track the changes in P? from week
to week or month to month. The meter can

because it tracks the same consumers from

day to day, etc. This new metric will provide
new and better feedback to programmers
and potentially advertisers as they begin to
understand how loyalty impacts listening
and howit is impacted by programming
and marketing components.”

Eldredge observes that the PPM is not
without its shortcomings, “Currently, the
PPM shows an approximately 20%decrease
in AQH listening to many stations. In a
related note, the overall time spent listen-
ing to radio is iower, although there are
about double the total audiences of sta-

tions, The meter shows that there are far

more people tuning into a station than the
diary has shown. Because there are more
people identified, the average time spent
listening is lower. That’s not necessarily a
shortcoming of the PPM as much as it is
an indication that the diary was not able
to pick up about half of the actual stations
tuned, resulting in consumers inadvertently
overstating their listening volumes to the
stations they remembered,”
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FEGURE 6.7

The Portable People
Meter is a major
departure in the
gathering of listening
data. Courtesy
Arbitron,
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FIGURE 4.8

Arbitron estimates
show where a station
stands in its market.
Courtesy Arbitron. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Other devices may challenge the PPM.
Cell phones are being touted as potential
media measurement devices given their

 CHAPTER & RESEARCH

ubiquity and expanding service capabilities,
in 2006, The Media Audit/Ipsos company
entered the test phase to determine the
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application of the cell phone for eudi-
ence measurement purposes. Also in 2006,
Mediamark Research developed a beeper
size portable device designed to calculate
audience shares for radio stations. Jump
ahead to 2009 and Arbitron announced

plans to sample listening via cell phones.
Obviously, the next edition of this book will
have more to say about the PPM’s effec
tiveness and application, as well as other
newportable ratings devices, which may be
embraced by the market.

In terms of what the PPM means to

on-air personnel, Jason Insalaco posits the
view that “early results indicate music is
winning over deejay patter. Consequently,
programmers of struggling morning shows
are pulling back their personalities from
the usual bits, interviews, and banter and
offering more mrusic-intensive morning
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SRSTHON RATINGS

programming. However, PPM data also
indicates that strong morning show per-
sonalities are continuing to exhibit success
equal te, H not greater, AQH compared
to the old diary methodology. The early
lessons of PPM are that the new measure-

ment device highlights the strengths and
weaknesses of the station. If a morning
show was underperforming according to
the diaries, it will likely become even more
Haring under PPM. Programmers have a
large amount of weekly data at their fin-
gertips with PPM. It also is showing that
midday and afternoon drive Hstening is
reaching audience levels sometimes equal
to morning drive. As programmers become
more comfortable with PPM, they will
take more risks on the air. [f the early data
shows that something new is not working,
programmers can quickly change course
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FIGURE 6.9

Sample page frorm
an Arbitron Radio

Repert. Courtesy
Arbitron.
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without having to wait months to discern a
trend as they did under the previous diary
system.”

 
Research data provided by the major survey
companies can be costly. For this reason and
others, stations frequently conduct their
own audience studies. Although stations
seldom have the professional wherewithal
and expertise of the research conipanies,
they can derive useful information through
do-it-yourself, in-house telephone, face-to-
face, and mail surveys.

Telephone surveying is the most com-
monly used method of deriving audience
data on the stationlevel. It generally is less
costly than the other forms of in-house
research, and sample selection is less
complicated and not as prone to bias. k
also is the most expedient method. There
are, however, a few things that must be
kept in mind when conducting call-out
surveys. One, not everyone has a phone
and many numbers are unlisted. People
also are wary of phone interviews for Fear
that the ultimate objective of the caller is
to sell something. The public is inundated
by phonesolicitors (both human and com-
puterized). Finally, extensive interviews
are difficult to obtain over the shone.
Tive to 10 minutes usually is the extent
to which an interviewee will submit to

questioning. Call-out interview seminars
and instructional materials are available

from a variety of sources, including the
telephone company itself.

Internet and e-mail services provide
another valuable means for these radio

stations that survey their audiences, Many
stations employ computers for call-out
research purposes. There are many obvious
benefits, interactivity and archiving fore-
most among them. The face-to-face or per-
sonal interview also is a popular research
approach at stations, althou gh the cost can
be higher than call-out, especially if a vast
number of individuals are being surveyed
in an auditorium setting. The primary
advantages of the in-person interview
are that questions can be more substan-
tive and greater time can be spent with

300

the respondees, OF course, more detailed
interviews are time consuming and usually
require refined interviewing skills, both of
which can be cost factors.

Mail surveys can be useful for a host of
reasons. To begin with, they eliminate the
need to hire and train interviewers. This

alone can mean a great deal in terms of
money and time. Because no interviewers
are involved, one source of potential bias
also is eliminated. Perhaps most important
is that individuals questioned through the
mail are sormewhat more inclined toward

candor since they cnjoy greater anonymity.
The major problem with the mail survey
approachstems from the usual low rate of
response. One in every five questionnaires
mailed may actually find its way back to
the station. The length of the questionnaire
roust be kept relatively short and the ques-
tions succinct and direct. Complex ques-
tions create resistance and may result in the
survey being ignored or discarded.

Large and major market outlets usually
etaploy someone to direct research and
survey efforts. This person works closely
with upper management and department
heads, especially the program director (PD}
and sales manager. These two areas require
data on which to base programming and
marketing decisions, At smaller ourlets,
area directors generally are responsible for
conducting surveys relevant to their depart-
ment’s needs. A case in point would be the
PD who plans a phone survey during a
special broadcast to help ascertain whether
it should become a permanent program
offering. To accomplish this task, the pro-
grammer enlists the aid of a secretary and
two interns from a local college, Calls are
made, and data are collected and analyzed. .

The objective of a survey must be clear
from the start, and the methodology used to
acquire data should be as uncomplicated as
possible. Do-it-yourself surveys are limited
in nature, and overly ambitious goals and
expectations are seldom realized. However,
in-house research can produce valuable infor-
mation that can give a station a competitive
edge. Today, no radio station can operate in
a detached way and expect to prosper.

Every station has numerous sources of
information available to it. Directories con-

taining all mannerofdata, such as population
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Research Deficits

statistics and dernographics, manufacturing
and retailing trends, and so on, are available
at the public library, city hall, chamber of
commerce, and various business associations.
The American Marketing Association and
American Research Foundationalso possess
informationdesigned to guide stations with
their in-house survey efforts.

Although broadcasters refer deferentially to
the ratings surveys as the “book” or “bible,”
the stats they contain are audience-listening
estimates — no more, and, it is hoped, no
less. Since their inception, research compa-
nies have been criticized for the methods

they employ in collecting audience listening
figures. The most prevalent complaint has
had to do with the selection of samples.
Critics have charged that they invariably
are limited and exclusionary. Questions
have persisted as to whether those surveyed
are truly representative of an area’s total
listenership. Can 1% of the radio universe
accurately reflect general listening habits?
The research companies defendtheir tactics
and have established a strong case for their
methodology.

In the 1970s, ratings companies were
' criticized for neglecting minorities in their

_ surveys. In efforts ta rectify this deficiency,
both Arbitron and Birch astablished special
sampling procedures. The incidence of non-
telephone households among Blacks and
Hispanics tends to be higher. The survey
companies also had to deal with the problem
of measuring Spanish-speaking people.
Arbitron found that using the personal-
retrieval technique significantly increased
the response rate in the Spanish commu-
nity, especially whenbilingual interviewers
were used. The personal-retrieval technique
did not work as well with Blacks, since it
was difficult to recruit interviewers to work
in many of the sample areas.Thus, Arbitron
used a telephone retrieval procedure that
involved callbacks to selected households

over a 7-day period to document listening
habits. In essence, the interviewer filled out
the diaries for those being surveyed. In 1982,

bitron implemented Differential Survey

‘Treatment (DST), a technique designed to
increase the response rate among Blacks.
‘he survey company provides incentives
over the customary 50¢-SI to certain
Black househalds. Up to $5 is paid to some
respondents, DST employs follow-up calls
to retrieve diaries

During its years of operation, Birch/
Scarborough Research employed specia:
sampling procedures and bilingual inter-
viewers to collect data from the Hispanic
population. According to the company, its
samples yielded a high response rate among
Blacks. Thus, Birch did not use other special
sampling controls. Ethnic listening reports
comlaining average quarter-hour and cume
estimates for Hispanics, Blacks, and others
were available from the company in a
format similar to that of its Capsule Market
Report.
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FIGURE 6.10
Radio station

promotional pieces
often reflect research

and survey data
provided by Arbitron
and other companies.
Courtesy WBMX.
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FIGURE 6.11
The Radio

Advertising Bureau
provides radio station
data for use in

attracting advertisers.
Courtesy RAB.
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Both survey cornpanies employed addi-
tional procedures to survey other nontele-
phonehouseholds, especially in markets that
have a large student or transient population.
In the late 1970s, a Boston station targeting
young people complained that Arbitron
failed to acknowledge the existence of over
200,000 college students who did not have
personal phonelistings. The station, which
was rated among the top five in the market
at the time, contended that a comprehen-
sive survey of the city’s listening audicnce
would bear out the fact that they were, in
fact, number one.

CPeRaDO
“y's: ADVERTISING

“ BUREAU

Similar complaints of skewed or incon-
clusive surveys persist today, but the proce-
dures and methods used by the major radio
audience research companies, although far
from perfect, are more effective than ever.
Christopher Portersays the greatest miscon-
ception about research deta is that they are
absolutes etched in granite. “The greatest
fallacy is that research findings are gospel.
This goes not only for the quantitative
studies but for focus groups as well. Regard-
less of the methodology, any findings should
be used as a ‘gut adjuster, rather than a ‘gut
replacer.’ Sampling error is often ignored
ia a quantitative study, even in an Arbi-
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RAE Mission: 
Aulwartisers Competitive

About the Radio Advertising Bureau

The RADIO ADVERTING BUREAU mission is to lead industry initiatives

anc orevivle organizational, aducetional, research and advocacy
programs and services that benefit the RAS membership and the Radio
industry ag a whole,

To that ard, RAB will endeavor to...
Share knowladge.
Facilitate Congansus.,
Drive Revenus,

RAB Objectives:

® fHiTo enhance the perception of Radio asa a primary medium for all
advertisers.

® fiji increase Radio's advertising and marketing ravenue
* [To organize the industry to sev standards and guidelines that

make Radio an easier riedium for agencies and marketers te buy
and capture value

RAB is the sales and marketing arra of the Radio industry. Potlay our
constituents number nearly 7,000 members including seme 6,000
stations in the US., and over 1,000 associate members in networks,
representative firms, sales and international organizations.
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Research Deficits

tron report. When wereport that 25%of a
sample feels some way about something, or
when a station with a 4.1 beats one with a
3.8 in a book, most station managers and
PIDs take ali these statistics at face value.”

Rip Ridgeway, former vice president of
Arbitron Ratings, believes that stations place
too much emphasis on survey results, "I
think thet station hierarchy puts too much
credence on the ratings estimates, They're
an indicator, a sort of report card on a sta-
tion's performance. They're not the abso-
lute end all. To jump at the next numbers
and make sweeping changes based on them
generally is a big mistake.”

Radio executive Lerma Ozman concurs

with both Porter and Ridgeway and warns
that research should help direct rather than
dictate what a station. does. "I use research,
rather than letting it use me. The thing
to remember is that no methodology is
without a significant marginoferror, Totreat
the results of a survey as gospel is danger-
ous, | rely on research to provide me with.
the black-and-white answers am! depend
on myself to make determinations on the
gray areas, Research never provided a radio
station with the glitter to make it sparkle.”

Station general manager (GM) Richard
Bremkamip also expresses concern aver what
he perceives as an almost obsessive empha-
sis on survey statistics. “Fhe concern for
numbers gets out of hand. There are some
really good-sounding stations out there that
don’t do good book, but the money is in
the numbers. KurtVonnegut talks about the
‘Universal Will to Become’ inhis books. In

radio that can be expanded to the Universal
Will to Become Number One. This is good
if it means the best, but that’s not always
what it means today.”

The proliferation of data services has
drawn criticism from broadcasters who

feel that they are being oversurveyed and
over-researched. When Arbitron introduced

its computerized monthly ratings service
{Arbitrends), the chairman ofits ownradio
advisory council opposed the venture on
the grounds that it would cause more con-
fusion and create more work for broadcast-

ers, He further contended that the monthly
service would encourage short-term buying
by advertisers, Similar criticism was lodged
against Birch/Scarborough’s own comput-

 

 

 

erized service, BirchPlus. Flowever, both
services experienced steady growth.

Compounding the task of audience sur-
veying, says Ed Shane,is the fact that “lower
response rates are affecting all research.”
Continues Shane,“Telephoneresearch opera-
tions have the same problem because people
are burned out on solicitation by phone. For
a recent research project, we made 20,100
phone calls to yield 405 respondents. As
already indicated, some researchers suggest
turning to the Internet for surveys. It’s sure
convenient, because the respondents come
to the researcher. However, until Internet
usage levels are as ubiquitous as the tele-
phone, the sample gencrated from Internet
surveys is not projectable across the popula-
tion as a whole.”

David Pearlman concurs. “Audience

research is increasingly hard to acquire.
Response rates are the foremost issue facing
Arbitron, or any one else measuring lsten-
ing or consumer habits.” Adds, consultant
Gary Begin, “Until PPM or some other
methodology is fully realized, getting diary
keepers to make accurate entries will largely
depend on their remembering a station's
name or frequency, and that, as we well
know, is a dubious business,”

Adding to all this, notes Shane, is the fact
that “radio research has been all but elimi-

nated from station budgets as simply toc
costly. That leaves little understanding of
the audience and its needs and desires.”
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FIGURE 6,12
The more a station
knows about its

audience, the more
effectively it can
program itself.
Courtesy DMR.
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How Agencies Buy Radio |

The primacy of numbers perhaps is best
ilhistrated through a discussion of how
advertising agencies place money on radic
stations. It is the media buyer's job to effec-
tively and efliciently invest the advertiser's
money ~ in other words, to reach the most
listeners with the budget allotted for radio
use. According to media buyer Lynne Price,
the most commonly employed method
determines the cost per point (CPP} of a
given station, Lynne explains the proce-
dure: "A. media buyeris given a budget and
a gross rating point (GRP) goal. Our jcb
is to buy to our GRP goal, without going
over budget, against a predetermined target
audience, Le., adults 25 to 54, teens, men
18 to 34, etc. Our CPP is derived bytaking
the total budget and dividing by the GRP
goal, or total mumber of rating points we
would like to amass against our target audi-
ence.Now, using the CPP as a guideline, we
take the cost per spot on a given station,
and divide by the rating it has to sce how
close to the total CPP the station is. This

is where the negotiation comes in. If the
station is way off, you can threaten not to
place advertising until they come closer to
what you want to spend.”

The other method used to justify station
buysis cost per thousand (CPM). Usingthis
technique, the buyer determines the cost
of reaching 1000 people at a given station,
The CPM of one station is then compared
with that of another’s to ascertain efficiency.
To determine a station’s CPM, the buyer
must know the station’s average quarter-
hour audience (AQHpersons) estimate in
the daypart targeted and the cost of a com-
mercial during that time frame. The follow-
ing computation. will provide the station’s
CPM: by dividing the number of people
reachedinto the cost of the cormrnercial, the
CPM is deduced.

$30for60seconds _ 9)»5Op
35 (000) AOH 91.20 CPM

Thus, the lower the CPM, the more
efhcient the buy. Of course, this assumes
that the station selected delivers the

target audience sought. Again, this is the
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responsibility of the individual buying
media for an agency. lt should be appar
ent by now that manythings are taken into
consideration before airtime is purchased.

Careers in Research

The number of media research companies
grewrapidly since the late 1960s but slowed
in the post-Telecom Act 1990s as station
consolidation became the rule of the land.

‘Today dozens of research houses nationwide
offer audience measurement and survey
data to the electronic media andallied fields.

Job opportunities in research have increased
propertionately. Persons wanting to work in
the research area need sound educational

backgrounds, says Surrey’s Porter. “Collegeis
essential,An individual attempting to enter
the Held today without formal training is
at a serious disadvantage. Infact, a master’s
degree is a goadidea.” Dr. Rob Balon, presi-
dent of Balon and Associates, agrees with
Porter. “Entering the research field today
requires substantial preparation. College
research courses are where to start.”

Researcher Ed Noonan is of the same

opinion. “It is a very competitive and
demanding profession, Formal training is
very important. I'dadvise anyone planning a
career in broadcast research to get a degree
in communications or some related field

and heavy-up on courses in research meth-
odology and analysis, statistics, marketing,
and. computers, Certain business courses are
very useful, too.”

To Don Hagen of Southeast Media
Research, @ strong knowledge of media
is a key criterion when hiring. “One of
the things that I lock for in a job candi-
date is a college background in electronic
media, That's the starting point. You have
to know more today than ever before.
Audience research has become a complex
science.”

As might be expected, research, directors
also place considerable value on experi-
ence. “The job prospect who offers some
experience in the research area, as well as
a diploma, is particularly attractive,” notes
researcher DickWarner. Ed Noonan concurs.

“Actual experience in the field, even if it is
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‘eerg in Research

nee in a summer or part-time job, is a" Christopher Porter advises aspir-
seearchers to work in radio to get a
‘and feel for the medium. “A hands-on

wledge of the broadcast industry is
able, if not vital, in this profession.”
the category of personal attributes,
Warner puts inquisitiveness at the top
“list. “An inquiring mind is essential.
ob of the researcher is to find and

facts and information, Curiosity is

a

“heemSRieetfpBMot
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cand sales decision :
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basic to the researcher’s personality.” Don
Hagen adds objectivity and perceptiveness
to the list, and consultant Dwight Douglas
emphasizes interactive skills. “People skills
are essential, since selling and servicing
research clients are as important as the
research itself.”

Although not everyone is suited for a
career in audience research, those who are
find the workintellectually stirmulating and
financially rewarding.
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he Future of Research in Radio programming will give way to objective
eee“research that is based on a plan,” contends

Most experts agree that the role of research Dwight Douglas.
in radio will continue to grow despite the Christopher Porter sees the fragmen-

‘end toward downsizing and clustering. tation and niching as creating a greater
They base their predictions on the ever- demand for research. “With the inevitabil-
increasing fragmentation and niching of the ity of more competition in already over
listening audience, which makes the jobs crowded markets, the need to stay abreast

F targeting and positioning more complex. of market developments is critical. Yes, the
The held of broadcast research has grown role of research will continue to grow.”
onsiderably m the last two decades, and Although the role of research in the pro-
ere is every reason to suspect that the gramming of large-market stations is sig-
owth will continue. As demographic nificant to in-house methods, claims Ed

argets and formats splinter, there will be Noonan.“Professional research services can
n increasingly greater need to know, Much be very costly. This will keep research to a

‘OF the gut feel that has propelled radio minimum in lesser markets, although there
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will be more movement there than in past.
Call-out research will continue to be a

mainstay for the small station.”
“Cost-effective ways to perform and

utilize sophisticated psychographic data
have made the computer standard equip-
ment at most stations, srnall and large alike.
Research is becoming u way of Ie every-
where, and computers and station Web site
are an integral part of the information uge.
Computers encourage more do-it-yourself
research at stations, as well, and Web sites
allow for the collection of data and theinter

action with audience,” contends WGAO
station manager Vic Michaels.

Gary Begin contends that advances in
research technology also will continue to
improve the nature and quality ofresearch.
“As with the portable ratings devices now
being touted, we'll see more improvement

 
 

CHAPTER 6 RESEARCH  

in methodology and a greater diversity of
applicable data as the result of high-tech
innovations. | think the feld of research will

take a quantum leap in the years to come,
It hus in the past, but the size of the leap
will be greater into the 2000s.”

‘Today it is common for stations to budget
5—10% of their annual income to the

reseurch, and Christopher Porter believes
it will probably increase. “As it evolves,” he
says, “it is likely that the marketplace will
demand that more fimds be allocated for

research purposes. Research may not guar-
antee success, but it's not getting any easier
to be successful without it.”

Research has been a part of radio broad-
casting since its modest beginnings in the
1920s, and it appears that it will play an
even greater role in the operations of sta-
tions as the newcentury deepens.
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Glossary. of Terris... FIGURE 6.23
RAB’S Radio

Audience Composition: The age, sex and/or ethnic makeup of a station's letening Research Glossary.
gudience.

Average Quarter-Hour {AQH}: The average number of peoplelistening in any quarter
hour during a particular timeperiod. :

For exaraple: if yeu worked for a stereinstesdof a radio station, the Caane would
be the number of different people whe shopped in your store sack week, while the
AGH wouldte the dverage number of people in the store during any fear minute
period,

Choice: Exclusive iisteners choose only ore station, First Choice listervers choose other
stations, but they cheese your station at laast as much if not more than any
ethers, 2hd/Srd choice listener's select at least ome inet more than oreotherstation
pefore your station, Adding the Exclusive and Firat Choice categories reported in. the
Loyalty and Cheice analysis yields “core” listeners. Tha remaining percentages added
together are alse known as “fringe” listeners,

Composition answers tie question: What percentage of mry lslerers..?

Curse: The estimated nureber of differentlisteners that tunein during a daypartin an
average week, sometimes called “reach” or “circulation.”

Payparts: Incdustry-acceptedtime periods for radio listening; 2.g., Monday-Friday
SAM-1GAM or Saturday 2PM-7PM. May alse be “custem” Deyparts auch as a time period
for & particular program.

Demographics: Ponulation groups identified by age, sex and/or ethricty. There are two
types: Digerate Demographics, which do tot overlap (8.0., Men and/or Women 28-24,
25-34 and 35-44), andTarget Demographics, which are broader and Indicatethe audience
group to which the station's programmingis aimed (e.g., Men andfor Women 234, 1834
and 2h49

Designated Market Area {DMA}: A Nieiser geagraphy defined by television viewing, mot
radio Hstening, patterns. It masy or may motinclude all counties in the Metro or TSA,

Gross Quarter-Hours (Impressians): The total quarter-Rours of listening to @ station
by its audience.

fndex answers the question: Are my station's listeners rrore likely or less Hkely than the
total market ti...?

» 100 = more likely
< 100 = less likely

209
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guideto helpdeterminewhiehareyourBestenportuniti  
  
 Medium 
 

Aweage

Loyalty: A measure of the amount of quarter-hours listeners contribute to a station as 2
percenhageof thelr listeningto all radio; a station's share of its lisheners' radio wae.

 
Matro Survey Ares (MSA or Matra}: Generally corresponds to a government-defined

county configuration for a market. There ere exceptions, based om historical usage of radio
in @ tiatket, or other marketing considerations.

Non-metro: Those counties in a market mot part of the metro, but included as part of the
BMA or TSA, Non-Metroe counties are surveyedonly in the Sering and Fall surveys.

 
Persons: The total count, Cume or AQH, of the number of people lstening. Rounded to
the nearest one-hundred persons, with the last twe zeroes dropped for disclay purpuses.

Persons Using Radie {PUR}: Thetotal Average Quarter-Mour audiencefor all radio in
@ny particular time seried and demograntic in the Metre Survey Area of a market.

Rating: The persons estimate expressed as a percent of the population. AQH and Cume
ratings are reported.

Share: The most commonly used and citect estimate, it's a station's Average Quarter-Haur
audience in the context of the Average Quarter-Hour audience for all radio (otherwise
known as Persons Using Radio}. it's your station's parcentage of al radie listening.

Note. Persons estiriates are absolute measurements: soting and share are
relativemeasurements expressed as percentages.

Tine Spent Listening (TEL): The amountof time the average person spends listening
during a particular time period. Expressed in heures or quarter-hours,

Tetal Market: Includes all counties in ary of the above market definitians.

Total Survey Area (TRA): Incudes those counties penetrated significantly by slgnals.
fromm stations licensedto the Metro Survey Area. The Metro Survey Area definition plus
the non-metre counties yields the Total Survey Area,

) 2007-2009 RRC. Inc. AH Rights Reserved

FIGURE 6.24

Arbitron’s Glossary
ofTerms.
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i FIGURE 6.25

MARKETING GOALS Direct Marketing
Results rely on

‘There are several objectives stations strive to reach when executing @ marketing campaign, research data to
For example: present its marketing

goals, Courtesy
DMR,

STRATEGY

With the introduction of PPM, there are now two rating methodologies by which stations are
evaluated, PPM confrras much of our understanding of radio listening that came from the
diary methedalogy. At the same time, the panel-based nature of PPM yields new insights
into how consumers use radio over tine cornpared to the results from the T-week diary.

Both methodologies reveal the importance of core listeners to radio stations. In both diary
and PPM, P1’s provide, on average, nearly two-thirds of the listening to a station, For all
imtenis anc purposes, these Pi's are relatively loyal te their given station. As goes the
P1,s0 go the ratings. As a result, the most important strategic objective of the marketing
campaign continues to be directed at reinforcing the loyalty of existing P1’s and building
more, Effective marketing campaigns, whether PPM or diary-based are

* highly targeted to existing and potential P1‘s;
* focused, with a clear, benefit-driven message and callto-action;
® reinforced through varied, frequent, and repeated communications.

PPM also provides new insights into comsurners over time. For example, in the White Paper,
“Pts in A PPM World,” published by dry, The University of Wisconsin’s A.C. Nielsen
Center for Marketing Research and Arbitron, all P's are not created equal. Some Pt's are
very light users of radio and sore are very heavy users of radio, in fact, the heavy radio
listeners contribute 86-90% of the total amount of listening to the market, ever: though
they represent just 50% of the population. in addition, P1's aren‘t as loyal as we originally
assumed. Most Pi’s switch with one other station, if they switch at all. Finally, PPM panels
are ongeing and reported reonthly, as compared to quarterly with diaries. The ongoing
nature of PPM also serves to change the strategic planning of the marketing plan.

Based on our new Understanding of radio users through PPM, the following criteria
should be considered as part of an effective marketing campaign in PPM markets:

* identify and focus the message and media plan primarily on HEAVY radio listeners;
* develop a monthly or semironthly plan to build and reinforce loyalty:
* develop and ongoing and interactive relationships with the Heavy and Loyal listeners.

The success of every marketing carmpaign is driver, by its ability te

* target the appropriate and likely core Usteners:
® present a message that provides a compelling and salient benefit;

| * delvered using a multilayered, mukimedia approach designed to build loyalty,
* Consistent and directed toward developing an ongoing and interactive relationship

 
TARGETING Is KEY

The key ta any marketing communications plan is reaching the correct audience. No
matter what the composition of elements one uses, if the carnpaign is directed io the
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Figure 6.25
Continued

 

 
 
   

wrong consumer, it will waste time and money. in radie, there are several sophisticated |
tools that help to precision-target the right consumers by thelr listening over a defined
geographic area and in some cases by psychographical model. For the diary markets,
these tools include Arbitron’s PD-Advantage, MapMaker, and Maximizer. Additionally,
Nielsen's PRIZM-coding classification Is also available. in PPM markets, Arbitron’s new
PDA-web and the PPM Analysis foo! provide substantial insight into geographic targeting.

   

TARGETING GOALS

The targeting goal is threefold: {1} reach the best prospects for WXXX to produce new
Pi's oF potential P1's fer the station in the targeted households; {2} maintain the current
level of P's, and (3} cultivate more loyalty among the existing P1's.

Before we talk about the steps in the targeting analysis, let's first review the value of
WAXX and the competitors’ heavy listeners. The concept of heavy users applies across
many different consumer categories. In his book, The End of Marketing As We Know If,
Coca-Cola Chief Marketing Cfficer, Sergio Zyman said that much of the 50% increase in
Coca-Cola sales in just 5 years was driven by their strategy to gain and maintain heavy
users of soft drinks (not just Coke P1's). Zyman writes, “Heavy users are obviously more
proftable than ight users, So once you recognize them as a speciic segraent, you can
tallor your marketing te maintain and increase the usage of your heavy consumers and
win your competitors’ heavy consumers... develop programs that address heavy users.” As
we noted earlier, PPM underscores the strength and importance of heavy Tadio listeners
because while they are only 50%of the population, they account for nearly 90%of all
radio listening. With lirnited dollars and time, your marketing plan should be targeting
the very sraall portion of the market who are P1‘s and potential P's for your station and
are heavy users ofradio,

THE MESSAGE

Consumers receive, on average, more than 5000 commercial messages per day. To break
through, your message needs to be clear, benefit-driven and action-oriented. In addkion,
it should be anticipatect, relevant, and expected. It Is a waste of time to simply push
unwanted ads af consumers and expect them to embrace your marketing communications,
Today, it is more critical than ever to begin a relationship with your listeners or potential
listeners, The more personalized and relevant the message, the greater the likellhood that
the consumer will engage with it. in addition, marketing messages and comriunications
must be authentic (believable and provable} and consistent across avery touchpoint of
your station brand. Too often marketing coramunications are separate and diferont
from the overall brand message or promise. Not only do those messages fall short of
engagement, they may ultimately devalue the brand in the mind of the consumer.

THE PLAN

Many marketing plans aren‘t planned at all. They result from a short burst of necessity,
budget availability, and or competitive behavior. As a result, they focus on a tactical
medium (TV, billboards, direct mall, etc.) rather than a strategic plan. To break through
to the consumer, your plan must have frequency, which reinforces the message you are
communicating. [ also aids learning and engagementif it is delivered via Tuiiple media.
Multiple component campaigns have a much greater fikelthood of success, For example,
ArbRron uses a muRivaried approach to recruiting ratings households {in both diary and
PPM) beginning first with a postcard or letter survey, then following up with a live phone
call or voicemail, continuing with a confirmation letter or postcard, ete. An effective olan
eraploys multiple elernents to ensure the message is noticed and attended to by the targetcORSUMET,

CHAPTER 6 RESEARCH 
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PERSONAL PHONE CALLS Continued

Personal, live phone calls continue to be an efficient and cost-effective way of identifying,
targeting, and developing a relationship with P1’s and potential P1’s on a large scale
over a relatively short time period. The phone provides for the achievement of four steps
quickly: (1) impression, (2) awareness, (3) recall, and (4) sampling. For PPM, the value of
the phone call is particularly significant because of Hs ability to create a “take-action-now”
immediate usage occasion, which will tmmediately reaister in PPM.

The personal call elerrent of an Integrated campaign can also capture radio usage level
and perceived loyalty as well as purchase habits, opinions, preferences, and other lifestyle
information. Once @ station commits to obtaming this inforrnation, it will have initiated
an active database of layal, heavy listeners ~ the foundation for an on-going interactive
relationship. Unitke the shotgun approach of "everyone's a target” from TV or billboards,
personal phone calls are much more effective because it essentially #kers for the
households and consumers who are phone-responsive, rather than all people everywhere.
This is particularly important in PPM because of the added importance of the heavy joyal
Pi’s who while representing just a small percentage of the curne contribute and drive as
much as half the audience.

DIRECT MAIL

Direct mail is another valuable tool to include in an integrated marketing campaign.
Direct mail is personal, specific, and targeted to reinforce a station’s marketing position
and brand with a strong visual message, Ditect mail can provide the continuity with print,
billboards, and web-based promotions. Types of direct mail include personalized laser-
printed letters with enclosures ile ragnets, coupon packels, reply cards, personalized
billboards, videos and DVDs, CDs, newsletters, calendars, and birthday and thank-you
cards. New technelodies and web integration have provided a whole new area of direct
mail caled Personalized Domains which allow the consurners name to be the foundation

of the Web site they‘re directed to on the printed piece.

 
E-MAIL MARKETING

By using an e-mail marketing system, you can send mdividualized focused messages
instantly, with powerful attention-cetting graphics or flash animation to your database.
Some systems provide @ built-in bounce-back and reply management to simpilfy the
backend operations. With database-driven e-mail systems, you can wack activity levels and
engagement levels of your key listeners and segment those who are connectors.

 
TEXT RAESSAGING

Many carnpaigns today employ a text messaging component. Texting is particularly |
valuable because i allows a consumer fo take action trrmediately, not wait ta send in a
card or log-in to a Web ste, or call and try to get through. The key to adding a successful
text messaging component ta your marketing campaign is to ask for a quick registration
at some point so that you can determine which members of your database are actively
using that channel. That can be done with a special bounce-back text driving the texting
phone to a mobile Web site and/or a conventional site for a shart entry.

WEBFORM

Webforms are a critical component of a strong reladonship marketing campaign and
initiative. By creating an enrollment form, you allow the listeners the chance to engage
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and interact with the station. it's also a perfect way to quickly gather usage and loyalty
information to help segment the database and focus on those heavy listeners, Once active,
you car use the data to create more personalized domains as discussed in the direct mail
section above. Webforms are commonplace today, but it’s critical to keep them short and
relatively easy. it may also be important to have a mobile version depending on your
audience demographics.

  Figure 6.25
Continued

 

INTERNET AND SEARCH MARKETING

The Internet enables delivery of personalized Messages within targeted content and real-
time interaction. it's an essential component to any efective marketing campaign because
of the interactivity and immediacy it provides. In particular, search marketing provides a
unique platform to connect and engage targeted consumers while online at work or at
home and engage quickly with the station and easily register for the station database. The
internet also provides an excellent vehicle for word-of-mouth and pass-aiong advertising
particularly with its new social media coriponent.

 
 

SOCIAL MIEDIA

With the advent of MySpace and Facebook, sacial media has Tocketed to the top of the
marketers’ tool kit, However, it's relatively unknown or not weil used by radio stations.
The basis for success of social media marketing is allowing your consumers or the
community te control part, or all, of the message instead of forcing or broadcasting
what you betleve the message should be, including a social media component to your
marketing plan is becoming more important because of the power and value of the
community, The objective of a social media component is tO “Join the conversation” that
consumers are (or can be) having about your brand and howitrelates to their fife. fn
many cases, this rich and fertile sharing can be more valuable and far-reaching than any
conventional research you're conducting. At the very least, It provides an avenue into the
natural patterns of communities that center around a radio station brand.

 

One particular socal media tool that is growing dramatically with the ubiquitous nature
af the mobile phone is Twitter. Twitter provides a simple, yet powerfyl platiorm to enable
like-minded individuals to converse in 160-character bursts, Twitter conversations about
virtually anything (and in many cases, about radio stations} are happening right now on
Twitter, To see if they're talking about a station you know, just go to search twitter.cora
— a _ | ol
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Pastand Purpose
-In the fiercely competitive audio mar-
ketplace, radio stations must of necessity
* resort to heavy-handedself-aggrandizement.
“WOK — the station without equal,” “For

the best in music end news tune WXXX,”
“or “You're tuned to the music giant ~
WXX'X”certainly illustrate this point. Why
must stations practice self-glorification? The
answer is simple: to keep the listener inter-
ested and tuned. The highly fragmented
adio marketplace has mace promotion a

basic component of station operetions. Five
times as many stations vie for the listen-
ng audience today as did when television
arrived on the scene, It is competition that
thakes promotion necessary.

Small and large stations alike promote
and market themselves. In the single-station
market, stations promote to counter the
effects of other media, especially the local
flewspaper, which often is the archrival

“small-town outlets. Since there is only
ofe station to tune to, promotion serves to

aintain listener interest in the medium. In

ge markets, where three stations may be
fering the sare format, promotion helps
station differentiate itself from the rest. In

this case, the station with the best promo-
m often wins the ratings war,
Radio recognized the value of promotion
tly. In the 1920s and 1930s, stations used
‘wspapers and other print media to inform
& public of their existence. Remote broad-
Sts from hotels, theaters, and stores also

acted attention for stations and were

opular forrn of promotion during the
ium’s golden age, Promotion-conscious

Promotion

broadcasters of the pretelevision era were
just as determined to get the audience to
take notice as they are today. From the
start, stations used whatever was at hand to
capture the public’s attention. Call letters
were configured in such a wayas to convey
a particular sentiment or meaning: WEAF/
New York, Water, Earth, Air Fire; WOW/
Omaha, Woodmen Of the World; and
WIOD/Miami, Wonderful Isle OF Drearns.
In addition, placards were affixed to vehi-
cles, buildings, and even blimps as a means
of heightening the public’s awareness.

As ratings assumed greater prominence
in the age of specialization, stations became
even more cognizant of the need to promote,
The relationship between good ratings and
effective promotion became more appar
ent. In the 1950s and 1960s, programuning
inmovators such as Todd Storz and Gordon

McLendon used promotions and contests
with daring and skill, even a bit of lunacy,
to win the attention of Hsteners.

The growth of radio promotion has par-
aileled the proliferation of frequencies.
“The more stations you have out there,
the greater the necessity to promote. Let’s
face it, a lot of stations are doing about
the same thing. A. good promotion sets you
apart. It gives you greater identity, which
means everything whena survey company
asks a listener what station he or she tunes.

Radio is an advertising medium in and of
itself. Promotion makes a station salable.

You sell yourself so that you have some-
thing to sell advertisers,” observes Las Vegas
radio station promotion director (also called
promotion manager} Charlie Morriss. Sta-
tions that once confined the bulk of their
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216 
FIGURE 7.1

Stations promote
their image, Courtesy
KUBDL.  

promotional effort to spring andFull to coin-
cide with rating periods now find it neces-
sary to engage in promotional campaigns on
an ongoingbasis throughout the year, notes
Morriss, “More competition and monthly
audience surveys mean that stations have
to keep the promotion fire burning continu-
ally, the analogy being thatif the flame goes
out you're likely to go cool inthe ratings,
Se youreally have to hype your outlet every
opportunity you get. The significance of the
role of promotion in contemporary radio
cannot be overstated.”

The vital role that promotion plays in
radio is not likely to diminish as hundreds
of more stations enter the airways by the
turn ofthe century,

“Promotion has become as much a part
of radio as the records and the deejays who
spin them, andthat’s not about to change,”
contends promotion directar John Grube.

Promotions ~ Practical

The idea behind any promotion is to win
listeners. Over the years, stations have used
a variety of methods, ranging from the
conventional to the outlandish, to accom-
plish this goal. “If a promotion achieves
top-of-the-mind awareness in the listener,
it’s a winner. Granted, some strange things
have been done to accomplish this,” admits
Nlississippi broadcaster Bob Lima.

Promotions designed to captivate the
interest of the radio audience have inspired
some pretty bizarre schemes. In the 1950s,
Dallas station KLIF placed overturned cars
on freeways with a sign on their undersides
announcing the arrival of a new deejay,

CHAPTER 7 PROMOTION

Johnny Rabbitt. ft would be hard to calcu-
late the number of deejays who have lived
atop flagpoles or in elevators for the sake of
a rating point.

In the 1980s, the shenanigans continued.
To gain the listening public's attention, a
California deejay set a world record by
sitting in every seat of a major league
ballpark that held 65,000 spectators, In
the process of the stunt, the publicity
hungry deejay injured his leg. However, he
went on to accomplish his goal by garner-
ing national attention for himself and his
station. Anotherstation offeredto give away
a mobile home to contestants who camped
out the longest on a platform at the base
of a billboard. The challenge turnedinto
a battle of wills as three contestants spent
months trying to outlast eachother. In the
end, one of the three was disqualified, and
the station, in an effort to cease what had
become more of an embarrassment than
anything else, awarded the two holdouts
recreational vehicles,

‘Today, promotions have gotten edgier,
especially on those stations featuring shock
jock shows. Things can and do get out of
hand when personalities go to the extreme to
drawlisteners’ attention with on-air pranks
and giveaways. Prior to migratingto satellite,
Howard Stern held all manner of scatologi-
cal promotions and contests, manycentered
around women removing their clothes, and
Opie and Anthony asked listeners to have
sex in public places. This ultimately got them
removed from theair, thus proving there are
limits to what a station can do to get atten-
tion from an audience. Of course, after a
successful stint for exile) on satellite radio,
the duo was hiredback by terrestrial radio —
provingagain that ratings matter most. The
tone and tenor ofstation promotions have
certainly changed over the decades, notes
Larry Miller. “Although occurring in what
nowseems a gentler and kinder world, my
personal favorite is the one about a station
in LA in the early 1950s that sent out a ‘free
Valhalla Oil credit card’ to listeners. Well,
there was no such oil company, but loyal
listeners nevertheless spent a good deal of
time searching for a Valhalla gas station.
Everybody had a laugh.” ,

Reporter Peg Harneyoffers testimonythat
the bizarrestill occurs in radio promotions.
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Promotions=Prosficel and Bizarrent
 

FIGURE 7.2
Stations showcase

their superstars.
Courtesy WOR,

  
 

The Jehe Gambling Shaw
Weekdays S:i0am-S.en
The John Gambling Show is New York's onlylocal News/Talk program in the
sornings! Johi’s experience, hia deep understanding of the fri-state area and is
resigents, and his legendary sragmatic apnesoach to the day's heacinesmake this
show a siuet fir your morning?

 
 

 
 
 

 

| dean Harnburg
. Weekdays Samedfae
> dgan Hamburg has been covering the acerié a a journalist and broadcasterfor

rary years, and ts Knew throughout the country for her award-winning
consumer affairs reperting.  

. Food Talk with Michael talameca

| Weekdays fiam-Neon
- Suadays Tan-Noon

Listen for delicious recipes, cooking techriques, interviews with the tep chefs
iti the industry, & wine and restaurant recommendations - sali to ask for

|
|

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

OH) Oelly
Weeluays Noon-2pm
Griginating fron the FOX News Channel in New York, The Radia Factor With
Bil O'Reily will focus on 4 specific topic each day genersted fawn the events
and people making headlines. The Radia Factor With BE O'Reilly will aleo
feature special quests and phone calls from listeners nathormaice.

was going to make the announcement, and
it was totally taken by surprise. The librarian
said that approximately 4000 books were
pulled from the shelves — some of them
had pages torn out ~ and that people were

“As a publicity stunt and also to get
people to use the local public library, a
station in Ft. Worth, Texas, a couple years
back announced it had hidden cash in
small denominations in the fiction section.

Approximately 800 people descended on
the library and proceeded to pull books
off the shelves looking for the money. The
library had not been notified that the station 

climbing on the bookcases and making a
tremendous mess. Thestation was forced to

make a public apology, and it promised full
financial restitution.”
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FIGURE 7.3

Getting noticed is
the key. Courtesy
WGH.

One of the most infamous examples ofa
promotion gone bad occurred whena station
decided to airdrop dozens of turkeys to a
waiting crowd of listeners in a neighbor-
hood shopping center parking lot. Unfortu-
nately, the station discovered too late that
turkeys are not adept at flying at heights
above 30 feet. Consequently, several cars
were damaged and witnesses were trauma-
tized as turkeys plunged to the ground. This
promotion-turned-nightmmare was depicted
in an episode ofthe television sitcom WKRP
int Cincinnati,

The list of glitches is seemingly endless.
In the late 1960s, a station in central
Massachusetts asked listeners to predict how
long its air personality could ride a carousel
at a local fair. The hardy airman’s effort was
cut snort on day 3 when motion sickness got
the best of him and he vomited on a crowd
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of spectators and newspaper photographers.
A station in California came close to disaster

when a promotion that challengedlisteners
to find a buried treasure resulted in half

the community being dug up by overzeal-
ous contestants. in Massachusetts, a station
invited listeners to retrieve money-filled
balloons dropped by helicopters into the
surf, and contestants came close to drown-
ing as the balloons floated out to sea,

These promotions did indeed capture
the attention of the public, but in each
case, the station’s image was somewhattar-
nished, The axiom that any publicity, good
or bad, is better than none at all can get
a station into hot water, contends station
promotion director Chuck Davis. “It’s great
to get lots of exposure for the station, but
if it makes the station look foolish, it can
work against you.”

The vast majority of radio contests and
promotions are of a more practical nature
and run without too many complica-
tions. Big prizes, rather than stunts, tend
to draw the most interest and thus are

offered by stations able to afford them.
In the mid-1980s,WASHAM,Washington,
DC, and KSSK-AM, Honolulu, both gave
a lucky listener a million dollars. Cash
prizes always have attracted tremendous
response. Valuable prizes other than cash
also can boost ratings. For example, Los
Angeles station KHTZ-AMexperienced a
sizable jump in iis ratings when it offered
listeners a chance to win a $122,000 house
(this was a decade ago}. Increased ratings
also resulted when KHJ-AM, Los Angeles,
gave awaya car every day during the month
of May.

Promotions that involve prizes, both large
and small, spark audience interest, says
Rick Peters, vice president of prograraming,
Sconnix Broadcasting. “People love to win
something or, at least, feel thet they have
a shot at winning a prize. That’s basic to
human nature, | believe. You really don’t
have to give away two city blocks, either.
A listener usually is thrilled and delighted
to win a pair of concert tickets.”

Although numerous examples can be
cited to support the view that big prizes
get big audiences, there is also ample evi-
dence that low-budget giveaways, involv-
ing T-shirts, albums, tickets, posters, dinners,
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The Promotion Director’s)Manager’s Job

and so forth, are very usefinl in building
and maintaining audience interest. In fact,
some surveys have revealed that smaHer,
more personalized prizes may work better
for a station than the high-priced items.
iPods, concert tickets, and dinners-for-two
rank among the most popular contest
ptizes, according to surveys, Cheaper items
usually also mean more numerous or fre-
quent giveaways.

The Promotion Director’s/
Manager's Job  

Not all stations employ a full-time promo-
tion director, But most stations designate
someone to handle promotional responsi-
bilities. At small outlets, the program direc-
tor (PD) or even the general manager [GM]
assumes promotional chores. Larger stations
andstation clusters with bigger operating
budgets typically hire an individual or indi-
viduals to work exclusively in the area of
promotion. “At major-market stations, you’l|
find a promotion department that inchides
a director and possibly assistants. In mid-
dle-sized markets, such as ours, the prome-
tien responsibility is often designated to
someonealready involved in programming,”
says Bob Lima.

Observes Ed Shane: “Some promotion
managers consider themselves ‘market-
ing directors.’ There are two levels of job
responsibility for promotion people. Some
are glorified ‘banner hangers,’ who make
sure the grunt work is done at a station pro-
motion or a live broadcast. Others are true

department heads who exhibit leadership
and vision within their operations.”

Indeed the promotiondirector’s respon-
sibilities are manifold. Essential to the posi-
tion are a knowledge and understanding
of the station’s audience. A background
in research is important, contends Grube.
“Before you can initiate any kind of pro-
motion you must know something about
who you're trying to reach. This requires
an ability to interpret various research data
that you gather through in-house survey
eHorts or from outside audience research
companies, like Birch and Arbitron. You
don’t give away beach balls to 50-year-old

 

men. Ideas must be confined to the cell

group you're trying to attract.”
Writing and conceptualskills are vital to

the job of promotion director, says Morriss.
“You prepare an awful lot of copy of all
types. One moment you're composing press
releases about programming changes, and
the next you're writing a 30-second promo
about the station’s expanded news cover-
age or upcoming remote broadcast from a
local mall. Knowledge of English grammar
is a must. Bad writing reflects negatively on
the station. The job also demands imagina-
tion and creativity. You have to be able
to come up with an idea and bring it to
fruition.”

Chuck Davis agrees with Morriss and
adds that although the promction person
should be able to originate concepts, a
certain number of ideas come from the
trades and other stations. “When this is the

case, and it often is, you have to knew hew
to adapt an idea to suit your own station,
Of course, the promotion must reflect your
location. Lifestyles vary almost by region.
A promotion that’s successful at a station
in Louisiana may bear no relevance to a
station with a similar format in Michigan.
On the other hand, with some adjust-
ments, it may work as effectively there.
The creativityin this example exists in the
adaptation.”

Promotion directors must be versatile.

A familiarity with graphic art generally is
necessary, since the promotion director will
be involved in developing station logos and
image IDs for advertising in the print media
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FIGURE 7.4

Stations use point
of purchase posters
to promote their
contests. Courtesy
WENS-FM.
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220
FIGURE 7.8

Cautionary words
from a consultant.
Courtesy Shane
Media.
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and billboards. The promotion department
also participates in the design and prepara-
tion of visuals for the sales area.

‘The acquisition ofprize materials through
direct purchase and trades is another duty
of the promotion person, who also may be
called on to help co-ordinate sales co-op
arrangements. “You work closely with
the sales manager to arrange tie-ins with
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sponsors and station proniotions,” contends
Morriss.

Like other radio station department
heads, it is the promotion director's respon-
sibility to ensure that the rules and regula-
tions established by the FCC, relevant to
the promotionsarea, are observed, This will
be discussed further later in the chapter, in
the section Promotions and the FCC.
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VWho Prarsotion Directors Hire

Ofcourse, it is important that a promo-
tion director maintains a high level of com-
munication with other station personnel,
particularly the program director and sales
manager, who are almost always an inte-
gral part of a promotion’s execution and
implementation. Everyone should be in the
know-about contests and promotions.

On a final note (corroborating Ed Shane’s
preceding contention}, Lynn Christian
observes that “The word marketing has
become the rallying cry today. At a BPME
meeting the question was raised as to
whether a promotion director should be
designated ‘marketing director, and given
upgraded status in a station — thatis, parity
withthe program director and sales manager.
In the light of the horrendous compecti-
tion and the need to survive in what has
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FIGURE 7.6
Remote broadcasts

from sponsor sites
generate buzz.
Courtesy WIZN.
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the promotion director especially at a large
station, are diverse.” notes Rick Peters of
‘TK Communications.

Charlie Morriss agrees with Peters and
adds, “A manager reviewing the credentials
of candidates for a promotion position will
expect to find a statement about formal
training, that is, college. OF course, nothing
is a substitute for a solid track record, Expe-
rience is golden, This is a very hands-on
field. My advice today is to get a good edu-
cation and along the way pick up a little
experience, too.”

Familiarity with programming is impor
tant, contends Lima, who suggests that pro-
spective promotion people spend some time
or the air. “Part-timing it on mic at a station,
be it a small commercial outlet or a college
facility, gives a person special insight into the
nature of the medium that he orshe is pro-
moting. Working in sales also is valuable. In
the specific skills department, I'd say the pro-
motion job candidate should have an eye for
detail, be well organized, and possess exerm-
plary writing skills. [t gocs without saying that
a positive attitude and genuine appreciation
of radio are important as well.”

Both John Grube and Chuck Davis cite

wit and imaginationas criteria for the job
of promotion. “It helps to be a little wacky
and crazy. By that I mean able to conceive
of entertaining, fan concepts,” says Grube.
Davis concurs, “This is a convivial medium.
The idea behind any promotion or contest
is to attract and amuse the listener. A zany,
off-the-wall idea is good, as long as it is
based in sound reasoning. Calculated crazi-
ness requires common sense and creativity,
and both are qualities you need in order to
succeed in promotion.”

The increasing competition in the radio
marketplace has bolstered job opportuni-
ties in promotion. ‘Thus, the future appears
bright for individuals planning careers in
this facet of the medium.

There are two primary categories of
station promotions: on-air and off-aiy.
The on-air category will be examined first
since it is the most prevalent formof radio
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promotion, Broadcasters already possess
the best possible vehicle to reach Hsten-
ers, and so it should come as no surprise
that on-air promotion is the most common
means of getting the word out on a station.
The challenge confronting the promotion
director is how to most effectively market
the station so as to expand and retain lis-
tenership. To this end, a number of pro-
motional devices are employed, beginning
with the mast obvious ~ station call letters,

“The value of a good set of call letters
is inestimable,” says KGLD's Bremkamp.
“A good example is the call letters of a
station I once managed which have long
been associated with the term rich and

all that it implies: ‘Hartford's Rich Music
Station — WRCH-”

Call letters convey the personality of a
station, For instance, try connecting these
call letters with a format WHOG, WNWS,
WEZI, WODS, WIZZ, WIND, and WHTS.
If you guessed Country,News, Easy Listen-
ing, Oldies, Jazz, Talk, and Hits, you were
correct. The preceding call letters not only
identify their radio stations but they Hter-
ally convey the nature or content of the
programming offered.

Larry Miller adds, “Anything that can be
made to spell ‘KISS’ is always a favorite
with listeners, starting with a KISS station
in the Northwest back in the 1950s. Other

similar calls include ‘Magic’ for a soft AC,
‘Zoo’ for a wild and crazy CHR or Hot
AC, or ‘Rock’ as in K-Rock. In Hawaii,
cals that spell Hawaiian words have
always been popular, such as K-POL. In
the early 1970s, the ABC group of O&O
FMs changed call letters to reflect ‘hip’ or
local culture with calls like KLOS in LA or

KSPX in San Francisco or WRIF in Detroit

or WPL) (white port and lemon juice) in
NewYork.”

Whenstations do not possess call letters
that create instant recognition, they often
couple their frequency with a call letter
or two, such as JB-105 (WPIB-FM105)
or KISS-108 (WXKS-FM 108). This also
improves the retention factor. Slogans
frequently are a part of the on-air ID.
“Music Country ~ WSOC-FM, Charlotte,”
“A Touch of Class ~ WTEB-FM, New
Bern,” and “Texas Best Rock ~ KTXQ-FM,
Fort Worth” are sorne examples. Slogans
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Types of Promotions 

exemplify a station's image.When effec-
tive, they capture the mood and flavor
of the station and leave a strong impres-
gion in the listener's mind. It is standard

programming policy at many stations to
announce the station's call letters and

even its slogan each time a deejay opens
the microphone. This is especially truc
during ratings sweeps when survey com-
panies ask listeners to identify the sta-
tions they tune into. “Ef your calls stick in
the mind of your audience, you've hit a
home run. If they don’t, you'll go score-
less in the book, You've got to carve them
into the listener's gray matter and you
start by making TDs and signatures that
are as memorable as possible,” observes
Rick Peters.

Jay Williams, Jr, observes that call letters
are being used less and less in the digital
age. "Stations identify themselves using their
frequencies (92.5) today more thantheir call
letters. This has become the case since the

ractio dial became digitized. The emphasisis
nowmore numerical than alphabetical, Ever:
the alphanumeric approach (Magic 92) has
faded in favor of simply stating the station's
frequency.”

It is a common practice for stations
te “hookend’ — place call letters and/or
frequencies before and after all breaks
between music. For example, “WHIE Stay
tuned for a complete look at local and
national news at the top of the hour on
WHIL" Deejays also are told to graft the
station. call letters onto all bits of infor-

mation: “92.9 Time,” “102.5 Temperature,”
“102.5 Weather.” and so on. There is a
rule in radio that call letters can never
be overannounced. The logic behind this
is clear.The more a station tells its audi-

ence what it is tuned to, the more apt it
is to remember, especially during rating
periods.

Qn-air contests are another way to cap-
ture and hold the listener's attention. Con-

tests must be easy to understand fare the
rules and requirements of the contest casily
understood by the listener?} and possess
entertainment value (will nonparticipants
be amused even though they are not actu-
ally involved?}. A contest should engage the
interest of all listeners, players and nonplay-
ers alike.

A contest must be designed to enhance
a station's overall sound or format. It

must fit in, be compatible. Obviously,
a mystery sound contest requiring the
broadcast of loud or shrill noises would

disrupt the tranquility and continuity of
an Easy Listening station and result in
tunc-out.

Successful contests are timely and
relevant to the lifestyle of the station's
target audience, says Bob Lima. “A contest
should offer prizes that truly connect with
the listener. An awareness of the needs,
desires, and fantasies of the Hstener will
help guide 4 station, For example, giving
away a refrigerator on a hot hit station
would not really captivate the 16-year-old
tuned, This is obvious, of course. But the
point [Tm making is that the prizes that
are up for grabs should be something the
listener really wants to win, or you have
apathy.”

The importance of creativity already has
been. stated. Contests that attract the mast

attention often arc the ones that challenge
the listener's imagination, contends Morriss.
“A contest should havestyle, shouldattempt
to be different. You can give away what
is perfectly suitable for your audience, but
you carn do it in a way that creates excite-
ment and adds zest to the programming.
The goal of any promotion is to set you
apart fromthe other guy. Be daring within
reason, but be daring.”

 

FIGURE 7.7
Listeners love to wit:

money. Courtesy
Froggy,
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FEGURE 7.8
Billboards catch
the attention of

commuters, Courtesy
Rock102. 

On-air promotion is used to inform the
audience of what a station has to offer: station

personalities, programs, and special features
and events. Rarely does a quarter-hour
pass on any station that does not include
a promo that highlights some aspect of
programming:

“Tune in WHOX'X'’s News at Noon each

weekday for a full hour of ...”
“Irv McKenna keeps ‘Nightalk’ in the

sir midnight to six on the voice of the
valley — WKXX. Yes, there's never a dull
moment ..."

“Every Saturday night WXXOS turns the
clock back to the {ites and sixties to bring
you the best of the golden oldies ...”

“Hear the complete weather forecast on
the hour and half hour throughout the day
and night on your total service station ~
AAR”

On-air promotion is a cost-efficient and
effective means of building an audience
when done correctly, says John Grube.
“There are good on-air promotions and weak
or ineffective on-air promotions. The latter
caninflict a deep wound, but the former
can put 4 station on the map. As broadcast-
ers, the airtime is there at our disposal, but
we sometimes forget just how potent an
advertising tool we have.”

Marketing expert Andrew Curran points
to another area of promotion. “A. stealth
promotion might include members of the
station database andis something that only
the people eligible to win know is going
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on, For example, a station might announce
a name three times a day for a chance to
win $1000. “We'd like to thank John Smith

for listening to Classic Rock WXYZ. Then
this person would have 20 minutes to call
in and win and since only he can win, he’s
not competing with the whole city to get
throughon the phone. Plus, he feels impor-
tant that he’s eligible to win a special contest
fromthe station. In the end, of course, a
great promotion makes people want to tune
the station.”

Radio stations employ olf-air promo-
tional techniques to reach people not
tuned in. Billboards are a popular form of
outside promotion. To be effective, they
must be both eye-catching and simple.
Only so muchcan be stated on a billboard,
since people generally are in a moying
vehicle and have only a limited amount
of time to absorb a message. Placement
of the billboard also is a key factor. To be
effective, billboards must be located where
they will reach a station's intended audi-
ence. Although an All-News station would
avoid the use of a billboard facing a high
school, a rock music outlet may prefer the
location.

Bus cards are a good way to reach the
public. Cities often have hundreds of buses
on the streets each day. Billboard compa-
nies also use benches and transit shelters

to get their client's message across to the
population. Outside advertising is an effec-
tive and fairly cost-efficient way to promote
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Types of Promotions

a radio station, although certain billboards
at heavy traffic locations can be extremely
expensive to lease.

Newspapers are the most frequent
means of off-air promotion. Stations like
the reach and targeting that newspapers
can provide. In large metro areas, alter-
native newspapers, such as the Boston
Phoenix, are very effective in deliver
ing certain listening cells. The Phoenix
enjoys one of the largest readerships of
any independent press in the country, Its
huge college-age and young professional
audience makes it an ideal promotional
medium for stations after those particular
dermographics. Although the readership of
the mere cenventional newspapers tradi-
tionally is low among young people, it is
high in older adults, making the mainstream
publications useful to stations targeting the
over-40 crowd.

Newspapers with large circulations
provide a great way to reach the popula-
tionat large, but they also can be very costly,
although some stations are able to trade
airtime for print space. Newspaper ads must
be large enoughto stand out and overcome
the sea of advertisements that often share

the same page. Despite some drawbacks,
newspapers usually are the first place radio
broadcasters consider when planning an
off-air promotion.

Television is a costly but effective pro-
motional tool for radio. A primary adyan-
tage that television offers is the chance
to target the audience that the station is
after. An enormous amount of information

is available pertaining to television viewer
ship. Thus, a station that wants to reach
the 18-24 year olds is able to ascertain the
programs and features that best draw that
particular cell.

The costs of producing or acquiring
ready-made promos for television can run
high, but most radio broadcasters value the
opportunity to actually show the public
what they can hear when they tune to
their station. WBZ-AMin Boston used local

television extensively to promoteits former
morning personality, Dave Maynard, and
its current sunrise news team. Ratings for

‘the Westinghouse-owned station have been
“consistently high, and management points

io their television promotion as a contribut-
ing factor.

Bumper stickers are manufactured by
the millions for distribution by  practi-
cally every commercial radio station in the
country. The primary purpose of stickers is
to increase call letter awareness. Over the

years, bumperstickers have developed into
a unique pop-art form, and hundreds of
people actually collect station decals as a
hobby. Some station bumper stickers are
particularly prized for thelifestyle or irmape
they portray. Youths, in particular, are fond of
displayingtheir favorite station’s call letters.
Stations appealing to older demographics
find that their audiences are somewhat less

enthusiastic about bumper stickers.
Stations motivate listeners to display

bumper stickers by tying them in with
on-air promotions:

WAX WANTS TO GIVE YOU A
THOUSAND DOLLARS. ALL YOU HAVE
TO DO Is PUT AN K-100 BUMPER
STICKER ON YOUR CAR TO BE ELIGEL
BLE. IT’S TELAT SIMPLE. WHEN YOUR
CAR IS SPOTTED BY THE X-100 ROVING

EYE, YOUR LICENSE NUMBER WILL
BE ANNOUNCED OVER THE AIR. YOU
WILL THEN HAVE THIRTY MINUTES TO
CALL THE STATION TO CLAIM YOUR,

ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS...

Hundreds of ways have been invented to
entice pcople to display station call letters.
The idea is to get the station’s name out
to the public, and 10,000 cars exhibiting a
station’s bumper sticker is an effective way
to do that. Says Ed Shane, “Visibilityis part of
the answer. Station promotion has reached
new levels of creativity and intrusion —
skateboard jumpers, rolling radios, inflata-
bles in the boots, guitars, frogs.”

Stations give away thousands of items cis-
playing stationcall letters and loges annu-
ally. Ameng the most common promotional
items handed out. by stations are posters,
Tshirts, calendars, key chains, coffee mugs,
music hit lists, book covers, pens, and car
litter bags. The list is vast.

Plastic card promotions have done well
for many stations. Holders are entitled to
a variety of benelits, including discounts
at various steres and valuable prizes. The
bearer is told to listen to the station for
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FIGURE 7.9

Bumper stickers
visually convey
a station's sound

and image.
Courtesy Mo Money
Associates.

FIGURE 7,10
The more

extravagant the
giveaway, the more
interest it generates,
Courtesy StarFM.

   
 

gard privé: a FREE vacation ta Hower!

information as to where to use the card.

In addition, holders are eligible for special
on-air drawings.

Another particularly effective way to
increase 4 station’s visibility is to sponser
special activities, such as fairs, sporting events,
theme dances, and concerts. Hartford’s Big
Band station, WRCQ-AM, has received
significant attention by presenting an annual
music festival that has attracted over 25,000
spectators each year, plus the notice of other
media, including television and newspapers.

Personal appearances by station person-
alities are one of the oldest forms ofoff-air
promotion but still a very effective one.
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Remote broadcasts from malls, beaches, and
the like also aid in getting the wordof the
station out to the public.

One last means of marketing a station is
offered by Jay Williams, Jr, CEO, Direct
Marketing Results: “Promotion and market-
ing have never been more critical, In the
current economy, stations have to do every-
thing they can to draw and hold an audi-
ence. Direct marketing through mail and/
or bytelephoneis a very cost-effective way
to target an audience and to keep a station
in frontof radio listeners, especially during
rating periods. Telepromoting is becom-
ing more prevalent. Directed or targeted
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marketing makes sense because stations
must be more effective with what they have.
The business of radio is changing. Audiences
are fragrmenting, brand loyalties are eroding.
Mass marketing is losing its impact. Person-
to-person. or individualized marketingdeliv-
ers tangible results.”

Ed Shane concurs with Williams, adding,
"THrect marketing is the wave of the one-
to-one future. More direct mail, telemarket-
ing, database management, and computer
interaction.”

Sales Promotion 

Promoting a station can be very costly, as
much as half a million dollars annually in
some metro markets. To help detray the
cost of station promotion, advertisers are
often recruited. This way both the station
and the sponsor stand to benefit. The
station gains the financial wherewithal to
execute certain, promotions that it could
not do on its own, and the participating
advertiser gains valuable exposure by tying
in with special station events. Stations
actually can make money and promote

 
themselves siroultaneously if a client pur-
chases a substantial spot schedule as part of
a promotional package. Says Larry Miller,
“An effective promotional campaign should
try to include a sales component, in part
to help allay the costs of advertising.IF it's
done right, it will bring in new business for
the station.”

‘There are abundant ways to involve adver-
tisers in station promotion efforts. They run
the gamut from placing advertisernents and
coupons on the back of bumper stickers to
joining the circus for the day; for example,
"WIXXX brings the ‘Greatest Show on
Earth’ to townthis Friday night, and you go
for half price just by mentioning the name
of your favorite radio station — WXXX."
The ultimate objective of a station/sponsor
collaborative is to generate attention in a
cost-efficient manner. If a few dollars are

made for the station along the way, all the
better.

As stated previously, the promotion
director also works closely with the sta-
tion’s sales department in the preparation.
and design of sales promotion materials,
which include items such as posters, cover-
age maps, ratings breakouts, flyers, station
protiles, rate cards, and much mare.
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FIGURE 7.12

Direct marketing
helps increase
audience awareness
of a radio station.

Courtesy DMR.

 
Research and Planning

‘To effectively promote a station, the indi-
vidual charged with the task must possess
2 thorough knowledge of the stationand its
audience. ‘This person must then ascertam
the objective of the promotion. Is it the
aim of the promotion to increase call letter
awareness, introduce a new format/feature/
personality, or bolster the station’s com-
munity service image? Of course, the ulti-
mate goal of any promotion is to enhance
listenership,

Exective promotions take into account
both internal and external factors. An under-

standing of the product, consumer, and com-
petitionis essential to any marketing effort,

CHAPTER #7 PROMOTION

including radio. Hach of these three areas
presents the promotion director with ques-
tions that must be addressed before launch-

ing a campaign. As stated earlier in this
chapter, it is imperative that the promotion
or contest fit the station's sound — in other

words, be compatible with the format. This
accomplished, the next consideration is the
relevancy of the promotion to the station’s
audience. For example, does it fit the bsten-
er's lifestyle? Third, is the idea fesh enough
in the market to attract and sustain. interest?

Observes programmingexecutive Corinne
Baldassano, “You must institute ongoing
research to make sure your targct eudi-
ence is happy with what it’s hearing. You
can make adjustments depending on the
feedback you get from the research. Those
stations that have succeeded have been sin-

gle-rninded in their desire to achieve their
goals, They establish a market position and
do everything they can to fulfill audience
expectations. The other major ingredient
for success with promotions is fim. You
have to have fun with the promotion while
you're doing all the work. If you and your
staff have a good time, it is conveyed to the
listeners and potential advertisers. It makes
a station hard to beat.”

Concerning the basic mechanics of the
contest, the general rule is that if it takes a
long time to explain, it is not appropriate
for radio, “Contests that require too much
explanation don’t work well in our medium.
That is not to say that they have to be thin
and one-dimensional. On the contrary, radio
contests can be imaginative and captivat-
ing without being complicated or complex,”
notes John Grube.

The planning and implementation of
certain promotions mayrequire the involve-
ment of consultants who possess the exper-
tise to ensure smooth sailing. Contests can
turn into bad dreams if potential problems
are not anticipated. Rick Sklar, who served
as program director for WABCin NewYork
for nearly 20 years, was responsible for some
of the most successful radio promotions
ever devised, but not all went without a
hitch. In his autobiographical book, Rocking
America (St. Martin's Press, 1984), Sklar
told of the time that he was forced to hire,
at great expense, 60 office temporaries for a
period of 1] month to count the more than
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Research ond Planning 

170 million ballots received in response to
the station’s “Principal of the Year" contest,
The previous year the station had received
a paltry 6 million ballots.

On another occasion, Sklar had over
4 million WABC buttons manufactured

as part of a promotion that awarded up
to $25,000 in cash to listeners spotted
wearing one.What Sklar did not antici-
pate was the huge cest invelved in ship-
ping several million metal buttons from
various points around the country. The
station had to come up with thousands
of unbudgeted dollars to cover air freight.
Of course, both miscalculations were rmiti-
gated by the tremendous success of the
promotions, which significantly boosted
WABC's ratings.

An even more bizarre experience befell
Dallas deejay Ron Chapman when he jok-
ingly asked listeners to send $20 without
explaining why. The listening faithful,
assuming Chapman's request to be a part
of a legitimate station promotion, mailed in
nearly a quarter of a million dollars. This left
the station (RVIL-FM) with the interesting
problem of what to do with the money.
“We're flabbergasted,” exclaimed Chapman.
“We never expected this to happen.” The
moral to this tale is never underestimate

the power of the medium. Plan before
implementing.

 

   

mental phase of a promotion generally will
prevent any unpleasant surprises, says Bob
Lima. “Practical and hypothetical projec-
tions should be made. Radio can fool you by
its pulling power. Ifa promotioncatches on,
it can exceed all expectations. You've got to
be prepared for all contingencies, These are
nice problems to have, but you can get egg
on your face, Take a good lookat the long
and short of things before you bolt from the
starting gate. Don’t be too hasty or quick
to execute. Consider all the variables, then
proceed with care.”

Lima tells of a successful promotionat
WYVMIthat required considerable organiza-
tion and planning. "We called it "The Great
Easter Ege Hunt.’ What was basically an
Easter egg hunt at a local park here in Biloxi
attracted over 11,000 people. A local bottler
co-sponsored the event and previded many
of the thousands of dollars in prizes. The
station hyped the event for several weeks
over the air, and a little off-air promotion
was done. The reason the promotion worked
so well is that there actually was a need for
a large, well-organized Easter event. We did
eur homework in selecting and executing
this promotion, which turned out to be a
big winner.”

Charlie Morriss shares an account of a

successful promotionat radio station KOMP.
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FIGURE 7.13

A checklist designed
to keep a station in
the hearts and minds
of its audience.

Courtesy Shane
Media.
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“Jocks flew around the Las Vegas skies in
several World War II fighter planes owned
by Miller Beer while our call letters were
written by a skywriter The effect was stun-
ning. This promotion worked because sky-
writing is so rare these days and not many
people have seen a squadron of vintage
warplanes. It also worked because it didn’t
cost us a penny. It was a trade agreernent
with Miller We gave them the exposure,
and they gave us the air show. Of course,
a lot of details had to be worked out in

advance.”

The most effective promotion in recent
years at New London’s WSUB involved
awarding contestants an elaborate night out
on the town. Chuck Davis relates: “Our

‘Night Out’ prometion has been popular
for some time The station gets premium
concert tickets through a close alliance with
a New York concert promoter. It then finds
a sponsor to participate in the giveaway
and provides him with counter signs and
an entry box so that people may register in
his store. The sponsor then becomes part
of the promotion and in return purchases
an air schedule. Contestants are told to go
to the store to register for the “Night Out,
thus increasing store trafic even more. In
addition, the sponsor agrees to absorb the
expense of a limousine to transport the
winners, who also are treated to a precon-
cert dinner at a local restaurant that pro-
vides the meals in exchangefor promotional
consideration — a mention on the air in our

‘Night Out’ promos. In the end, the sta-
tion's cost amounts to a couple of phone
calls, a cardboard sign, and a box. Reaction
has always becn great from all parties. The
sponsor likes the tie-in with the promo-
tion, The restaurant is very satished with
the attention it receives for providinga few
dinners, and the concert promoter gets a
lot of exposure for the acts that he books
simply by giving the station sometickets,It
works like a charm. We please our audience
and also put a few greenbacks in the till.”

Tn the end, making certain that everything
is kosher with the execution ofa promotion
or contest is absolutely crucial, notes Larry
Miller. “Another perhaps apocryphal tale of
things going amiss is the San Francisco Top
40 station that did a Lucky License Plate
contest during morning drive. Everybody
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listening stopped and got out of their car
to check their license plate to see #f they had
won. This caused a monurnental traffic jam,
and the autherities were not pleased.”

The point slready has been made that a
station can ill afford not to promote itself
in today’s highly competitive marketplace.
Promotions are an integral part of contern-
porary station operations, and research and
planning are what make a promotion a
Winner.

Marketing expert Andrew Curran opens
this section with his views on the chal-

lenges of nding resources to promote a
station: “In my experience, since revenue
growth in radio has been relatively flat in
recent years, marketing budgets are often
the first thing to cut, especially in the third
and fourth quarters of the year when a
company needs to hit its financial numbers.
In addition, it seems that stations seern to
get the most marketing money when the
ratings are down and instant results need
to be delivered to get revenue up. Certainly
this makes for some tense carmpaigns and
often — if the promotion is successful and
ratings go up ~ marketing dollars are moved
to another station that is in need of help
rather than allowing the original station
to strengthen its position with additional
marketing.”

Obviously, cost projections are included
in the planning of a promotion. The
promotion director's budget may be sub-
stantial or all but nonexistent. Stations
in small markets often have minuscule

budgets compared with their giant metro
market counterparts. But then again, the
need te promote in a one- or two-station
market generally is not as great as it is
in multistation markets. To a degree, the
promotion a station does is commensurate
with the level of competition.

A typical promotion at an average-size
station may involve the use of newspapers,
plus additional handout materials, such as
stickers, posters, buttons, and an assortment
of other items depending on the nature of
the promotion. Television and billboards
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FIGURE 7.14

The prize vanis on
the prowl, Courtesy
Infinity.

Van Appearance

 

 

The MIX 98-5 Expedition can be
spotted throughout New England ot
MIX 98-5 stotion appeorance! At

_ every oppearonce, the MEX WHEEL
OF PRIZES CLOSET is on-site for

contestants to win great prizes. Lucky
winners get to cheose a gift off the
shelf that corresponds with the color
on the wheel,

During each appearonce, the MIX 98-5
promotion ceordinaters arrive in the
MIX Expedition ready to give owoy
great station premium and create
excitement while supporting your
marketing message te your target
consumers,

 
 
: Sponsor recelves:
i 4. 2 hour station oppearonce with

[| Wheel of Prizes, Sound System,
Station Von, ond giveaways.

 
 2. On-air promotionol onnouncements

te run prior to the appearance.  
 
 3. Inclusion on MEX 98-5 Web Site -

warw.mix389.com
 

 

 
 

- mayalso be utilized. Fach of theseiterns will
“require an expenditure unless some other

rovision has been made, such as a trade
greement in which airtime is swapped for
oods or ad space,
The cost involved in promoting a contest

‘often constitutes the primary expense.
When WASI-EMin Washington, DC, gave
way a million dollars, it spent $200,000
0 purchase an annuity designed to paythe

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
  

 
Source: Arbitron Soring 2002/Scarboraugh 20G2

prize recipient $20,000 a year for 50 years,
The station spent nearly an equal amount
to promote the big giveaway. Most of the
promotional cost resulted from a heavyuse
of local television.

A decade ago KHTZ-FMin Los Angeles
spent over $300,000 onbillboards and tele-
vision to advertise its dreamhouse giveaway.
The total cost of the promotion approached
a half million dollars. The price tag of the
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FIGURE 7.15

Promoting
on-air contests

online. Courtesy
KORN-AM.

  

  

 

G@107 On-Air Contests.

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

“npasgible Question” 9:16am

“enpossible Question" 9: idem

Friday:

house was $122,000. Both of these high-
priced contests accomplished their goals -
increased ratings. In a metro market, one
rating point can mean ¢ million dollars in ad
revenuc. “A promotion that contributes to.
a two- or three-point junyp in the ratings is
well worth the moneyspent on it,” observes
Rick Peters.

The promotion director works with
the station manager in establishing the
prometion budget. From there, it is the
promotion director's job to allocate funds
for the various contests and promotions
that are run throughout the station's fiscal
period. Just as in every other area of a
station, computers are becoming a promi-
nent fixture in the promotion department.
“If you have a large budget, a computer
certainly makes life a lot easier. The idea is
to control the budget and not let it control
you. Obviously computers have been a big
help inthis respect,” states Marlin R. Taylor,
whe also contends that large sums ofmoney
need not be peured into promotions if a
station is on target with its programming.
“In 1983, the Malrite organization came
to New York and launched Z-100, a con-
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Listen to Captain Morgan in the Morrdny with Steve Murgan weekday mornings from
Ya-lOa for fun games and contests,

Monday: “Monday Morning Timeline” 8:50am

Tussday: “hnpassihie Question” 9: Loan

Wednesday: “Inpossthie Guestian” 9: 1éarri

Thursday: “Music To My Bars” 8:50am

Plus we alweys have some other kinds of giveaways fer our Hstenars te win each and
every weekday morning. You have ta Hsten te play aad win awesome prizes.

temporary hit-formatted cutlet, moving
it from ‘worst to first’ in a matter of

monaths. They did a little advertising and
gave away some money. | estimate that
their giveaways totaled less dollars than
some of their competitors spent on straight
advertising, But the station's success was
built on three key factors: product, service,
and employee incentives. Indeed, they
do have a quality product. Second, they
are providing a service to their custom-
ers or Hsteners, and, third, the care and.
feeding of the air staff and support team
are obvious at all times. You don’t neces-

sarily have to spend a fortune on promio-
tion.” Larry Miller agrees, “A realy good
promotion director can do effective pro-
motions without spending a lot of money.
First, utilize ‘on air’ promotions; second,
trade out for stuff like contest prizes and
newspaper advertising. You can do much
for very litte through a combined effort
with programming.”

Since promotion directors frequently are
expected to arrange trade agreernents Pro~-
motions and the FCC with merchants as a

way to defray costs, a familiarity with and
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Promotions and the FOC

inderstanding of the station's rate struc-
are is necessary. Trading airtime for use in

promotions is less popular at highly rated
Stations that can demand top dollars for

ts. Most stations, however, prefer to
ychange available airtime for goods and
sdvices needed in a promotion,rather than
ay cash.

P omotions and the FCC 

tehough the FCC has dropped mostofits
és pertaining to contests and promotions,
oes expect that they be conducted with
pricty and good judgment. The basic
igation of broadcasters to operate in the
blic interest remains the primary consid-
tion. Section 73.1216 of the FCC's rules

regulations (as printed in the Code of
eral Regulations} outlines the do's and

nits of contest presentations,
fations are prohibited from running a

itest in which contestants are required
payin order to play. The FCC regards as

sttery any contest in which the elements
prize, chance, and consideration exist. In
ier words, contestants must not have to
something to win.
ontests must not place participants in
danger or jeopardize property. Award-
prizes to the first five people who suc-
fully scale a treacherous mountain or

im a channel filled with alligators cer-
nly would be construed by the FCC as

ngering the lives of those involved,
testants have been injured and sta-
6 held liable more than ounce. In the
.of the station in California that ran

casure bunt resulting in considerable
erty damage, it incurred the wrath of
public, town officials, and the FCC. In

fore tragic example of poor planning, a
ner was killed during a “find the disk

key" contest. The station was charged
th: negligence and sustained a substan-

fine.

ations are expectedto disclose the mate-
terms of all contests and promotions
tucted. These inchide the following:

 

Hering procedures
sibility requirements

 
Deadlines

When or if prizes can be won
Value of prizes
Procedure for awarding prizes
Tie-breaking procedures

*&888
The public must not be misled concern-

ing the nature of prizes, Specifics must be
stated. Implying that a large boat is to be
awarded when, in fact, a canoeis the actual
prize would constitute misrepresentation,
as would suggesting that an evening inthe
Kon Tiki Room of the local Holiday Inn is
a great escape weekend to the exotic South
Seas.

The FCC also stipulates that any changes
in contest rales rust be promptly conveyed
to the public. lt makes clear, too, that any
rigging of contests, such as determining
winners in advance, ig a direct violation
of the law and can result in a substantial

penalty, or even license revocation,
Although the FCC does not require that

a station keep a contest fle, most do. Main-
taining all pertinent contest informatien,
including signed prize receipts and releases
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FIGURE 7,16

Bus boards get the
word out about

stations. Courtesy
Rock 95.3,
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234
FIGURE 7.17

Stations are expected
to makecontest rules
clear to the public.
Courtesy 97 Rock.
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by winners, can prevent problems should
questions or a conllict arise later.

Stations that award prizes valued at
$600 or more are expected by lawto file
a 1099-MISC form with the IRS. This is

done strictly for reporting purposes, and
stations incur no tax Hability. However,
failure to do so puts a station in conflict
with the law.

Broadcast Promotion and

Marketing Executives

The Broadcasters Promotion Association

(BPA) was founded in 1956 as a nonprofit
organization expressly designed to provide
information and services to station promo-
tion directors around the world. In the late

1980s, its mame was changed to Broad-
cast Promotion and Marketing Executives
(BPME}. In the 1990s, che organization

 
became Promax International, Its objectives
are as follows:

® Increase the effectiveness of broadcast

promotion personnel.
* Improve broadcast promotion methods,

research principles, and techniques.
* Enhance the image and professional

status of its members and members of

the broadcast promotion profession.
® Facilitate liaison with allied organiza-

tions in broadcasting, promotion, and
government.

¢ Increase awareness and  understand-

ing of broadcast promotion at stations,
in the community, and at colleges and
universities,

Promax. conducts national seminars and

workshops on promotion-related subjects.
Further information about the organization
may be obtained on its Web site: www.
promax.org,
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The Air Supply 

What was printed here nearly a quarter of
a century ago remains a fact today: a station
sells airtime ~ that is its inventory, its product.
The volumeor size of a given station’s inven-
tory depends chiefly on the amountof timeit
allocates for commercial matter. For example,
some stations with Easy Listening and Adult
Contemporary formats deliberately restrict
or limit commercial loads as a method of

enhancing overall sound and fostering a “more
music, less talk” image. Other outlets simply
abide by commercial load stipulations as out-
lined in their license renewal applications.

A full-time station has more than 10,000
minutes to fill each week. This computes to
approximately 3000 minutes for commer-
cials, based on an 18-rninute commercial
load ceiling per hour. In the eyes ofthe sales
manager, this means anywhere frorn 3000 to
6000 availabilities or slots — assuring that a
station sells GO- and 30-second spot units —
in which commercial announcements are

inserted.

From the discussion in the first seven chap-
ters, it should be apparent that inventory
control and accountability at a radio station
are no small job. They are, in fact, the primary
duty of the person called the trafic manager.

A. dailylog is prepared by the traffic manager
{also referred to as the traffic director). This
documentis at once a schedule of program-
ming elements (commercials, features, and

 

Traffic and Billing

public service announcements [PSAs]} to
be aired and a record of what was actually
aired. It serves to inform the on-air operator
of what to broadcast and at what time, and
it provides a record for, arnongother things,
billing purposes.

Let us examine the process involved in
logging a commercial for broadcast begin-
ning at the point at which the salesperson
writes an order for a spot schedulc.

1. The salesperson writes an order and
returns it to the station.

2. The sales manager then checks and
approves the order.

3. The sales secretary types the order,
4, Copies of the formalized order are dlis-

tributed to the trafic manager, sales
manager, billing, salesperson, andclient.

5. The order is placed inthe traffic schedul-
ing book or entered into the computer for
posting to the log bythe traffic manager,

6. The order is logged, commencing on the
start date according to the stipulations of
the buy.

Although the preceding is both a sinm-
plification and generalization of the actual.
process, it does conveythe basic idea. Keep
in mind that notall stations operatein exactly
the same manner. The actual method for

preparing a log will differ also from station
to station depending on whether it is done
manually or by computer. Those outlets
using the manual system (very few remain)
often simplify the process by preparing a
master or semipermanent log containing
fixed program elements and even long-term
advertisers. Short-term sponsors and other
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FIGURE 8.1
A station’s trathe

department has
nothing to do
with the highway
conditions. Courtesy
WIZN-FM.

 

changes will be entered on an ongoing basis.
This method significantly reduces typing.
The master may be imprinted on plastic or
Mylar, and entries can be made and erased
according to need. Once the log is prepared,
it is then copied and distributed,

It is the traflic manager's responsibility to
see that an order is logged as specitied and
that each clientis treatedfairly and equitably.
A sponsor who purchases two spots, 5 days
a week, during morning drive, can expect to
receive good rotation for maximum reach.
It is up to the traffic manager to schedule
the client's commercials in as many quarter-
hour segments of the daypart as possible. The
effectiveness of a spot scheduleis reduced
if the spots are logged in the same quarter-
hour each day. Ifa spot is logged at 6:45 A.M.
daily, it is only reaching those people tuned
at that hour each day. However, if on one
day it is logged at 7:15 AM. and then at
8:45 A.M. on another, and so on, itis reaching
3 different audience eachday. ft also would
be unlair to the advertiser who purchased
drivetime to have spots logged only prior
to 7:00 AM., the beginning of the prime
audience period.

‘The traffic manager maintains a record
of when a client’s spots are aired to help
ensure effective rotation, Another concern,

of the trafhe manager is to keep adequate
space between accounts of a competitive
nature, Running two restaurants back-to-
back or within the same spot set likely
would result in having to reschedule both
at different times at no cost to the client.
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It also falls within the trafic manager's
purview to make sure that copy and pro-
duction tapes are in on time. Most stations
have a policy, often stated in their rate card,
requiring that commercial material be on
hand at least 48 hours before it is sched.

uled for broadcast. Trallic manager Carol
Bates of Providence, Rhode Island, says that
getting copy before the air date can be a
problem. “It is not unusual to get a tape
or copy a half-hour before it is due to air.
We ask that copy be in well in advance,
but sometimes it's a matter of minutes. No

station is unfamiliar with having to make up
spots duc to late copy. It's irritating but a
reality that you have to deal with.”

Station trafic manager Jan Hildreth says
that holiday and political campaign periods
can place added pressure on the traffic person.
“The fourth quarter is the big money time in
radio. The logs usually are jammed, and avail-
abilities are in short supply. The workload in
the traffic department doubles. Things also get
pretty chaotic aroundelections. It can become
a real test for the nerves, Of course, there's
always the late order that arrives at 5 P.M. on
Friday that gets the adrenaline going.”

There are few station relationships closer
than that of the traffic department with pro-
gramuning and sales, Programming relies on
the traffic manager for the logs that fne-
tion as scheduling guides for on-air person-
nel, Sales depends on the traffic department
to inform it of existing availabilities and to
process orders onto the air. “Tt is crucial to the
operation thet trafic have a good relstion-
ship with sales and programming. When it
doesn't, things begin to happen.The program
director (PD) has to let traffic know when
something changes; if not, the systembreaks
down. This is equally true of sales, Traffic is
kind of the heart of things. Everything passes
through the traffic department. Cooperation
is very important,” chserves radio station
trate manager Barbara Kalulas.

 

The Traffic Manager's
Credentials

A college degree usually is not a criterion
for the job of trafic manager. This is not
to imply that skill and training are not
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Directing Traffic 

necessary, and more and more everybody at
a radio station has at least some college edu-
cation. Obviously, the demands placed on
the traflic manager are formidable, and net
everyone is qualified to All the position.“Tt
takes a special kind of person to effectively
handle the job oftraffic, Patience, an eye for
detail, plus the abiliry to work under pres-
sure and with other people are just some
of the qualities the position requires,” notes
radio executive Bill Campbell.

Typing or keyboard skills are vital to the
job. Afamiliarity with computers and word
processing has become necessary, because
most stations have given up the manual
system of preparing logs in favor of the
computerized method.

Many traffic people are trained in-house
and come fromthe administrative or clerical

ranks. It is a position that traditionally has
been filled by women. Even though traffic
salaries generally exceed that of purely sec-
retarial positions, this is not an area noted
for its high pay. Although the trathc manager
is expected to handle many responsibilities,
the position generally is perceived as more
clerical in nature than managerial.

‘Traffic managers frequently make the tran-
sition into sales or programming. The con-
siderable exposure to those particular areas
provides a solid foundation and good spring-
board for those desiring to make the change.

 

Computers vastly enhance the speed and
efficiency of the traffic process, Comput~
ers store copious amounts of data, retrieve
information faster than humanly possible,
and schedule and rotate commercials with

precision and equanimity, to mention only
a few of the features that make the new

technology especially adaptive for use in the
traffic area (see Figures §.2-8.4).

Computers are an excellent tool for
inventory control, contends former broad-
cast computer consultant Vicki Cliff. “Radic
is a commodity not unlike a train carload
of perishables, such as tomatoes. Radio sells
time, which is progressively spoiling. The
economic laws of supply and demand are
classically applied to radio. Computers can.

 
 
 

 
 
   

iopey Traffic Sales

FIGURE 8.2
A handheld check of
station availabilities,

Courtesy
RadioTrafic.com,

 

General
Manager

Officg Manager

assist in plotting that supply-and-demand
curve in determining rates to be charged for
various dayparts at any given moment.

“Inventory control is vital to any busi-
ness. Radio is limited in its availabilities

andseasonal in its desirability to the chent.
In a sold-out state, cHent value priorities
must be weighted to optimize the station’s
billing, All things being equal, the credit
rating of the client should be the deciding
factor, Computers can eliminate the hurnan
subjectivity in formulating the daily log.”

The cost of computerizing traffic has
kept a small percentage of stations from
converting from the manual system, notes
Cliff “Purchasing a personal computer for
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FIGURE 8.3

Working a station’s
ad trafic online.

Courtesy
Radic'Tafiic.com.
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The form used by
on-air peopleto cite
missed commercials,

Courtesy WXLO-FM.
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the trafic fumetion is okay, but if a station
desires to perform several functions, it may
find itself out of hack. There are limits as to

what can be done with a personal computer.
On the other hand, a larger capacity, main-
frame computer can be a major oxpense,
although the Ametions it can perform. are
extraordinary. An online, real-time system
can be costly also. Line expenses can. really
add up. Those station managers considering
computerizing must gather all possible data
to determine if the system they're consider-
ing will cost justify itself”

In an interview in Radio Ink, WPOC-
FM’s Jim Dolan observed that "The move

right nowis toward putting your sales force
in the field armed with laptops andinstanta-
neous online access to inventory, availability,
and contractinformation. And the PC-based

systems seem to be evolving faster than the
minicorputer systems in this regard.”

Various types of traffic andbilling soft-
ware are available. Dozens of companies,
most notably Radio ‘Traffic, Marketron,
Columbine, Bias Radio, Custom Business
Systems, Jefferson Pilot, and The Manage-
ment, specialize in providing broadcasters
with software packages. Prices for computer
software vary depending onthe nature and
content of the program.
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Compatible hardware is specified by the
software manufacturer, Most software is

IBM-PC compatible, however. Companies
and consultants specializing in broadcast
computerization are listed in Broadcasting
‘Yearbook.

According to the NAB the majority of
stations were utilizing computers, especially
in the area of trafic, in the 1990s. Notes
Jay Williams, Jr, “Trafic and accounting for
many affiliated stations are now being done
by modem from corporate offices. Even sales
is becoming more computer-powered. It
won't be long before avails and pricing will
be offered to stations, acceptance of anorder
will be confirmed by a keystreke, anc the
commercial downloaded on command,”

Traffic in Clusters 

In the age of widespread station clustering,
it is common for a centralized trafic (and
billing) department to handle the work of
several outlets that are owned by the same
company or group. In this case, the staff of
the “hub” department (the one handling all
ofthe work) maybe enlarged to accommodate
the mereased demands. Obviously, this alse
means that the trafic departments at the
various stations in the cluster are no longer nec-
essary and therefore are typically eliminated.

Williams adds, “Consolidationandtechnol-
ogy have provided opportunities for savings in
tallic, bookkeeping, engineering, production,
and other internal operations.Technologysoon
will allow stations to automatically accept
and schedule orders directly from approved
clients and agencies; the acceptance of this
‘otfer-buy-schedule’ software will strearnline
the tratlie-billing process even more.”

Dave Scott, CEO of RadioTrafiic.com,
further discusses the impact of consolida-
tion of radio station trafic operations. “In
the era when an owner could only have two
stations in a market (prior to the Telecom
Act}, one traflic person often did all the ‘back
room’ commercial scheduling and billing
for two stations. So six or seven stations

would have had three or four people. After
consolidation, it’s not usual for seven sta-
tions to have one or two people hsadlingall
commercial scheduling and billing. This has
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Billing

been possible partly through combination
sales (where one or twosales people handle
sales of ads for six, seven, or eight stations}
and partly through more ethcienttraffic and
billing software (made so one order entry
process could get all the details intoall six,
seven, or eight stations}.

Some of this has been due to the mul-
titasking aspect of Windows software and
sorne due to faster and more powerful
desktop computers, along with the advent of
networking ofseveral computers together sa
all sales people could do some order entry.

What we do at our companyis take mul-
tiple station operation two steps further.
First, RadioTrafhe.com software is Internet
enabled,so sales people don’t have to phone
in to find out about unsold availabilities,

This is important because ad time is perish-
‘able. Youcan't sell the time a few minutes

ago if you didn’t sell it in advance.
Internet connectivity also means sales

people don’t have to drive back to the station
te get new orders or change orders entered
by traffic people. They can do so with any
computer or the Internet anywhere. That
includes laptop computers with wireless
Internet access, any computer at an [nter-
net café, and any PDA with wireless Inter.
net. Station people and clients have secure
access to full account information from any
Internet computer, fast the way as one has
account info from their bank or credit card

company. Here at Radiolraffic.com wealso
offer client invoices, affidavits. and state-
ments that talk. Merely click on the day
and lime of any commercial and you can
hear an aircheck playback of it along with
what came before and after all over the
Internet, All this makes traffic run smoothly
in cluster situations.”

 

At moststations, advertisers are billed for the
airtime they have purchased after a portion.
or all of it has run. Fewstations require that
sponsors pay in advance. It is the job of the
billing department to notify the advertiser
when payment is due. Al Rozanski, former
business manager of WMIJX-FM, Boston,
Xplains the process involved once a contract

 

has been logged by the trafic department.
“We send invoices out twice monthly. Many
stations bill weekly but we find doingit every
2 weeks cuts down on the paperwork consid-
erably. The first thing mybilling person does
is check the logs to verify that the clHent’s
spots ran.We don’t ill them for something
that wasn't aired. Occasionally a spot will
be missed for one reason or another say a
technical problem. This will be reflected on
the log because the on-air person, will indi-
cate this fact. Invoices are then generated in
triplicate by our computer. We use an IBM
System 34 cornputer and Columbine soft-
ware. This combination is extremely versatile
and efhcient. The station retains a copy of the
invoice and mails two to the client, who then
returns one with the payment. The client
also receives an affidavit detailing when spots
were aired. If the chent requests, we will
notarize the invoice. This is generally neces-
sary for clients involved in co-op contracts.”
The billing procedure at WMJX-EM is rep-
resentative of that at many stations.

Not all radio stations have a full-time

business manager on the payroll. Thus, the
person who handles billing commonlyis
responsible for maintaining the station's
financial records or books as well. In this

case, the services of a professional accoun-
tant may be contracted on a regular periodic
basis to perform the more complex hook-
keeping tasks and provide consultation on
other financial matters.

Accounts that fail to pay when due are
turned over to the appropriate salesperson
for collections. HW this does not result in

payment, a station may use the services of
a collection agency. Should its attempt also
fail, the stationlikely would write the busi-
ness off as a loss at tax time.

Dave Scott adds the cluster angle te the
preceding, “In the era of group ownership a
seamless autornatic consolidation of fnan-

cial reporting from clusters of stations in.
different cities, states, and regions, as well as
national totals, is needed. Previously, clusters
would combine their stations and fax weekly
reports to headquarters. Now, group owners
knowtheir own pacing on an hour-by-hour
basis, just the way a chain retailer would
have their cash registers tied together for
consolidated sales pacing and restocking.”
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FIGURE 8.5

Enhanced logging
through computer
software, Courtesy
Radio'fraffic.com,

FIGURE 8.4

Spot schedule order
form. Courtesy
WMIX-FM.
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The FCC andTraffic

The FCC eliminated program log require-
ments in the early 1980s as part of the
era’s formidable deregulation movement.
Before then the FCC expectedradio sta-
tions to maintain a formal log, which ~ in

348

addition to programm titles, sponsor names,
and length of elements ~ reflected informa-
tion pertaining to the nature of announce-
ments fcommercial material, PSA), source
of origination (live, recorded, network),
and the type of program (enter taimment,
news, political, religious, other}. Failing to
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FIGURE 8.7

Keeping track
of accounts is
a vital station

function, Courtesy,
Radio'Traffic.com.

 

   
FIGURE 8.8
Terms and conditions

of an advertising buy.
Courtesy WXLOFM.
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Han), Slaton assumes no Tasponstbiihy, ehigation or ability with respect to se cantant or sls of Ihe adver
tisig oroviied oy the Advertiser and Advertise agrees fe Indersty Statlon for any fadelBty whegh spety sesult from broadasetieg
seid cormmercial. tn as efor ie provide the cormrmunity vets whglesome erlertalirent, Station reviews 42] aeagrarntning arsed
consnentiuls which 7 places fr broadest, and ruserves the sight fo relect ary parlloular acverdisement provided by Advortiann
See station's aroduction guidelines fer a lrorsugk dotad of stations cecmnereist
poliches,

 

5. Additiona!BervastedBrosicegis. Except aa olhervdise agrerd fo in vesting, if Advertiaar contliues to reqliest that Stator
Seoaraast advertising mayors that d herein, additonal brondcasiq stwliie considered a Gast of this contract, at ibe rate
golabilshed by [be Station from time to ima, and clhenwise subject 9 thea farms and conditions, until athorwise agreed to i
wring.

 

4. Cantinasiiqns andCancellations All oeniuote and revieisne ara sorutieeed fox ancueoy prior to making. Upon meceipi of sta-
tion cortracta by Adverlise:, if is Advertioe:'s raspensiliity to notify Station of any possible discranancy. HF Station receives no
Hofige within sever (7) days of eeeue, the contract or revision wii be considered correct end Adyvertioer will ba rasparisibfe for
payed! Slaton rmquires te (2) woeks notice of camosilaton,

  

  5Eagemarks andNon-Exelusiviy, Tis Agreement daes nol grant Adwartiser the rights to wea
tradenames, faderrarks of aerdce marks of Sladien. No crersheardising, neocpotianal or other sp2ctal comsiietation, sar any
product category sxclusivity o7 other protenien tegardieg any breedewel, will be provided by Staller ir commention with the
scheduled advertising undass specificaly sef forth in thls Agreement,

8, FaikuzatoBroadcastCormmiais, Adivertiogy acknowledges that commercials occasionally may bot fe betadonet whet
soheduied due lo events beyond the srasenuble contacf Station. ih the svent achadutad achverllsing ig sot broadens? when
schediied, Station shalt be entitled ip piace acivertising cn a sudsecuen, comparable Sroacast, onus “eke good” basis, In ap
evend shai Station be beble for any semeaquentialor irelclordal darreges reinting to ifs fafure to air scheduled arherieingd.

7ExecutionbyAdonoy, if this Agrasment ip entered info by an Adveriieing Ageney an batalf of an Adverlisar, said Agency
jotrely and sovprally Underexes the cbligationg of ddvertieer hereunder,
3._Massachiuestts Law. This Agmeement is made and enteres Into In Massactusess and shall De inerproteg, constnacé ard
enforced in aesordance with the fawe of ths Sommonweaith of Massachuwetis,

CREDIT POLICY

+. ExtensignofGrad. Standard Staten cradit poticy ig eashin advanse far Arivertlsers fitet order, panting appeovst of creck,are sald ered? wil vot ba extercied without 2 cerplated and sknesi cradit application: from Aciveriser on He,

2. (redejimits. Inekvidual credit drole are estatligned at the sole discretion of Station avid are aunied te rayiewe from fips totha,
COMMISSIONS ANB DISCOUNTS

+. AgsonyComrissions, Commissions wid be paid by Stalion only to established Advertising Agencies iri good stareding,
PAYMENFS:

7. Payments, Slandard Station payrnend potky ie tal aif poles are ce peel payable net [hrty (00) daye trom reosigt ofanv,

2, Lafe Charges Any amnounds dle Slation tom Advertiser not paid within (35) duys of raceipt of inwning are subject 1a a tive
percent (5%.) inie payment charge,

 S_Colleagions, lathe arant of any collgetion aclinn ar lifaettion fo cudlect arnourts dtee Ter Advertiser, Hate: shal be eetitlhedlo reasonable coalof collection arsi ateranve fred as delectined by the Gourt
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FIGURE 8.9

The designated
placement ofspots
in 4-minute sets

(clusters), Courtesy
RadioTraffic.com,

FIGURE 8.10

‘Traffic and billing
receive copies of
orders written by
sales reps. Courtesy
WIAN-FM.
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include this information on the log could
have resulted in punitive actions against the
station by the FCC.

Althoughstations no longer must retain a
programlog under existing rules, some sort
of documentis still necessary to inform pro-
gramming personnel of what is scheduled

for broadcast and to provide information
for boththe traffic andbilling departments
pertaining to their particular functions.
A Jog creates accountability. It is both a
programming guide and a document of
verification.

Stations are nowat liberty to desian logs
that serve their needs most effectively and
efficiently. The WMFX log form shown in
Figure 8.11 is an example ofa log that has
been designed to meet all ofits station's
needs in the most economical and uncom-

plicated way.
There are no stipulations regarding the

length of time that logs must be retained.
Before the elimination of the FCC program
log regulations, stations were required to
retain logs for a minimum of2 years. Today
most stations still hold onto logs for that
arnount of time for the sake of accountabil-

ity, and with computers as archive sources,
logs maybe kept indefinitely without creat-
ing physical space issues.
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